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Abstract 
 
Valuation under conditions of uncertainty – how is it possible? The research offers an economic sociological 

approach to investigate how actors in a stakeholder network conduct valuation of technological innovation 

under conditions that are distinguished from calculable risk. Fundamental uncertainty constitutes an unknown 

and unpredictable situation that makes it challenging to calculate the monetary value of an asset’s current or 

projected worth. By focusing on the practice of valuation, an attempt is made to complement previous research 

on how actors come to terms with the future and how it affects their economic action in the present.  

 

On the basis of an ethnographic case study departing from an SME within the competitive and innovative 

MedTech sector, I investigate how valuation of medical device patents are done by professionals when there 

is uncertainty about the patented technologies’ prospective technical and commercial success. From interviews 

with valuation stakeholders and collected documents, a socio-technical analysis of valuation under uncertainty 

is conducted from where I seek to understand: How value is produced as part of a socio-material network; the 

roles that narratives play in such networks; and lastly, how value is produced performatively.  

 

The findings show that SMEs are forced acquire patented innovations to be competitive in the turbulent 

MedTech environment. This entails valuation of prospective acquisitions under fundamental uncertainty where 

stakeholders have to engage in collaborative socio-material networks of actors and things. The positions that 

actors hold in these networks influence how valuation is done as specific stakeholders have predisposed net-

work roles that give them legitimacy and credibility as authorities within their field of expertise. Narratives 

are found to act as backers to the legitimacy and credibility, which can have performative effects on commer-

cial agreements constructed between trading entities. As a result, the research argues that valuation practice 

under uncertainty is not a rational and linear process of finding ‘the one true value’, but rather a practice that 

concerns finding ‘the one successful value’, allowing innovation to flow between trading parties. 
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1. Introduction 
 

“It is a little bit more art than science” 

   - Inventor B 

 

Not more than a year ago, I met with a co-inventor and professor of an open platform established to share and 

facilitate trade of patient- and physician-invented medical device innovations. Throughout our conversation, 

the professor noted that this intermediary hub, where buyers and sellers could be matched, faced a prominent 

challenge: It was found cumbersome to connect the inventions to medical technology (MedTech) corporations 

seeking to acquire, develop and commercialize novel medical devices. He argued that there was a friction, a 

sort of translation problem, to how prospective buyers recognized the inventions as an investment opportunity 

and subsequently how they valued these accordingly to their current business. Central to the justification of 

the professor’s online platform’s existence, to facilitate trade of healthcare solutions, he curiously questioned, 

with some frustration in his voice, ‘how the platform could become more efficient in coupling inventors and 

MedTech organizations’.  

 

As the discussion progressed, I discovered that in the majority of the cases, the technological innovations 

sought to be traded were in the early stage of its life cycle; hence, not materialized into a tangible and market-

able product. This meant that more often than not, there would be a vague proof of concept only supported by 

a newly granted patent or a pending patent being under review1.  

 

While we shared our judgements about the reasons to why the platform experienced a hurdle in coupling buyers 

and sellers, our preliminary ‘trouble shooting’ narrowed the dilemma down to MedTech companies’ difficul-

ties with ‘translating the invention into an attractive investment opportunity’. It was assumed that to perceive 

a technological innovation as commercially attractive, the MedTech corporations needed to translate the in-

vention’s future profitability into a monetary value that they would be willing to pay in the present. Without 

the monetary value attribution in the present, it seemed problematic for trading of patented technology to occur. 

However, as the invention is these cases had yet to be developed and materialized, the unit of value attribution 

was often deemed to be the patent. 

 

In our subsequent contemplation about the complexity involved with valuation of these early-stage patents, 

the professor expanded on the numerous factors which made it challenging for medical device corporations to 

 
1 A patent can be granted at both the supranational- and national level. The procedure of obtaining Intellectual Property protection 
varies between the two approaches.  For an extended discussion about the patenting process of Life Science inventions, see Davis 
(2006) and Ventose (2013). 
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conduct proper valuation. These included, amongst other factors, the industry composition primarily consisting 

of small-medium sized enterprises (SMEs)2, the turbulent competition on innovation, financial perspectives, 

legal advisory needed, the multiple stakeholders3 and experts needed to provide their take on the patent, and 

more significantly, the fundamental uncertainty about the future materialization, commercialization and diffu-

sion of the invention.  

 

Adding to the theme of this research ‘valuation under uncertainty’4, which will be explicated in the forthcoming 

chapters, I found that early-stage patent valuation posed an intriguing practice to further investigate. Departing 

from my limited understanding of which factors were at play when traditional supply-demand pricing dynam-

ics appeared imprecise and inadequate, I began questioning if some patents may be valued differently than 

others depending on the context; which techniques valuation stakeholders use; and how valuation of an intan-

gible, a patent, under contextual conditions of uncertainty unfold. Was it really science or was there some art 

involved? It seemed that I had taken something for granted in the practice of valuation. 

 

1.1 Innovation in The Knowledge-Based Economy 
Teece (1986) posed in his acclaimed work that competitive potential embedded in new innovations may not 

always captured by the inventors. Having complementary assets and protection in regard to imitability were 

concluded as being critical for value appropriation. Departing from Teece’s (1986) transaction oriented ‘make-

or-buy’ decision framework, intellectual property (IP) protection5, as well as the trading of patented innova-

tions, become of significant importance for companies seeking to compete on innovation in today’s 

knowledge-based economy (Levin et al., 1987; Teece, 1981). As a result, companies have in the past decades 

structured their strategic decision making toward developing and acquiring IP assets (Cohen & Merrill, 2003), 

thus intensifying their quest in reaching economic success and moving ahead of competition (Ho, 2011). Sta-

tistics from World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) show a notable change in the propensity of pa-

tents filed and granted, with more than 3 million patents filed and 1.42 million patents granted in 2018 (see 

appendix 9.1).  

 

Research has shown that companies’ strategic actions have not only led to a change in patent propensity, but 

also a change in their behavior related to exploitation of IP assets (Frank, 2006; Grube, 2009). According to 

 
2 The European Commission defines SMEs as companies with a staff headcount between 50-250 and a turnover between €10m and 
€50m, see European Commission (2021a).  
3 The term ‘stakeholders’ refers to the practitioners involved in the valuation setting.  
4 A definition of how uncertainty is understood in this research is presented in section 1.1, paragraph 4, cf. Knight (1921). 
5 Intellectual Property (IP) is comprised of four major regimes: Copyright, patent, trademark, and database right. Though I interchange-
ably use IP and patents throughout the chapters, the sole focus of this research is, as emphasized, on the ‘patent’. For a more thorough 
distinction between the types of IP, see Spence (2007). 
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Graham et al. (2018), IP and especially patents have become a positioning tool, going beyond the traditional 

blocking and defensive uses. In the contemporary economy, companies employ patents as revenue generating 

assets through licensing and cross-licensing agreements; as branding tools for fund raising through equity and 

debt; as well as an ‘enhancer’ to their respective bargaining position during negotiations in merger and acqui-

sition deals. Consequently, these intangible assets have come to constitute a considerable portion of the value 

in research and development (R&D) intensive companies (Sas et al., 2014). 

 

With the growing rate of filing and granting of patents, the increased trading of IP (Hall, 2004), and from the 

description of these IP assets’ importance in today’s competitive environment, it should be clear that there is 

in a need for scrutinizing how value is attributed to patents (Munari & Oriani, 2011). Nonetheless, the proce-

dure to assess patents’ monetary value proves a challenging task (Bogdan & Villiger, 2010). As Meeks & 

Eldering (2010) argued, one of the fundamental challenges found in patent valuation is its interdisciplinary 

nature, requiring a combination of patent law, technological acumen and financial understanding. When re-

flecting on the ambiguity that valuation stakeholders encounter in their consideration of which methods to use 

in the valuation; the uncertainty about which consequences that valuation may have on company performance 

(Bishop, 2003); how the patented technology might develop (Beckert, 2021); and how companies and stake-

holders efficiently and effectively conduct proper valuation (Dussauge et al., 2015); the economic context 

renders the models of calculation ineffective (Beckert, 2016). In other words, the necessary information to 

optimize the valuation is simply not available at the time of decision making (Beckert, 2016; Dequech, 2003). 

 

This economic context, which will be exemplified in the forthcoming section 1.2 ‘case contextualization’, 

creates a situation where practitioners doing valuation cannot predict the future, which is a core assumption in 

traditional neoclassical valuation methods6 (Bogdan & Villiger, 2010; Meeks & Eldering, 2010; Munari & 

Oriani, 2011). Consequently, the context is characterized as ‘fundamentally uncertain’, understood in a Knight-

ian manner (Knight, 1921), which means that stakeholders who are to do valuation lack quantifiable infor-

mation. Specifically for this research of early-stage patents in the MedTech sector, the fundamental uncertainty 

relates to the unpredictability of future commercial, R&D, regulatory, legal, and manufacturing occurrences 

and success. 

 

When considering the uncertainty that practitioners encounter, valuation emerges as a hot topic. Previous sci-

entific contributions have debated about the complexity involved in valuation and further elaborated on the 

struggles that the more transaction-oriented methods have faced during fundamental uncertainty (Knight, 

1921; Troy & Werle, 2008). The limitations of neoclassical economic perspectives have been criticized per 

 
6 In section 1.2.1, the assumptions grounded in the contemporary patent valuation methods are superficially described. For an expanded 
distinction, see section 2.2.2 or Grube (2009) and Bogdan & Villiger (2010). 
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their assumptions about individuals’ rationality, complete understanding of their environments (Beckert, 2014; 

2016), and neglect of information asymmetry between buyers and sellers of IP (Beggs, 1992; Greenberg, 2013; 

Russell, 2016). Patent valuation furthermore appears challenging as constructing comparability with other ob-

jects is problematic (Granstrand, 1999), which arguably acts as a precondition for establishing a trade value of 

a patent (Beunza & Stark, 2004). 

 

Beckert (2014) and Fourcade (2011) emphasized that authors within recent years have raised additional ques-

tions about economists’ ability to calculate values of objects that reflect ‘the true value’. Hence, when reflect-

ing on the described problematization of neoclassical methods to patent valuation, it arguably leads to a call 

for further research on investigating the more subtle and harder-to-observe elements involved valuation. Con-

sequently, this research has challenged the idea that stakeholders act independently and on complete and rele-

vant information, through a case study of early-stage patent valuation in the MedTech sector.  

 

1.2 Case contextualization: The MedTech sector from an SME-perspective 
In Europe, more than 80% of the companies operating within the MedTech sector are characterized as SMEs 

(Annemien et al., 2012), whereas SMEs make up for almost 95% of the global MedTech sector (MedTech 

Europe, 2019). Though MedTech sector is primarily constituted by smaller players, technological innovation 

is deemed critical to their competitiveness vis-à-vis competition (Kaplan et al., 2004). Beckert (2014) noted 

that in R&D intensive industries, such as the MedTech sector, there is an intrinsic pressure on being innovative, 

being one of the key drivers of sustainable competitive advantages. On the contrary, this push for innovation 

poses a significant challenge to SMEs in the knowledge-, capital- and labor-intensive MedTech sector (Breschi 

et al., 2014; Teplensky et al., 1995; Marangos & Warren, 2017) due to resource scarcity (O’Regan et al., 2006; 

Davey et al., 2011). Not only does this sector appear multifaceted and highly complex, a felicitous description 

of the MedTech sector could be ‘hypercompetitive’ (D’Aveni, 1994; 1997) due to the constant disruption in 

health care technologies being marketed (Dodgson et al., 2014). Yet, the complexity does not end here. As 

MedTech SMEs are forced to compete on technological innovation (Beckert, 2014) while lacking resources 

and capabilities to bring technological innovation to market, they have to compensate for this deficiency by 

engaging in multiple external partnerships (Annemien et al., 2012). By dealing with external partners, addi-

tional risks are encountered as the SMEs do not possess complete control of their innovation operations (Wel-

lenreuther et al., 2012).  

 

One thing is the evident complexity and competitive push for technological innovation, another is uncertainty. 

What is peculiar about the MedTech sector is the fundamental uncertainty found in the numerous business 

areas in which the medical device corporations have to navigate through: Comprehensive R&D and regulatory 

phases (Kuo et al., 2013); interdependency with Notified Bodies and FDA in the EU and USA (Fiedler & 
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Yadin, 2016); technological innovations’ safety, efficacy and effectiveness (Ogrodnik, 2013); regulatory en-

vironments changing7; fluctuating pricing and reimbursement levels (Loge et al., 2015); or external factors 

such as competition’s promotional activities, brand, market presence, and preexisting relationships with key 

opinion leaders (KOLs) (Dussauge et al., 2015). When cogitating about these contextual aspects of complexity 

and uncertainty that SMEs have to endure in their quest to compete on innovation, it seems like a challenging 

task for stakeholders to imagine how future development and commercialization phases of technological in-

novation will unfold. Imagine being an SME manager, physician inventor, or another stakeholder, and having 

to decide whether to build a prototype, purchase, license, sell, or even patent a given technological idea – how 

do they know if the patented technology will be profitable? Or how much time will it take to develop, manu-

facture and commercialize the invention? (Som et al., 2014). These are ‘simple’ questions about the future that 

neoclassical economic methodologies have assumed to have an answer to by building on assumptions about 

predictability of cash flow amount and timing. However, such assumptions take multiple aspects for granted 

in computing the value of patents under fundamental uncertainty, which I will describe in the next section 

1.2.1, and more in detail in section 2.2.2.  

 

Nonetheless, to stay innovative and competitive in the MedTech sector, it appears that SMEs have to engage 

in acquisition, development, and commercialization of technological innovation (Annemien et al., 2012). What 

is different for MedTech SMEs is that they, in contrast to larger corporations, enter the innovation stages 

relative early (Bayon et al., 2016), which obviously proves an opportunity to stay competitive as they gain 

access to new technology. On the contrary, the uncertainty that early-stage innovations bring with them com-

plicates the valuation that SMEs have to do in their decision making on whether to proceed with the given 

technology acquisition. Consequently, valuation cannot be neglected in the trading of patented technologies, 

but yet appears as a challenging task in a sector that is highly complex. 

 

1.2.1 Valuation Methods of Medical Device Patents 

Broadly speaking, patent valuation can be used in multiple settings e.g. to account for book value, IP infringe-

ment, mergers, and other business dissolutions (Bogdan & Villiger, 2010). Relevant to this research is the 

‘valuation of patents done in respect to patented technology acquisitions’, and thus how actors assess the de-

sired economical results and success of the future (Hughes & Mina, 2010) when decisions cannot be based on 

calculation of optimal choices (Beckert, 2016) due to fundamental uncertainty. 

 

Before describing the array of patent valuation methods used, I want to answer those who might question 

whether contractual forms such as licensing can counter the uncertainty of the future and thus make ‘valuation 

 
7 For example, the new European Union Device Regulation 2017/745 being enforced in May 2021. See European Commission (2021b) 
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practice’ redundant. Though licensing can be deemed as a superior agreement structure to employ during fun-

damental uncertainty, as it distributes financial and commercial risk between multiple parties, it still involves 

the practice of valuation (Murphy et al., 2012). Licensing builds on the same principles as wholly owned 

acquisitions (Munari & Oriani, 2011), but ads additional complexity to the valuation situation due to the mul-

tiple clauses and structures incorporated into contracts to account for the two sides’ preferences8 (Bogdan & 

Villiger, 2010). 

 

Nonetheless, valuation methods for patents have throughout recent decades been referred to as either qualita-

tive or quantitative in nature, but not mutually exclusive (Bishop, 2003). Where quantitative approaches at-

tempt to compute monetary value through established economic theories, such as discounted cash flow (DCF) 

theory, neoclassical researchers have proposed that qualitative approaches can be perceived as tools for for-

mulating and justifying assumptions in which the financial models can build on (Meeks & Eldering, 2010). 

Where the boundaries of the qualitative approaches are vaguely defined, as it draws upon multidisciplinary 

qualitative accounts from several stakeholders involved in the given situation of valuation, the quantitative 

methods’ components are more demarcated in nature. The quantitative patent valuation methods used today 

includes the income-, market-, cost-, and option-based approaches (Pitkethly, 1997; Bogdan & Villiger, 2010). 

While an elaboration of these methods will be provided in the literature review (see section 2.2.2), it should 

be noted that the majority of these approaches have been criticized for their tendency of simplifying funda-

mental uncertainty by making neoclassical assumptions in regard to the input parameters and information that 

feed them (Dussauge et al., 2015; Munari & Oriani, 2011). As scholars have further argued, under conditions 

of fundamental uncertainty probabilities about future states cannot be identified (Knight, 1921; Beckert, 2016), 

which may lead one to question what the true worth of these methods are if they are only producing a type of 

‘fictional’ guesstimate about the future (Beckert, 2021). 

 

In sum, when examining opposing schools of thought’s take on valuation practice, both neoclassical econo-

mists and sociological scholars have agreed that intangible assets’ values are contextually bounded and thus 

valuation should account for the context in which objects are valued (Dussauge et al., 2015; Doganova et al., 

2018). Interestingly, as this research has demonstrated and will discuss in depth, valuation methods’ role, both 

quantitative and qualitative, can during contexts of fundamental uncertainty be perceived in a broader sense 

than a descriptive tool for computing ‘real values’ of patents. By placing emphasis on the context, as commonly 

agreed by patent valuators, I argue that additional attention need to be placed at these patent valuation methods 

and their influence on how valuation is done within the MedTech sector. 

 
8 Licensing contracts may include: Upfront payments, milestones, R&D funding, redemption, royalties, yearly license fees, equity, 
right of first look, call-back options, co-development, co-marketing and co-promotion. See Bogdan & Villiger (2010) for a compre-
hensive overview of licensing structures. 
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1.3 Research Question 
It appears in the problematization of neoclassical economic theories’ taken for grantedness of social dynamics, 

and inapplicability of computing ‘real values’ during fundamental uncertainty, that questions can asked to 

which factors influence early-stage patent valuation in the MedTech sector. A critique is thus posed to whether 

quantitative valuation can produce realistic and objective numbers during specific contextual conditions, or if 

valuation in some cases should be perceived more as an art than as a practice of science. 

 

Fourcade (2011) argued that valuation of intangible objects could be understood as contingent on the time 

period and social context; making valuation a revealing process that goes beyond simple monetary commen-

suration. Similarly, Hacking (1999) noted that valuation may become a process of social construction, a pro-

cess of definition that incorporates all types of assumptions about social order and structured imaginaries about 

monetary worth. In that vein, this research argues that valuation during fundamental uncertainty may be per-

ceived from a different angle than a conventional economic view. MedTech professionals, as well as stake-

holders in other sectors, have varying goals, information and knowledge, which presumably leads to unpre-

dictable patent values; making monetary values dependent on who engages in the valuation situation. Conse-

quently, one may argue that valuation during uncertainty becomes a form of negotiation about which input 

parameters to include in the assessment of the future, which can push the perception of early-stage technology 

valuations more toward ‘a process of interpersonal negotiation’ rather than ‘a process of objective and non-

biased quantitative valuation’. It seems that there is a call for understanding valuation practice in a more eco-

nomic sociological way. As a result, I seek to answer the following research question: How is valuation of 

early-stage patents done by actors under conditions of fundamental uncertainty in the MedTech sector? 

 

Noting the critique of the neoclassical valuation models’ lack of contextual sensitivity, I seek to answer the 

research question from three theoretical angles derived from economic sociology, which have been identified 

rather inductively9 as the research progressed: How value is produced as part of a socio-material network; what 

roles narratives take in such network; and finally, how value is produced performatively. Consequently, these 

three angles constitute the structural foundation of the research, which should be clear in the remaining chap-

ters. 

 

 

 
9 The labelling ‘rather inductive’ should be understood as a disclaimer to the proclaimed inductive nature of this research. As I will 
only use the term ‘inductive’ moving forward, it should be noted that the understanding of ‘inductive’ is to be perceived in a more 
nuanced way than an extreme version. Note that the research strategy will be explicated in section 3.1.   
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1.4 Research Overview 
The research has been divided into 6 chapters, including the introductory chapter which has already been 

presented through its problematization of valuation under conditions of fundamental uncertainty. The second 

chapter proceeds with a review of the ongoing dialogue within economic sociology and valuation studies. In 

the final section of this literature review, 2.3, a ‘socio-technical analysis’ is presented where I explicate how 

the theoretical lenses, derived from contributions made within economic sociology, are understood and ap-

plied. To follow the three angles from where this research seeks to answer the research question, the socio-

technical analysis has been comprised of perspectives on: Socio-materiality, narratives, and performativity.  

 

The third chapter begins with an argumentation for the suitability of conducting an ethnographic case study to 

answer how valuation is done under fundamental uncertainty. Subsequently, an elaboration of how I depart 

from a MedTech SME in my exploration of a valuation network is provided to explicate how early-stage patent 

valuation is studied. This elaboration is incorporated in the detailed description of the qualitative data collec-

tion and analysis process.  

 

Following the research’s inquiry of the three analytical angles, the analysis and findings are presented in the 

fourth chapter. Chapter five includes a discussion of the findings with particular emphasis on how stakehold-

ers’ assessment of the future impact their actions in the present. Furthermore, limitations and potential avenues 

for future research are presented in the final section of this chapter. Lastly, in chapter six, the conclusion of 

this research is presented.  
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2. Literature review 
Following the introductory research question, the literature review has been structured around three subsec-

tions. The first section is intended to clarify where the scientific and literary inspiration for conducting this 

research has originated from. It will concern the emergence of economic sociology with a particular focus on 

innovation. In the second section, a scrutinization of the conversation within valuation studies is provided to 

bridge economic sociology of innovation to valuation; the inquiry to the MedTech sector and valuation studies 

within life science; and current qualitative and quantitative valuation methods used to attribute monetary value 

to patents. The third and final section is understood as the ‘product’ of the two preceding sections' problemati-

zation of neoclassical valuation methods’ applicability under conditions of uncertainty. Consequently, this 

section will elaborate on this research’s socio-technical analysis and how it has been structured around three 

theoretical concepts, which have been identified in a inductive fashion: Socio-materiality, narratives and per-

formativity. 

 

2.1 Economic Sociology 
Since the mid 1980s, the rebirth of economic sociology has brought a host of phenomena to the domain of 

sociology, which were previously dealt with by economics (Koniordos, 2007). In recent decades there has been 

a race to fill the void created by mainstream economics (Swedberg, 1996) and its disregard of social structure 

in the analysis economic outcomes like price and innovation (Granovetter, 2005). As Baker (1984) and Cole-

man (1985) problematized, the neoclassical economic theories, such as transaction cost theory (Coase, 1937; 

Williamson, 1981), game theory (Von Neumann & Morgenstern, 1944; Nash, 1950), or property rights per-

spectives (Coase, 1960), had assumed an unrealistic nature of rationality by treating economic actors as inde-

pendent of their social connections.  

 

In Granovetter’s (1985) ‘Economic Action and Social Structure: The Problem of Embeddedness’, he consoli-

dated what later would be identified as ‘new economic sociology’. This new stream of literature was a con-

testant to the orthodox neoclassical and mathematical approaches to economics (Swedberg, 1996). Guillén et 

al. (2002) argued that Granovetter’s (1985) demand for posing new sociological perspectives on economics 

was rightfully placed; previous work within economic sociology had been hesitant at confronting the neoclas-

sical economic models’ deficiencies in regard to the relational dynamics (Swedberg, 1996) and the atomized 

way of perceiving actors’ actions. With the renewed attention on the relational dynamics, network theory, 

cultural sociology and organizational sociology (Granovetter, 1985) emerged as suitable theoretical lenses for 

investigating economic exchange in market economics (Dosi et al., 2005), as well as conceptualizations of risk 

and uncertainty in economic life (Guillén et al., 2002; Knight, 1921). 
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In recent years, debates within the strand of economic sociology have concerned the potential broadening of 

its scope to investigate additional fields, for example, innovation. Despite innovation being one of the key 

constituents of capitalist market economies (Fligstein, 2002), economic mechanisms, constellations of inno-

vation (Hutter et al., 2018), and the formation and stabilization of expectations in turbulent market settings 

(Beckert, 2016) have been neglected. Consequently, with innovation being an important component in today’s 

knowledge-based economy, this research puts forward the need for further inquiry on innovation from an eco-

nomic sociology lens. 

 

2.1.1 Economic sociology of innovation 
Thoughts shared amongst social sciences have concerned the rejection of neoclassical efficiency assumptions 

about economics of innovation (Pinch, 2008). Economics of innovation from a neoclassical perspective have 

been contested for its neglect of the social, economic and political forces, and how these in turn affect the 

generation, selection and diffusion of innovations (Dosi et al., 2005).  

 

Though Pinch (2008) pronounced scholars’ acknowledgement of technological innovation to be studied as a 

social phenomenon, Beckert (2016) still found certain aspects of innovation economics as taken for granted. 

He argued that prior strands within economic sociology had tended to ignore some of the economic mecha-

nisms of innovation and thus he urged future research, by diverse means, to investigate how actors’ coping 

with uncertainty in instable market contexts could affect technological innovation being brought to market.  

 

It appeared that Beckert’s (2016) notions on uncertainty were grounded in the core definition of capitalism per 

Schumpeter’s (1942) later and famous work “Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy”; as Schumpeter (1942) 

described, modern capitalism is a unique system that continuously transforms and disrupts pre-existing tech-

nological structures, which in turn produces uncertainty and instability. In that sense, technological innovation 

is understood as a context of uncertainty, and hence we, as researchers, need to challenge the logic of market-

ization of technological innovation by investigating the objects used for coping with this embedded condition 

of uncertainty (Gibbons et al., 1994; Leslie, 2004). Relevant to this inquiry of objects used to cope with uncer-

tainty, the ‘materialistic turn’ has within recent years occurred as a more prominent aspect of research on 

technological innovation as a social construction (Swedberg, 2008). 

 

Beckert’s (2016; 2021) pleaded future research to enhance our understanding of what goes beyond fluctuating 

market prices by studying the underlying stabilization of expectations between market actors, thus providing 

insight to consequences that these expectations can have on technological innovation. He pointed out that such 

research could examine narratives and devices’ impact on stabilization of expectations. In this vein, both Jessop 
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(2007) and Birch (2017) pointed out that an insightful research area, from a practice point of view, could be 

knowledge property valuation under the conditions of uncertainty. 

 

Departing from the orthodox neoclassical economics’ taken for grantedness of the social aspects in economics 

of innovation, this research has sought to incorporate a more contextualized attention to the conditions ‘around’ 

technological innovation. Consequently, valuation practice is perceived in line with Beckert’s (2016) notions 

of stabilization of expectations i.e. the value of an early-stage patent depends on whether trading entities can 

match their expectations in determining an appropriate monetary value, thus rendering trading of IP.  

 

2.2 Valuation Studies 
Kjellberg et al. (2013) emphasized in their initial launch of the Valuation Studies Journal in 2013 that previous 

scientific contributions to the field of ‘valuation’ have been conducted from a broad spectrum of sciences; 

ranging from sociology to philosophy, specialists in accounting and management science, to anthropologists 

and semioticians. Five years later, Doganova et al. (2018) reflected on the edited volumes and special issues 

on valuation (Berthoin Antal et al., 2015; Kornberger et al., 2015; Dussauge et al., 2015) which subsequently 

led to their posed question “what has the study of valuation as a social practice become?” (Doganova et al., 

2018, p.84).  

 

Previous scientific contributions to ‘valuation studies’ has provided us with an idea of this research field’s 

boundaries (Beckert & Aspers, 2011; Adkins & Lury, 2012) and its differentiation from existing classical 

threads of sociology. To elaborate, Doganova et al. (2018) proposed that valuation needed to be perceived as 

practice, a process, and not distinctively in terms of ‘value’ and ‘values’ as something or someone just has. 

The reason for this distinction is that is allows researchers to move beyond pre-existing assumptions by prob-

lematizing ‘values and their making’. In that sense, we move away from searching for ‘objective’ and ‘perfor-

mance generative assessment tools’ (Kjellberg et al., 2013), to perceive valuation as it is: Socially constructed 

(Hirschauer, 2014; Wagner, 2015). 

 

Based on the problematization of values and their making, debates continued to discuss how valuation as a 

social practice, an act of translation, could inform us on how values were attributed during different contexts 

(Doganova et al., 2018). Relevant to this research, Haywood et al. (2014) revealed that there are several re-

search opportunities in the notion of valuation. For example, the exploration of new methodological ap-

proaches such as ethnography could provide further insights to the valuation process as a world-making and 

sense-making activity. Adding to this, the aspect of socio-materiality10, i.e. the ontological idea that valuation 

 
10 The concept of socio-materiality is explicated in the forthcoming section 2.3.1. 
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practice is comprised of both human and non-human entities (Kjellberg et al., 2013), has also been pronounced 

as a fruitful research avenue for studies aiming at investigating materiality’s involvement in the making of 

values. In brief, this research has included both the ethnographic inquiry and the emphasis on materiality in 

studying how valuation is done by actors under fundamental uncertainty.  

 

2.2.1 The making of values in life sciences 

Similar to the propositions posed by scholars within economic sociology of innovation and valuation studies, 

researchers in life sciences and medicine have put forward the need for developing additional ways to examine 

values in the making instead of solely relying on sophisticated neoclassical calculative devices (Dussauge et 

al., 2015; Asdal, 2015; Roscoe, 2013).  

 

Following Kjellberg et al.’s (2013) notions about the interaction between the human and non-human, it appears 

that the aspect of materiality has become of importance during valuation practice. As Asdal (2015) found in 

her research, certain ‘valuation devices11’, in specific contexts, acted as more than mere neutral actants12 in the 

making of values. These devices seemed to guide innovations in the market, only conditioned by the quality 

of the articulation and translation capabilities of the given valuation device (Dussauge et al., 2015). As an 

example, Roscoe (2013) elaborated in his research on transplantation of organs that in some cases valuation 

devices did not only dictate who would receive a new organ, but further which metrics were valued as im-

portant in identifying organ recipients. To link Roscoe’s (2013) example to this research and Dussauge et al.’s 

(2015) notions on devices being more than neutral actants, patent valuation methods can be perceived in the 

same way. Their effect on guiding innovations in the market may be dependent on what the valuation method 

deems as valuable and furthermore how effective the method is in translating what is valuable to the stake-

holders using the method. However, this idea of broadening our understanding of valuation methods, or de-

vices, will be more thoroughly explicated by using the concepts of ‘socio-materiality’ and ‘boundary objects’ 

in section 2.3.1. 

 

As a final note, one concept I found interesting in Dussauge et al. (2015)’s book on valuation in life sciences 

and medicine was the concept of ‘valuography13’. Together with numerous other ‘ethnographizing’ research 

programs, e.g. Dear’s (2010) ‘epistemography’ or Woolgar’s (1998) ‘technography’, Dussauge et al. (2015) 

 
11 The term ‘valuation device will be used interchangeably with ’valuation methods’. However, the connotations of ‘device’ might 
give the valuation methods a higher perceived materialistic agency. See Faulconbridge & Muzio (2021) for an elaboration of valuation 
device’s agency. 
12 The term actants denotes both the human- and the non-human actors. See Callon’s (1986) famous example on how fishermen of St. 
Brieuc, scallops and marine biologists interacted in the development of a conservation strategy for the scallop population. 
13 Though I will not be using the term ’valuography’ in the remaining of the research, I found it interesting per this research’s MedTech 
perspective. The reason for including this term in the literature review was to emphasize that valuation studies within life sciences have 
progressed to also look into ‘values in the making’ beyond the neoclassical economic thoughts.  
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defined valuography as an analytically and empirically oriented program interested in how certain things come 

to be considered valuable. The term valuography and its investigation of how values are enacted, ordered and 

displaced in sites of knowledge production, arguably supports this research problematization of neoclassical 

methods due to its inquiry into “the multifaceted relationships between facts-in-the making and values-in-the-

making” (Dussauge et al., 2015, p. 277). Hence, what neoclassical economic theories may deem as ‘facts’ in 

the valuation practice, can be challenged by investigating the making of values, for example, by conducting a 

valuographic inspired study.  

 

However, as this research has placed emphasis on socio-materiality and the effects of devices in valuation 

practice, a concise presentation of the methods used today for valuing a patent’s monetary worth is provided. 

Though the scope of this research does not include a detailed elaboration on how to practically apply these 

methods, it is imperative to concisely define the assumptions they build on. 

 

2.2.2 Patent Valuation Methods 

As noted in the introduction, there are distinctive methods used by managers and corporations in their valuation 

of patents. IP valuation usually follows the same rules as for project and license contract valuation but differs 

in terms of the contextual setting e.g. whether the valuation is done in relation to fundraising, acquisitions, 

mergers, litigations, and so forth (Ghafele & Bogetoft, 2018). As this research is interested in valuation as a 

prerequisite for trading of patented technological innovations, it limits the valuation devices to the quantitative 

and qualitative methods which will be described in this section.  

 

The traditional quantitative methods are comprised of the cost-, income-, and market approach (Murphy et al., 

2012), but some scholars have within recent years put forward the possibility of including the less adopted 

option-based method for patent valuation (Munari & Oriani, 2011). First, the cost approach to valuation states 

that a patent is equal to its replacement cost or the principle of substitution i.e. the amount of money which 

need to be paid to obtain an equivalent protection right e.g. R&D, legal or marketing expenditures, but also 

know-how which can be difficult to measure. The value of the patent further depends on the availability and 

number of substituting patented technologies as well as the components, type, and temporal dimensions of 

costs (Grube, 2009; Bogdan & Villiger, 2010). The main challenges thus lie in the which costs to include, and 

the uncertainty related to the knowledge required for creating the specific patent.  

 

Secondly, the income approach builds on the principle of expectation by estimating patent values using DCF 

methodology i.e. taking future positive and negative cash flows, e.g. royalty payments of revenue, to determine 

the present value of the patent or the cost savings it will provide. Hence, this method accounts for time value 

of money and the riskiness of the forecasted cash flows at specified times (Munari & Oriani, 2011).  
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Thirdly, the market approach is preferred when it is possible to identify a similar IP right. It builds on principles 

of equilibrium, competition and substitution. The general idea is that substitute goods, i.e. similar patents, in a 

competitive market will provide an indication of the correct value. Consequently, the market approach may be 

applied when there is historical data of comparable transactions of patents or technological innovations avail-

able. However, the market approach implicitly assumes homogeneity between the compared patents and fur-

thermore that market prices are comparable independently of non-market specific influences such as bargain-

ing positions and negotiation strategies, which arguably pose some uncertainty to the computations (Grube, 

2009). 

 

Fourthly, the option-based approach is different from the other three quantitative approaches as it accounts 

for opportunities related to investments and hence acts as an alternative to changing risk and modeling of 

flexibility. Building on the same assumptions as the Black-Scholes model (Black & Scholes, 1973), patents’ 

values are found by applying financial options and real options frameworks. The similarity between patents 

and options is that both of these give the right to exploit an asset in the future, thereby excluding competition 

from using it. Hence, the buyer will increase their value if the patent option exceeds the opportunity cost e.g. 

corresponding to a call option (Pitkethly, 1997) 

 

Lastly, the qualitative valuation method, or as Grube (2009) referred to as bibliographic value indicators, are 

often deployed during situations characterized by limited statistical data followed by uncertainty about future 

revenue streams. Not only are the boundaries of the qualitative approach vaguely defined, but it further in-

volves a challenging multidisciplinary setting where different drivers of patent value need to be accounted for 

e.g. legal aspects, technological level, the scope of protection, commercial prospects, the overall strategy of 

the company, the current patent portfolio, or enforceability of claims in the patent (Bogdan & Villiger, 2010). 

In that sense, qualitative valuation methods may be deployed when analyzing the prospective profitability of 

patenting an innovation, renewing a patent or ranking patents in a portfolio. The qualitative method is not only 

highly subjective, but it further requires that one possesses extensive knowledge about the market situation, 

e.g., competition and existing technical solutions, as well as legal aspects, which makes it a challenging exer-

cise.  

 

Though the quantitative and qualitative valuation methods may be perceived as taking the contextual setting 

into account per qualitative expert analyses and numerous assumptions made about predictability of risks, it is 

however clear that there are no considerations made in regard to the impact of social dynamics. It leaves un-

answered questions to how stakeholders may influence the process of valuation, and which role information 

asymmetry and the multidisciplinary setting play during early-stage patent valuation. The methods furthermore 
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neglect the general uncertainty about which methods to apply in specific valuation situations; which inputs are 

deemed valuable and appropriate to utilize when producing correct values; and obviously the criticized neo-

classical assumptions made in regard to comparability, calculability and predictability during contexts of fun-

damental uncertainty.  

 

Therefore, the following section 2.3 proceeds from a different lens to scrutinize valuation as a social practice 

that comprises stakeholders with distinctive agendas and roles, who interact with (im)material objects, which 

may influence the valuation practice under fundamental uncertainty.  

 

2.3 Socio-technical analysis  
This section 2.3 will be bridging the body of literature within economic sociology of innovation and valuation 

practice to the theoretical concepts included in the analysis: Socio-materiality, narratives and performativity. 

Hence, the remaining of the literature review will actively explicate how these concepts have been understood 

in the investigation of early-stage patent valuation done under fundamental uncertainty.  

 

2.3.1 Socio-materiality 

Up till this point, I have argued that simplistic views of actors and devices’ influence may pose limitations to 

our understanding of how valuation is done during differing social contexts. Consequently, in the first section 

of this socio-technical analysis, I will place emphasis on the aspect of materiality. 

 

The concept of socio-materiality has proved to be an insightful theoretical lens to include in understanding 

MedTech patent valuation through the contextual sensitivity it places at the intersection between materiality, 

i.e. the non-human, and the social (Orlikowski, 2007; Carlile et al., 2013; Cornelissen et al., 2013; Robichaud 

& Cooren, 2013). In this research, the aspect of socio-materiality has been applied to analyze the investigated 

valuation network in which the non-human, i.e. patents and valuation devices, and the multidisciplinary valu-

ation stakeholders come together in a socio-material assemblage14. 

 

As there have been debates on what constitutes materiality, Cooren (2020) proposed that social sciences need 

to stop automatically associating ‘matter’ to be something that is tangible and visible. Furthermore, we need 

to move away from solely focusing on materiality and its influence on the social, but also that the social world 

affects materiality (Leonardi et al., 2012). Such two-way street is demonstrated in this research by assuming 

that not only do valuation stakeholders interact with patents and valuation methods, but these intangibles do 

 
14 As this term will be used in the remaining of the research, a brief definition should be provided here: The term assemblage refers to 
‘the arrangement of people of things’ coming together. See DeLanda (2006) or Latour (2005) for a detailed overview of the concept 
‘assemblage’. 
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also influence how the MedTech valuation practitioners attribute value to patented innovations. Consequently, 

the socio-material aspect has been investigated by examining how valuation stakeholders, valuation models 

and patents become a part of a socio-material assemblage, which consummates the action (Barad, 2003) of 

contributing value to a medical device patent. By scrutinizing these assemblages, it will furthermore support 

the inquiry of how value can be produced performatively during early-stage patent valuation.  

 

2.3.1.1. Boundary Objects 

Though Callon (2006) did not mention ‘boundary objects’ explicitly in his work, the concept supported his 

labelling of socio-technical arrangements. Drawing upon Callon’s (2006) notions on socio-technical analysis, 

this research has been structured around the interrelationship between utterances in the form of narratives, 

valuation methods applied through quantifying schemes of calculations and qualitative assessments, and lastly 

the interaction with MedTech valuation stakeholders. In that sense, the concept of boundary objects was found 

advantageous to include due to its contextualized sensitivity (Star & Griesemer, 1989; Star, 2010; Nicolini et 

al., 2011), as well as per my socio-material focus on valuation practice. 

 

Star & Griesemer’s (1989) defined boundary objects as something that can be characterized as “both plastic 

enough to adapt to local needs and the constraints of the several parties employing them, yet robust enough to 

maintain a common identity across sites” (p. 393). De Laet & Mol (2000) further noted that boundary objects 

are any object that takes part in multiple social worlds, facilitating communication and translation between 

them. In this sense, boundary objects become both concrete and abstract, yet fluid and well-defined.  

 

Departing from de Laet & Mol’s (2000) research, I questioned if the concept of boundary objects could be 

applied to understand patents and valuation devices through a sociological lens. In de Laet & Mol’s (2000) 

research on which factors affected a Zimbabwean bush pump technology’s success and failure, they discovered 

that bush pump’s success, in its respective environment, was dependent on the social actors interacting with 

it. Similarly, I questioned the possibility of early-stage patent valuation, comprised of both MedTech patents 

and valuation methods, would possess equivalent attributes as the Zimbabwean bush pump. Namely, would 

the success of a patent valuation be dependent on the socio-material interaction between valuation device, 

patent and stakeholders? 

 

Though a patent, in its jurisdictional and institutionalized nature, is defined as the legal protection of an inven-

tion only to be exploited by authorization of its owner (WIPO, 2013), a patent is based on ‘claims’ which 

means that the protection is only as strong as the interpretation (Cotropia, 2005). Due to this interpretive nature 

of IP protection, it led me to question whether a patent during a valuation process could take on the role as a 

boundary object. The reason was that early-stage patents appeared concrete in their legal descriptions yet 
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abstract in what they can do ‘protection wise’; while simultaneously allowing multiple stakeholders to com-

municate about its content and value.  

 

On the other hand, valuation devices, especially the quantitative methods, appeared clearly defined in their 

neoclassical economic methodology. However, per this research’s materialistic focus, I questioned what these 

devices could do besides computing values based on inputs inserted into their frameworks. In line with previ-

ous investigation of the Black-Scholes option pricing model’s effects (Faulhaber & Baumol, 1988) on valua-

tion outcomes, it appeared that valuation devices could act as boundary objects, entangled in terms of perfor-

mance and nature between a variety of worlds (de Laet & Mol, 2000). Nonetheless, as the analysis will demon-

strate in chapter 4, the applicability of neoclassical methods has its limitations during conditions of fundamen-

tal uncertainty. Therefore, this research did not only benefit from analyzing valuation methods as boundary 

objects to identify their limitations, but furthermore the subsequent guidance that this theoretical lens provided 

in identifying additional documents15 which became influential during early-stage patent valuation.  

 

By broadening the materialistic understanding of patents, valuation devices and documents, it supported my 

investigation of how the actors engaged in a socio-material assemblage to successfully attribute value to early-

stage patents. However, it was throughout the research discovered that a myopic focus on materiality was not 

enough to answer how valuation was done under conditions of fundamental uncertainty. As Faulconbridge & 

Muzio (2021) presented in their research on valuation devices’ performative effects, the presence of powerful 

backers, such as narratives, can affect the sensemaking and agency in the actual valuation. Consequently, the 

following section is dedicated to an explication of ‘narratives’. 

 

2.3.2 Narratives 

As noted in the introduction chapter, one of the three approaches deployed to investigate early-stage patent 

valuation has discerned narratives’ role in a socio-material network. Though the following section will seek to 

explicate how narratives have been understood and examined throughout this research in relation to socio-

materiality and performativity, a brief delineation of the concept is required: Narratives have in this research 

been understood as ‘objects of influence’ and thus consist of the valuation stakeholders’ stories shared with a 

specific purpose in a specific context. Some scholars have treated narratives as a form of verbal action, an 

accomplishment of a construction of actors’ identities (Maitlis, 2012), whereas others have regarded narratives 

as translation devices that convey emotions and organize actions and events into a meaningful whole (Chase, 

2011).  

 
15 See Figure 5 for complete overview of collected secondary data. 
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Due to my pragmatic interest in ‘actions’16, I investigated narratives by following the latter definition by Chase 

(2011) i.e. that narratives reveal consequences of actions. 

 

The remaining of this section has been structured around two concepts which were discovered to be relevant 

vis-à-vis narratives as objects: ‘Translation’ and ‘legitimacy’. In that sense, narratives can be understood as 

objects of influence to the translation process in which stakeholders come together in a valuation network to 

attribute monetary value to a patent; but can also be understood as an influencing factor to how certain actants 

are attributed legitimacy within a network, which can affect how valuation is done. 

 

2.3.2.1 Narratives’ effect on translation 

Serres (1977) argued that when objects are moved from one sphere to another, attention should not only be 

placed on how objects are transferred, but furthermore how they are translated. Similar to Serres’ (1977) no-

tions, Bartel & Garud (2009) presented in their work how narratives can travel and undergo translations which 

in turn can provide coordination across intra-organizational contexts. Relevant to this research, these notions 

on how narratives can orchestrate coordination between actants were deemed insightful to further pursue. The 

reason being that ‘narratives as objects to be translated’, potentially, could render an understanding of how 

valuation is done by stakeholders with heterogenous interests in a context of fundamental uncertainty. 

 

To discern the notion of ‘heterogenous interests’ in the investigated actor-network, one has to reckon that the 

valuation network consisted of multiple human and non-human actants possessing contradicting interests dur-

ing the valuation situations17: The sellers of a patent (e.g. brokers, inventors, MedTech corporations or inves-

tors) want to increase the monetary value of a patent; buyers (e.g. MedTech corporations or investors) want to 

decrease the monetary value of the patent; the valuation methods seek to attribute monetary value through 

input into their frameworks; the creditors (e.g. financial institutes) want to reach a valuation equilibrium be-

tween buyers and sellers so they have an opportunity to co-finance patent transactions; and the legal experts 

(e.g. patent attorneys) want to conduct a valuation that is fair and credible to maintain their legitimate appear-

ance. Consequently, drawing on Bartel & Garud’s (2009) notions on narratives being an object with coordi-

nating effects, I found it relevant to investigate how narratives were used in the heterogenous actants’ collab-

oration during valuation.  

 

Due to the conditions of fundamental uncertainty, it appeared that narratives, and how these were translated, 

became important as stakeholders could not solely rely on demarcated neoclassical methods. Noting that val-

uation of early-stage patents required numerous actants coming together to provide their expert opinions and 

 
16 The philosophical stance comprising the ontological and epistemological assumptions are discussed in section 3.2. 
17 A visualization of the identified and investigated human actors in the valuation network is provided in section 3.3.1.3, Figure 2. 
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inputs in the valuation process, I realized that these inputs were often provided in the form of narratives. This 

meant that the early-stage patent valuation became a situation of negotiation about meanings, claims and in-

terests (Callon, 1986; Latour, 1987) between the stakeholders.  

 

Hence, to understand what role narratives have in a socio-material network, I followed the actants’ negotiation 

and mitigation of interests in their translation of narratives. This was done by actively searching for component 

parts of narratives, which entailed an investigation of the actors’ social process of translation (Czarniawska, 

1997)18. Since early-stage patent valuation takes place during conditions of fundamental uncertainty, I further-

more examined narratives’ roles by investigating how they were deployed to lower perceived uncertainty dur-

ing valuation. As prior research has already demonstrated, narratives can affect translation and sensemaking 

during contexts of ambiguity and uncertainty (Weick, 1995; Brown, 2003; Boje, 1991; Brown & Jones, 2000); 

and it was therefore deemed fruitful to examine how the stakeholders deployed and translated narratives in 

their effort to lower the perceived uncertainty embedded into early-stage patent valuation19 by seeking to make 

sense of the situation.  

 

2.3.2.2 Narratives’ effect on legitimacy 

With the progression of the research per my accumulated time in the field, I began to question if some narra-

tives’ effect on early-stage patent valuation would be more significant if they were deployed by certain actors 

or concerned specific themes.  

 

Researchers have found that narratives deployed from and toward certain stakeholders in different contextual 

settings can yield varying effects on practices depending on the degree of legitimacy that the human (Thurlow 

& Mills, 2015; Sillince & Brown, 2009; Golant & Sillince, 2007) or non-human, e.g. valuation devices 

(Faulconbridge & Muzio, 2021), are attributed. Hence, it was questioned if narratives and legitimacy played 

an intertwined role during early-stage patent valuation as actors were assumed to collectively work towards 

lowering the perceived uncertainty about a patent’s value. In this regard, I understood the concept of legitimacy 

as a vehicle for creating sense and decreasing situational ambiguity and uncertainty (Jacobs & Sobieraj, 2007; 

Brown et al., 2015), but as a consequence of narratives floating in the network.  

 

Consequently, legitimacy was in this research not only understood as ‘an object’ that could lower the situa-

tional uncertainty; it was furthermore perceived to be conditioned by the narratives deployed in the valuation 

 
18 Abolafia (2010) argued that researchers seeking to analyze narratives in this manner are required to tap into ‘the network conversa-
tion’ for an extended period of time. It is in section 3.1 described how I tapped into the field by following an ethnographic case study 
approach. 
19 Disclaimer to the forthcoming section on ‘performativity’: Beunza & Ferraro (2019) identified in their work that narratives can be 
deployed in valuation situations to reduce complexity and uncertainty, which in turn can yield performative economic effects on valu-
ation practice. 
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network. The concept of legitimacy has thus been understood as the generalized perception that constrains 

stakeholders’ actions to norms, values and definitions of their audience (Suchman, 1995) i.e. the institutional-

ized logic of the socio-material network (Abolafia, 2010). By placing such emphasis on the centrality of nar-

ratives in producing legitimacy, I investigated how narratives about certain stakeholders would make them 

‘narrative authorities’ (Leins, 2020) within specific areas of the patent valuation; and furthermore, which meth-

ods were deemed as legitimate to use during early-stage patent valuation. Thus, to understand how certain 

stakeholders or valuation devices achieved legitimacy, it was imperative to identify the narratives within the 

communication flow of the valuation network. In this sense, the aforementioned concept of translation was 

applied to support the analysis of how narratives were strategically deployed during valuation, which poten-

tially could lead to performative economic effects on a given patent trading agreement. 

 

2.3.3 Performativity  

Originating from Austin’s (1962) work on speech-acts, the concept of performativity has by numerous scien-

tific contributors been described as language’s effect on the social through the shaping of actors’ actions (But-

ler, 1990; Healy, 2015; Robinson, 2003; MacKenzie & Millo, 2003; Muniesa & Callon, 2007). This linguistic 

turn in social sciences arguably led Callon (1998), as he noted is his famous work ‘The Laws of The Market’, 

to refute the ideal of separating description from intervention; meaning that economics were to be perceived 

as a performative scientific practice. MacKenzie (2006a) further emphasized this idea of economics’ performa-

tivity with the title of his acknowledged work ‘An Engine, not a Camera’. Nonetheless, the performativity 

thesis is in this research understood as the claim that narratives, statements and valuation devices used during 

early-stage patent valuation affect the value in which they seek to describe. 

 

Previous literature has from various disciplines, e.g. accounting scholarship (Froud et al., 2006), social studies 

of finance (Muniesa et al., 2007) or cultural sociology (Sauder & Espeland, 2009), demonstrated how valuation 

can be influenced by performative agency, which affects markets and organization (Callon, 1998; 2007; Callon 

& Muniesa, 2005). Scholars have further studied how ‘valuation devices’ become performative as seen through 

equations and models of finance theory (MacKenzie, 2003; 2006b), qualitative knowledge-based market as-

sessments (Beunza and Garud, 2007), and legitimization of devices from a processual view (Gendron & Bar-

rett, 2004). In that sense, performativity theory has fostered new ways of thinking about the relationship be-

tween science and society as the distinction between economics as a discipline, and economy as an object, has 

become blurred (Callon, 1998).  

 

As described in the introduction, this research has sought to investigate how value is produced performatively. 

Consequently, to answer this question, while tying the socio-technical analysis together, the remaining of this 
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section proceeds with an elaboration on how performativity has been applied together the concepts of narra-

tives and socio-materiality. 

 

2.3.3.1 Performativity in the socio-material assemblages 

To situate how performativity theory has been applied in this research, we have to depart from the investigation 

of ‘how value is produced performatively as part of a socio-material network’. Consequently, I found Faulcon-

bridge & Muzio’s (2021) research on valuation devices insightful in regard to how certain actors within socio-

material networks bring different degrees of credibility with their work. Faulconbridge & Muzio (2021) iden-

tified that actors who were perceived as credible were granted authority to legitimize certain valuation devices, 

which led to performative economic effects on valuation of objects. Similar to their interest in the aspect of 

legitimacy, this research has, as touched upon in section 2.3.2.2., investigated the legitimacy of both stake-

holders and valuation devices, as well as narratives’ influence on what and who are granted legitimacy during 

early-stage patent valuation. 

 

MacKenzie (2006b) demonstrated in his work how traders’ application of the Black-Scholes model produced 

performative effects on the markets for options as technology, valuation devices and the human interacted 

through socio-technical assemblages. Correspondingly, to investigate the socio-material connections between 

narratives, stakeholders and valuation devices in the investigated valuation network, this research has benefit-

ted from Latour’s (2005) notions on ‘assemblage’ to study how and when performativity arises. Hence, to 

analyze this socio-material assembling within the investigated actor-network, I reckoned that Callon (1987), 

Latour (1987; 2005), Czarniawska & Sevón (1996; 2005), and other colleagues’ work on ‘translation’ provided 

the needed theoretical lens to understand how words and devices may produce performative economic effects 

on early-stage patent valuation.  

 

To investigate the third angle presented in the introduction, i.e. how value is produced performatively, I ana-

lyzed how the juxtaposed set of stakeholders with heterogenous interests became one unit seeking to attribute 

monetary value to a patent. Consequently, it was found necessary to scrutinize how this socio-material assem-

blage congealed by exploring the actors’ translation process. I analyzed how the actors problematized the 

situation of early-stage patent valuation through their encountering with the inapplicability of neoclassical 

valuation methods. Subsequently, an investigation of the networks’ interest alignment and enrollment of stake-

holders was conducted to ultimately identify how the actor-network mobilized under conditions of fundamen-

tal uncertainty to conduct patent valuation. In this examination of narratives, patent valuation devices and 

stakeholders, I not only gained insight to how actors created convergence between their heterogenous interests, 

but also how certain statements, narratives and devices yielded performative effects on a given patent trading 

agreement. 
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To summarize this literature review and presentation of the socio-technical analysis’ theoretical concepts, it 

appears that to understand how valuation of early-stage patents is done by actors under conditions of funda-

mental uncertainty in the MedTech sector, sensitivity has to be placed at the mobility of both soft and hard 

mediums. To elaborate, the socio-technical analysis has been structured to capture the norms, cultural attribu-

tions and concepts incorporated into the collective and individual actors by studying narratives and how actors 

deploy these (the soft medium). Furthermore, the hard media which I investigated included the patent valuation 

methods engineered into material devices. On the basis of these inquiries, the performative effects on value 

produced during a valuation could be identified. As a result, the socio-technical analysis rested on the idea that 

to fully account for a ‘valuation of a patent’, we must refer to the entirety of the material and cognitive frame-

work (MacKenzie, 2009). 
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3. Methodology 
To answer how early-stage patent valuation is done under fundamental uncertainty, and in line with the socio-

technical analysis presented in section 2.3, the methodological choices have been organized around the aspects 

of the human and materiality. To analyze this socio-material interaction between the human and non-human, 

the methodology chapter is divided into four subsections: In section 3.1, I explicate the selected research strat-

egy, constituted by a combination of ethnography and case study research design. In section 3.2, I present my 

philosophical stance by elaborating on the underlying constructivist ontological and pragmatic epistemological 

assumptions that have shaped the research strategy. Subsequently, section 3.3 proceeds with an explanation of 

how the primary data was collected through interviews with stakeholders involved in early-stage patent valu-

ation; as well as the gathering of secondary data consisting of documents, which supported the inquiry of 

materiality. Lastly, to provide transparency in how early-stage patent valuation during fundamental uncertainty 

has been examined, I will in section 3.4 explain the processual steps taken in this research’s thematic analysis. 

 

3.1 Research Strategy: Ethnographic Case Study 
The research strategy chosen is comprised of two related scientific approaches: ‘ethnography’ and ‘case study 

design’. These have not been perceived as fixed or mutually exclusive (Egholm, 2014), but as complementary 

with overlapping boundaries, applicable for multiple types of studies (Beaulieu et al., 2007).  

 

This combined approach, labelled as ‘ethnographic case study’, has its own methodological identity in quali-

tative research (Côté-Boileau et al., 2020) constituted by its focus on reflexivity, sensitivity to complexity, and 

the investigation of taken for granted nuts and bolts of phenomena studied (Bikker et al., 2017; Brant et al., 

2018). An ethnographic case study strategy was deemed suitable for studying the realms of valuation practice 

as it allowed distinct focus to be directed at the contextual particularities within the MedTech sector defined in 

section 1.2. The rationale for conducting an ethnographic case study was further found in a pragmatic fashion 

by posing the question: Which research strategy would allow me to understand how early-stage patent valua-

tion is done by actors under fundamental uncertainty? Departing from where I stand, I reckoned due my situ-

atedness in the MedTech sector, as an inexperienced practitioner of conducting technological projections, that 

this research could benefit from the advantages of my current professional role, for example, data access and 

preliminary field knowledge. When considering the latter, i.e. my field knowledge, this was the main contrib-

utor to the research’s initial problematization of the models employed today in assessing monetary worth of 

technological innovations. By working with these models, engaging in talks with field experts and reflecting 

on their assessments in my everyday work life, several situations were encountered where I experienced ele-

ments of taken for grantedness embedded in the neoclassical economic equations used to compute value. 

Knowing that it is always easier to provide criticism and point out flaws, I conversely found it difficult to 
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pinpoint which social dynamics then influenced valuation practice under fundamental uncertainty; hence this 

research was initiated.  

 

3.1.1 Practical Application of Ethnographic Case Study 

Since both ethnography and case study methodology have been included in this research, this section is dedi-

cated to explicate how their respective features have been combined in the investigation of actors’ valuation 

of early-stage patents. 

 

Case study methodology was considered advantageous as it provided an opportunity to use ‘early-stage patent 

valuation in the MedTech sector’ as an instrumental case for gaining insight to valuation, as a social practice, 

under conditions of fundamental uncertainty. This meant that the scope of this research was limited to one 

network, consisting of identified actors, who interacted in a given period of time20. To complement the case 

study methodology, and as previously emphasized, I tried to exploit my situatedness in a MedTech SME to 

scrutinize the initial problematization incurred (Beaulieu et al., 2007), i.e. the taken for grantedness and sim-

plification of valuation under uncertainty. Hence, per the ethnographic inquiry of this case study, the concept 

of ‘place’ became important (Beaulieu et al., 2007) in understanding the contextual conditions for valuation 

under uncertainty. Thus, I reckoned that “ethnography itself is more than a set of interviews” (Yanow et al., 

2012, p. 332); it required that I lived with and lived like (Van Maanen, 1988) the valuation stakeholders to 

understand their actions and spoken words.  

 

Criticism might be directed toward the disadvantages of becoming too involved by completely ‘going native’ 

in the community and thus risking bias in the data collection and analysis (O’Reilly, 2009). To counter such 

criticism, Willis & Trondman (2000) stressed that an understanding of the social should be internally sprung 

and dialectically produced. Thus, the researcher’s experience is vital, both empirically and theoretically, when 

it comes to recognizing symbolic forms, patterns, valuation methods, narratives as well as access to data. 

Without claiming that balancing between ‘going completely native’ and ‘keeping a distance’ is an easy task, 

it is still argued that the advantages posed by the ethnographic inquiry in this case study outweighed the pitfalls, 

primarily due to its support in the active data collection and subsequent analysis. By approaching the field 

ethnographically, I could exploit observations made during medical technology valuations, informal talks with 

MedTech professionals, staff meetings, reading of agency documents between different actors, and ad hoc 

tasks from my past four years within this sector. Hence, these personal experiences were found critical in 

providing what Bourdieu (1999) noted as ‘corporeal knowledge’, which acted as a guide in the data collection 

and socio-technical analysis. 

 
20 The duration of the data collection will be specified in section 3.3.1.3. 
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Benefitting from this corporeal knowledge, ‘the social body as a site of experience’, the research was practi-

cally conducted by focusing on the observable i.e. actions, documents and relational connections; thus aiming 

at gaining an understanding of the interaction between stakeholders, valuation methods, and narratives. This 

practice of observing unfolded in a retrospective tracing and mapping of documents, and a contemporary ex-

amination of narratives, actions and usage of valuation methods, which were identified through interviews 

with valuation stakeholders21.  

 

In sum, the justification for conducting an ethnographic case study within the medical device sector rests on 

the critical access gained to primary and secondary data, which arguably would have been difficult if had I not 

been situated within ‘the field’. Without access to actors’ actions, documents, interviews, it would have been 

problematic to produce a deep contextualized and temporalized answer to how valuation is done by actors in 

the MedTech sector. I thus propose that by applying an ethnographic case study, it enhances our understanding 

of valuation as a social practice and how contextual factors, such as uncertainty’s presence during valuation of 

a patent in its early life-stage, influence how actors attribute value to an intangible object. 

 

3.2 Philosophical stance: Sociology and The Return of Materiality 
With the increasing prevalence of contributions made within economic sociology of innovation, science and 

technology studies, and actor network theory, new research questions have been raised to bring in the aspect 

of ‘materiality’ into the analysis (Egholm, 2014; Latour, 2005) of valuation (Doganova et al., 2018). As early-

stage patent valuation is comprised of both devices and heterogenous stakeholders coming to together to at-

tribute monetary value, I propose it is needed to provide an explication of the philosophical standpoint from 

which the research is conducted. 

 

3.2.2 Ontological assumptions 

This research has been based on a worldview that is both realistic and constructivist; meaning that the more 

we construct, the more realistic the phenomena we construct become (Egholm, 2014). Despite my aim being 

to describe reality of how valuation is done by actors, I reckoned that the real world cannot be defined as rules 

with causal consequences. Reality is constructed by the relational interaction between multiple human- and 

non-human actants; and it is from this interaction that reality emerges (Law, 1992). Consequently, the philo-

sophical stance has been based on the idea that to examine ‘how valuation is done by actors under fundamental 

uncertainty’, I had to study the material and heterogenous relations between human and things. 

 

 
21 A detailed explanation of the data collection methods and process will be provided in section 3.3. 
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Following this materialistic emphasis, the ontological view of this research can be characterized as ‘flat’. In 

line with Ash’s (2020) notions on ‘flat ontology’, I perceived all objects to possess the same degree of being-

ness, in a relational and non-essentialist manner. Valuation devices, patents, narratives and stakeholders were 

thus analyzed without returning to a dualistic (Callon, 1986) or binary mode of thinking (Harman, 2011; 

DeLanda, 2006). How this was practically and pragmatically done is reflected in the socio-technical inquiry 

of the investigated MedTech actor-network, comprising an assemblage of humans and things with same at-

tributed ontological status (Ash, 2020). By focusing on this assemblage of stakeholders, I did not discriminate 

and thus perceived all actants to yield agency (Law, 1986). However, it was assumed that for valuation to be 

done, the actor-network needed to become assembled and thus mobilize as a consequence of the relational 

effects between valuation devices, stakeholders, narratives, and patents. Therefore, the success of early-stage 

patent valuation has not been perceived as being dependent on one powerful actor, but rather on actants’ ef-

fectiveness in enrolling and convincing other actants to represent them (Murdoch, 1995) in the translation 

process (Callon, 1986) during valuation. 

 

3.2.3 Epistemological assumptions 

As previously elaborated, and per my time in the field, the research was initiated due to the problematization 

of neoclassical valuation methods’ practical inapplicability during early-stage patent valuation. This process 

of problematization followed Dewey’s (1938) notions on scientific inquiry: “any problem of scientific inquiry 

that does not grow out of actual (or ‘practical’) social conditions is factitious; it is arbitrarily set by the inquirer” 

(p. 499). Consequently, the decision to conduct an ethnographic case study, the choices made in regard to data 

collection, and the composition of the socio-technical analysis, were based on the anticipation that this meth-

odology and theoretical inclusion would allow knowledge to be produced. More specifically, to produce 

knowledge on ‘how stakeholders resolve uncertainty about the future and mobilize (Morgan, 2014; Biesta, 

2010) to attribute monetary value to an early-stage patent’. Nonetheless, I reckoned that these methodological 

and theoretical choices must be seen as influenced by my personal history, belief system (Morgan, 2007), and 

situatedness in the MedTech sector.  

 

Following the research’s scientific inquiry into valuation under uncertainty, the epistemological stance, or 

theory of inquiry, has been based on pragmatic assumptions. The pragmatic theory of inquiry is reflected in 

this research’s assumption that reality and knowledge should be perceived in its context through stakeholders’ 

experiences and actions (Dewey, 1938). In line with Pansiri (2005), I reckoned that the stakeholders’ actions 

could not be separated from their past experiences and the beliefs that originated from those experiences. 

Therefore, knowledge and reality have not been perceived as static (Kaushik & Walsh, 2019) since they may 

change at every turn of events and must be understood in the setting they occur (Goldkuhl, 2012; Maxcy, 

2003). Similarly, the findings generated from this research about actors’ valuation practice under uncertainty 
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must be understood through the case contextualization of the MedTech sector with its hyper competitive and 

collaborative environment, along with the push for innovation.  

 

Truth may be perceived as the final outcome of a pragmatic scientific inquiry according to Peirce’s (1935) 

proposal, or in terms of its utility per James’ (1975) work. Nonetheless, this research has departed from the 

stance that knowledge is socially constructed from my and the stakeholders’ experiences (Yefimov, 2004), and 

that findings are not to be referred to as being either ‘true’ or ‘false’. Instead, they can be perceived as ‘suc-

cessful’ as long as they bring something useful and insightful to our contextual understanding of how valuation 

is done by actors under fundamental uncertainty. Still, one must note that this is not an “if it works then it is 

true”-attitude, but instead a statement emphasizing that the findings have been generated on the basis of careful 

consideration and ethnographic field involvement.  

 

3.3 Data Collection 
Following the inquiry of both the human and non-human, a multi-qualitative data collection method (Saunders 

et al., 2000) was applied to collect data on spoken words, actions and valuation devices; thus, supporting the 

investigation of how valuation is done by actors under conditions of fundamental uncertainty per the social 

and materialistic focus. 

 

 

Figure 1: Composition of Primary and Secondary Data Collected 

 

The outcome of the fieldwork resulted in a non-controlled and non-standardized primary data collection of 11 

interviews, followed by a gradual discovery and inclusion of secondary data comprised of documents, as 
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illustrated in Figure 1. However, to enhance transparency, I will in the forthcoming sections, 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, 

describe the data collection process and explain how I approached the empirical field.  

 

3.3.1 Primary data: Interviews 

In this section I explicate the efforts made to plan the interviews, which is followed by a presentation of the 

chosen interview strategy. Lastly, the sampling of the participants is discussed. 

 

3.3.1.1 Interview planning 

To obtain a desired interview quality and sampling effectiveness, I reckoned that planning was quintessential. 

The planning was structured around three objectives: To demonstrate competence and credibility towards the 

participants; to supply required information to participants prior to interviews; and to determine the appropri-

ateness of the intended interview location. 

 

Concurrently with indulging in literature on valuation, I initiated a sampling strategy on ‘how’ and ‘whom’ to 

contact. To ease the recruitment of interview participants while demonstrating a certain level of competence 

with the MedTech field, I chose to depart from the focal organization i.e. the SME (MMG22). The first inter-

view was thus conducted with the CEO of MMG to gain an overview of which stakeholders could be of interest 

to enroll in this study. By having the CEO as a reference point, I could exploit his position in the network I 

sought to identify. I discovered in the approaching of the stakeholders external to the organizational boundaries 

of MMG that data access was gained almost without any friction. Hence, this sampling strategy with emphasis 

on competence and credibility presumably granted me a data access advantage compared to, for example, an 

external researcher. Due to my position in MMG, and relatively close proximity to the investigated actor-

network, it is argued that I gained an ‘insider’ advantage which presumably resulted in a form of trust and 

credibility building (Hampshire et al., 2014) to what we were going to discuss: Early-stage patent valuation in 

the medical device industry. 

 

Due to geographical diversity in the interviewees’ location, the appropriate locations for the interviews were 

chosen to be ‘virtual’. Hence, the first contact point with the participants consisted of an e-mail sent from me 

with the CEO of MMG on Cc (carbon copy). In this e-mail, the research’s purpose was briefly outlined along 

with an argumentation for why they were of interest to this research on valuation of medical device patents. 

After their accept of participation, the participants were invited via Microsoft-Teams. Between three and four 

 
22 MMG is an anonymized abbreviation of the organization I depart from. 
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open-ended questions were provided in the virtual invitation to ensure that they had a superficial idea about 

what the interview would be concerning23. 

 

The virtual setting for this ethnographic case study brought a bunch of advantages with it. As Evans et al. 

(2008) described, though the internet-mediated interview is not a new thing, it is a viable research medium for 

overcoming barriers of access and geographical distance. When considering the cost and time resources it 

would have required to conduct the interviews physically in eleven different locations spread out on four coun-

tries, this research medium was chosen as an alternative to physical presence. Besides these cost and time 

considerations, I reckoned that due to technology’s progression, the application of Microsoft-Teams countered 

a lot of the criticism that e.g. telephony interviews have received such as lack of visual feeling and personal 

contact between researcher and participant (Hanna, 2012). By video conferencing with interview participants, 

I was granted easy recording of both the visual and audio interaction between me and the participants, while 

simultaneously allowing for notetaking. To my slight surprise, I discovered that most of the stakeholders were 

fond of participating in these type of synchronous internet-mediated interviews as it eased their participation 

and thus put a damper on potential time management frustrations. They could sit in their own surroundings 

and safe environment while being interviewed. It is argued that potential concerns about reliability and reluc-

tance was countered by using this form of access. As both Holt (2010) and Hanna (2012) elaborated, using 

internet technologies in conducting interviews with the intention of collecting descriptive and narrative ac-

counts is quite successful. In brief, the medium provided the needed access, speed, and flexibility while reaping 

the well-documented benefits of traditional face-to-face interviews in qualitative research. 

 

3.3.1.2 Interview strategy 

Brinkmann (2014) stressed that there is often drawn a distinction between structured, semi structured and 

unstructured interviews but that this view is too simplistic; interviews should be thought of in a continuum, 

ranging from relatively unstructured to relatively structured. Relevant for this ethnographic case study, I sup-

ported the notion that there is no such thing as a completely unstructured interview. Consequently, the inter-

view strategy which was applied has been referred to as semi-structured, yet relatively open.  

 

Following the three analytical angles in which this research has aimed at answering the research question, it is 

proposed that the semi-structured interview proved to be suitable for identifying narratives (Brinkmann & 

Kvale, 2015) and stakeholders’ interaction with valuation devices through the interviewees’ narratological 

utterances. Departing from a semi-structured interview strategy, it was thus decided to incorporate a narrative 

 
23 An elaboration on the questions posed is found in the interview guide (see appendix 9.2). 
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interview inquiry. Consequently, Jovchelovitch & Bauer’s (2000) four phase-framework24 on narrative inter-

viewing techniques was found suitable as it supported a rich data collection as well as identification of narra-

tives floating within the investigated stakeholder network.  

 

During the interviews, I placed emphasis on letting the participants reconstruct the social event of attributing 

value to patents. The narrative interview strategy was deployed to let the interviewees share their life story, 

reflect on other actants’ roles, as lastly how they interacted with different human and non-human objects from 

an ‘outside-in’ scope. It was reckoned that to access these social processes in which the stakeholders engaged 

with narratives, valuation devices, patents and other stakeholders, I had to continuously search for themes in 

their human experiences that somewhat posed gaps in my own understanding. 

 

To collect the stakeholders’ personal narratives, the interviews were conducted individually, as it arguably 

would have been difficult in a group setting (Brinkmann, 2014). The individualized setting offered certain 

advantages; one being that I could gently guide the interviews toward the phenomenon of interest: Valuation 

of early-stage patents. Additionally, the majority of the participants were eager to explain their experiences 

and stories through rich descriptions, allowing me to remain a listener, which could have been difficult in the 

presence of other stakeholders. 

 

Through the narrative inquiry in these semi-structured interviews, I aimed at collecting the stakeholders’ de-

scriptions of actions, translations and general constituents of their valuation practice. By deploying a narrative 

inquiry in an ethnographic case study, it arguably supported the examination of the actors’ realities and prac-

tices related to patent valuation. Hence, when reflecting on Jovchelovitch & Bauer’s (2000) four phases of 

narrative interview-technique, I argue that it guided the focus toward the stakeholders’ statements and less on 

what I knew before conducting the interview.  

 

3.3.1.3 Sampling of Research Participants 

Gaining access to field data has been imperative to the success of this research. As described, I deliberately 

identified a gatekeeper, the SME CEO, as the point of departure for mapping and investigating the identified 

actor-network. The following stakeholders were recruited through a purposive snowballing sampling method, 

which presumably rendered negotiated access to the participants through referral (Okumus et al., 2007). Hence, 

the lines between the different stakeholders in Figure 2 not only indicate which stakeholders referred to each 

other during the interviews, per their pre-existing business relationships, but also how the sampling was con-

ducted. According to Chase’s (2011) suggestions for purposive sampling, it was determined that the 

 
24 The description of the four-phase interview-technique is presented in the Interview Guide (see Appendix 9.2) 
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participants needed to be connected to the medical device industry, patent valuation, and being a part of the 

same or a larger culture. The selection criteria were also structured around the participants’ level of compe-

tence, awareness, experience, referral from other stakeholders, and lastly my subjective assessment about 

whether they could provide in-depth descriptions of valuation practice and the interplay between actants in-

volved in valuation of early-stage medical device patents. 

 

 

Figure 2: Overview of Participants and Linkages 

 

The sampling resulted in an identification of the investigated actor-network consisting of stakeholders partic-

ipating in early-stage patent valuation. In total the eleven interview participants represented nine different 

organizations and six nationalities. Throughout the sampling process, I reached out to a total of twelve indi-

viduals where only one person, a manager from a third finance institute, did not respond to my interview 

request. However, the stakeholders who agreed to participate were categorized according to their roles in the 

valuation network, consisting of five distinctive stakeholder groups: Creditors (blue), patent attorneys (grey), 

inventors (yellow), MedTech SME and MNEs (orange), and medical device brokers (green).  

 

As described in the demographic summaries in Figure 325, the eleven stakeholders constituted a diverse group 

of professionals with specialized knowledge about medical device valuation.  

 
25 All names have been changed to preserve the privacy of the participants. The participants have been named according to their role 
in the valuation network. 
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Figure 3: Participant Demographics 

 

In brief, the purposive sampling size was determined on the basis of theoretical saturation. This saturation 

point was reached after the 11th interview where it was determined that new incoming data produced no change 

to the existing code network (Guest et al., 2012; Glaser & Strauss, 1967), and hence I stopped the sampling 

process after ten months of data collection. The output was eleven interviews with an average duration of 

approx. 40 minutes as presented in Figure 4. 

 

 

Figure 4: Overview of Interview Duration 

 

3.3.2 Secondary data: Documents 

To answer the presented research question, and per this research’s socio-technical inquiry, I realized that the 

collection of secondary data was critical for understanding the aspect of materiality in valuation. In 
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combination with the collection of primary data through interviews, secondary data was collected to support 

the understanding of valuation practice and the taken for grantedness of certain documents’ performative in-

fluence on valuation. Unlike the participants’ spoken words, the documents gathered acted as evidence that 

could be transposed across both time and space (Lee, 2012).  

 

Following Saunders et al.’s (2000) distinction between different types of secondary data, I searched for data 

in the form of text documents to scrutinize its influence on, and interaction with, human actors and the narra-

tives identified during the interviews. This was in line my investigation of materiality and how certain docu-

ments take on the role of a boundary object, thus being a hybrid of both object and actors (Prior, 2008; Lee, 

2012).  

 

The secondary data collected, as presented below in Figure 5, made it possible to investigate valuation practice 

through documents that had endured over time. Due to my ethnographic-case study approach and sampling 

strategy, access was luckily granted to a lot of these highly classified and commercially sensitive documents.  

 

 

Figure 5: Composition of Secondary Data Collected 

 

Lastly, it should be noted that the search for documents was not conducted with the intention of collecting and 

analyzing one specific type of secondary data. Instead, in an inductive and ethnographic manner, I ascertained 

which data could be of interest, and then I used the interviews with the stakeholders to cross-reference which 

documents they used in their valuation practice. The main sources of documents were discovered to be the 

patent attorneys, and MNE- and SME CEOs. However, due to my own field position, I was granted access to 
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documents which were sent from the brokers to the SME CEO, Inventor A and Inventor B, and in that way, I 

could analyze the interaction between these stakeholders.  

 

3.4 Data Analysis 
By considering how the qualitative primary and secondary data has been collected, I will in the following 

sections present how data has been analyzed in respect to this research’s inductive and iterative nature. Ac-

cording to Côté-Boileau et al. (2020), qualitative research is by definition a creative and comprehensive pro-

cess, and this research has been no exception to that statement.  

 

Nonetheless, I have throughout this ethnographic case study placed emphasis on what was constructed, the 

narratives, functions and consequences of human as well as non-human actions. The data analysis was con-

ducted by applying a thematic analytical approach where data was coded and categorized with the objective 

of following the three angles I have taken to understand how valuation is done by actors under fundamental 

uncertainty. Consequently, an element of narrative inquiry was incorporated into the thematic analysis. 

 

3.4.1 Thematic Analysis with a Narrative Inquiry 

Braun & Clarke (2006) noted that qualitative analyses often contain thematic analytical elements. Building on 

their notions, this research has not only piggybacked on thematic analysis, but furthermore sought to add a 

narrative inquiry. The rationale for incorporating a narrative inquiry was found in the aim to understand the 

socio-material interaction between the valuation stakeholders, collected documents and narratives’ roles in 

early-stage patent valuation. 

 

As described in the literature review, this research has sought to identify narratives as ‘objects of influence’26, 

and hence the narrative inquiry method was deemed well-suited for identifying these narratives. Similar to 

Maitlis’ (2012) work on thematic analysis-conducts, I practically focused on the content of the interview par-

ticipants’ narratives rather than the structure, and thus the emphasis was placed on ‘what was being said’ by 

the stakeholders instead of ‘the way it was being said’. In that sense, the thematic analysis with the inclusion 

of a narrative inquiry supported the identification of narratives and themes through the triangulation and com-

parison of both interviews and document; hence rendering a socio-technical understanding of the interaction 

between actants involved in early-stage patent valuation. 

 

 
26 Since the research includes narrative inquiry ‘as a method’ to collect and analyze data, but also narratives ‘as objects’ that can 
influence valuation, it is important to distinguish between the associations and purposes of these terms. I described in section 2.3.2 how 
narratives as objects are understood. 
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3.4.2 Coding and Categorization 

Drawing on Gibbs’ (2018) propositions for thematic coding and categorization, the centrality of this research’s 

coding scheme concerned moving from a close examination of an example to creating codes that were analyt-

ical and theoretical. Thus, not merely descriptive. Following Saldaña (2009) and Ryan & Bernard’s (2003) 

definitions of ‘themes’, I reckoned that these abstract constructs were not only expressions found in texts, but 

also in objects. Due to the abstractness of themes, thematic coding was deemed suitable for capturing the 

interplay between narratives, human actors, and certain documents, e.g. the case analysis of Brokered Product 

1, which will be exemplified in the forthcoming section 4.4. 

 

Following Charmaz’ (2006) suggestions, I deployed attentive listening and reading during the coding by asking 

myself: What was going on? What were the stakeholders doing or saying? What did these actions and state-

ments take for granted? By departing from economic sociology and based on the problematization of neoclas-

sical methods’ lack of contextual sensitivity, demonstrating reflexiveness about the context in which actions 

and statements occurred was deemed imperative to my coding procedure. Nonetheless, the coding started de-

scriptively, but gradually transitioned into an analytical coding to move away from a simple descriptive exer-

cise. Consequently, document- and interim summaries27 were found to be of great help in generating the overall 

analytical codes as these memos demarcated the initial themes in the code generation. Even though the de-

ployed coding exercise could be characterized as open, it is argued that no researcher starts coding without 

having preconceived ideas about the social world. According to the ethnographic case study approach, I tried 

to pull as much from the data as possible, and less on pre-existing theory.  

 

Being inspired by Jovchelovitch & Bauer’s (2000) work, and Guest et al.’s (2012) applied thematic analysis, I 

decided to generate the analytical codes through a qualitative text reduction. Practically, this meant that larger 

chunks of text units were progressively reduced in two or three rounds of paraphrasing to identify and label 

the analytical codes under a ‘theme’. On the basis of this labelling, a category system could be developed, 

which allowed the thematic coding to progress. In this text reduction of the primary and secondary data, atten-

tion was paid to thematic and linguistic cues such as repetition, typologies, metaphors, analogies, similarities, 

differences, and linguistic connectors. The data was scrutinized multiple times to continuously refine themes 

with well-developed definitions. As a result, a code book was created (see Appendix 9.3). 

 

 
27 Additional techniques were applied to guide the thematic- and socio-technical analysis: ‘Interim summaries’ were prepared after 
each interview to sketch new ideas, themes and preliminary analytical points; ‘document summaries’ were created to easy the constant 
movement between documents, transcriptions and identified themes; and lastly, a ‘reflective’ journal was kept, in the spirit of my 
ethnographic approach, to allow for self-reflection and optimization in the data collection and analysis. 
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When reflecting on this thematic analysis, it arguably allowed my identified themes to be within the realm of 

evidence rather than personal, predetermined ideas on how actors do valuation under conditions of fundamen-

tal uncertainty. As Ragin & Amoroso (2011) noted, such a coding strategy should allow evidence to extend 

and test the ideas one may have. I have sought to do so by providing transparency in the introduction chapter 

by thoroughly explicating the problematization I encountered in the field, and my own lack of understanding 

about valuation when quantitative methods are deemed inapplicable. Consequently, it is proposed that this 

analytical approach has provided a ground for linking the constructed evidence to economical sociology of 

innovation and valuation studies.  
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4. Analysis 
Presented in the introduction, this research has from three different angles investigated how valuation of early-

stage patents is done by actors under conditions of fundamental uncertainty in the MedTech sector. Conse-

quently, the socio-technical analysis has been structured in the following manner: The first section, 4.1, in-

cludes an analysis of the context in which early-stage patent valuation is done, with a distinct focus on SMEs. 

Following the case contextualization presented in the introduction, this section demonstrates the complexity 

and uncertainty embedded in the practice of patent valuation in the MedTech sector; and further substantiates 

the benefits that a sociological view brings to the study of how ‘innovation is brought to life’.  

 

The subsequent three sections, 4.2-4.4, have been structured correspondingly to the three analytical angles 

presented in the introduction: First, section 4.2 proceeds with an analysis of how value is produced as part of 

a socio-material network by drawing upon the concept of boundary objects to scrutinize this interplay between 

the human and non-human. Secondly, section 4.3 encompasses an attention to the role of narratives in these 

socio-material networks with emphasis on legitimacy and translation. Lastly, section 4.4 presents an analysis 

of the institutionalized narratives and valuation devices’ performative effects on commercial agreements. This 

is done by utilizing Brokered Product 128 as a case example. This case is particularly interesting as multiple of 

the interview participants were involved in the valuation practice and commercial agreement construction. 

Lastly, the findings of the complete analysis are presented in section 4.5. 

 

4.1. Innovation in the MedTech sector 
As emphasized in the introduction, technological innovation is a key driver for SMEs to not only stay compet-

itive, but also thrive and survive in the MedTech sector (Annemien et al., 2010; O’Regan et al., 2006). Due to 

the capitalistic push for innovation (Beckert, 2014; 2016), the climate that these companies navigate in estab-

lishes uncertainty in many aspects of their business endeavors. While other life science sectors, e.g. the phar-

maceutical industry, possess comparable characteristics of uncertainty associated with regulatory approvals, 

product development success, product performance (Bogdan & Villiger, 2010; Hartmann & Hassan, 2006), 

patenting approaches (Hemphill, 2010), reimbursement strategies (Badora et al., 2017) and go-to-market strat-

egies (Kumar et al., 2014), the MedTech sector appears unique in certain ways. 

 

The MedTech sector is, in nature, a diversified and constantly evolving industry with its numerous medical 

technologies being developed to fit with end-users’ demands for various treatment areas (Martin et al., 2012; 

Boakes et al., 2008; Bridgelal Ram et al., 2007). The sector possesses particular characteristics, which seem 

central to address in the context of innovation and valuation: First, the success of innovation and 

 
28 See Figure 5 for complete overview of collected secondary data. 
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materialization activities appear to be dependent on the effectiveness in the collaboration between multiple 

MedTech players (Annemien et al., 2012; Bullinger et al., 2012) with various backgrounds e.g. engineering, 

management, quality assurance, regulatory, finance, medicine (Ekelman, 1988; Roberts, 1988; Millson & 

Wilemon, 2000; Rochford & Rudelius, 1997). Secondly, the sector consists mainly of SMEs who are found to 

be the main contributors to health care innovations (Bayon et al., 2016; Chatterji, 2009). However, since a 

significant portion of new inventions stem end-users such as physicians, caregivers and patients outside the 

corporations’ boundaries (von Hippel, 1988; Demonaco et al., 2019; Oliveira et al., 2015), it creates a situation 

where SMEs have to compete for innovation acquisition relatively early in the medical technologies’ life cycles 

(Markiewicz et al., 2017; Garmer et al., 2004; Ray et al., 2017). 

 

Consequently, Broker B and the SME CEO state that to enhance the chances of attracting and acquiring new 

technological inventions, MedTech companies’ attention must directed toward certain groups of industry play-

ers i.e. end-users and physicians, as well as engineers with technical knowledge: 

 
“Our tagline is the physician inventors’ partner... because we know that [it] is often the physi-
cians…who are coming up with these ideas for new technologies, because [when] they are in 
the middle of a [clinical] procedure… and they do not have a satisfactory solution [they invent 
one]” (Interview: Broker B). 

 
“So in our organization it is primarily externally parties that have the invention, and that you 
can divide into doctors [and] users of specific devices in the clinical environment. It could also 
be engineers… that are working on their own (Interview: SME CEO). 

 

A result of the inventions stemming from external partners, and furthermore due to the push for being compet-

itive through innovation (Beckert, 2014; 2016), the SMEs have to involve themselves with licensing, acquisi-

tions, and trading in general of technological innovations in their everyday business endeavors (von Hippel, 

2016). Thus, one might question how the matching of sellers and buyers unfold in the market for patented 

medical device technology. As Troy & Werle (2008) noted in this regard, there needs to be made value con-

siderations to facilitate matching and trading between buyers and sellers of innovation; hence the valuation 

practice, in its various forms, become relevant to analyze in understanding the flow, trading, and commercial-

ization of medical device innovations.  

 

When scrutinizing the MedTech sector’s context of hyper competition, which is constituted by the constant 

technological innovation development, it appears that not all MedTech companies navigate through the same 

conditions of uncertainty. Though the medical device corporations included in this research, the SME and 

MNE, are situated in the same sector, they navigate in two different milieus of uncertainty and risk in regard 

to their innovation activities. As the SME CEO describes when being questioned about which stage the SME 

enters the innovation stage:  
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“we are primarily seen as… entering in a partnership [with sellers of technological innovations] 
in the early stage of the development… where the ideas have not become a finished product yet. 
Sometimes it could be a rough prototype [that] has not been through the phases of proper product 
development and regulatory approval. Of course, there is a risk when you are entering into those 
projects at an early stage [which is] that it does not turn out to be a product that can be success-
fully launched on the market. On the other hand, that is where I am now… if a product is finished 
on the market…and ready to sell, then we are often too small to acquire the technologies” (In-
terview: SME CEO). 

 

As the SME enters in the early stage it encounters additional uncertainty in bringing a patented technology to 

market than if had it entered at a later stage in the innovation process. Consequently, the SME’s later entrance 

poses challenges in its valuation of new technology (Girling et al., 2010) due to the various sources of uncer-

tainty e.g. market related uncertainty (Podolny, 1994), uncertainty related to the newness of the innovation, 

planning and production uncertainty (Stockstrom & Herstatt, 2008), network and collaboration based uncer-

tainty (Abernathy & Utterback, 1975; Anderson & Li, 2014) and so forth.  

 

On the contrary, the MNE included in this research navigates through measurable risk in its innovation invest-

ment activities. To elaborate, the SME and MNE operate in two different contexts of uncertainty and risk 

(Sultan et al., 2021), which is exemplified in the SME and MNE CEOs’ responses to their technology acqui-

sition ‘mentalities’ i.e. how they compete on innovation. As the SME CEO stresses:  

 
“I mean, the…philosophy we have is… we always have to grow…[and] sell more than…we did 
the day before. And of course, [when] you have a… [product pipeline] … you have to go out 
and commercialize [it]…in the best way. But in this [competitive] environment, there [are] also 
changes: There are competitors, there are different procedures… arising. So, you constantly 
have to work on - in my mind mindset – [bringing] new products into our portfolio. And in the 
device industry, basically the time from idea to market is between three to six years… [hence] 
we constantly have to have projects in our [product pipeline] that will materialize into products 
being released in the years to come. So, it is a mindset of bringing new products, new technology 
[to market] and of course to sell more of what you have in your bag today” (Interview: SME 
CEO). 
 

In contrast to the SME, the MNE CEO’s mindset, or mentality, of bringing new technology to market differs 
in regard to its innovative efforts and investments approaches. As the MNE CEO explicates:  

 
“The [investment] opportunities that we look at are…how developed are they. So…this is where 
I [am] different from [name of SME CEO], he is investing in technology that is new, he is 
developing it, and he spent, you know, millions of dollars…we would not do that… we are de-
risking it from the get-go” (Interview: MNE CEO). 
 

Though the MNE, per assumption, could be presumed to have sufficient resources and capabilities to engage 

in early-stage technology acquisitions, it appears that the MNE awaits the given technology’s evolvement into 

a materialized product that can be measured and valuated under conditions of risk. However, as the SME has 

to acquire new technology in the early-stage of the innovation’s life cycle, either through licensing or wholly-

owned acquisitions, the object that is being valued often concerns its patent (Razgaitis, 2007). As the SME 

CEO mentions: 
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“We are…doing assessments [to examine] if [the] technology and product idea is…patented. It 
should be [patented] if we are putting in big dollars. Then it must be in a scope where we…have 
a strong patent on it” (Interview: SME CEO). 

 

Consequently, since the SME is pushed to engage in innovation acquisition, it forces the company to conduct 

valuation during conditions of fundamental uncertainty, which produces a challenging task (Amram, 2005; 

Chanaron, 2013; Razgaitis, 2007). Adding to the uncertainty, the valuation that the SME has to conduct is 

further complicated by a time pressure on acting fast. When discussing the factor of ‘speed’ in valuation deci-

sions, the SME CEO expresses: 

 
“My experience with these situations is that speed is a success criterion. Simply if you [are] 
slow, then your competitor will close a deal before you are ready. So having [the] capability of 
making a thorough but also fast assessment is essential – that is both in regard to bringing the 
technology toward the R&D, regulatory and commercial phases, but also to understand the tech-
nology and the market - quickly - so that you can make a decision. That is important” (Interview: 
SME CEO). 
 

Research has shown that time pressure has cognitive implications on how valuations are done when assessing 

far and near-future events as the valuation become more complex due to the restrictions it poses to data col-

lection and analysis (Ebert, 2001). Hence, by adding the aspect of speed to the embedded fundamental uncer-

tainty, valuation of early-stage patented innovations appears a complex task for the SME.  

 

However, when focusing on the ‘worlds’ in which the MNE and SME operate within, Knight’s (1921) distinc-

tion between risk and uncertainty portrays their distinctive contexts in a fitting way: As exemplified with the 

MNE, and how it perceives its later entrance into the innovation process through a lens of calculable risks, the 

SME on the contrary finds itself in a world where calculus cannot be applied to account for the fundamental 

uncertainty in its valuation of early-stage patents. To elaborate, when the MNE conducts a valuation of a 

technology, its searches for signaling factors related to the patent e.g. milestones achieved, the stages which 

the technological innovation has progressed from, whether the patent is granted or a product prototype has 

been developed, and so forth. These signaling factors lower the perceived uncertainty about the patented tech-

nology’s future commercial potential (Long, 2002; Cabaleiro-Cerviño & Burcharth, 2020). The MNE CEO 

exemplified during our interview how they through defined excel sheets and strategy PowerPoints29 ensured 

that prospective technology acquisitions fulfilled certain requirements30; thus, allowing measurable infor-

mation to be inserted into their quantitative computations:  

 

 
29 The collected secondary data comprises these documents, i.e. ‘IP Strategy’ and ‘IP Checklist’, which the MNE CEO shared with me 
after the interview. See Figure 5 for complete overview of collected secondary data. 
30 The MNE is owned by an American company listed on the NYSE. The documents which the MNE CEO shared originate from the 
listed parent company.  
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“Now there is a massive spreadsheet…Basically, it has a list of questions… and there is this 
section specific to IP that we would go through and assess… I do not have it memorized. It is a 
lot” (Interview: MNE CEO). 
 
“[our] parent company is pretty prescriptive when it comes to acquiring technology or busi-
nesses and they… have a checklist for us to use that they have assembled over the years” (In-
terview: MNE CEO). 
 

In contrast to the SME CEO’s valuation approach of new technology, often being early-stage, the MNE focuses 

on technology where risk can be quantified as demonstrated through their technology acquisition philosophy. 

Hence, one might question how the SME’s patent valuation practice is then structured. To answer this, the 

SME CEO emphasizes that the practice of ‘due diligence’ is applied in their valuation when investment op-

portunities arise: 

 
“When it comes to a technology even though it is only based on a piece of paper or through 
prototyping, we are having our due diligence done both in our internally R&D department…to 
see if the idea is feasible to put into a product… and go to the market. So, it is a technical due 
diligence. Then of course, there is the patent attorney [who is] going to do the patent due dili-
gence. And…based on which type of product it is, we have available a selective network of 
KOLs and doctors that we use to have a meeting discussion with - to see how they see that 
technology from a clinical point of view. And then, the last part is using our skill sets in the 
sales and marketing activities to have them make the due diligence. So, a fast-working group of 
people that can assess these technologies in order to… make a proper due diligence… [is] the 
best way… to eliminate risk” (Interview: SME CEO). 

 

In sum, due to the investigated market structure and dynamics, the MedTech SME does not operate in a context 

where computed risk factors can be multiplied into the previously problematized patent valuation methods. 

The collaborative practice of due diligence and its connection to valuation during uncertainty are identified as 

important to further investigate when seeking to understand how actors do early-stage patent valuations. Per 

this argument, valuation under conditions of uncertainty becomes a multidisciplinary and collaborative effort 

that needs to be analyzed from a lens that takes the social dynamics into consideration. 

 

4.2 Socio-Materiality: “It is not about the truth, it is about the success” 
Continuously emphasized throughout this research, the aspect of materiality has been highlighted as a critical 

component to investigate when seeking to gain a more socio-technical understanding of how valuation is done 

during uncertainty in the MedTech sector. By investigating how the interview participants spoke about and 

interacted with patents, valuation methods and documents, I questioned, as mentioned in the literature review, 

which other functions that these objects could have in a valuation context saturated with fundamental uncer-

tainty.  

 

Consequently, in the following section I demonstrate that a patent is not just a patent. It is an intangible repre-

senting an idea, almost like a blueprint, a form of communicative tool that assist our understanding of how 
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words in file can be materialized into a real tangible medical device at a later stage. Likewise, a valuation 

method is not only used for computing monetary values but also to facilitate communication across organiza-

tions and between valuation stakeholders with various assumptions grounded in the computations and due 

diligence aspects.  

 

4.2.1 Patent as a boundary object 

Following Star & Griesemer’s (1989) introduction of the concept, and de Laet & Mol’s (2000) later analysis 

of the Zimbabwean bush-pump, a ‘boundary object’ is understood as an object that is well-defined yet fluid. 

It facilitates coordination and communication with the actors interacting with it (Bechky, 2003), and supports 

sensemaking (Fox, 2011) in the context it appears. 

 

Perceiving a patent as a boundary object requires that one acknowledges that patents yield different values 

depending on which actors interact with it. A new innovation may be more worth to an SME than an MNE per 

the depicted differences in which stage of the innovation process these corporations enter i.e. the early patent-

ing stage where uncertainty is high, or in the post-commercialization phase where risks can be measured. An 

additional example of how patents as boundary objects can take different values, depending on which actors 

interact with it, is exemplified in Inventor B’s statement concerning MedTech corporations’ valuation of his 

early-stage inventions: 

 
“the inventor usually has the highest value…both monetary and non-monetary…the way that 
somebody values [your invention] monetarily is almost an assessment on your own value, right? 
This is… what I produce, this is who I am, you are putting it out there for people to judge in 
value. So that is hard” (Interview: Inventor B). 

 
In this sense, valuation of a patent becomes subjective because it does not have one objective value that is 

universally true. Inventor A exemplifies this personal and subjective involvement in valuation of a patented 

technology through an in-depth story about his journey on becoming an inventor of a unique guidewire31 to 

his multiple failed meetings with MedTech MNEs concerning acquisition of his technology. It is clear from 

his experience with the MNEs that the reason for the failed patent trading was based on an ineffectiveness in 

finding a common monetary worth, allowing trading of his vascular access guidewire to be facilitated. In other 

words, the network of valuation failed to become assembled for valuation to be successful. He describes this 

mismatch in alignment of monetary value in the following way by commenting on my position as a representa-

tive of the MedTech corporations within the valuation network:  

 

 
31 With assistance from his wife, Inventor A invented a unique specialty guidewire for superficial femoral arterial access in his “lab” 
as he referred to it. To be more precise, he invented this medical device in his own kitchen. 
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“I stood behind my product [during the discussion about the technology’s worth] … I do not 
know how they [value an early-stage technology] … that is your field to guess from a stupid 
story if there is still some value after the idea [has been presented]” (Interview: Inventor A). 

 

In this sense, there is an emotional and subjective element to valuation, especially for the inventors. Though 

this emotional connectivity is interesting, it is noteworthy to understand what the patent can do under condi-

tions of uncertainty. Although the valuation of Inventor A’s patent was not successful, the patent still rendered 

communication between him and the MNEs about its monetary work; hence acting as a boundary object. In 

that line of thought, a patent holds no value without stakeholders interacting with it, but contrarily holds dis-

tinctive values depending on who interacts with it. To exemplify this argument that early-stage patents yield 

contextualized values depending on who interacts with it, the FI VC, who represents the investors’ side of 

valuation, states:  

 
“In the majority of the cases, patents have no value besides being an “enabler”…they have no 
stand-alone value…it is not like if [the patent owners] said to us…you can buy these patents 
from us… that has no value because we cannot execute on these patents… in venture it is a bit 
similar to real estate [where] it is about location, location, location… [in venture] it is about 
[the] team, team, team [behind the patent]” (Interview: FI VC). 

 

As the FI VC states, a patent is worth nothing without the people around it. A patent can thus be perceived as 

a facilitator of communication, which not necessarily holds a value in itself. Similar to the success of the 

Zimbabwean bush-pump32 (de Laet & Mol, 2000), the success of patent valuation is dependent on the actors 

engaging in the practice and thus interact with the patent. Hence, the remaining of this socio-technical analysis 

will concern how an early-stage patent is valued by scrutinizing the social dynamics around the patent. 

 

4.2.2 When the Qualitative Valuation Takes Over 

When scrutinizing how the assemblage of stakeholders congeals during patent valuation, it appears per my 

materialistic emphasis that there is another actant at play: the valuation device. In the following section I will 

demonstrate how valuation methods, i.e. devices, can be examined as a boundary object and thus exemplify 

how these intangible devices form a means of translation which is critical for early-stage patent valuation to 

succeed.  

 
To understand the material role that valuation devices partake in the practice of early-stage patent valuation, 

the FI VC’s description of how he conducts patent valuations during a context of uncertainty sums up the gist 

of it. After licking his finger, sticking it into the air, the FI VC ironically stresses: 

 
“…what we make is a really thorough RBF analysis, where we really go in depth” (Interview: 
FI VC). 

 
32 The Zimbabwean bush pump’s effectiveness in producing drinkable water was dependent on the workers running it and the required 
maintenance work conducted. See de Laet & Mol (2000) for a presentation of how this technology acted as a boundary object. 
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While nodding unknowingly, yet pretending I know what he means by an RBF analysis, the FI VC says: 

 
“It stands for a ‘rough ballpark figure’ analysis” (Interview: FI VC) 

 
This reflects the situation that unfolds when fundamental uncertainty is high: At best, neoclassical valuation 

provides a ballpark figure as risks cannot be measured. Patent Attorney B recognizes this fragility of neoclas-

sical computations in his reflection on valuation multiples being ‘made up’ by one actor at one specific time 

and place: 

 
“For me, it is important that you remember that the numbers can always be challenged” (Inter-
view: Patent Attorney B)  
 
“and again, if people want to challenge us on [the computations], yes, then they are welcome to 
discuss the parameters [included in the equation] (Interview: Patent Attorney B). 

 

One might question why these, by some perceivably objective, valuation methods should even be applied 

during valuation when they appear to be based on subjective discussions about which multiples to include in 

the equations. To answer this, an investigation of the mechanisms at play in valuation during fundamental 

uncertainty seems critical: As the quantitative valuation devices’ applicability during fundamental uncertainty 

is challenged, the information input which are turned to in the valuation changes from quantifiable information 

to qualitative information i.e. expert opinions through the practice of due diligence (Interview: SME CEO; FI 

VC; Inventor B; MNE CEO) consisting of e.g. expert opinions, interviews with the sales and marketing asso-

ciates, patent landscaping analyses or statements from KOLs such as physicians.  

 

During this transition toward relying on qualitative inputs, the role of the valuation devices changes from being 

solely a tool for computing monetary value to becoming a structure, a modus operandi. In this process, the 

end-goal of the valuation practice changes from being to find the ‘one true value’, to be concerned with suc-

ceeding in finding ‘a value’. The qualitative-based expert opinions, analyses, statements, and so forth, act as 

both insightful theoretical lenses for the stakeholders who seek to define the various aspects of the patent, but 

also as facilitators of communication between different disciplines and social worlds. This means of translation 

between disciplines such as medicine, e.g. Inventor A, engineering, e.g. Inventor B, Finance, e.g. FI VC, and 

management, e.g. SME and MNE CEOs, is established by the qualitative valuation method as a boundary 

object. Consequently, these qualitative metrics in the valuation during uncertainty appear universally useful 

by the stakeholders as they are not simplified into complex multiples in a comprehensive equation that simpli-

fies the fundamental uncertainty embedded in the early-stage patent valuation context.  

 

From this investigation of materiality and the interaction between the non-human and human actants, valuation 

as a practice is understood in a broader sense than limited to the neoclassical methods as there are social 
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elements at play. During fundamental uncertainty, the setting of attributing monetary value becomes based on 

qualitative inputs, which allows the valuation method to be fluid enough to change and adapt to localized 

contexts (Lee, 2005), while pertaining the critical function of linking the various valuation stakeholders to-

gether to facilitate coordination and negotiation about the patent’s value. Consequently, early-stage patent 

valuation is a non-linear practice that concerns being successful in working together toward generating a mon-

etary value rather than computing the one true value. When valuation is found ‘successful’, it allows effective 

translation between the stakeholders, through a common modus operandi, and hence technological innovation 

to accrue to owners that seek to appropriate its potential. 

 

4.3 Narratives and Legitimacy’s effect on translation  
Up to this point the socio-technical analysis has concerned the aspect of materiality, the role of patents, valu-

ation devices and how qualitative-based due diligence supports early-stage patent valuation during fundamen-

tal uncertainty. However, as I noted in the introduction, this socio-technical analysis furthermore seeks to 

understand how narratives affect the making of value. As a result, section 4.3 is structured around an analysis 

of the human actors’ translation process and their interaction with valuation devices and identified narratives, 

which will provide insight to the socio-material assemblage of human and non-human actants in the practice 

of valuation. Section 4.3 is divided into two subsections: First, I analyze how actors problematize the situation 

of valuation followed by an exemplification of how the various stakeholders are enrolled into the socio-mate-

rial valuation network. Secondly, based on the analytical points presented throughout this analysis, I will ex-

plicate how heterogenous interests are aligned which supports the socio-material network’s mobilization in 

doing valuation under fundamental uncertainty.  

 

4.3.1 Problematization and Enrollment of Actors 

In the previous section 4.2.2 I demonstrated that early-stage patent valuation is influenced by the actors par-

ticipating in it and thus valuation during fundamental uncertainty becomes subjective, an act of negotiation 

about which information should feed the valuation. Consequently, when fundamental uncertainty is present, 

the stakeholders initiate their translation process by problematizing how valuation should be done and hence 

negotiate which input to include. Correspondingly, the heterogenous stakeholders consisting e.g. buyers, 

sellers, inventors, creditors, and so forth, become linked by mutually agreeing that the solution to attributing 

early-stage patents a monetary value should be grounded in extensive due diligence conducted from multidis-

ciplinary perspectives. The Patent Attorney B and SME CEO describe this process of data collection from their 

respective positions: 

 
“…we get a lot market data [from the MedTech corporations and inventors in the valuation], 
because that I do not know how to get [the market data]. We normally get a stack of papers, this 
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is how big the market is… and based on this information, then we must trust it.” (Interview: 
Patent Attorney B) 
 
“…the last part is using our skill sets in the sales and marketing activities to have them make 
the due diligence. So, a fast-working group of people that can assess these technologies in order 
to… make a proper due diligence…[is] the best way … to eliminate risk” (Interview: SME 
CEO) 

 
Before due diligence is conducted, it appears through the investigation of narratives, deployed by and directed 

toward certain stakeholders, that there are actors who are proclaimed to be indispensable providers of input. 

They act as authorities within specific fields of expertise related to early-stage patent valuation. For example, 

MNEs and SMEs are pronounced to have the required expert knowledge about commercials prospects as Pa-

tent Attorney B noted above, whereas patent attorneys are designated as the sole actors possessing required 

competences and capabilities to analyze the legal aspects: 

 
“what we do is hiring numerous skilled, very skilled patent attorneys… to make freedom to 
operate [analyses]… [analyze] how well-written the patents are…and the fallback positions…if 
the first claims falls…”  (Interview: FI VC) 
 
”We experienced that a lot of these corporations have the market reports under control, but 
[they] lack the technical approach to patents, and this is where they ask for input from patent 
attorneys” (Interview: Patent Attorney B). 
 
“…and…of course, there is the patent attorney that is going to do the patent due diligence” 
(Interview: SME CEO). 

 
When further investigating the narratives deployed from and toward the brokers’ roles in the due diligence 

practice, it appears that they hold two roles: First and foremost, they act as mediators of the stakeholders’ 

heterogenous interests, e.g. buyers wanting lower monetary values than sellers, but they do also possess critical 

know-how and knowledge about the clinical advantages of the patents’ technological usability based on inputs 

provided by end-users and KOLs. Broker A and Broker B elaborate on how they collect clinical input from 

KOLs by gathering feedback from their scientific advisory board:   

 
“So [name of broker A] and I are the primary people that assess these early-stage ideas when 
they come into [name of broker firm]. In addition…there are six physicians who comprise our 
scientific advisory board…they are a multi-specialty group that focus on the disease states that 
we are most interested in… often in their clinical practice, they will treat the same patients, but 
because one is an interventional cardiologist, he may look at it differently than an interventional 
radiologist would…[or] a vascular surgeon would… so they help us assess [if] the idea [is] 
helping us solve a real problem” (Interview: Broker B). 

 
“ …we [discuss] with them from a clinical standpoint, does this product have legs? Is it some-
thing that [the physician] would use first and foremost, and… is there a clinical advantage to 
this particular product? We typically would like to get 100% thumbs up [from the scientific 
advisory board] in order to invest the time and the effort. And in this particular case [Brokered 
Product 1], we did get 100% thumbs up…then what we do is we go immediately to our intel-
lectual property attorneys” (Interview: Broker A). 
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As mentioned, the brokers furthermore take on a critical role in mediating the trade of technological innovation. 

Their efforts are seen in how they smoothen the enrollment process of different stakeholders required for suc-

cessful patent valuation by matching inventors, sellers, buyers, KOLs, patent attorneys and other required 

stakeholders into the assemblage. Inventor B stresses the importance of brokers in matching heterogenous 

actors to facilitate valuation and trading of early-stage patents: 

 
“I guess the best way to describe is… I am an engineer, and I am capable of fixing my own 
plumbing and repairing my own electrical work…[but] sometimes it is better to hire the guy 
that knows a little bit more about it than you do. You might know something and you might be 
able to handle it, [but] it is gonna take you three, four or five times longer than them to get to 
the same endpoint. So I like brokers like that. They know…the legal people…the key opinion 
leaders… I like the guy that can kick a door open and get me that much faster. So that…is 
opportunity costs. If I have another product idea that I cannot move or I cannot work on until I 
get this one done [then] I am missing out on potential future revenue there as well… because I 
had to do everything and I had to do all the background work, the digging, the filing, and then 
the development, you know…[a] company like [name of broker company] takes that [oppor-
tunity costs] away” (Interview: Inventor B). 
 

Lastly, by investigating narratives deployed by and toward creditors, it appears that creditors’ role during early-

stage patent valuation primarily concerns the facilitation of trading by lending capital to patent acquirees. 

Relevant to the MedTech sector with its composition of SMEs facing resource scarcity, the creditors im-

portance in technology trading cannot be neglected. Yet, the creditors themselves reckon that the due diligence 

around patents and the lenders’ risk profiles is challenging due to the posed limitations to neoclassical valuation 

methods and assumptions during contexts of fundamental uncertainty. These financial institutes realize that 

quantitative valuation methods based on DCF theory seem inapplicable to value early-stage patents and hence 

they, to my surprise, base their loan risk assessments on everything else than the commercial prospects and the 

patent itself. To elaborate, the creditors mainly base their analyses on previous track records from the company, 

e.g. an SME, the team and owners. As the FI Loan emphasizes: 

 
“In the loan business… we meet many technology…and R&D heavy [companies]… and first 
we need to qualify… when are they commercial? We can finance the development, but the 
company needs to bring the commercial… so if it is [the borrower’s] first product – then we 
have difficulties with lending money because there are only expenses” (Interview: FI Loan) 
 
“If there was to be one parameter of greatest importance when we have [confirmed that the 
customer is] ’commercial’ then it is ‘the team [behind the patent]’…do they have a professional 
organization…can this organization take them where they want to be with our money?”  (Inter-
view: FI Loan) 

 
The Bank continues: 
 

I cannot give you a more exhaustive answer [to how we value a patent]… what I like to hear is: 
who is behind [the patent]? What do they have of additional activities? Do we have confidence 
in them and what they say? Do they have a good track record? This means a lot… the set-up. 
Does it sound realistic? (Bank) 
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These presented statements, which were identified through the thematic analysis and coding of the multiple 

interviews with the stakeholders, reflect the essence of how actors are enrolled during the translation process: 

Per my identification of narratives deployed by and directed toward specific stakeholders, it appears that there 

is a reoccurring theme in regard to which actors can provide credible due diligence depending on the areas of 

the early-stage patent valuation. In that sense, these stakeholders are granted authority in respect to their field 

of competence, which then legitimizes them as obligatory passage points during the valuation.  

 

Suchman (1995) defined ‘legitimacy’ as the “generalized perception or assumption that the actions of an entity 

are desirable, proper or appropriate within some socially constructed system of norms, values, beliefs and 

definitions” (p. 574). Similarly, both human and the material, i.e. valuation device, can achieve such legitimacy 

where they socially are regarded as desirable and appropriate. Starting with the human aspect of legitimacy, 

when analyzing the socio-material network, it appears that the presented narratives concerning each stakehold-

ers’ legitimized position act as a backer to why these stakeholders need to be enrolled in the network. On the 

contrary, the material’s legitimacy, i.e. the neoclassical valuation devices, appear to diminish during early-

stage patent valuation. Instead, the legitimacy flows toward the qualitative parameters, e.g. legal expert assess-

ments, KOLs’ clinical statements, engineering inputs, and so forth, where subjectivity is embraced by the 

stakeholders during this context. To exemplify the inherent limitations that forecasting exercises and DCF 

theory take on during fundamental uncertainty, Broker B metaphorically describes their commercial exercise 

as influenced by randomity:  

 
“…[when] we are modeling, you know, [for example] what the potential market is, we jokingly 
refer to it as a Ouija-board exercise… it is a lot of guesstimates, you know” (Interview: Broker 
B). 
 

A consequence of the high uncertainty, and thus less suitability for applying calculus, is that the actors who 

yield most legitimacy become of significant influence in the valuation practice within their respective areas of 

competences and predisposed area of authority. Not only does socially constructed beliefs legitimize given 

stakeholders, e.g. that brokers possess clinical knowledge and lowers opportunity costs or that MedTech man-

agers know more about the commercial prospects than the rest of the network, it further generates a prioritizing 

effect on which ideas and meanings have most weight during the early-stage patent valuation.  

 

In brief, the embedded narratives identified in this socio-material network fosters legitimacy and hence make 

specific stakeholders behave as passage point, due to their expert knowledge being a prerequisite for valuation 

to succeed. The interplay between the material, i.e. the valuation devices and patents, and these narratives that 

back up the stakeholders’ legitimacy, shows that early-stage patent valuation cannot be limited to theoretical 

economic assumptions that neglects the context’s uncertainty. Hence, as vaguely defined as the qualitative 

method is, as important is its fluidity in structure and inclusion of components to enable communication and 
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translation between the stakeholders. The core idea behind the qualitative method, based on this analysis, is 

that it can be grounded in factors which are considered essential in the given valuation situation. However, the 

consequence of the more qualitative based valuation is that it requires extensive knowledge about e.g. the 

market situation, legal aspects, current technical solutions and so forth. Therefore, it creates a valuation prac-

tice that becomes based on negotiation of meaning, opinions and which value decreasing and increasing pa-

rameters to include. Once these input parameters have been defined, and the required stakeholders have been 

enrolled into the socio-material network, the translation process can proceed to the alignment of interests and 

mobilization.  

 

4.3.2 Alignment and mobilization  

For stakeholders to succeed in conducting valuation of an early-stage patent, the translation process has to 

progress from the previous elaborated problematization of valuation under uncertainty, as well as the enroll-

ment of actors into the socio-material network. Hence, the translation process is investigated further by scru-

tinizing how heterogenous interests become aligned and thus allow actors to mobilize in their value attribution 

efforts.  

 

This alignment of interests and mobilization of the network is supported by two specific stakeholder groups: 

The patent attorneys and brokers. From the thematic analysis of narratives within the analyzed socio-material 

network, it appears that patent attorneys and brokers hold positions in the network that make them facilitators 

of translation between stakeholders with multi-disciplinary backgrounds e.g. medical science, management, or 

marketing. For translation to be effective in aligning interests, intermediaries such as brokers and patent attor-

neys must uphold their integrity by embracing the interests of the rest of the stakeholders. This is exemplified 

in Patent Attorney B’s statement concerning how he mediates the stakeholders’ interests in patent valuation: 

 
“I hope that [the seller of the patent] can explain what we [the attorneys] can do and what we 
have [of competencies]. [The sellers of patents] are clearly in a better negotiation position, with 
investor, if they have had a market analysis [conducted] and can point out that [the patent attor-
neys] have the patents under control, and this market report is based on x variables – well, then 
you are in a better position… it is another way to communicate ‘you cannot fool us – we have 
made our calculations’ – it is the patent people that have the patents under control and have 
made their analysis” (Interview: Patent Attorney B). 

 

In the examination of how the socio-material network mobilizes to attribute monetary value, it appears by 

tracking the stakeholders’ actions, which is exemplified in section 4.4 by the case analysis of Brokered Product 

1, that value is attributed once an assemblage of the materiality and human occurs. To elaborate, the assem-

blage occurs through the stakeholders’ negotiations about the qualitative valuation method’s definition, sub-

stantiated by the discussion about which due diligence aspects to include, thus creating a valuation practice 

where certain legitimized stakeholders become passage points. 
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The mobilization is hence preconditioned by an alignment between the heterogenous stakeholders’ interests in 

regard to which negotiated parameters to include in the due diligence, e.g. the type of market data, KOL state-

ments, legal analyses, or engineering input. This negation thus act as an alignment of interests, which ensures 

that all actants, both the material and the human, are represented in the valuation of the early-stage patent. 

Once the alignment is achieved, the perceived fundamental uncertainty can be lowered, which allows the het-

erogenous actants to act as one unit, resulting in a successful valuation. 

 

In answering the question raised in the introduction on narratives’ role in the socio-material network, the anal-

ysis has found that narratives affect the valuation of early-stage patents by supporting the establishment of 

stakeholder legitimacy, authority and creation of passage points. This has an impact on how the qualitative 

based due diligence is conducted, which intention is to lower the perceived uncertainty. Once the uncertainty 

has been lowered through extensive due diligence by the given legitimized stakeholders, a monetary value 

attribution can be done. 

 

Finally, one may question which effects the presence of narratives as legitimacy backers, the preferred quali-

tative valuation method, and the aspect of due diligence, can have on the commercial agreements made for 

early-stage patents during fundamental uncertainty. To bridge the investigated socio-material network and 

narratives’ influence on valuation, I will in the following section 4.4 examine how the configuration and dy-

namics within this network has affected a commercial agreement constructed for an early-stage medical device 

patent. The case used to investigate the performative effects will be Brokered Product 1, as this specific case 

involved multiple of the stakeholders who have participated in this research. 

 

4.4 Performative effects: I think it is an industry-standard?  
To answer the third angle of this research, ‘how value is produced performatively’, the remaining of this socio-

technical analysis comprises an investigation of the performative effects that the qualitative due diligence-

based method can have on a commercial agreement. The analysis will concern an investigation of the collected 

documents related to Brokered Product 133. 

 

Brokered Product 1, an endovascular retrieval system, was brokered between three stakeholder groups involv-

ing four actors: Inventor B who sought to sell or license the invention, Broker A and B who brokered the 

invention, and lastly the SME CEO who was interested in engaging in a commercial agreement either through 

licensing or wholly owned acquisition.  

 
33 The additional four Brokered Products cf. Figure 5 have been scrutinized to guide the analysis of this section. However, due to length 
constraints, I chose to focus on the only product where multiple of the interview participants had participated in structuring the com-
mercial agreement. 
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Cf. the previous problematization of neoclassical valuation methods during contexts of fundamental uncer-

tainty, the brokers did not use an income-, market-, cost- or option approach in their selling efforts toward the 

SME CEO, despite the product had similar features to existing medical technologies on the market. Instead, 

they used illustrative documents primarily based on qualitative valuation metrics reflecting some of the quali-

tative due diligence aspects noted earlier e.g. an emphasis on the inventor’s track record, key strategic portfolio 

synergies between the SME and Brokered Product 1, and statements about the uniqueness of this endovascular 

retrieval system from well-known physicians.  

 

Despite the documents and communication indicated the market’s size, market shares of the leading corpora-

tions, comparability of features between competing products and Brokered Product 1, it appears that the qual-

itative-based brokering was chosen due to the inherent uncertainty about future revenue and cost flows, pre-

dictability in the regulatory pathway towards CE mark, FDA approval, and which claims the patent would 

obtain, as the patent was under review.  

 

Consequently, when analyzing how the brokering for this product was conducted, and retrospectively exam-

ining the commercial agreement made between the parties, it appears that the previously described practice of 

due diligence shaped and depicted how the valuation should be conducted i.e. which aspects that the discussion 

should be framed around. In this sense, the brokers’ utterances, per their legitimized position and narrative 

authority (Leins, 2020), provided what Callon (2006) labelled as a “convincing and general answer…[to] a 

discourse [that] is indeed performative…[because] it contributes to the construction of the reality that it de-

scribes” (p. 7). 

 

Due to the fundamental uncertainty involved in assessing the monetary value of this medical device, as well 

as SME’s resource scarcity, it is not revolutionizing that the commercial agreement chosen for Brokered Prod-

uct 1 was based on a licensing structure. However, in my investigation of the licensing agreement’s compo-

nents, it appears that there were some noteworthy performative elements to be emphasized in regard to the 

pay-off structure i.e. the royalty-rate: In the examination of how the royalty rate was defined, and whether it 

was computed on the basis of e.g. a correlation between product characteristics or some form of uncertainty 

assessment, it appears that there was no advanced argumentation for the calculation behind the pay-off struc-

ture between the brokers, inventor and SME.  

 

Drawing on the previous analytical points made regarding narrative authority (Leins, 2020), this leads my 

focus to the narratives deployed from Broker A and B in the case of Brokered Product 1: First, during funda-

mental uncertainty the qualitative method based on due diligence was preferred. Secondly, because the partic-

ipants in the valuation practice experienced fundamental uncertainty in this early-stage patent valuation, a 
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licensing agreement was deemed superior vis-à-vis wholly owned acquisition. Thirdly, and more interestingly, 

the licensing agreement’s pay-off structure was based on a fixed royalty rate, which was supported by the 

narratives which Broker A and Broker B deployed by stating to both the SME CEO and Inventor B that the 

royalty rate was an industry standard. To illustrate how these narratives about industry standards performa-

tively affected the licensing agreement’s pay-off structure, I suggest Inventor B’s statement provides a good 

example:  

 
“I do not know where the [royalty rate] numbers come from. But you know, this has been long 
standing tradition, you can get anywhere between, you know, 7% to 15%, in a royalty payment 
on devices… what you end up getting as a percentage is just based on who you are getting into 
a partnership with and who is taking on the most amount of risk and things like that. But those 
numbers are standard on most deals. So, when you just figure out, okay, we [inventors] want 
10% royalty, and we are not going to take any pay…but we do not want upfront money…or we 
want a million dollars of upfront money… those are things that play into…how you construct 
that deal. And you can propose it in multiple ways. I mean, I do not know anybody that just 
walks through the door and says, this is exactly how it has to be, we want this royalty and this 
much money upfront, or we are done, you know, you always walk in with, you know, a ballpark 
and scenario one, scenario two. And so we tried doing that, but it is very hard. It is very time 
consuming… you make your pitch, you show you device, you get everybody on board” (Inter-
view: Inventor B). 

 

In brief, it appears from this investigation of the socio-material network’s valuation and construction of a 

commercial agreement that the performative elements are found in the embedded narratives deployed from 

legitimized actors about what the ‘true’ royalty rate should be. In that vein, the value of the early-stage patent 

becomes split between multiple actors instead of one sole owner, as the royalty rate depicts two different values 

depending on which stakeholder one focuses on. For example, the value of the patented technology to the 

inventor and brokers becomes equivalent to the royalty rate they expect to receive, whereas the licensee’s 

value, e.g. the SME, is corresponding to the complete valuation of the patent less the royalty rate, milestone 

payment, and the costs the company will incur to develop, market and diffuse the technology. Nonetheless, 

such a quantification seems less like an estimate and more as a ‘guesstimate’. 

 

Not only is valuation of patents cumbersome, setting a royalty rate seem further ambiguous and as a taken for 

granted aspect of early-stage patent valuation. From this analysis it appears that narratives deployed by stake-

holders possessing legitimacy and information asymmetry can produce performative effects on the commercial 

agreements constructed. By examining the statements shared by Inventor B, Broker A and B, and the SME 

CEO, it appears that the stakeholders and narratives embedded in this network contribute to constructing the 

market in which they seek to explain. In other words, the narratives, in combination with the valuation meth-

ods, enact the world they describe; providing a guess at its best of what true value is. 
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4.5 Findings  
It is in this ethnographic case study demonstrated that capitalist economies drive innovation through competi-

tive forces. The MedTech sector represents an extreme case of the market’s push for technological innovation 

acquisition, development and commercialization caused by the particular environment of hyper competition 

on innovation. A significant share of the MedTech sector, due to its composition mainly consisting of SMEs, 

are potentially forced to navigate through uncertainty to thrive and survive. These companies, in this capital 

and resource intensive industry, balance on a knife edge in regard to invest in technological innovation during 

fundamental uncertainty or face the consequences of lacking behind competition.  

 

On the contrary, the investigated MNE in this research is de-risking its innovation efforts by entering the 

innovation stages relatively late. The context the MNE operates in is less uncertain and more predictable 

through measurable risk computations. Consequently, innovation in the early stages become less valuable to 

the MNE whereas to the SME, these innovations appear as opportunities. From the SME’s perspective, oper-

ating in a market that necessitates decisions to be made under uncertainty poses a trade-off: Uncertainty is an 

opportunity to grow while simultaneously being a threat to the business. The SME thus have to navigate in a 

landscape of uncertainty and opportunity, while enforcing a mindset of bringing new innovations to market. 

This is where the practice of valuation comes into the picture. To decide if these opportunities in the early 

stages are worth pursing, valuations of the technological innovations are done. As confirmed in this research, 

scholars have emphasized that to value an early-stage technology, the unit of analysis may concern the patent 

because it represents an object that can be analyzed and attributed value. However, this is a challenging task 

due to uncertainty.  

 

From three analytical angles the socio-technical analysis aimed to understand how early-stage patent valuation 

is done by actors in the MedTech-sector under fundamental uncertainty. The findings show that valuation is a 

joint collaborative effort between actors and things where a socio-material assemblage of stakeholders, valua-

tion devices and the patent itself has to congeal for value to be attributed. Perceptions about the future, emo-

tions, social dynamics and network positions matter, which was exemplified in how certain actors’ assessments 

were valued more important within their respective areas of expertise due to predisposed legitimacy and nar-

ratives that supported their credibility as experts. The depicted experts’ assessments affected how the valuation 

network coped with uncertainty about future technical and commercial results, thus rendering the mobilization 

of the actors in their valuation effort. Consequently, valuation during uncertainty is a non-linear process where 

different values are negotiated and enacted depending on which actors interact with the valuation methods, 

narratives and patents. Lastly, as exemplified through the analysis of Brokered Product 1, statements and meth-

ods deployed during early-stage patent valuation, both qualitative and quantitative, can yield performative 

effects on the commercial agreements constructed.  
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The findings thus suggest that valuation during fundamental uncertainty is not to be regarded as a practice 

where the objective is to find the one ‘true value’, but rather as an activity that seeks to find a ‘successful 

value’ that allows technological innovation to flow between trading entities. 
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5. Discussion  
Valuation under conditions of fundamental uncertainty has proven to be a challenging task in the MedTech 

sector with the impact of narratives’ effect on legitimacy and translation, as well as the interplay with materi-

ality in collaborative settings. From the socio-technical analysis it was identified that early-stage patent valu-

ation evolved around due diligence analyses made to assess present and future prospects of given medical 

technology. This action of creating ‘sense’ in the present, by verbally and quantitatively painting a picture of 

the future, was done by stakeholders who were perceived to possess the required knowledge to make such 

predictions. Consequently, this chapter proceeds with a discussion of the notions ‘future’ and ‘uncertainty’ 

vis-à-vis my findings on socio-materiality, narratives and performativity by introducing ‘studies on imagi-

naries of economic futures’. Finally, the discussion of imaginaries is followed by an elaboration of this re-

search’s limitations and potential avenues for future research. 

 

5.1 Valuation during uncertainty: An Imaginary of the future 
In his recently published article, Beckert (2021) noted that only a smaller strand of research, primarily stem-

ming from studies of technological innovation and entrepreneurship, has focused on how companies and indi-

vidual’s future prospections influence their actions in the present. In his article, he addressed two future re-

search avenues, which were found relevant to this specific study of valuation during uncertainty: First, he 

recommended that a fruitful research program for studying ‘future prospections’, i.e. our imaginary of the 

future, could aim at understanding how valuation practice and cooperation in the economy may be anchored 

in our perception of the future; and secondly, he pleaded that future research could examine the roles of stake-

holders’ legitimacy and deployed narratives, as well as how instruments are used in contributing to the creation 

of imaginaries. As I will explicate in the remaining of the discussion chapter, I argue that this study on valuation 

under fundamental uncertainty has provided insight to Beckert’s (2021) two calls for research. 

 

Following the findings of the analysis, this research identified that narratives’ effect on legitimacy allowed 

certain stakeholders to provide their expert opinions to guide the network’s coping with uncertainty about the 

early-stage patent’s future technical, technological and commercial developments. In that sense, the practice 

of valuation draws upon looking into the future (Fourcade, 2011) and dealing with the not-yet knowable (Beck-

ert, 2016). Similarly, MacKenzie (2006b) argued that valuation may be seen as ‘an engine’ that is capable of 

producing imagined futures, which in turn can propel economic change. Reflecting on MacKenzie’s (2006b) 

engine metaphor, I argue that the interesting aspect lies in the notion of ‘uncertainty’ and thus how we act in 

the present when the future’s state of affairs cannot be known (Beckert, 2016; Searle, 1975). 
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Similar to my findings describing the ‘coming together’ of heterogenous actors and their mobilization efforts 

to attribute monetary value to a patent, I argue that once this actor-network has congealed, it can be perceived 

as an engine that can produce imaginary predictions about the future. With multidisciplinary experts providing 

their take on how a patented technological innovation will evolve, e.g. through due diligence, it arguably ren-

ders imaginaries to be produced. In line with Beckert (2021), such ‘fiction’ of the technological innovation’s 

future state may cognitively support the stakeholders in identifying the given patent’s value in the present by 

making sense of the uncertain future. In this respect, the imaginaries which are produced on the basis of due 

diligence may follow Dewey (1938) and Holmes’ (2009) propositions i.e. that imaginaries emerge from a 

reciprocal process where goals and means have been aligned between the stakeholders based on their own 

previous experiences and interpretations; for example, their experiences concerning previous patented tech-

nologies’ technical or commercial performance, or regulatory path and performance in the post-market launch.  

 

Grounded in this research’s findings on the significance of actors’ network positions during valuation, it seems 

appropriate to further discuss the power that some stakeholders have in creating these ‘guesstimates’ about 

early-stage patented technologies. I will in the following section 5.2 discuss my findings on how stakeholders 

occupy networks positions as experts, almost gurus that can see into the future, and how their expert assess-

ments may affect actions in the present. 

 

5.2 Stakeholders becoming Placeholders 
According to this ethnographic case study, it was identified that certain stakeholders were granted specific 

roles in patent valuation depending on their perceived authority within respective disciplines e.g. legal, clinical, 

commercial, marketing, and so forth. This granting of authority was identified as a consequence of the eco-

nomic valuation models’ limitations under conditions of uncertainty as they were built on historical data that 

made it difficult to objectively assess patent value. Similarly, Beckert (2016) noted that stakeholders cannot 

cope with the challenges of the future by only relying on models concerning statistical information from the 

past. In this sense, fictional imaginaries might be used to make sense of the future ‘as if’ it would unfold in a 

definite way.  

 

Riles (2010) brought the notion of ‘placeholders’ into the discussion on what fictional imaginaries consisted 

of and could do. She argued that narratives and materiality, e.g. documents or calculative methods, can act as 

placeholders of the future, allowing the valuation network to cope with uncertainty. Correspondingly, I argue 

that the identified legitimized stakeholders may take the role as placeholders during uncertainty when calcula-

tive valuation methods become inapplicable. As demonstrated, patent attorneys may possess authority in re-

gard to the legal aspects, whereas brokers possess narrative authority within the clinical and commercial areas; 

therefore, their institutionalized status and predefined roles within the actor-network can act as a placeholder 
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in itself. In simple terms, the legitimized actors become placeholders within their field of expertise and there-

fore they are assumed to be better suited at ‘seeing into the future’ vis-à-vis the rest of the valuation stakehold-

ers. 

 

To further substantiate this assumption that actors holding legitimized positions can become placeholders, I 

note that the patent attorneys and brokers’ roles in this investigated valuation network prove an interesting 

case: The patent attorneys were generally perceived to have an authority in regard to the IP and technical 

analyses e.g. freedom-to-operate, landscape-, and fallback analyses. On the other hand, brokers did not only 

act as connectors of the various stakeholders involved in the valuation network, but they also possessed critical 

information about the market, technological advantages, market-fit for the given technological innovation, 

KOLs’ opinions, and so forth. In sum, as the valuation network assumed both patent attorneys and brokers to 

hold critical information and possess capabilities which no other stakeholder had, it presumably enhanced their 

legitimacy, rendering them to become placeholders of the future. 

 

In line with Knight’s (1941) description of these actors’ raison d’être, one might argue that their potential 

transition into becoming a placeholder is supported by the embedded uncertainty found in early-stage patent 

valuation. Their legitimacy thus becomes justified as they can exploit the networks’ perceptions about their 

alleged critical information, expertise, and competences in using valuation devices and due diligence as instru-

ments of imagination. In this sense, patent attorneys and brokers, as specialized placeholders, act as promissory 

guides for the rest of the valuation network in making sense by providing a glimpse into the future. 

 

According to Pollock & Williams (2010), stakeholders that are attributed credibility based on their presumed 

expertise within a given field can be labelled as promissory actors or organizations. In this regard, Beckert 

(2021) noted that actors tend to turn toward promissory organizations when secure knowledge is unavailable. 

In line with Beckert (2021) and Pollock & Williams’ (2010) findings, this research demonstrated that certain 

stakeholders become passage points in the translation process and thus one might argue that they act similarly 

to a promissory actor under conditions of fundamental uncertainty. 

 
5.2 Devices create imaginaries 
Early-stage patent valuation can arguably be understood as the creation of an assessment about the future’s 

state, which is then ‘cognitively’ discounted back to a monetary value in the present34. Imaginaries are thus 

not similar to fantasies, but build on a combination of assumptions, expert opinions, emotions and facts with 

 
34 The term ‘discounting’ in this sentence should not be perceived as originating from calculus. Instead, I associate it with the cognitive 
exercise of imagining the future state of a technological innovation followed by a thought-process to convert this future state into a 
monetary value in the present.  
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unknown accuracy (Beckert & Bronk, 2018). To convey these assessments and provide rationale for a given 

patents’ value, one may follow these imagined futures by examining the devices, or instruments, used in their 

creation. 

 

The practice of patent valuation investigated in the MedTech sector seems to draw on various types of valua-

tion devices as I elaborated in the review of patent valuation methods in section 2.2.2. However, as the scope 

of this project has not been to scrutinize one device to create an imaginary, it allowed me to reflect more 

broadly on which actors and devices engaged in the valuation setting. In my examination of how valuation was 

done by actors in the MedTech sector, I found that valuation under uncertainty comprised an extensive array 

of devices which could be used in the qualitative assessments encapsulated in the activity of due diligence35. 

As a consequence, this extensive number of devices presumably enhanced the complexity involved with val-

uation under uncertainty as the process of creating the imaginaries of the future would become more ambiguous 

i.e. it would be difficult to know which methods to use in changing contexts.  

 

Based on my findings, early-stage patent valuation appears to go beyond the imaginaries of simple DCF fore-

casting and its assumptions about cash flows, pricing, market share, macro-economic developments, probabil-

ities based on historical success rate, and so forth (Doganova, 2018), as it treats uncertainty like it was risk. 

Consequently, early-stage patent valuation, as a projected venture (Knight, 1921; 1941), needs to be under-

stood as a unique and contextualized case where risks cannot always be measured. 

 

In sum, early-stage patent valuation entails a situation where the assessment of the future does not exist as a 

fact, but to make the depiction of the future credible, devices and narratives can be deployed to make sense of 

the uncertainty. I argue that the imaginary future of a patent’s development can take the narrative form (Beck-

ert, 2021) and may be produced as promissory stories (Deuten & Rip, 2000) by legitimized valuation stake-

holders. If these imaginaries are successful, they will create a shared worldview which enables actors to follow 

the path envisioned by the imaginary (Borup et al., 2006). Hence, one might argue that imaginaries can provide 

an additional angle to investigate how heterogenous stakeholders with different backgrounds align their inter-

ests, thereby increasing coordination and mobilization, which leads to an action (Pieri, 2009): Valuation. 

 

 
35 For example, the multiple forms of risk analyses conducted within manufacturing, legal, commercial, clinical, R&D and so forth. 
Furthermore, for an interesting view on the materialistic devices used to create imaginary futures, see Beckert’s (2021) work on how 
strategic planning, SWOT analyses, capital budgeting, technology projects, etc. can be used by companies as components in creating 
imaginations. 
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5.3 Limitations and future research 
Without repeating the reflexive considerations already made in regard to methodological choices, the limita-

tions which will be focused on are related specifically to the problematization of neoclassical models, and the 

potentiality of investigating the aspect of due diligences further. 

 

5.3.1 Down the rabbit hole 

A significant portion of literature has been contested and demonstrated its worth on the academic scene to 

allow strategic as well as valuation decisions to be made in anticipation of future outcomes (Mintzberg et al., 

2014; Mintzberg, 1994; Grant & Cibin, 1996; Hamel & Prahalad, 1994; Fisher, 1930). Thus, this research on 

valuation, conducted from an economic sociology perspective, should not be understood as an attempt to push 

previous scholarship and knowledge down the rabbit hole. Though it is argued that neoclassical economical 

methods have limitations in regard to objectively compute correct values in specific contexts, a ‘too strong’ 

problematization of these models may treat all knowledge as ‘fiction (Gartner, 2007).  

 

Consequently, a commitment was made to describe the contextuality of the MedTech sector and early-stage 

patent valuation, which was not only imperative for understanding the findings and arguments presented, but 

also for readers to distinguish the type of situation found in this ethnographic case study from other contexts. 

The problematization of the neoclassical methods thus remains, but it rests on the argument that our under-

standing must be grounded in the contextualized and temporal description provided, in this case, on the 

MedTech sector.  

 

5.3.2 The nuances of due diligence 

Throughout the progression of this research, it was identified that the application of delineated quantitative 

models of patent valuation, i.e. the DCF based, became of less importance compared to the qualitative method 

comprised of due diligence. However, due diligence appears to be an ambiguous activity as scholars have 

described within research fields such as human rights (Bonnitcha & McCorquodale, 2017; Buhmann, 2018), 

legal and IP (Iversen, 2006; Hantos, 2010; Silverman, 2004), mergers and acquisitions (Lillelund Olsen, 2006; 

Wangerin, 2019), accounting (Gyory & Finch, 2014), investee performance (Cumming & Zambelli, 2017) or 

even how entrepreneurial startups do market due diligence before initiating a venture (Buchan et al., 2018). In 

this sense, due diligence can be interpreted in multiple ways and presumably takes on a contextual meaning 

depending on which industry or business area it is conducted within.  

 

Although the relation between patent valuation and due diligence was explicated through the descriptions of 

how certain actors assess various aspects of bringing the given technological innovation ‘to life’, there still 
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seems to be a potential for future research to further scrutinize the aspect of due diligence. Thus, I note that it 

could have been insightful to investigate certain aspects of due diligence more in depth. 

 

Consequently, when reflecting on the interview conducted with the FI VC, an interesting research avenue 

related to due diligence could be the activity of ‘pressure testing’. This is an activity which venture capitalists 

conduct to assess the trustworthiness of information received from prospective acquisition targets prior to 

investment and acquisition deals. However, the action of pressure testing information received, e.g. from a 

MedTech CEO or a market research institute, under conditions of fundamental uncertainty raises an interesting 

dilemma: How do one determine the credibility and truth of information provided by a third party, when com-

plete information cannot be gathered in the context? An investigation of this dilemma could entail how venture 

capitalists, or other stakeholders for that matter, align their imaginaries with senders of given communication 

through an investigation of ‘what’ and ‘when’ something is perceived as true in a context where objective truth 

cannot be known. However, this may require a more processual and cognitive analysis to examine the episte-

mological implications of such an inquiry to pressure testing due diligence.  
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6. Conclusion 
 
Contributing to the novel ways of studying the economic sociology and innovation, this research utilized ‘val-

uation’ as a vantage point for investigating one of the social processes that affect the market for technological 

innovations in today’s knowledge-based economy. Through an ethnographic case study within the MedTech 

sector, I demonstrated that valuation is indeed a complex practice under conditions of fundamental uncertainty 

that encompasses both science and art. Even with the prevalence of valuation as a practice in society and 

organizations, it appears that there is a long way to go in regard to establishing efficient ways of trading early-

stage patented innovation. 

 

The case study demonstrated that due the capitalistic forces driving innovation, valuation becomes critical for 

especially MedTech SMEs due to their competition for early-stage technological innovation. Furthermore, the 

investigated stakeholder network consisting of brokers, patent attorneys, investors, MedTech corporations, 

creditors and inventors, has proven to possess its own embedded social dynamics. By following valuation 

stakeholders’ actions, and per this research’s economic sociological awareness, I identified that multiple actors 

and valuation devices had to engage in relational and collaborative settings for valuation to be done. By scru-

tinizing this assemblage of both humans and things, it supported the identification of which social factors may 

influence actors epistemically and culturally in their valuation practice. Based on the socio-technical analysis, 

which was grounded in a thematic coding of collected qualitative data, I found that texts, narratives and meth-

ods are deployed in valuation situations to make sense, in the present, by dealing with the incalculable uncer-

tainty of the future.  

 

Where patent valuation in an ideal and rational world would have been computed by accounting for risks by 

applying calculative tools, the context of fundamental uncertainty transitioned valuation into a negotiation of 

meaning based on subjective expert opinions being shared in the form of narratives. Hence, the deployed nar-

ratives became of importance in this context as they had legitimizing effects on stakeholders’ roles. Actors 

who were deemed legitimate were labelled as passage points, which entailed that their subjective expert as-

sessments, based on due diligence within a demarcated field, would be required for value to be attributed to 

the patent. As a consequence, the actors yielding legitimacy, especially brokers in relation to market fit and 

commercial potential, and patent attorneys from the legal aspect, were perceived influential during the early-

stage patent valuation. These legitimized stakeholders created prospections about risks and profitability 

through their use of narratives and devices in their due diligence efforts, which offered the remaining of the 

network a cognitive lens for looking into the future. Narratives and valuation devices, as boundary objects, 

were thus discovered to have coordinating effects by establishing a modus operandi that rendered the network 

of stakeholders to collaborate, mobilize, and successfully enact the value of patent.  
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Based on this investigation of how valuation is done by actors in the MedTech sector, it is proposed that 

valuation during fundamental uncertainty is not objective. Valuation methods applied in this context are not 

neutral in their nature. The impact of these devices, methods, instruments, technologies, objects, materialities, 

and other names that scholars have labelled them as, is dependent on who deploys them and hence who decides 

which multiples and information to be inserted into their equations and frameworks. 

 

In this vein, monetary value attribution is not solely based on previous actions, historical data or comparable 

patent transactions. The value stakeholders attribute is also based on how they account for uncertainty about 

the future developments of the technological innovation, and therefore the monetary worth of an early-stage 

patent becomes a social thing. It becomes a process of definition and social construction involving multiple 

actors and things, and therefore valuation under uncertainty cannot be based on simplified assumptions that 

condense the world into a perceived realistic and rational forecasting exercise. 

 

As demonstrated in the case of Brokered Product 1, value can be produced performatively as a consequence 

of the words and devices used in the given valuation situation. Narratives depicting the correct royalty rate, 

supported by computations for the industry, had the effect that it performatively divided the patent’s worth 

between inventor, brokers, and the MedTech SME. Following these arguments presented on value being pro-

duced performatively, this research proposes that the concept of performativity is pertinent to our understand-

ing of narratives, economic theories and models’ roles in valuation settings; going beyond the idea that these 

are just descriptive tools for calculating monetary worth.  

 

When reflecting on the findings, one might question if this type of market for innovation is desirable, for 

example, in the MedTech sector. Are there hindrances in the valuation practice of patents that complicate the 

needed innovation level to ensure that physicians have the best possible treatment tools? And do we miss out 

on potential economic growth due to inefficiency in the matching between buyers and sellers? Or does the 

industry depicted royalty rate foster or decrease the incentives of inventors to bring new medical technologies 

to life? Nonetheless, we need to advance our understanding on how valuation is done, the roles of the actors 

engaging in these collaborative settings, the content of the narratives and how they are deployed, and which 

devices are used to counter uncertainty and make sense of the future. A potential consequence of neglecting 

the socio-material influence on valuation under conditions of uncertainty could be that one’s interests are not 

reflected, or optimized, in the value attributed to the object in question. To use Callon’s (2006) words: “the 

worlds excluded a priori are the losers” (p.39). 
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9. Appendices 
9.1 Statistics – Patents Filed and Granted 

 

Source: https://www.wipo.int/edocs/pubdocs/en/wipo_pub_941_2019-chapter1.pdf 
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9.2 Interview guide 
Application of Jovchelovitch & Bauer’s (2000) four phase-framework on narrative interviewing 

Phases Description of actions 
 

Preparation In this phase I recruited and prepared the participants, as well as myself, for each interview. 

I shared preliminary questions to initiate the participants’ reflection process about the topic 

of interest: Medical device patent valuation. 

The questions shared with the participants in the Microsoft-Teams invitation were slightly 

altered to fit with their professional background and daily functioning. However, the core of 

the questions was the same: 

1. What is your role in valuation [and trading] of patented medical device technolo-

gies? 

2. How do you perceive the market for medical device patents? 

3. How do you practically attribute value to a patent? 

4. How do you practically engage in an [investment/loan/consultancy/commercial] 

agreement? 

1. Initiation To initiate the interview, I set the scene by asking how the participants were doing and 

thanking them for taking their time to participate in the given interview. Subsequently, I 

elaborated on the topic of interest, patent valuation, and why I was so interested in their 

story. I reemphasized their importance to the completion of my research, fostering a relaxed 

and informal setting where they felt comfortable with contributing with their expert 

knowledge. It was also made clear that there would be no right or wrong answers, as I was 

interested in their personal experience. 

 

Lastly, I explained that the interview would be anonymized, yet audio and visually recorded, 

followed by a transcription. Before starting the recording, I had the participants verbally 

accept that the interview could proceed, as well as ensuring them that they would be able to 

access the transcription if they were interested in reading it. 

2. Main narration The interview structure was not pre-fixed, and thus I let the participants take the interview 

in the direction they wanted to, of course, within the scope of patent valuation. I did not ask 

questions while they were talking and intentionally used pauses to favor their continuance 

in elaborating on the given themes, which they found interesting. I used non-verbal encour-

agement to let them know that I was attentively listening, and what they said was insightful. 

 

When I felt that the coda was provided to the given question, I moved on to the next one, 

which in the majority of the cases would have been one of the four questions provided to 

them prior to the interviews. However, if I found that the coda was not provided and that 

they had not answered the “what happens next-questions”, I moved on to the questioning 
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phase (phase 3) where questions were posed directly to the specifics of what the interviewees 

mentioned. 

3. Questioning 
phase 

In the questioning phase, I chose to pose questions to themes or areas where I found that 

additional elaboration from the participants were needed. Yet, I did not ask any opinionized 

and attitude related questions, and purposively placed effort in turning my own exmanent 

questions into immanent ones to avoid justifications and rationalizations. That meant that 

the questions I had before engaging in the interview (exmanent) per my preliminary enquir-

ies, were put aside to formulate immanent ones i.e. questions related to what the participants 

had actually said in their own language e.g. themes, topics and accounts.  

4. Concluding talk In some of the interviews, a natural saturation point was reached where I was not able to 

formulate additional questions that really needed to be covered during the given interview. 

In other cases, there might have been a deadline which naturally put a time frame on the 

duration of the interview. Nonetheless, before the interview was stopped, I always asked 

whether the interviewee had some final comments or remarks to what we had discussed, and 

whether they felt that something might had been left out, which needed further explanation.  

 

In the interviews where the interviewee did not have another meeting or activity to attend 

to, we had a concluding off-the-record talk about the things we had discussed and my thesis 

in general. I utilized this opportunity for enrolling new participants to my research by asking 

if they knew someone which could be interest for my research.   

 

After each interview, I conducted a memory protocol to highlight given themes found note-

worthy. This exercise was found helpful in guiding the following thematic analysis. 
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9.3 Code book 
 

Main Themes Subthemes Definitions Examples from transcripts 

Context of early-

stage patent val-

uation 

SMEs’ roles and 

mindset 

SMEs navigate 

through uncertainty 

and constant push for 

innovative efforts 

“I have been able to acquire technology where my 

competitors were listed on the stock exchange and 

simply not because my checkbook was big - but 

more because I was able to make a decision quicker 

than others. Of course, there is always a risk that if 

you speed up the process then there is room for errors 

- so of course it is a balance between speed and qual-

ity” 

SME CEO 

MNEs’ late en-

try to technology 

acquisition  

Larger corporations’ 

roles in regard to 

bringing innovation to 

market and how they 

value early-stage 

technological innova-

tions 

“So where this is where I different from [CEO SME], 

he is investing in technology that is new, he is devel-

oping it, and he spent, you know, millions of dollars 

up front…we would not do that” 

MNE CEO 

High uncertainty 

during early-

stage patent val-

uation 

The contextually em-

bedded uncertainty 

influencing how 

early-stage patent val-

uation is conducted 

“…[when] we are modeling, you know, [for exam-

ple] what the potential market is, we jokingly refer 

to it as a Ouija-board exercise… it is a lot of guess-

timates, you know”  

Broker B 

Relational as-

pect of innova-

tion in the 

MedTech sector 

  

The collaborative na-

ture of bringing new 

products to market 

and seeking opportu-

nities for new innova-

tion acquisitions 

“we are talking about technology, ideas, innovations, 

where you do not have the finalized product, I am 

not talking about technology, where you are able to, 

to acquire a finished product or a company. So I am 

addressing my question to the specific of that tech-

nology in order to take that and to develop it into a 

product and then go to the market. I am forced to 

constantly build up a network. In this respect, in spe-

cific, when it comes to new technology, that is, for 

instance, you have a sales organization, they are your 
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ambassadors, when they [are] out speaking with end 

users, doctors, professors, and sometimes they have, 

they have an idea and that is that which will then be 

brought to our attention - to my attention - then I will 

take a ball from there” 

SME CEO 

 Relational as-

pect of valuation 

in the MedTech 

sector 

 

The collaborative na-

ture of early-stage pa-

tent valuation in the 

medical device indus-

try 

“When it comes to a technology even though it is 

only based on a piece of paper or through prototyp-

ing, we are having our due diligence done both in our 

internally R&D department…to see if the idea is fea-

sible to put into a product… and go to the market. 

So, it is a technical due diligence. Then of course, 

there is the patent attorney [who is] going to do the 

patent due diligence. And…based on which type of 

product it is - we have available a selective network 

of KOLs and doctors that we use to have a meeting 

discussion with - to see how they see that technology 

from a clinical point of view. And then, the last part 

is using our skill sets in the sales and marketing ac-

tivities to have them make the due diligence. So, a 

fast-working group of people that can assess these 

technologies in order to… make a proper due dili-

gence… [is] the best way… to eliminate risk”  

SME CEO 

Narratives as ac-

tor legitimizing 

devices 

Narratives di-

rected inwards 

Legitimizing one’s 

own position as pas-

sage point in regard to 

required due diligence 

conducted during val-

uation of early-stage 

patents 

“We can understand market reports, and how one 

calculates and all the factors which need to be multi-

plied into the computations such as uncertainty, 

strengths and weaknesses, in the patent portfolio” 

Patent Attorney B 

Narratives di-

rected outwards 

Legitimizing other’s 

positions as passage 

points in regard to re-

quired due diligence 

“Of course, there is the patent attorney which is go-

ing to do the patent due diligence”  
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conducted during val-

uation of early-stage 

patents 

SME CEO 

Valuation device 

as a boundary 

object 

Components of 

qualitative valu-

ation devices 

Due diligence areas 

e.g. IP assessment, 

market report, etc. 

“All this needs to be understood as one factor in the 

total computation of what is called market report, but 

another thing is ’uncertainty’ e.g. if we do not have 

the patent granted yet, then we need to assess how 

broad our claims can be, and maybe the patents 

claims become so narrow that the total value of the 

patent is lost. For example, we can establish different 

% probabilities that we get a broad, medium or nar-

row patent claim, and again, then it is just a multiple 

that needs to be multiplied into the value equation of 

the patent, in principle. All this gives a number for 

each year, and then you add it for each year, and in 

principle there need to be a number after 20 years 

where you have accounted for the product being de-

veloped or not developed according to the intention, 

and if the patent is strong or not strong enough”. 

Patent Attorney B 

Components of 

quantitative val-

uation devices 

Income, market ap-

proach, cost approach 

and option approach 

”I found that there are various types of patent valua-

tion and strategies…market approach…and other 

approaches…it is an advantage with patents that they 

have a lifetime of 20 years and then you build that 

value on 20 years…for example then you have this 

income approach which can be used to com-

pute…the revenue from the patent, and then it be-

comes extremely easy to compute what you earn in 

20 years. It is just a discounting method in principle” 

Patent Attorney B 

Performativity 

on Commercial 

agreements 

High uncertainty 

is equal to li-

censing 

Language forming a 

social action that re-

sults in licensing 

agreements 

“And if we are not sure that the product can be de-

veloped and go to market, it will also reflect the 

structure of our license agreement with other words, 

if it's a high-risk agreement, then there will not be a 

lot of money upfront or down payment, it is simply 
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the inventor should wait until the product is on the 

market and generating some cash flow”. 

SME CEO 

Measurable risk 

is equal to alter-

native agree-

ments 

Language forming a 

social action that ren-

ders multiple agree-

ments e.g. upfront 

purchase 

“yeah in a very few cases I have actually been in-

volved buying upfront cash - a finished product - that 

was already on the market- and we have done that. 

And of course… in this situation, it was a unique de-

vice with a with a great feature-benefit and profit 

margin. So that was a huge transaction for me in 

those days. That was more in my corporate world. In 

my private world a more striking to make what we 

call a license agreement - and in license agreement it 

is that we pay a smaller or less amount of money up-

front - but a kind of profit sharing for future sales. 

With that I can afford to take the technology on 

board. The inventor gets some of the R&D money 

and some money in his pocket and if the technology 

is as great as the inventor think and we are doing a 

[good] job then down the road the inventor will re-

ceive more money in his pocket due to the royalty 

structure” 

SME CEO 
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9.4 Transcriptions  

9.4.1 Interview: Finance Institute Venture Capital (FI VC) 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  0.00 

Jamen lad os tage det første spørgsmål: hvad er din rolle helt overordnet i handel med patenter og immaterielle rettigheder 

i medical devices industrien? 

 

FI VC  0.20  

Sådan set, så handler vi [FI VC] jo reelt set ikke med patenter. Det vi gør, det er at vi er en venturefond og vi investere ri 

selskaber  - her er i beskyttelse en væsentlig del for rigtig mange ventures; altså er der en beskyttelse for det man laver 

Sådan så der ikke kommer nogle andre bare ruller hen over det meget lave et nogenlunde succes. Men hvad betyder det? 

betyder det at patenter har en værdi nej? Nej patenter har ikke en værdi. 

 

hvis du går til et Universitet så mener de at et patent har en værdi; hvis du taler med en opfinder så mener de at et patent 

har en værdi - men Det har det ikke. Et patent er bare en udgift det koster frygtelig mange penge at have patenter og 

patenter får først værdi i det øjeblik du har et faktisk produkt som bliver solgt og som genererer en indtægt som er baseret 

på et produkt altså man kan sige – et patent giver giver dig lov til at producere et produkt og det forhindrer andre i at gøre 

det. Og det er jo en kontrakt med samfundet hvor du får en eksklusivitet periode ved at lægge din viden frem så andre kan 

bygge op på toppen af den. 

 

Så i langt de fleste tilfælde har patenter ikke nogen værdi andet end at det er en ”enabler”, så hvis du skal forestille dig 

du har ligesom man lagkage foran dig og der er nogle lagkagestykker, nogle er større nogle er mindre og så videre og en 

af de lagkage stykker Det er patenter det vil sige i den sammenhæng hvor vi kigger på og værdisætter en virksomhed så 

har patenter en værdi – men – de har ikke en stand-alone værdi. 

Det er ikke Sådan at hvis de sagde til os ”prøve at høre i kan jo bare købe patenterne af os” - Det har jo ingen værdi fordi 

Vi har ikke tænkt os at eksekvere på disse patenter - så det er jo kun i kombinationen af at du har, og indenfor venture er 

det lidt ligesom med huse ”der er det beliggenhed beliggenhed beliggenhed”, hos os der er det  team, team, team. 

Så vi kigger på: har vi et team? og så videre. Så kigger vi på -  er det et markedspotentiale? hvad er det for et problem de 

løser? og altså en af de der patenter ligger de der? Er de beskyttet? Så er det man ser i patentbeskyttelse om der er freedom 

til operate og så videre. Kan vi få lov til at gøre det vi gerne vil? og er vi beskyttet mod de store banditter så de ikke bare 

kommer rullende? så du kan godt sige patenter har en indirekte værdi - men som et stand-alone objekt kan du ikke tage 

dem og så sige de har en værdi. 

 

Lige i de tilfælde hvor patenter har en værdi, er dér hvor du kommer ind og der ligger nogen som allerede er inde og har 

en stor forretning og de kan enten have en interesse i og tag det her patent og putte det rigtig langt ned i en skuffe sådan 

at der er ikke nogen der generer det marked de har i dag. 

 

Alternativt kunne de være interesseret i at tage det her patent og så udvikle noget videre på deres eget eksisterende produkt 

for at komme derhen. De fleste af dem der har en stor forretning, har dog oftest ikke evnen til at udvikle de her ting, så 
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de foretrækker jeg faktisk at købe dem også bolte dem på en eller anden måde. Så igen, og det er jo også det du vil se, 

altså, hvis du kigger og går til for eksempel de Danske TechTrans kontorer og stiller dem spørgsmålet ”hvor mange 

patenter har i solgt rettighederne til stand-alone, og hvor de ikke glider ud i ét selskab; det er der man tæller, hvor det er 

stand-alone, har rettighederne, licens eller patentet, så tror jeg at man kan tage dem på én eller 2 hænder det ved jeg sgu 

ikke rigtig men det er i det lag. 

 

Og selvfølgelig er der et marked for patent og jeg ved at at [navn på virksomhed] hvor jeg sidder i bestyrelsen, de gør 

noget af det her. Og en af dem du kunne tale med er [navn på bestyrelsesmedlem] tidligere har været direktør for fra [navn 

på TechTrans virksomhed]; ham kan du bare ringe til og hilse fra mig. Han kunne nok være en rigtig god indgangsvinkel 

til det der med patenter. 

 

Man kan sgu ikke sige så meget mere, der er jo ikke et etableret marked for det her. Jeg ved der er nogle børser rundt 

omkring og de sælger teknologi på, og jeg har nu været i dette game i 30 år, og jeg har altid ment at de der techtrans-

offices var mere problemet end det var løsningen. 

Altså i gamle dage var det professoren og den studerende som satte sig ned og lavede en aftale, de dage er ovre. Altså 

tingene gled sgu bare lidt lettere; lige pludselig… er--nu er det som om at at at at de her universiteter alle sammen skal 

blive skal blive rige på det [patenter] og det er i sig selv en udfordring, ikke.  

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  5.49 

Kan du uddybe lidt hvor problematisk det kan være at sådan nogle universiteter og mellemled kommer ind? 

 

FI VC  6.01 

Fx KU har som standard at de ikke sælger deres patenter, men kun giver licens. Det er et kæmpe problem når du i forvejen 

møder amerikanske virksomheder står og siger ”uu, sikke et spændende patent, men det er universitet som ejer jeres patent 

og fra dem kan vi kun få en licens”  

det er de sku ikke særlig komfortable med. De vil gerne have ret til at at gøre med patenterne som de vil; slå dem ihjel 

eller andet. Det er den værdi som de betaler for -  så der bliver det et problem nogen gange. 

Så kan man få noget med at du betaler en million dollars eller, eller andet, og Det er vel egentlig også fint nok så kan du 

købe patenterne ud bagefter. Det er fint nok fordi hvis de for eksempel kan få en million dollars i værdi, eller en halv 

million eller et eller andet, men hvis ikke, så er du alligevel ikke ved at lave nogen god handel.  

men Jeg har altid ment at universiteternes fremmeste opgave er, og må må være, at få den her viden ud – og derfor ikke 

at skulle tjene penge på den, men at få den ud og skabe arbejdspladser i Danmark. Det så jeg meget hellere, og at de 

begyndte at kigge på fx ved at sige ”er det her noget som skaber arbejdspladser i Danmark?” hvis ja, og det ikke koster 

for meget at lave, så er det sådan. Det er opfinderne der skal have noget, det der med at universitetet skal tage 1/3 og 

fakultetet skal have 1/3 og så videre - altså de er alligevel betalt af mine og dine skattepenge og hvis man ser på det 

milliardbeløb, ikke. Så kan der være nogle omkostninger som de gerne vil have betalt og så videre det kunne være meget 

fair at man siger jamen fint hvis i vil tage den her så skal i betale 100, 200, 1000. 

Vi har haft Aarhus universitet og det gjorde det godt med [navn på virksomhed] og så har de en kæp op et vist sted som 

jeg ikke skal bruge - så tænker de andre så ”Sådan fond vil vi også gerne have” de synes jo det fedeste at de har den ene 
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fond som har alle pengene og så fordeler de 100-2000 millioner året til alt muligt -  så de har deres egen lille sådan 

cigarkasse dér, ikke… og det vil de andre også rigtig gerne have og det er så bare at det ikke helt har lykkedes for dem så 

så jeg synes der er nogle ting der driver skævt. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  8.58 

Kan du uddybe lidt hvordan i laver en assessment af teamet bag, når i går ind og funder og investerer en virksomhed, fx 

baseret på hvilke patenter de har. Kan du fortælle lidt om den praksis i bruger til dette? 

 

FI VC  9.14 

Altså vi kører det som hedder en due dilligence process. Der er en HR test, det vil sige Det er Der er en række af de 

nøglepersoner der at de bliver taget ud til test. Det er både oktan test og Sådan en personlighedstest plus samtale med 

Vores egen psykolog som har vurderet rigtig mange og så får vi en score, sådan en Hogan score, og så bygger vi på det. 

 

Kigge lidt på det og så ser vi på at vi kigger både på individerne men vi kigger også på gruppedynamikken så så Det er 

ligesom den ene ting den næste ting som vi gør Det er at vi vi laver IPR DD, og der hyrer vi simpelthen en række meget, 

meget dygtige patent advokater, som vi beder om at splitte dette er, og lave freedom to operate, hvor velskrevne er paten-

ter, og hvordan er de konstrueret ift. fall-back positioner, og altså bruge nogen som har prøvet at lave en litigation, og har 

kørt disse cases, og kan kigge på de patenter her, og sige, er det her godt skrevet? Er det smart det her? Er det godt skrevet? 

Og får vi dækket det vi gerne vil have dækket? Og hvad skrer der hvis de første claims falder? Hvad har vi så tilbage? Er 

det patenteret i de rigtige retninger? Får vi dækket det vi gerne vil? Og hvad er der af fall back positioner? 

Og så laver vi regnskabs due dilligence og kigger på tallene der; så laver vi en juridisk due dilligence - vi kigger alle deres 

papirer igennem; så kigger vi på noget omdømme og så videre… 

 altså altså hvem arbejder de sammen med hvem er investorerne i selskabet er nogle vi har lyst til at være i seng med? 

 så så Det er Sådan en proces vi kører igennem og så er der selvfølgelig en dyb kommercielt due dilligence hvor vi kigger 

på om det ser fornuftigt ud, ikke. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  11.06 

Når i laver jeres kommercielle due dilligence, hvordan griber i denne an? 

 

FI VC  11:11 

Jamen det er jo sådan at typisk har de et produkt, det er jo patentet men produktet, så prøver man ligesom at barbere sig 

ind og ligesom prøve altså og 

 virksomheden har jo tydelig lavet arbejde hvor de har prøvet at assess den her og det prøver vi så tryk prøve og gå ud og 

tale med mulige kunder; undersøge hvem er konkurrenterne og så videre. Pushe nogle af vores analytikere på: hvad kan 

vi finde? Hvad er der af komparable cases og så videre? Men altså vi bruger jo tid på at verificere at det som virksomheden 

har sagt det er rigtigt. Holder det vand. Tror vi på dem og tror vi på Den her case – at de kan levere det som de siger den 

vil levere  

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  12.10 
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Det kan godt være at dette allerede er lidt besvaret, men hvis vi skal berøre elementet med usikkerhed og risiko i jeres 

investeringer, hvordan accounter i for det i jeres assessments? 

 

FI VC  12:20  

Altså venture er jo venture. Og der skal vi på en eller anden måde vurdere – tror vi at vi kan få pengene igen? 

Det vi kigger på, det er jo at sige, hvad skal virksomheden udvikle sig til? For at vi kan få den længere i sin udvikling. Vi 

skal også huske at der er forskel; lad os sige at det er en forsker fra DTU der står med et patent i hånden, og blinker lid ti 

sollyset, og siger ja jeg vil lave et produkt. Ja så er der en lang rejse – her skal vi altså tro på, at den rejse er mulig inden 

for en 6 årig horisont maks. og at vi kan få vores penge 10 gange igen. Og så er det ren matematik derfor fordi hvis du 

skal have pengene 10 gange igen, og jeg smider 10mil kr i, og har 10% af sleskabet, så skal selskabet sælges for en 

milliard, og det skal sælges om 6 år, jamen det kan det så nok ikke, jamen så kan jeg nok ikke nøjes med 10% - så skal 

jeg nok have 25% - jeg skal stadig have 100 mil igen, så skal virksomheden sælges for 400 mil. Så giver det mening. så 

på den anden side, og hvis det er længere fremme og de har produkter på markedet – jamen så skal jeg ikke have en lige 

så stor risikopræmie, fordi X er jo risikopræmien, så skal jeg måske kun have 5 gange igen, og så kan jeg sige, at jeg 

stadig kan smide 10 mil og nøjes med 10%. 

Men vi går aktivt ind i vores selskaber, og vi går aktivt ind i vores bestyrelser. 

Du kan kun sidde ét vist antal brevduer kan man sige, så de brevduer du har, hvoraf det kunne være 7, jamen så jeg skal 

jo vælge 7 brevduer som Jeg tror kan vinde løbet og og og Det er klart når jeg sælger én af dem igen så kan jeg finde en 

anden ind i stedet for  

men det er den store udfordring du er nødt til at tage nogen ud som du ikke længere kan passe – de her brevduer har måske 

ikke længere potentialet for at vinde ræset - så så det er det et billede du skal have oppe i hovedet- 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  15.01 

Hvordan fastlår i praktisk hvor meget man skal investere for at få % af en virksomhed? Er det en form for forhandling og 

hvordan foregår sådanne? 

 

FI VC. 15:21  

*Slikker på fingeren og stikker den i vejret* sådan her. Det vi laver, det er sådan en rigtig dybdegående SPT analyse, hvor 

vi rigtig kommer til bunds. Nu skal jeg fortælle dig en ting, fordi du er relativ ung, du kender ikke en SPT analyse. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  15.41 

Det håbede jeg du ville fortælle mig 

 

FI VC  15.46 

En SPT-analyse står for ”et slag på tasken”. Jeg har stået overfor mange og fortalt at jeg har lavet en dybdegående SPT-

analyse og folk sidder og siger ”jaaaa”. Det der er det er, der selvfølgelig en proces bag, hvad er andre villige til at betale 

for den, hvordan ser casen ud, hvor god tror vi denne er, hvor godt er teamet, det er mange investeringsparametre som 

bliver vejet sammen til en form for mavefornemmelse. Og så er vi jo mange der er med til at tage beslutningen, og vi 

siger alle ja, der får vi alle input, og der er en partner som driver… men altså vi ser mange på et år, så vi har ikke alle tid 
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til at alle sammen at være inde over alle cases. Så det er finde en modus operandi, det er en investeringsmaskine som vi 

kører efter. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  17.06 

Sidste spørgsmål når i laver en investerings eller finansieringsaftale - hvordan foregår det så praktisk når i gør det? 

 

FI VC  17.16 

Det foregår sådan at vi det som hedder en CEO-pitch, altså først så møder jeg selskabet, her kan jeg for eksempel komme 

ind ad forskellige veje. Men jeg snakker de ansatte og kigger måske deres præsentation igennem; og så ser jeg om der er 

noget her – noget værdi at kommer efter. Så har vi nogle dialoger, og hvis der er noget videre, jamen så tager vi en CEO 

pitch. 

En CEO pitch varer 30 min og så er der 45 min QA og siger vi tak. Og så stemmer vi 1-6 og så får vi en gennemsnitsscorer 

på det. Så tager vi den positive hat, og så går vi bordet rundt. Og så prøver vi at få uddybet hvad er godt ved denne case. 

Og det samme gør vi så med, ”hvad er dårligt med den her case her” og så stemmer vi. Og så stemmer partnerne.  

Hvis der er 3 som siger nej tak, så siger vi farvel. Så er vi videre. Og hvis der er 2 som siger nej, så diskuterer vi det. 

 

Næste skridt er at vi går i term sheet, og får aftalt hvad er prisen ”på grisen” og hvis vi kan aftalt alle disse med standard 

VC terms på, og hvis kan blive enige om det, så skriver under. Så går vi i gang med due dilligence, og når vi er færdige 

med det, så udarbejder vi alle de dokumenter der skal være, og så skriver vi under på et tidspunkt og så laver vi investe-

ringen. 

 

Men vi gør jo aldrig det her alene. En af VCs gyldne regler er, at du skal aldrig gøre noget alene. Det er rigtig farligt at 

gøre noget alene; det bliver du ked af det lange ende 

Så det er altid godt at syndikere - og det vil sige at vi skal have fundet nogen at syndikere med. Sleskabet skal finde nogen 

at syndikerer med 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  19:52 

Hvem kunne sådanne aktører være, som i ville syndikere med? 

 

FI VC  20:01 

Det kunne være novo seed and IO venture, nu er der ikke så mange i Medical device. Der er dog en i SE skula 

Du skal forstå alle fonde har et område som de arbejder indenfor. Vi er ret brede, vi arbejder med både early engagement, 

men kan også være med i B og C runder. Vi er typisk i før A runden. Det er der typisk vi kommer ind med standard 

venture. Men Gilde fra Holland, hvis de ikke kan pløje 75mil afså kommer de ikke med. 

Men der er mekanismer inden i fonden, fc hvis du har en fond på 1 milliard, jamen så skal du ikke have 40 investeringer 

i den – hvor store er de investeringer. Gilde skal pløje 100-200 millioner i hver case, og så skal du have en fund på 2 

milliarder og gøre det. Vi har omkring 20 millioner i hver fund så vi tager lidt mindre billetter. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  21:47 
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Så processen er, nu ridser jeg lige op:  

først møder du op, tager du kigger dem  i øjnene, kigger præsentation igennem, indgår i dialoger – så kommer der en CEO 

pitch, efterfulgt af term sheet, due dilligence og så finder man nogen at syndikere med . og hvad er næste skridt så? 

 

FI VC  22:13 

Så er der kolde kontanter i banken. Ej, nu starter virkeligheden, fordi nu skal virksomheden eksekvere på planerne, og 

der sidder du i bestyrelserne for at hjælpe dem. 

 

9.4.2 Interview: Inventor B 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  0:03   

The recording will begin in just a second, I think, pop up on our screen… Very good. Let's take the first question. It's not 

the question I send you. But this is a very open question. Could you please describe your role in the medical device 

industry? 

 

Inventor B  0:28   

Okay, so role is different than title. So, to clarify, so my role in the medical device industry is to develop new medical 

devices from concept to launch. And that's not just in. So in my role, I do it both from my hands on fashion, from managing 

decision making delegating, you know, the project management, the documentation, as well as actually getting in and 

getting your hands dirty on, you know, creating, designing, and then testing. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  1:03   

Yes. And based on your previous experience in the industry, and if you had to look from outside in how would you 

describe the previous roles you also had in the medical device industry? 

 

Inventor B  1:19   

It's very, very similar. So I would say that the role I just described to you, is what I've been doing for 30 years. But if you 

were to go back 30 years, you'd have to strike out a few lines, I wasn't, you know, when I first started, I wasn't a decision 

maker, I was doing less of the project management, I was doing more of the hands on work, less of the administrative 

work in my current role, or I would say, and maybe in the last 10 years, my role in the medical device industry also 

included looking for trends, you know, actually getting out in the field and working with the business development group, 

the marketing folks, the sales folk, and then speaking with key opinion leaders to find out where product opportunities 

are. That's something that I've always been exposed to in my medical device career. But, you know, go back to my junior 

years, and I was much more of a listener than a contributor, and much more of a contributor now than I used to be. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  2:18   

Great. Great. We'll get back to that in a second. Because I think there's some really interesting the last part, you said, 

Mike, if you had to describe the, the role of an inventor of a given patent in the medical device industry, this inventor, 

which type of let's call them stakeholders, will this inventor have to collaborate with to bring his or her idea to the market? 
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Inventor B  2:49   

That's a great question. That's a really good question. So one thing that I will tell you is this is incredibly or it's exceedingly 

rare to find a sole inventor of a medical device Today, many devices now have multiple contributors, there's generally a 

single idea originator, but when you start getting down to the, you know, the actual term of an inventor, there's generally 

several, in from a collaborative standpoint, you know, I'll give you the snare as a as an example. That idea came to me a 

long time ago, solely, right. But to understand its relevance, and its applicability in the space, I definitely needed to lean 

on other people to understand if the idea had worn had merit, right, if it warranted actual practice, we have ideas all the 

time, it just doesn't mean it's worth pursuing them. So, you know, it's important to distinguish between, you know, having 

an idea that you could possibly invent something, and then actually, you know, going through the process of doing it, so, 

there's different levels of stakeholders, right. So you have your stakeholders where you you, you get that sort of no go 

decision on whether I should pursue this. And then when you pursue it, you generally have different stakeholders. So 

depending on the area that you're in, and again, I'll stick with the snare. You know, it was talking to people that worked 

in interventional radiology, right? So trying to get into that space and understanding, hey, if you had a, an endovascular 

snare that was guidewire accessible, what does that do for you? And then Wow, my God, I could use it here and I could 

use it. There you go. Okay. So there is an opportunity for this, then you start looking at patenting it, and you go, well, 

Cripes, how can I make this thing you know, and then you have to actually start talking about technology into it to create 

something new or is this something available that can do this, and then you start bringing in your technical network. So 

you do need people in the industry in your product sector that you're looking for, definitely on both sides, right as stake-

holders that are at the ideation part. And then also at the reducing it the practice part that the actual making it something 

that you can patent that you can develop claims from. I would also say that you need to talk to somebody with a marketing 

background, but it doesn't have to be somebody in marketing, you can get these people in business development too. And 

there are all kinds of, of really good people out there that work as consultants or, you know, like hatch medical, as a good 

example. They, you know, those people came from sales, not marketing, but they're in the market segment, they under-

stand the people and the technology, they understand your competitors. And maybe that's the best way to look at as you 

need somebody that understands the space and your competition. Unless you're going to go out and Pioneer something 

totally new, then you need a completely different set of stakeholders. And I don't know if you want to go down that road, 

if you want to stick to something where you're kind of not inventing a new product space, but your sight of going into, 

like, as an example that the iPod, who would those guys have talked to, about, you know, developing that, does, there's 

certainly some people out there that you can talk to and consumer electronics and things like that, but they were really 

creating a brand new genre of electronic device. I've never done that really, the medical devices that I've worked on have 

always been in, you know, an existing space vena cava filters, peripheral stents, cardiac cardiology devices, you know, 

the snare, those, these are well informed, and it helps with some of the other questions that you have here, because it gives 

you resources and it makes it practicable. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  6:41   

Good, good, good. You talked about having to lean on different stakeholders in in this process, when we also discuss the 

perceived value of a patent or technology, which stakeholders would you say are very important to have their opinion on 

a patents value? And both non monetary value and monetary value? 
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Inventor B  7:13   

Yeah, no? Well, yeah, the inventor usually has the highest value on it both monetary and non monetary, right. And, and 

that's a very difficult thing to do as, as somebody that's an inventor, and a developer, is breaking that emotional connection 

to something because it's a part of you. And the way that somebody values that monetarily is almost a assessment on your 

own value, right? This is my work, this is my what I produce, this is who I am, you're putting it out there for people to 

judge in value. So that's hard. But when it comes to the monetary value, there's there's a number of places that you can 

get that from, there's you can literally buy reports, right? So Declan, let's talk about deaqon, mechanical thrombectomy 

devices exist, you can buy through online research, you can pay for reports that tell you exactly how many devices have 

been sold in this market. So that's very easy to actually create a value of a market space, what you do have to take a wag 

at, I don't know if you understand the term of wag, but what you do have to take a whack at is the impact that you believe 

your product is going to take. So if you're entering a $50 million product market, do you think you're going to take 10% 

of it or 50% of it? How disruptive is your technology, and that's where your key stakeholders really come into play. So 

you, you know, I like to look for, and again, I'm getting similar terms, so I apologize, but you know, when you spend 30 

years in industry, you build up relationships, and then you start talking to the people that you can rely on. And, and I 

know that I can go to certain doctors that are very well respected. And you know, you get an understanding, you know, 

how often do you think this would be used, you know, one out of 10 cases, two out of 10 cases, and you get a little bit of 

an idea, but those guys will help you. You know, and I'm talking about the end user, when I say a key opinion leader, it's 

also somebody that could potentially be a user. And you prioritize those people and most developers in and corporations 

will have tier one tier two people that they go to for this type of information. When you do it on your own, it's a little bit 

harder, you do have to have a good network of friends and peers that you can rely on. I relied a lot on previous experience 

and relationships that I developed that other companies, doctors that I've met in the past. And sometimes they don't you 

remember them very closely. I mean, they were doctors that I worked with for over a year on an individual product, stood 

with them in cath labs, rubbed elbows with them, call them up and said, Hey, this is my guy go and they tell us like who. 

And then when you start telling them about the experiences and you remember, they'll remember who you are, but they 

might not remember your name. You know It can be a little bit daunting, you know, these guys meet so many people, 

especially the more skilled users can really meet a lot of people on any given day. But I really rely on the people that 

actually use it your customers, right? They're the direct the resource that I think, now, you still need the other people. 

And, you know, I would go to former sales people, you know, because they're the ones that are out there grinding, you 

know, they have the products in their bag, they understand where the shortcomings are of certain devices. And they also 

can tell you right out of the bag, depending on you know, what product you're trying to develop. If there's a need, like 

those guys, that your frontline workers, it's, it's, you know, think of it as from a military term thinking of it as recon, right, 

that's your reconnaissance, they're out there, they have eyes, and boots on the ground, and they can come back and go, 

man, this product is a hit. But it would only it would be better if we could do this. And that's an invention, you know, one 

of the ways to actually get an invention is to improve an existing product. So those are the products from an r&d stand-

point. Even in my current role here, those are the low hanging fruit, you know, those are the things that you go after first, 

having to develop something totally from scratch, it's good, you need it, it's it has to be part of your product pipeline, long 

term and a company for sustainability. But the sales guys are the guys that bring you the opportunities that help drive 

revenue, you know, five to 10%, every year, they're the ones that are given you that that that opportunity to make 
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improvements and in fill unmet market needs and things like that. So again, I would say that, you know, what, your 

frontline workers, your sales guys and your and, and your end users, the people that are actually using your products. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  11:55   

So if I'm understanding this correctly, a lot of the assessments that are valuable in your perception is also the qualitative 

assessment. So the interviews with, for instance, the end users, the sales people? So my next question would be, is it 

possible to -oOr do you perceive it as difficult to quantify the value of a given patent taking all these different kinds of 

metrics that you need to incorporate in your calculation? 

 

Inventor B  12:24   

It's not. It's not difficult to quantify it from a monetary standpoint. And I'm sorry, because I, I sort of deviated from your 

second question back to your first question, again, as I was getting into the monetary part of it, because they do tell you 

if you have an opportunity there, and then you can just take that information. And it's not hard. I'll tell you, one of the 

first places that I went to was endovascular Buyer's Guide. How many snares are out there, you know, and and then you 

can actually look at these different companies. And you can get an idea just from talking to people, you know, how much 

they sell, and it doesn't help. That doesn't. I mean, it's not hard. Having a five minute conversation with people like hatch 

that live it every day, I mean, hatch spends their time going to all the trade shows there, every single major symposium 

every year talking to these guys. They have the connections in, in the industry. And they are talking to the sales and 

marketing guys. And they're like, Oh, yeah, we did 10 million to this last year. And all this is, this is going down and 

sales and they keep notes, nice update, you know, so it is using your network. But there's lots of companies like hat. So I 

say that, but it's those types of individuals, sorry, it's those types of individuals that you can get that information from in 

a short order. So then when you when you understand the size of the market, which isn't hard to get, then you can start 

from there to actually quantify the value of it, just judge just the product, if it was actually released. valuing the patent 

itself is a little bit harder, because you have to, you know, you have to look at the product space that you're entering. So 

what does that mean? If you all you have is a patent, but you don't have a device, and you don't have any other research 

done your patents very, fairly worthless. I mean, it really is, even if you're coming into a billion dollar market, if all you 

have is a patent, but you haven't even proven the technology out. You don't really have much of anything. If you've done 

a lot of the R&D work, you've got a patent and you have to go through the regulatory path clinical trials or something like 

that. You might be able to ask for some money for your patent. Maybe you'll end up getting a back loaded deal. Maybe 

if you're if you're like a declaw or are an angel, a company that's already developed, got patents and have some work, 

then you can ask for a little bit more money. So you know, It's just having a patent doesn't really automatically mean you 

have value. There are I always in the back? I have a great, great book, it's called patently absurd. And the entire book is 

filled with patents of just the most absurd nature, their patent their inventors, but they're absolutely worthless. The you 

know, the, the picture in the book is probably the only value that's ever been generated. Yeah. So, so yeah, I think that 

they're people think. And I thought this way I shouldn't say people when I was younger, and I hadn't gotten my name on 

a patent yet, but I was working with all these inventors. And I was like, God, I can't wait to get my name in a patent and 

have one hanging on a wall. And that must be so awesome. It is, it really is. But you're, you're kind of misled at the 

beginning thinking that it has this value that you've created in good lord. I think I'm on maybe 14 patents right now or so. 

And maybe only two of them are generating revenue. Maybe two. So it's just like, you know, it's it's a god awful, awful 
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percentage. And these are the things that companies hired me to do. So this isn't even me going off on myself doing this 

as an inventor. This is, you know, years of work and development. And you know, just going after get it, you know, the 

markets gone. You know, we missed this. So we can't do the one thing that we need to do to differentiate ourselves. 

Patents still there, spent half a million dollars trying to get something released, worthless and worthless. So it's not easy. 

And I don't know that I've helped you with your answer. There are so prior to the companies offering to invest a half a 

million dollars in these things through salary and materials and work. And they did, obviously, there was something 

saying, Hey, you know, company blahs making $100 million a year on this thing, we just need to take 15% of the market. 

And you know, we've got this, this amazing opportunity. And our sales guys believe that they can do you know that? 

Those those are strategy meetings that people have to get? And they, you know, they do they do wag it a little bit, you 

know, some of it does generally just come from the gusto of a sales guy going yeah, hell yeah, I could sell 100 of those a 

month. You know, really, there's no more science to it than that. I promise you. Some of them do. And some of them 

don't. And a lot of cases, it's literally, yep, we're gonna do 20% a year. And it's nothing like that. And then they just back 

it out from there. You should talk to a very smart guy, Lars vintner, I don't know if you know, but he's, he's, he's done a 

good job of forecasting things out several years into the future of taking a product from zero sales out, you know, three 

or four or five years, and, and being able to get very close to selling and there's more to than just the sales guys, it's the 

distribution and the manufacturing, there's a lot that goes into it. So there are some ways of figuring that out. But before 

you get to year five, and figuring out what that ramp up is, and that run rate is, it's looking at the larger market and just 

getting an assumption of, can we get X percent penetration, and if we can, we'll figure you don't even start doing the 

middle work, you don't start figuring out year one, year two, year three, until you at least understand I can get 10 1520 

30% of this market. That's just starting number. And that is just kind of a very general discussion. It's there's not a lot of 

science behind that. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  18:38   

So based on what you have said: would you say that by having these discussions, there's a high level of uncertainty 

involved? 

 

Inventor B  18:46   

Actually, there's a moderate level of uncertainty? I wouldn't say it's necessarily high. You know, I think I think when, 

when you get the product developed, yeah. And there's a lot of reasons why product fails, by the way, too. It's not just 

that, like, you know, you can't develop it for the need that you want. Sometimes the markets go away. Look at vena cava 

filters, right now, that market is just drying up. You can have an awesome device, but you're just not going to sell it. So 

when you make it generally they aligned very well. But it's having that crystal ball to understand, you know, timing, you 

know, are we entering this market too late? are we coming in too early, because that happens as well. And if you're off a 

little bit, you know, I guess you could calculate that as as uncertainty. But I don't know if I would quantify it as high. As 

it relates to the Well, let me ask you that as it relates to the patent, there's a rule as it relates to being able to generate 

value. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  19:58   
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It relates to In the practice of doing evaluation, would you say that there are a lot of uncertainties that you need to incor-

porate in doing the valuation of a patent? Or is it? Do you think that is possible to quantify a lot of these risks? If we 

would call them that? 

 

Inventor B  20:19   

I think you can quantify a lot of the risks. Yes. And I do think that even when you quantify the risks, you do base, your 

forecast and your value on assumptions.  

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  20:31   

Perfect. Moving on to the next question, let's say that you were sitting in a situation where you had to sell a patent, there 

is a seller there is a buyer, How would that process of negotiating the patents value unfold? In your perspective?  

 

Inventor B  20:55   

Yeah, so that's a great question, we actually just did this, it was a combination of looking at development costs, right? 

The actual cost to bring the product to market risk, you know, who's taking the most amount of risk, who's doing the bulk 

of the work. So because there's different ways of of, excuse me of selling a patent, you can sell it outright, and let some 

like, again, it depends on the stat the state that you're in. So if you're talking about just something that's patented, but 

never been made, that's a completely different beast than something that's made and patented and ready to be sold, you 

know, as a lump sum. So it's, you know, it's hard because you do you do different things there. I, you know, when we did 

the snare, and I'll just use this one, we did start out by ourselves, you know, we created a PowerPoint presentation. And 

we, we started out right at the beginning, what is the market? It's, you know, it's, you know, $50 million dollars a year 

worldwide? Who were the major players out there, what percentage of the market did they take, and how does this device, 

you know, measure up to them, and then brought down what we believed it was going to cost to actually do the develop-

ment and get this thing to market. And then we, you know, said, we're going to do the bulk of that work for you for free, 

you know, and so but it but it would cost you axed to actually go to this activity. So we'll take our pay out of the back 

end, I don't know where the numbers come from. But you know, this has been long standing tradition, you can get any-

where between, you know, seven to 15%, in a royalty payment on devices. And that's just, what you end up getting as a 

percentage is just based on who you're getting into a partnership with, and who's taking on the most amount of risk and 

things like that. But those numbers are standard on on most deals. So when you just figure out, okay, we want 10% 

royalty, and we're not going to take any pay. But we also have, you know, we don't want upfront money, or we want a 

million dollars of upfront money, you know, those all things that play into, you know, how you construct that deal. And 

you can propose it in multiple ways. I mean, I don't know anybody that just walks through the door and says, This is 

exactly how it has to be, we want this royalty and this much money upfront, or we're done, you know, you always walk 

in with, you know, a ballpark and, you know, scenario one, scenario two. And so we tried doing that, but it's very hard. 

It's very time consuming, you know, you make your pitch, you show you device, you get everybody on board. And yeah, 

we'll get back to you. And, you know, get us this and get us that, and it's more documentation, and it's putting together 

because they start doing their due diligence, and they want a little bit more information about the technical aspects of it. 

And then they want you to do a little bit of digging on the current IP out there. So you have to research the existing patents 

and find out, you know, are you going to ever potentially have an infringement issue? Are there going to be legal fees, 
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things like this, and, you know, three months later, they come back and they go, yeah, we're not interested or you'll, you'll 

start negotiating a term sheet and you'll get right to the end, and they'll go, you know, what, we had a rough financial 

year. So we're gonna punt and wait until next year, you know, so if you have the time and patience for that, in those 

activities have to go into how you value your product. But, you know, both Adrian and I are you know, we have full time 

careers and every time that we've tried to do this, because we've tried to do it on other products as well. You just find that 

you cannot give them the amount of attention and time that you want to give them so that's why we've we've partnered 

up with hatch on on our deal because it's just a direct focus. And then you Again, you go sort of through the whole Same 

thing over again, when you get into a business partnership like that, you have to go back and rehash the valuation, and 

they have to try to talk about what they think that they can bring to the table. But then then, you know, the valuation 

generally increases, because, you know, let's just say you think that you're going to make $1. Now, you're going to split 

that dollar, three ways. Right? So taking 30 cents looks a lot less appealing than taking 50 cents. So the pitch that a 

company like that a business negotiator comes in and goes, we're not going to get you $1, we're going to get you $1.25. 

You know, and, and so yeah, and so we're going to be splitting $1.25 three ways, and not $1.02 ways, you know, so they 

get you closer to what you originally had. But then they also tell you, you're going to get there faster. Would you like $1 

now? Or? Or, you know, so I'm saying would you like $1.25 now, or would you like $1. in 2 years from now? You know 

it? Would you like to split it and say that right? Again? Would you like to split $1.25? Three ways now? Would you like 

to split $1.0 in 2 ways two years from now. So you have to think about that as well. And and those pitches that they bring 

in, then it makes you revalue your own thing you go, Wow. You know, I know I'm having to share some of the money 

now. But you know, there's there is some sense here to be made about, you know, how much sooner you're going to get 

it, and I don't have to do as much work but as my money buying me. Yeah, those are all considerations and how you 

construct it. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  26:27   

How would you say that? or How would you describe an intermediary like like [name of broker firm] is? You know, the 

intermediary between an inventor and an a potential buyer or acquiree of a patent in the form of licensing agreement, 

upfront lumpsums. How important would you describe an intermediary as [name of broker firm] medical in the medical 

device industry?  

 

Inventor B  26:57   

Yeah, well, brokers in general, I, you know, I like the idea of brokers. I will I do think that they're very important. I think 

that for you know who [name of other inventor]  is, right? 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  27:08   

Yes. 

 

Inventor B  27:09   

I think a guy like [name of other inventor] is your your prototypical Lone Ranger, he's gonna do it by himself all the time, 

because he can. And he's just, he's that stubborn old horse that just wants to keep going back to the barn for more roads, 

right. He's just, nobody's ever gonna convince in the turnaround and, and go out for a walk. He that's his life. So he's, but 
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he's the exception. Because he has the time, and he likes the deal. So you have those people that just like the haggling, 

you know, you know? No, it's 20 shekels. So if you want to get it done, I don't know, I guess the best way to describe it 

is, I'm an engineer, and I'm capable of fixing my own plumbing and repairing my own electrical work. And in often cases, 

it'll cost me more money per hour to pay somebody to fix it and repair it, then I'll make here. However, that's if you do it, 

one for one. And I think what a lot of people discount or take for granted is they see an electrician or a plumber come into 

their home, fix something to repair it in 30 minutes, and then have to write $100, check out and they go, Oh, Christ, I 

could have done that for $60. And you go, maybe not. Now, if you really stepped back and thought about this, I probably 

would have taken you five hours and you make $20 an hour. So you would have spent the same amount of money, but it 

would have been five hours with no water, whereas you had everything restored in 30 minutes. So sometimes it's better 

to hire the guy that knows a little bit more about it than you do. You might know something and you might be able to 

handle it, it's gonna take you three, four or five times longer than them to get to the same endpoint. Just get it done. So I 

like brokers like that. They know that the legal people, they know the key opinion leaders, I can find all that information 

for myself, I can do the digging and do the legwork and maybe get myself a few extra percent, a few more years down 

the road. I like the guy that can kick a door open and get me that much faster. So that it's opportunity costs. If I have 

another product idea that I can't move or I can't work on until I get this one done. I'm missing out on potential future 

revenue there as well until because I had to do everything and I had to do all the background work, the digging the filing, 

and then the development, you know, hatch medical or company like that a broker takes that away.  

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  29:37   

Very good. My last question is do we have anything to add or think we need to or you need to elaborate a bit on or is it? 

Is there something you think we did not touch upon? That's the last question. 

 

Inventor B  29:56   

I don't think so. I apologize for being rude. redundant in some areas there. Your questions are very good, you've done a 

really good job at framing these out and asking specifics. And unfortunately, there was a lot of overlap in the answers to 

your questions, right. I think it would be helpful. I think maybe people that haven't done it before, and I was surprised 

myself going through it the first time I went through it. And the first time I went through, it was not even for myself, it 

was when I was working for another company. And I've worked for a lot of startup companies that went venture back and 

you learn a lot of this stuff as you go along the way. But it is a little surprising. You do think there's some more science 

behind it, that you could open a textbook and you know, like Donald Trump's the art of the deal that there's you know, 

step one, step two, step three and fill in these but it's not, you know, a lot of these deals are about the people and you 

know, about the pitch and and i think that that is I like it, it's a little encouraging that, you know, at the root of the business 

world, you're still fundamentally just dealing with people. And I think that that's good, I like that. So I you know, I think 

it would be better for you if you could just say you know, oh, at this point, this is how you value it you got to you know, 

check this box and you got to read this report and you got to do that. It's it's a little bit more art than science. And I think 

that that's the thing that most people don't assume when when you when you're not working. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  31:31   

I will stop the recording.  
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9.4.3 Interview: Finance Institute (Loan) 

FI Loan  0.00 

Jeg repræsenterer vores udlånsforretning i [name of finance institute], som jo kun er i virkeligheden er det ene forret-

ningsben hos os, af de 2 andre: bare lige for at tage dem helt kort - så er det Vores Funds-of-Funds-afdeling som investerer 

egenkapital ind i fonde sammen med andre institutionelle investorer; og så investere de fonde ud i virksomhederne, så 

der kan man sige, der er vi [udlån VC] lige et skridt længere væk fra den virksomhed som faktisk ender med at få gavn 

af pengene. 

 

Udover det så har vi også en venturefond [name of finance institute fund-department], som investerer direkte med egen-

kapital i virksomheden - og det er måske dér hvor vi jo er investorer, hvis man kan sige det sådan. 

 

Vi kalder alle vores virksomheder for porteføljevirksomheder. Også dem som vi låner penge ud til. Men jeg sidder som 

sådan ikke bestyrelsen - og jeg har ikke nogen - hvad kan man sige - på den måde sådan beslutningsret i de virksomheder 

som vi låner penge ud til. Det har de jo selvfølgelig i Venture, der sidder de i bestyrelsen og der er investerer vi jo også 

med en betydelig andel af egenkapital i virksomhederne, bl.a  i medtech selskaber, så man kan sige de kunne måske have 

et andet take på det her med for eksempel og valuation af immaterielle aktiver og patenter som du snakker om her. 

  

Men i udlånsforretningen møder vi jo også rigtig mange teknologitunge virksomheder og udviklingstunge virksomheder 

- og for det første så skal vi prøve at kvalificere det her med ”jamen hvornår er de kommercielle”. Vi kan godt være med 

til at finansiere udviklingen, men det skal være i virksomheder som er kommercielle, så man kan sige hvis det er produkt 

nummer 1 - så har vi svært ved at være med - fordi Der er jo kun egentlig udgifter og ingen indtægter. Det er jo tit sådan 

fra fonde og fra soft money.  

 

Vi har et ret tæt samarbejde med innovationsfonden som jo er sådan en slags - hvad kan man sige - tidlig søster til os. De 

kan jo godt være med til at komme med kapital til virksomheder som ikke er kommercialiseret endnu - så det er sådan 

nogen som vi er sammen på vores tidlige finansierings mandat. Jamen der er det for eksempel sådan nogle som innovati-

onsfonden -  de er et godt validitet stempel for os i forhold til den her innovative flyvehøjde hvis man kan sige det sådan. 

Så hvis man har fået en bevilling fra innovationsfonden jamen så betyder det måske også at vi har parade lidt mere nede 

i forhold til den teknologi som man præsenterer for os og gerne vil have finansieret fra os 

 

 ja så kan man sige, der er jo også lidt forskel på hvad Det er for nogle udviklingsomkostninger altså et patent er jo egentlig 

et meget håndfast aktiv hvis man kan sige det sådan i forhold til andre former for udviklingsprojekter som vi også ser i 

de virksomheder som vil finansiere, men vi gør os ikke så meget umage med at nedskrive i materialeomkostninger 

 

 vi kigger selvfølgelig på hvad det er de udvikler vi kigger også på hvad det er de skal bruge det til og hvad det er for en 

værdi det skaber for virksomheden - men det er ikke sådan – altså - jeg har også selv en baggrund fra den finansielle 

sektor hvor man var meget forsigtige med egenkapital som primært bestod af udviklingsomkostninger og immaterielle 

rettigheder. Sådan er det slet ikke hos os - så her er det mere noget med at forsøge og interviewe virksomheden så godt 

man kan - så man faktisk får et kvalificeret billede af hvad det er de har udviklet og hvor langt de er og - om de faktisk 
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står det sted hvor at de nu kan blive kommercielle med det her produkt. Ja så kan man sige i forhold til patenter - der er 

det der kigger vi meget på hvor vigtige de er for forretningen og også selvfølgelig hvad de indeholder –  

 

man kan sige den branche som du repræsenterer det er jo tit nogle enormt tunge patenter - så er der alle mulige andre 

brancher som har patenteret en bestemt måde at samle vinduesrammer på eller hvad ved jeg hvor, man kan sige ”nå men 

super fedt patent at have… men der skal de måske være lidt længere i deres kommercielle fase” før at vi ligesom kan 

sætte et flueben ved at det kommer til at være de eneste der kommer til at lave - fordi det er jo hele tiden altså det her med 

ligesom at sige hvis man gerne vil - hvis man gerne vil vækste et sted - der kommer til at lave - og det vil de jo gerne de 

virksomheder der kommer til os med deres produkt - så er det ikke altid at det bare fordi man har et patent - og det faktum 

at man kan tage patent på hvad som helst nærmest efter hånden - så det er klart at medico patenter.. de er er jo i den tunge 

ende - altså det er jo nogle af dem hvor man ved at der er en reel beskyttelse. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  05:26  

Ja kanon - det var lige én intro til dig og til [name of finance institute],. Jeg har selvfølgelig også noteret nogle få spørgsmål 

ned som vi kunne tale om i dag og du er jo hjertelig velkommen til at tage dem i lige præcis den retning som du har lyst 

til at tage dem og hvordan du tolker dem. 

Det jeg lige bed mærke i som du sagde noget om det var at i interview-processen eller screening processen så så laver i 

en selvfølgelig en del interviews-  i de interviews - hvilke variabler er det i lægger vægt på når i skal vurdere om en 

virksomhed kan være den rigtige partner for jer? 

 

FI Loan  6.12  

Der rigtig mange ting altså - det spænder rigtig bredt - for man kan sige tit er det ikke en virksomhed som vi kender i 

forvejen. 

Men der er selvfølgelig forskel på om det er en virksomhed som er i porteføljen i forvejen og gerne vil noget nyt - eller 

om det er en helt ny virksomhed. 

Men det er tit nye virksomheder som vi låner flest penge ud til - Det er dem som får et lån hos os første gang - og som 

kommer første gang med deres virksomhed til os. Jeg tror sådan helt klassisk så tager vi nok sådan et lidt forretningsplan-

view på det. 

 

Ved at sige jamen hvad er altså hvad er det for et marked de kigger ind i? hvem er deres kunder? hvad er det for nogle 

produkter de har? Hvad/hvem er deres leverandører? og så kan man sige når vi er långivere jamen så har vi jo sådan lidt  

med risiko-brillerne på i de analyser som vi laver dér. Så det er meget noget med ligesom at sige jamen er de meget 

afhængige af enkeltkunder? er de meget afhængige af nogle specifikke leverandører? eller har det meget store omkost-

ninger for dem at skifte leverandør? 

En ting hvor vi synes jeg måske ikke er super skarpe i låneforretningen, det er det her med markedet. Der er de super 

meget bedre i Vores venture-afdeling for eksempel de bruger enormt meget krudt på at kvalificere markedet det bruger 

vi ikke så meget krudt på. Vi møder også tit virksomheder som er på et kendt marked, men ind imellem møder vi så 

virksomheder som selv skal ud at drive deres marked og det er altså dér, der kan vi godt have det svært med ligesom at 

finde ud af – jamen - er der egentlig et marked for det her produkt ? Og det kunne godt være patenterede produkter, det 
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kunne det, man kan sige jeg tror det er nok ikke så ofte inden for medico der opfinder man noget til en sygdom der findes 

- men med andre former for teknologi jamen hvis der er nogen der har patenteret en ny måde at filtrere vand på for 

eksempel - jamen hvordan i alverden kan vi finde ud af om der er et marked for deres produkt med deres teknologi? Det 

er noget af det som vi ikke er super gode til i låne forretning – her læner os rigtig meget op ad Vores analyse afdeling og 

så Danmarks grønne investeringsfond som vi også jo deler både viden med, men også hjælper med at kvalificere de her 

ting. 

Ellers så vil jeg sige det hvis der skulle være et parameter som vi lægger aller allermest vægt på når vi ligesom har sat det 

der kommercielle flueben så er det ”teamet” - så er det, det der, med at finde ud af om de har relevante kompetencer i 

teamet – og om de har altså har en professionel organisation i forhold til det stadie de er på og om den organisation de har 

nu – og også om de er den organisation der vil kunne bære dem derhen til hvor de gerne vil hen med vores penge  - og 

det er typisk på de store finansieringer hvis man gerne vil låne  og finansierer sig med mange penge for at komme et sted 

hen - jamen så skal vi også være forholdsvis sikre på at de ikke halvvejs mangler en marketingdirektør eller hvad det nu 

kunne være. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  09:34  

Nu skifter jeg lige til en lidt anden boldgade eller hvad man kan sige. Det kan godt være nogle spørgsmål at de bliver 

repititive, at du kommer til at gentage noget eller jeg kommer til at spørge om spørgsmål du har lidt svaret på, men hvis 

du sådan helt konkret skulle sige hvilken praksis du og [name of finance institutte] bruger i forhold til at analysere den 

usikkerhed der jo er, for eksempel til medical device virksomheder, når man skal opkøbe eller licensere et patent eller 

hvad det nu skulle være - hvordan arbejder i så med usikkerhed i forhold til udlån? 

 

FI Loan  10.25  

Først og fremmest vil vi jo spørge virksomheden - hvis man nu gerne vil købe et patent for eksempel så vil vi selvfølgelig 

starte med at spørge virksomheden om hvad er det for en værdi som det her patent kommer til at skabe - for ja - hvad 

kommer det til at give jer i kroner og øre – hvor lang tid kommer der til at gå? hvor hurtigt kan i implementere det? Hvor 

tæt ligger det op af jeres eksisterende forretning? er der mange synergier? er der få synergier? og så er det klart hvis man 

køber et patent så ville vi nok også kigge på - er det er det noget der har været i brug før er det noget der har været på 

markedet før? 

 

Det er også noget altså.. man kan sige.. jo senere jo nemmere.. hvis man kan sige det Sådan… altså jo jo mere at Det har 

været brugt kommercielt jo jo nemmere bliver det for os at kvalificere - fordi det som vi jo i den sidste ende skal have det 

til at udmønte sig i, det er jo kroner på kontoen - som kan betale lånet tilbage og Der er det klart, at jo mere man har bevist 

med sin forretning og med sit patent – desto nemmere bliver det på en eller anden måde at sige noget ”okay vi ved Der er 

et marked” ”vi ved at virksomheden kan bruge det på den her måde” eller ”vi ved at den her virksomhed i hvert fald 

kunne bruge det på den her måde som de har kunnet tjene penge på”. Hvis man skal udvikle patentet jamen så er det klart 

så kigger vi jo også på Sådan noget som udviklingsplan og ligesom siger ”hvor lang tid kommer det til at tage? hvad 

kommer det til at koste? hvad tror i selv Der er usikkerheder på vejen ? står der nogle andre og banker på med det samme 

som kommer et step før jer ? Der er også forskel på hvor man er henne i processen i forhold til ligesom og indgive 

ansøgninger og så videre. Men vi læner os meget op ad vi laver også rigtig meget op af virksomhedens oplysninger og 
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kun hvis Der er noget hvor man sidder tilbage med en fornemmelse af – det lyder da mærkeligt eller jeg hørte om en 

virksomhed for nogle år siden de var 4 år om det her, nu tror jeg nu på den her virksomhed regner med at de kan gøre det 

på 2”  kan det virkelig være rigtigt? eller Sådan så ville vi måske begynde enten og spørge endnu mere ind hos virksom-

heden eller måske begynde at afsøge nogle af de relationer vi så har. Det kunne være vi ville høre Vores analyse afdeling 

om de vidste noget omkring det her  

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  13:17  

Så som jeg hørte så er der også en del kvalitative assessments i laver i det her. Det er ikke kun kvalificering af en masse 

tal. Er det er korrekt forstået? 

 

FI Loan  13.30  

 ja det er rigtigt forstået  

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  13:35 

næste spørgsmål, hvis du skulle kigge udefra og ind - og lad os sige man er en en medical device virksomhed der skal 

købe et patent: hvilke former for kapital kan man så rejse? hvad kunne for eksempel være forskellen på den kapital man 

kan få hos [name of finance institute], ift. andre pengeinstitutter?  

 

FI Loan  14.06  

Jeg ville jo som udgangspunkt sige at vi er i et space som er meget kapitalt tungt. Det kalder på meget kapital. Det gør 

det jo selvfølgelig fordi der er de her usikkerhed og omkring ”udmønter det sig egentlig i at man kommer til at tjene nogle 

penge så man kan betale et lån tilbage?” Så kan man sige [name of finance institute], som långivere er anderledes end 

bankerne og de finansielle institutter fordi vi jo netop ikke er en bank eller et pengeinstitut. Vi er ikke en privat virksomhed 

- vi er ejet af staten. Vi er ikke underlagt Finanstilsynet og Vores midler har som et ikke ét formål, men flere bestemte 

formål - hvis man kan sige det Sådan. Så det vil sige Vi har også nogle tabsmandater. Vi har både nogle tabsmandater fra 

EU og Vi har nogle garantier fra den danske stat som gør at Vi har mulighed for at tage en anden risiko end bankerne har. 

Så man kan vi ligger faktisk i det der spac imellem bank og egenkapital fordi som man kan sige.  

 

Men hvis vi skulle finansiere Børges gode idé, Det kan vi heller ikke rigtig fordi Vi er ikke egenkapital investorer i 

udlånsforretningen. Så Vi har heller ikke den op site. Men vi har forsøgt at bygge en up site model ind i nogle af vores 

tidligere finansieringer fx  hvis virksomheden bliver exittet i låneperioden så får vi så en ekstra betaling når virksomheden 

er solgt - men den er stadigvæk meget ”cappet” altså vi kommer aldrig op og have så stor en som man har som investor - 

og det skal vi heller ikke have fordi det er jo låne penge. Så det betyder at vi også hele tiden skal forsøge at finde ud af 

”jamen det afkast som vi egentlig har mulighed for at få - at det her lån står det egentlig mål med den risiko som vi tager”. 

Men det betyder jo også at vi har en mulighed for at tage en risiko som bankerne ikke kan tage og sådan som Jeg tror det 

her med de kommercielle - det her med at vurdere det kommercielle er nok et af de steder hvor vi bruger allermest krudt 

- fordi det er i gåseøjne nemt og gøre som et finansieringsinstitut og ligesom sige ”jamen vi skal have 3 års positive drift 

- i skal have en positiv egenkapital og soliditet på minimum 30” ’bom bummelum’ fordi så er man ligesom derhenne hvor 

jamen så er virksomheden i drift - der har været nogle år og så videre - det tager altså meget af risikoen af. Så det her med 
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at skulle finansiere en virksomhed som lige har fået sin første ordre og skal bruge noget likviditet til at eksekvere på den 

– ”tænk hvis det bliver det eneste år?” Der er måske ikke penge til at betale lånet tilbage så derfor ligger vi nok risiko-

mæssigt sådan et sted imellem egenkapital og lånefinansiering eller bankfinansiering eller hvad man skal kalde det i vores 

udlånsforretning. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  17:14 

Kan du tage mig lidt ind i jeres VF forretning? Hvordan arbejder de anderledes end jeres udlånsben? 

 

FI Loan  17.30  

En del af de cases, hvor vi kommer med lån, så kommer de med kapitalen. De investere også ind i kommercielle virk-

somheder men de leder meget efter den her indhegning - hvis man kan sige det sådan - så hvis ikke man er en virksomhed 

som har et unikt produkt - og det kunne jo faktisk godt være i patent space-  altså der er et patent et stærkt signal på at 

man har et unikt produkt som ikke kan kopieres og hvis ikke man har det jamen så kan man sige - hvis man kigger på det 

med Ventures’ briller - så den eneste måde man så kan beskytte sin markedsposition på og så er Det bare og mose på og 

komme derud af og se og få en masse kunder lige med det samme. 

Det er klart at hvis man skal skalere en virksomhed hurtigt så stiller det høje krav til organisationen altså det stiller meget 

høje krav til at de mennesker der er i virksomheden. Typisk er det jo det måske nogle founders og så kunne det være 

nogen som er kommet til senere i bestyrelsen - men det stiller meget høje krav til at de er i stand til at lytte og omstille 

sig altså hvis man får egenrådig Det er næsten det værste Sådan en en egenrådig founder som kan det hele på den halve 

tid ikke… så der kigger de i endnu højere grad på teamet end vi gør i udlån. og ellers jamen, så er det jo de her meget 

skalerbare virksomheder altså de sigter efter at få deres penge 10 gange igen inden for en periode på 3 til 5 år så Det er 

virksomheder som skal kunne komme ud over rampen hurtigt. Typisk er det ikke produktionstunge virksomheder og 

typisk er det heller ikke Sådan nogle kapitaltunge virksomheder - altså det vil være medico, men det ja men det kunne 

egentlig også være industri altså robotter ja og så er det selvfølgelig software som jo er enormt nemt at skubbe hurtigt 

afsted hvis ellers at man har et godt produkt - der skal man ikke producere noget der skal man bare sælge. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  19:41 

Hvis du rent praktisk skulle fortælle hvordan i indgår i en finansieringsaftale med en medico virksomhed som ønsker at 

købe et patent? 

 

FI Loan  20.05  

20:05: altså tænker du på hvordan aftale vil være udformet eller hvad? 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  20:10 

Ja lige præcis 

 

FI Loan  20.11  

Jamen typisk så vil vi jo - hvis man kan sige -  i låneaftalen er der jo selvfølgelig som man kender det fra alle mulige 

andre låneaftaler en hovedstol, en rente, og en tilbagebetalingsplan. Så har vi mulighed for at indbygge noget tålmodighed 
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i form af noget afdragsfrihed. På nogen af Vores - Det er nu ret få - men på nogle af Vores produkter har vi også mulighed 

for at lave renter oprulning fra starten af sådan så man overhovedet ikke belaster likviditeten eller hvad hedder det virk-

somheden… men likviditet i den første periode vil typisk  det være indledende afdragsfrihed på et år eller 2 – og så er der 

den her up site mulighed som er sådan en exit klausul hvis virksomheden bliver solgt jamen så har vi mulighed for at få 

en ekstra betaling. Der skal vi aftale en engangsværdi - det vil sige vi skal blive enige om hvad virksomheden er værd når 

vi kommer med vores penge og så er det jo så hvis den bliver solgt for mere end det og hvis man sælger mere end 25% 

og der er den betaling på de fleste af Vores produkter cappet til 20% af hovedstolen. 

 

Så man kan sige Det er jo Sådan en forholdsvis begrænset upsite og derfor skal man stadig tænke over risikoen. Så tager 

vi typisk pant i anparterne; så ville vi tage et virksomhedspant - for eksempel har de deres patenter liggende i andres 

selskaber - Der er nogle virksomheder som for eksempel har deres patenter liggende i andre selskaber end der hvor de har 

deres drift - der ville vi kigge efter pant både i driften og i patenterne. Der ville vi nok typisk lade virksomhedspantet 

omfatte begge cvr numre hvis det ligger forskellige steder. Så er der et element af personlig kaution fra founders og der 

er det lidt forskelligt hvad vi sigter efter er - man kan sige fra nogle typiske iværksætter founders der så ville det være en 

ret lav beløbsmæssige personlige til lånets størrelse fordi de har typisk brugt alt hvad de har i forvejen på virksomhederne. 

De har ikke noget og komme efter og nogle gange så kan en meget stor kaution være det samme som ingen kaution - fordi 

hvis man sidder og kigger ind i at de penge man allerede har sat i virksomheden de er tabt - hvis ikke der kommer nye 

penge til - og at man ikke har de penge der ligesom skal til - altså hvis man ligesom kan sige - nå men det som vi leder 

efter med kautionen er at når vi skal ind og til at realisere hele eller dele af en virksomhed som er gået dårligt og det er 

founders sidder med viden om produktet - jamen hvem kunne vi egentlig sælge de patenter til i sådan en situation? Eller 

hvem ville være interesseret i at købe virksomheden? eller hvem vil kunne overtage lejemålet? hvad ved jeg.. hvis man 

så kan se som founder ”okay jeg hæfter for 15 millioner det kommer jeg aldrig til at kunne betale af” .. så  er man mere 

tilbøjelig til ligesom at sige ”ej på at det må i sgu selv ligge og rode med det der altså så jeg det jeg skal alligevel have 

noget gældssanering om lidt og det er jo lidt det samme som hvis man ikke har nogen kaution” at man ligesom siger nå 

men fedt det var hyggeligt .. kan i hygge jer med jeres patenter og  virksomhed…jeg skal ud og have et andet job nu  

 

så så Vi skal finde en størrelse en beløbsmæssig størrelse som gør at man som founder har et incitament til at blive og 

hjælpe os med at rydde op - men uden at ens liv efterfølgende er økonomiske lagt i ruiner - og derfor har vi ikke nogle 

hovedregler om at det skal være 10% eller 50% eller det kan være forskelligt det kommer også an på hvad formue man 

har som founder. Så laver vi altid kautioner mellem selskaberne selvfølgelig altså det her hvor man kan sige hvis man har 

et holdingselskab som har patenterne og et driftsselskab også jamen så så så kautionerer de internt for hinanden - altså 

nogle kryds kautioner. Ellers er det nogle mere specifikke sikkerhed og der kan være relevante altså nogle virksomheder 

kan kun drives fra eller er meget besværligt at flytte for eksempel jamen så ville vi typisk bede om en indtrædelsesret i 

deres lejekontrakt Sådan nogle ting det kunne også være et pant i ejendommen hvis virksomheden selv ejer deres produk-

tionsejendom for eksempel. Så kan der også være nogle lidt mere specifikke cases hvor vi laver en livsforsikring på meget 

vigtig nøglepersoner. så laver vi Sådan nogle nøgle-personforsikringer ja . 

 

Jeg vil sige det typiske det ville nok være altså: et lånedokument; et virksomhedspant; pant i anparterne og så et eller 

andet beløb begrænset personlig kaution; det ville Sådan være den typiske dokument pakke tror jeg fra os . 
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Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  25:13 

Er der noget vi mangler at drøfte eller som du gerne vil tilføje her på falderebet? 

 

FI Loan  25.39  

Jamen ved som mange andre ting, så er det jo svært at sætte en formel på. Nogle gange ser man også patentaktiver, som 

bliver handlet, hvor man siger, hvorfor i alverden er i så interesseret i at betale så mange penge for det? Og nogle gange 

er der en logisk grund til det, og andre gange er det fordi der er nogen som ikke har kigget sig godt nok for. 

 

ja det synes jeg næsten er det sværeste - det er nok dér hvor man handler med aktiver og med patenter og andre immate-

rielle rettigheder - På en eller anden måde er det mere håndgribeligt der hvor man udvikler det – altså der kan man trods 

alt holde det op imod hvad har det kostet at udvikle det. 

 

9.4.4 Interview: Patent Attorney B  

00.00 PA B 

Det vi kunne se, var at mange af disse selskaber har meget godt styr på market reports, men mangler den tekniske indgang 

til patenter, og her spørger de om input fra patent attorneys. 

Men der er meget få, som kan gøre det hele på en gang. 

Vi kan forstå market reports, og hvordan man regner, og alle de faktorer som skal multipliceres ind i beregningerne såsom 

usikkerheder, styrker og svagheder, i patentporteføljen. 

Så jeg har lært hvordan man gør alt det baseret på market reports. 

Men jeg fandt også ud af, at der er flere stilarter eller strategier som man kan gøre med market approach og andre approach. 

Det man kan sige, som er en fordel med patenter, det er, at de har en levetid på 20 år. Så man kan se fra nu af, og så er 

der en værdi som bygger op under 20 år. 

 

Det er meget nemmere end fx et produkt, hvor man skal overveje ”hvor længe kommer det til at holde?”, ”skal det fases 

ud på et tidspunkt?”. patent er lidt nemmere at regne på. Fx så har man den her ”income approach som kan bruges til at 

regne, og det er meget brugbart for patenter. 

Fordi her kan du ligesom, alt efter situationen, men har du en licens indtjening på patentet, så bliver det ekstremet nemt 

at regne på hvad du tjener på 20 år.  Det er bare en diskonteringsmetode i princippet. 

 

Men derfor skal man også have parametre som har med patentet af gøre og det er her det bliver interessant. Så når jeg går 

i gang med en opgave, så vil jeg have en masse markedsdata, fordi det kan jeg ikke selv finde ud af at skaffe. Vi får typisk 

en bunke papir, så stort er markedet, og vi anser virksomheden til at rampe up fra 0 til 10% inden for X år. Og baseret på 

denne information, så må vi stole på denne. Det kan jeg ikke selv finde ud af. 

 

Så hvis vi tager et eksempel. Vi har et produkt og vi ved hvor stort markedet er, og det går som vi har lyst, og det går som 

vi håber, og vi kan få 5% af markedet inden for 5 år, så kan vi allerede der begynde at se på værdien. 
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Det som mange gør forkert, det er, at de ser det som et on-off parameter. Fx de siger, vi har et patent, og så kan det give 

os den der indtjening. Og det er ikke korrekt, fordi man kan sagtens operere uden patenter. 

Spørgsmålet er noget andet – man skal spørge sig selv: hvordan ville du stå uden et patent og hvordan ville du stå med et 

patent? Giver det dig en ekstra konkurrencefordel fordi du har patentet? 

Kunne du faktisk få 4% af markedet ud af få patentet? Det bliver en vigtig parameter i det. 

 

Men lad mig starte i en anden ende: det nemmeste er fx et lægemiddel og du har licens, og du får royalty på 10%, fordi 

der kan du se, at du har fx et gyldigt patent, og en stor Pharma virksomhed vil gerne licensere det, og så får du en ranges 

baseret på forskellige scenarier. 

Men det bliver hurtigt mere kompliceret hvis du gør fx har in house udvikling og har et produkt, og ved ikke hvor godt 

produktet er – så må man gøre noget andet – her må man lave nogle antagelser – her må man tro på den data man har fået 

fordi det har nogen sagt. 

Måske gør patentet ikke de første 2 år, fordi du har et helt nyt produkt, men så kommer der måske en tidsperiode efter et 

stykke tid, hvor man tager den faktorer du skal multiplicere ind, når konkurrenterne kan kopiere produktet, men det gør 

de ikke. Men lige så snart at konkurrenterne kan kopiere, men patentet beskytter, så får dit patent værdi – så får den 

faktorer 1.0 

Og så kunne man forestille, at branded bliver stort, og at patentet får mindre og mindre værdi fordi du har status og 

position i markedet og så skriver man lidt ned i værdi på patentet. 

 

Men alt det her skal ses som én faktor i hele beregningen i det som hedder market report, men en anden ting er ’usikkerhed’ 

fx vi har ikke fået patentet udstedt endnu, og vi skal se hvor brede krav vi får, og måske bliver patentets krav så smalt at 

hele værdien mistes 

 

Fx kan vi sætte forskellige % satser for chancen om vi får bredt, medium eller smalt krav, og igen, så er det bare en 

multiple som skal multipliceres ind med værdien i princip. Og alt det her giver et tal for hvert år, og så adderer du bare 

op for hvert år. Og i princippet skal der stå et tal efter 20 år, hvor der er taget højde for, at produktet udvikler / ikke 

udvikler sig som intentionen var, eller at patentet var stærkt eller ikke stærkt nok. 

For mig er det vigtigt at man husker på, at de kan altid udfordres de tal der. Der er altid folk som kan sige det tror man 

ikke på og det andet tror man heller ikke på. 

 

For mig er det derfor vigtigt at beregningerne er transparente fordi så siger vi, at de bygger på disse parametre, og tror du 

ikke på dem, jamen så skriver vi dem bare om. Og så ændrer alle tallene i excel arket sig.  

 

Og så er det typisk sådan at man har 1-3 scenarier, og hvor de bedste scenerier er ”okay her går det super godt” jamen så 

bliver tallene også høje. Og så kan vi have et andet scenarie alt går galt og bliver nærmest nul. 

 

Så man kan i bund og grund få disse tal til at blive hvad som helst hvis man skriver om på talllene. Så det er vigtigt at 

man tror på de parametre der står, man skriver, og det er derfor der hvor diskussionen skal lægges. Så man har et funda-

ment 
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Og så prøver jeg samtidig hvis muligt at få tal til at lave en market approach parallelt fx hvis der er en portefølje med 

flere patenter, så ville det være perfekt hvis der ligger transaktioner på sammenlignelige patentportfefølje. Så når du fx 

laver to forskellige metoder, som i bund og grund giver det samme, jamen så er der god grund til at tro på det lidt mere. 

Det er sådan vi arbejder konkret med det. 

 

Det jeg kan tilføje, det er, at der oftest ikke været tale om værdiansættelse af en patentportefølje fordi den skal sælges, 

men derimod som en værdiansættelse af hele selskabet. 

Typisk fordi der skulle være nogen selskaber der skulle købes, og derfor værdisætter man IP’en separat. 

 

Så det var lidt en introduktion til det – jeg ved ikke om du har nogen konkrete spørgsmål til det? 

 

10.47 MKN 

Jo. Det er kanon. Det giver indsigt i jeres tanker når i hjælper til med at værdisætte patenter. Hvis jeg skal tage den længere 

op i helikopter perspektiv. Så tænkte jeg om du kunne forklare hvad jeres rolle er i facilitere af salg og køb af patenter? 

 

11.20 PA B 

Egentlig ikke så meget. Vi kommer typisk ind når en investor approacher vores kunde. Og så har de skaffet alle deres 

market reports, og giver information til denne investor og de vil have intern viden af hvad det skal kræve af denne investor. 

Og typisk når vi så laver en værdiansættelse, fx inden for lifescience, jamen der udgør IP en stor del af det. Men normalt 

taler vi ikke direkte med den investor, så det er ikke sådan at vi sidder og handler med den investor. Vi har prøvet dette 

en del gange, og de penge som de har fået i sidste ende, det har ramt sådan nogenlunde, så jeg tænker at det går OK med 

sådanne en estimering. 

 

12.40 MKN 

Du berørte også lidt elementet usikkerhed, eller som jeg læste i dine dokumenter du delte, uncertainty.  Kan du forklare 

hvordan i accounter for den usikkerhed der er i de kvalitative og kvantitative assessment metoder? 

 

13:05 PA B 

Jamen der er mange ting som kan gå galt med et patent. Det er ikke kun det at få det udstedt. Og selvom du har det udstedt, 

det er ikke kun det, efter det er blevet udstedt kan der komme opposition på det og det kan invalideres så jeg kan ikke 

sætte faktorer +et på det. Men det sikreste er jo patent på fx et lægemiddel og du har licens på det. Så er risikoen jo 

minimal vil jeg sige. 

Men omvendt, har du lige filet en patentansøgning og vil have den værdiansat, så er der oftest så meget usikkerhed i selve 

patentansøgningen men også i hele projektet. For mig giver det ikke mening at gøre en teknisk eller økonomisk analyse 

på et meget tidligt tidspunkt, de svinger så meget, og bliver meget svage parametre. I princippet er det parameter fra 0 til 

1 som  du multiplicerer ind afhængig hvad du synes risikoen er. Det kan typisk være disse parametre fra vores side fx der 

foreligger ingen search report endnu. Hvad kan vi begrænse kravene til.  

Så jo længere man er i denne proces desto lavere er risikoen. 
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Det er nok her vi er alle stærkeste, det er det patenttekniske. De risici der ligger der, det kan vi egentlig vurdere meget 

godt. Og så tror jeg egentlig vores svaghed generelt har været at vi har haft svært at mappe dette ind på de økonomiske 

kalkuler. Men det er noget som vi er blevet bedre til nu. Fordi det er ikke umuligt at gøre. Var det svar nok? 

 

15:32 MKN 

Ja tak. Ift det patenttekniske, kan du fortælle, kan du redegøre for hvordan i anser for hvor stærkt et patent er? 

 

15: 42 PA B 

Jamen oftest når vi laver disse reports, så er der jo et helt kapitel som handler om gennemgang af patentporteføljen, ser 

på stadiet i patentet, hvilke lande er vi ude i, patenter er jo nationale så du skal ud i hvert land og market. Så fx hvis du 

har kun licenseret lægemidlet i USA men ikke Indien, så falder værdien. Men det var måske ikke helt svar på det du 

spurgte om? 

 

16:50 MKN 

Styrken af det patenttekniske ift medical device? Er dette ikke anderledes end fra Pharma industrien? 

 

16:54 PA B 

Jo jo jo. Principielt så er det samme principper for at gøre det. Men nok ikke lige så meget licensering. Men jeg vil sige 

normalt er det mere komplekst med medical device fordi du normalt har noget device, og det er sjældent at du får monopol 

på et af det, det er mere typisk at du har noget kendt device som er udviklet under mange år og så er der flere spillere på 

markedet som konkurrerer på features. Fx der er en konkurrent som har patenteret én feature og du har patenteret en andet 

feature.. det er jo ekstremt svært at vurdere hvad lige den feature er værd økonomisk. 

Så må man hellere se på en portefølje af patenter og her kan man fx se at vi har denne portefølje med 5-10 patenter på 

disse features, og her må man så vurdere om at vi tjekker features, så synes vi at har en række features som vi synes er 

værd X. 

Men patentteknisk hvordan vi ser på det, så er det jo patentkravene i patenterne, fordi de definerer den juridiske beskyt-

telse, og det er jo netop det vi sidder og slås med myndighederne om hvor bredt vi kan gå. Og det er jo netop med prior 

art situationen, hvordan patenterne er draftet, de kan draftes på 1000 måder; det er også en vurdering, altså er det godt 

nok skrevet i patentansøgningen. 

Men der kan også være formelle problemer, fx misse en overdragelse, det kan gøre alt er ødelagt, værdien er 0. 

Men kravene er meget centralt, at de dækker produktet, så de skal helst være brede nok til at holde konkurrenterne væk. 

Altså jeg går ud fra at du har den baggrund, at patenter ikke er en ret for dig selv, det er en negativ ret. Derfor giver 

patenter ikke dig ret til at gøre noget, du kan bare holde konkurrenter væk fra det som står i kravene. 

 

Så det skal patenterne jo gøre, så der må ikke være huller i patenterne, de må ikke kunne komme igennem dem, så er det 

jo en meget begrænset værdi. 

 

20.43 MKN 
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Hvis du skal reflektere på det her spænd mellem kvalitative eller kvantitative assessments, ift medtech, hvad vil du så 

sige er de største ulemper eller faktorer man skal være skarp på når man værdisætter et patent? 

 

21.29 PA B 

Jeg vil sige… at det som nok oftest går galt… det er nok at man værdiansætter det for højt, man tror på produktet, man 

går ud fra at der bare er succes i det. Og det er jo der risikoen ligger i produktet succes, altså, det hjælper jo at have en 

stak patenter hvis ikke der er ingen som vil købe produktet. 

Så hvis det ender med at du har alle disse tal på plads, og du ser at de har lavet sådan en market report, hvor man tror at 

det bliver stort og du får 20% af markedet. Alene sådan en kalkule, hvis vi ser bort fra patentet i det, altså en normal 

business plan som normale start ups gør, fordi de laver et market estimat på 1 milliard og startups siger at de tager 5% af 

det, og så giver det en værdisætning af virksomheden.  

Okay, men det skal selvfølgelig multipliceres med en enorm usikkerhed i selve start up fasen og det gør vi selvfølgelig i 

patentdelen – men der synes jeg oftest at denne ikke er rigtig kompetent til at man kan gå ind og sige at nu har vi reelt 

bare 5% at lykkes med det du siger. Den parameter skal nok også ind… og vi gør.. hvad skal jeg sige… det vi plejer at 

tage ind i den beregning, er en discount rate set fra investor perspektiv, det er en ret stor discount som vi sætter ind. Hvis 

en investor går ind og investerer sine penge, så vil hane ikke have 5% rente tilbage, han vil have meget mere, og derfor 

vil have sine penge flere gange igen. Og derfor tager du en discountrate som man kan tage ind.. der er nogen faste tal på 

hvad investorerne lægger ind… men det synes jeg man snyder med nogle gange.. 

Fordi man ser nogen gange beregninger hvor de siger, nu er mit projekt værdi en milliard og så er der noget risiko i patent, 

og nogle gange ser du økonomer som går ind og laver disse market reports og baserer det kun på det og så tager de ekspert 

information fra patentrådgiver, som har kigget patent porteføljen igennem, og så siger patent attorney i princippet bare ja 

eller nej til det – det ser ud til at være i orden. 

 og så siger beregningerne jo at der ingen risiko er i disse beregninger hvilket betyder at der reelt set ingen risiko er?. Det 

er meget mere komplekst i patenter… du skal i hvert fald ikke multiplicere med 1.0 – der er 2 ting der hvor man ser at 

folk snyder engang i mellem. 

Og igen så synes jeg bare jo mere transparent man kan være, jo bedre. Kan man forklare det på en ordentlig måde, jamen 

så gør det jo ikke så meget at tallet er for højt. Så kan man sige ”det ved vi godt – der ligger en parameter der som du selv 

må skrive lidt på”  

 

25.37 MKN 

Det sidste spørgsmål – du nævner, den her, samtale om patents værdi baseret på de multipler som man putter ind i sin 

beregning, hvordan ville det praktisk foregå, sådan en forhandling om multipler? Hvad er det gør at man bliver enig om 

den ene multiple over den anden? 

 

26.20 PA B 

Praktisk så synes jeg det oftest foregår på den måde, at vi får en masse tal, og så sætter vi os ind i det, og så ser vi på hvad 

der er realistisk. Og så kommer der typisk, inden vi afleverer noget, en rapport. Så er der et udkast hvor vi kommer med 

et stort excel ark hvor vi kommer med en masse række spørgsmål til kunden – og der kunne være nogle ting som vi ikke 

forstår i deres modeller hvordan de licenserer? Kan det her produkt virkelig bruges til det her? Milliarder spørgsmål. 
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Men nogen gange kan vi også have et spørgsmål om et patent faktisk betyder noget. Som jeg sagde, i de første 2 år, kan 

der være konkurrenter på markedet der. Nej nej vi er først – der kommer ingen konkurrenter de første 2 år. Jamen så er 

min konklusion at patentet har ingen værdi de første 2 år fordi du opererer frit alligevel. Jamen så bliver man enige om 

det. 

 

De andre tal, det er ikke så meget en forhandling. Vi spørger, og så taster vi ind det vi selv synes. 

Enten noget som vi er enige om eller har diskuteret. Og når vi så har afleveret rapporten, så har de jo excel rapporten og 

kan selv ændre i tallene. Fx hvad hvis jeg ændrer ét givent parameter, hvad har det så af påvirkning på tallet? Nogle gange 

har parametrene jo stor påvirkning på tallenene, og for store ændringer i den endelige værdi. Det er jo samtaler, men jeg 

synes heller ikke at kunden kan styre os, fordi vi har også en holdning til hvad vi kan taste ind. 

 

28.31 MKN 

Lad os sige, kunden tager jeres input, og der er lavet en assessment af patentets værdi, hvordan kunne du så forestille dig, 

at forhandling mellem jeres kunde og køber/sælger ville foregå ift værdisætte patentet? 

 

29.10 PA B 

Jamen jeg håber helt klart at de kan forklare hvad vi kan og hvad vi har. Det er jo helt klart at de står meget bedre i en 

forhandling, med investor, hvis de har haft en analyse og kan pege på, at disse folk har styr på patenterne, og den her 

market report er baseret på x variabler, jamen så står du bedre. 

Og nogle gange kommer tallene fra et andet kendt institut som man kan stole på. 

Det er jo deres måde at kommunikere ”i kan ikke snyde os – vi har lavet vores beregninger – det patentfolk har styr på 

patenterne og har lavet deres analyser, market insituttet har styr på de tal – og du kan selv se beregningerne her! De er 

ikke ved siden af”. Og igen hvis folk vil udfordre os på det, jamen så skal de være velkomne at diskutere parametrene. 

Men som udgangspunkt siger man ”her har man en forholdsvis høj værdi, jamen så lad os diskutere ud fra den”. 

 

30.28 MKN  

hvordan ser du handel med patenter udvikle sig? Og værdisætning af patenter selvfølgelig? 

 

30.45 PA B 

Det er et svært spørgsmål. Jeg kommer jo selv fra Telekom branchen og det er noget helt andet der. De store spillere der 

har jo 100000 vis af patenter, her har man nemlig brokers der sidder og handler, og her har man porteføljer af patenter 

som dækker områder af fx mobiltelefoner. Og her har man licensforhandler og diskuterer frem og tilbage. Det er jo en 

helt anden business der.  

Det vi har kigget indenfor, er Life science og lægemidler, det er lidt noget andet, fordi ét patent kan gøre noget helt andet 

her. 

Jeg er ikke sådan broker typen af patent valuation. 

 

32.24 MKN 

Kan du forklare mig om disse brokers rolle i markedet for patenter? 
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32.30 PA B 

Jeg var selv hos Nokia, der snakkede jeg med én, en broker. Han var in-house dengang, så nok ikke ren broker der. Men 

for dem handler det meget om freedom to operate. De ved at de har 100,000 patenter og konkurrenterne har 100,000 

patenter, så de ved at det altid er en forhandling fordi ingen kan operere uden af infringe de andres. Hvem har flest 

patenter? Hvem har de vigtigste? Det er altid en forhandling. 

Men nu ved jeg at samme person er selvstændig nu – han rolle er nu at han et par store kunder, hvor de overvejer, at nu 

har vi en hel bunke med 1000 patenter, men han er ikke så meget inde i det tekniske på disse patenter, derimod så bruger 

han sin erfaring på hvad lignende patentporteføljer er solgt for. En mere market approach i den verden her. Fx ”hans 

erfaring er at vi har set det her før, den er solgt for 1 milliard, og så starter forhandlingerne herfra”. 

Men der er også noget ift positionering strategisk af ny teknologi og patentporteføljer, og her kommer brokers ind. De 

har en vigtig rolle i. det kan være der er noget teknologi som viser sig at være ekstremt vigtigt inden for e.g. SoMe. Her 

ser de store Telekom spillere at værdien kan eksplodere. 

Men igen, jeg tror denne type broker, er meget marketing approach. Det er mere business i det. Det klassiske – hvad er 

værdien af et produkt er hvad er folk villige til at betale. Ikke så meget teknisk i det, mere business analyse. 

 

9.4.5 Interview: Patent Attorney A  

0.19 MKN 

Tak for at deltage. Jeg starter med et bredt spørgsmål, kan du forklare hvad din rolle er i verdenen indenfor medicinsk 

udstyr og handel med patenter? 

 

0.37 PA A 

Ja jamen min rolle Det er at jeg sidder jo som patentrådgiver eller ekstern konsulent til MMG kan man sige; blandt andet 

har jeg en lang række kunder og nogle af dem har jeg sagsansvarlig eller patentansvar for - det betyder jeg sidder med 

deres patentportefølje og egentlig håndterer alle patentansøgninger og udstedte patenter og sørge for at det bliver sagsbe-

handlet og egentlig skaffe, kan man sige, den bedst mulige beskyttelse for deres produkter og også et beskyttelsesomfang 

som er bredest mulig - kan man sige - inden for de rammer 

Vi har et dokumenthåndteringssystem og så sørger jeg egentlig for, at hvis der popper noget op i mit system fx hvis der 

nærmer sig en anden frist for at gøre et eller andet - Det kan være patentmyndigheden i USA der siger det her Det kan 

ikke patenteres og så kommer de med vurderingen - så skal jeg forholde mig til det læste at se om der alligevel kunne 

være muligheder 

  

Så jeg er Sådan lidt som bindeleddet kan man sige mellem kunden og og alle de her myndigheder ude i ude i verden hvor 

man gerne vil have patent. 

  

01.55 MKN 

Kanon. Du skrev i e-mailen med de opgaver du sidder med i dag, kan du gå i detaljen med de analyser du sidder og laver. 
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02.10 PA A 

 ja der er jo forskellige analyser alt afhængigt af hvad man skal kigge på. Grundlæggende kan man analysere 2 ben; et er 

at analysere sin egne muligheder for at få et patent, og så kan man analysere andres muligheder for at få et patent. 

Det første, der kigger man på kravene til at noget er en opfindelse: det skal være nyt; det skal have opfindelseshøjde; det 

skal have industriel anvendelighed (dette har det næsten altid). Det jeg så oftest gør at kigge i nogle databaser og ser om 

der er lignede patentansøgninger og patenter; det kan også være videnskabelige artikler; og kigger på om det her er op-

fundet før; er der nogen som har fået ideen før. 

Alt er jo egentligt ikke så sort hvidt; alt innovation bygger jo egentlig på kendt viden – og det samles under ”kendt teknik” 

og så går analysen på at analysere disse ”prior art” dokumenter og se om er der noget, en teknisk løsning, som adskiller 

sig fra det som står i prior art der adskiller sig. 

 

Det andet ben var det her med, hvis der er nogen konkurrenter som har udstedt patenter som er gyldige IPR som forhindrer 

en i at gå på markedet, så går analysen mere på: hvad står der i patentkravene og dækker det vores produkt? Kan de 

forhindre os i markedsadgang? 

 

Så det er de 2 forskellige analyser man kan lave. 

 

Og så kan man lave land-scaping analyser, hvem er aktørerne på markedet, hvem indleverer patentansøgningen og hvor 

henne er der stærke drivkræfter og hvad findes der derude – det kan være både ift patenterbarhed, men også ift. freedom 

to operate i.e. hvad er andres IPR. Så man kan lave det på mange måder 

Man kan også sætte overvågninger på helt konkrete virksomheder for at se alt hvad de her virksomheder laver for at se 

hvad de foretager sig. 

 

I patentverden er der dog en mørkeperiode hvor der går 18 måneder fra patentet er submitted, til det offentliggøres i 

forskellige databaser. Her har patenthaver et forspring inden ”vi ved det”. 

 

05.25 MKN 

Hvad er det for nogle typer af virksomheder som sætter disse overvågninger op? 

 

05:30 PA A 

Det er typisk store virksomheder, som har konkurrenter der konkurrerer om markedsandele, det kan være Carlsberg der 

har store konkurrent deri e.g. Heineken, og de er så meget interesseret i hvad foretager Heineken sig, så kan de se hvad 

er de tekniske løsninger og hvad er det næste nye der kommer. 

Og så slås disse virksomheder på denne måde – de får også opbygget en portefølje, og så har de også noget at forhandle 

med, dette kan give noget til værdien. 

Hvis man har noget IP, så kan der godt være noget der overlapper hinanden, og så kan man krydslicensere og så står man 

i en bedre situation hvis man har nogle patenter. 

Men ved at overvåge, så skal man også se om de andre har noget som kan blive et problem for os og vores produkter, 

ikke. 
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Det er ret vigtigt med at kende til dette – fordi ukendtskab er ikke en undskyldning, så helt små virksomheder bekymrer 

sig ikke så meget for disse patenter, men hvis virksomheden vokser og tager markedsandele, så får de et brev fra de store, 

der siger at nu bryder de altså nogle patenter, og så kontakter de små virksomhed os.  

Og i en årrække så har de Små virksomheder slet ikke haft fokus på det. Og her kan ske der en interesseopsigt. Fordi så 

får de øjnene op for det her med patenter og at bygge en portefølje op. 

Men vi har også små kunder hvor det er ret afgørende at man får sat en patentansøgning ind, så man kan komme ud og 

snakke med investorer og lande en aftalte. Det er tit ret vigtigt at man har dette på plads inden man offentligere, så det er 

vigtigt at sikre sig dette. 

 

08.34 MKN 

Når du og virksomheden du arbejder for, laver disse analyser – er der så en form for usikkerhed i jeres analyser som i skal 

inkorporere? 

 

08:49 PA A 

Ja det er der. Ja Det er der Det er helt sikkert. altså Der er jo forskellige former for usikkerheder: den første udgave af det 

der med at der er hele tiden er den er mørkeperiode på 18 måneder hvor vi ikke kan se om der eksisterer noget – det kan 

være et problem, som vi ikke kender til endnu. Derfor kan det godt være at man en gang imellem skal opdatere sine 

søgninger. 

 

Det andet er, at det som regel er et fortolkningsspørgsmål, især hvis man kigger på freedom to operate. Så skal jo vurdere, 

krænker vi? Ligger vi inden for ordlyden af dette patent krav? Fordi patent krav er bare én sætning som beskriver hvad 

der beskyttelsesomfanget, og vores analyse er derfor: ligger vi indenfor eller ligger vi uden for? Og der vil altid være   

plads til fortolkning fordi det er jo ord. Og hvad menes der ved de enkelte ord? Så skal man kigge i selve beskrivelse, 

eller fortolke det bredt, eller kigge i en ordborg. 

Så der vil altid være nogle forbehold, og sådan vil det også være ude i en retssal og en fortolkning heraf.  

 

10:32 MKN 

Nu skifter vi til emnet om patent værdisætning, hvordan, hvis du skulle se det udefra, og baseret på so-far erfaring, 

hvordan kan patenters værdi anslås? 

 

10:52 PA A 

Først og fremmest så repræsenterer et patent jo en forbudsret. SÅ det betyder at man kan opnå monopol, og det monopol 

defineres i patentkravene, så hvis nogen kommer og siger at de har et patent på noget. Det er ikke nok i min verden, man 

er nødt til at gå ind g kigge på hvor bedt er patentkravet egentligt. Det er det første som kan give værdi, fordi det er jo det 

som definerer hvor langt væk kan du holde konkurrenterne; så er der andre ting som giver værdi til patentet, det er jo 

sådan at man kun må beskrive en opfindelse i patentkravene, men man kan godt beskrive flere opfindelser i samme 

ansøgning og så kan man lave afdelte patentansøgninger, og det betyder at man kan opbygge en ret god portefølje af lag 

af patenter som blive rudbygget og det betyder at man kan forfølge bredere patentkarv eller en anden opfindelse – så ud 

fra den samme ansøgning kan man faktisk få flere patenter og dække produktet bredere. 
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Jo stærkere patent er og jo bedre det er defineret, og desto bedre mulighed har man for at sælge og licensere i disse 

situationer.  

 

Og nogle gange ser vi også at nogen nedlægger indsigelse mod patenter, og så har man indsigelse periode på 9 måneder 

og så kan man lave samarbejder her, og så finder konkurrenterne et forlig og så kan man forhandle om disse rettigheder, 

så værdien er meget noget med bredden af patentansøgningen – taler vi om et udstedt patent? Eller taler vi om den er 

under sagsbehandling? Ligger der en search report på det? Er vi i den internationale fase? Så hvis der er nogen som siger 

at det er patent pending – så slå op og se hvor de er i processen. Det afhandler virkelig om hvilken fase de er i. 

 

Vi kan nogen gange gå ind og vurdere om en given patentansøgning har været for ambitiøs, og det tror vi ikke på at de 

kan få udstedt, jamen så er det klart ikke så værdifuldt som det kunne se ud for en utrænet – så det er lidt omkring det. 

 

14.50 MKN 

Så hvis man skal prøve at tillægge patenter en eller anden form for pengemæssig værdi, for mig, i min tolkning, kan det 

være svært at finde frem til, dette er tallet. Så fra din synsvinkel, hvordan finder man frem til dette? 

 

15:24 PA A 

Jamen det er meget kompliceret at finde frem til det specifikke tal. 

Det handler meget omkring markedsandele, hvad er det værd for at kunne afholde andre fra at kunne komme på markedet.  

Det kan også give værdi ift. branding værdi til at brande sig kan patenter bruges. Alene at sige at noget er patent pending 

er noget som gør det mere interessant for kunder og investorer. Fordi forbrugere stoler mere på produkter som er patent-

beskyttet. Det er ikke bare et kopiprodukt, der er en vis kvalitet. 

 

Men ift. værdisætningen, så forlader vi mit kompetencefelt og bevæger os ind i kapitlet som hedder ’valuation’. Og 

valuation er virkelig komplekst. 

Men man skal jo undersøge, hvad er det for en forretning, hvor meget markedsandel har de, hvad der beskyttelsesomfanget 

for det her. 

Men hvordan man sætter tal på, der må jeg henvise til nogle andre eksperter. Det er det som er svært. 

 

17.35 MKN 

Hvis vi går lidt tilbage til de analyser som i sidder og laver - hvilke - igen med chance for at gentage os selv lidt her - 

hvilke værktøjer er det i bruger til at at overvåge patenter, og andre modeller til de analyser i laver? 

 

18.00 PA A 

Konkret værkstøj ift søgning er patbase, og er bare en database med en stor mængde patenter og patentansøgninger i, som 

har indbyggede værktøjer som gør det nemt at organisere dokumenter. 

Der findes også frit tilgængelige databaser som Espacenet og googlepatent osv. Fordi det skal være muligt for non-sub-

scribers at finde frem il disse informationer. 
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Men ift til værktøjer til analyser så er det bare vores hoveder, det er bare at starte en blank word side og nedfælde tanker 

og analyser om de dokumenter som de finder, og søge i dem, og finde frem til informationen. Nogle gange er sproget 

vanaskeligt at læse, så nogle gange spreder man begreberne ud – alt bliver bredt ud. Vi taler om genus eller species? Og 

hvad er genus for noget? Og det bliver tit meget generelt så bliver det svært at finde ind til hvad det egentlig handler om. 

Ja, så bruge en ordborg. 

 

20.12 MKN 

For mig, denne fortolkning af patenter, så er det ikke så transparent og meget subjektivt, men kan du prøve at tage mig 

igennem denne fortolkningsproces? 

 

20.29 PA A 

Ja. Den er faktisk ikke meningen at den skal subjektiv, fordi patenter giver mulighed for at definere patenter præcis som 

man gerne vil, men man skal gøre det i lyset af de krav som der er, og de krav som følger med. Det skal efter reglerne 

være klart at forstå. 

 

At det så ikke er det for normale personer det er lidt en konsekvens af, at man breder det ud, man generaliserer noget fra 

det specifikke til det brede. Så hvis man har et begreb eller feature, så kigger man i patentansøgningen eller patent, hvordan 

har de defineret det? Så er det normalt bare den gængse forståelse af det begreb man anvender, og det kan typisk tale til 

ens fordel. 

Fordi så har jeg rig mulighed for at fortolke det som jeg gerne vil. 

Så det bedste man kan gøre i en ansøgning, er at gøre det meget klart hvad man mener med de forskellige begreber. 

 

22.10: MKN 

Når man så skal skrive sine claims, features, eller beskrivelser, er disse så baseret på tidligere accepterede definitioner? 

 

22:16 PA A 

Claims – det er patentkravene, som definerer beskyttelsesomfanget og det er der man definerer ens opfindelse i én eller 

flere krav, hvor hovedkravet er det mest væsentlige 

Der findes jo case law, til at fortolke artikler og regler som står i den europæiske patentkonvention. Der findes do and 

donts ift at udforme det her. Men man læser patentkrav og claims ift beskrivelsen og hvordan det er defineret deri. 

 

23.17 MKN 

Hvordan går det praktisk til når i og jeres kunder indgår aftaler? 

 

23:40 PA A 

De typiske kunder, nu er MMG, er en SME, men vi har også mange mindre kunder som ja… vi har i virkelig hed to 

afdelinger i vores virksomhed. Life science afdelingen, som er det største ben i vores forretning – men lige så snart det er 

fysiske dimser, så er det i hightech alfdelingen. Men vi har ikke én typisk kunde. Vi har mange forskellige. 
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Nogle har fået én god ide og vil genre beskytte den inden de skal ud og tale med nogen. Og inden de skal eksekvere på 

patentet,  

Og for at tillægge patent værdi, så skal du nok have gjort noget mere end bare ansøgt om patent fx lave en prototype eller 

et eller andet. 

Du skal bevise at det virker hvis du skal pitche til investorer – du skal have lidt mere end ord på papir i det tilfælde. 

Men det er igen fordi du kommer som en lille person der har fået en god idé – du skal bare have lidt mere end det. Men 

så ser vi også netop mellemstore virksomheder og større virksomheder også, vi har mange samarbejder med startup virk-

somheder i inkubator i Stockholm og Malmø også, hvor det er afgørende for virksomheder at sikre patent i starten og det 

er deres IP. Biotech er endnu mere vigtigt ift. sikre investeringer,  

 

Og et patent lever jo 20 år, 21år hvis vi tager ansøgningen med. 

 

9.4.6 Interview: Inventor A  

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  0:36   

Thank you very much for participating. So I will start the interview by asking you if you could briefly describe your role 

in the medical device industry? 

 

Inventor A  0:50   

Oh, well, in short, yeah, I know that my value chain, there a factory, it is called [name of manufacturer], they make my 

product. And I sent it the product I sent to the distributor, MMG. And my role is to interest my colleagues for buying and 

at the moment and forever to contact this person in one of the hospitals for a multicenter trial. That takes time very much. 

It's very bureaucratic. Oh, well, the hospital was contracts and this contract between this first hospital with seven errors. 

Now we are at this debt for a whole year, making the protocol medical ethics committee. Now that's not what I do now. 

But of course, I'm basically as a [name of manufacturer]. I will, I will go there next week. Because of this order, there 

was an order of 1000 wires and I had only at 820. So the other I go pick up. So then I'm my own. I'm the transporter then 

I have all functions. In fact, I have to do everything. And one of these days I got news about patents, because I have 

several patents. They are registered. But you have also pending patents. Then I have communication with this the Dutch 

embassy in China in [name of Chinese city]. Now, they have consulates. Is that what you ask? 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  2:45   

Yes. And if you take it, like 

 

Inventor A  2:48   

I just tell what I'm doing. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  2:50   

Yes, yes. Yes. What I'm also interested in, in hearing if you could take a little bit more high level, like who you are what 

you've been working with before and we've transitioned into now. 
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Inventor A  3:03   

transition. Okay. Yeah. How did it start? Yes, I'm thinking, Well, of course, I just, I'm an interventional radiologist and I, 

well, I still tend to the cradle of interventional radiologists. So everything which you did that day was new, some are very 

much familiar to do completely new things. You read something in American Journal, as you go, maybe that's useful. 

And that time, you could talk with patients and say, well, you give them all the information and read that message. There 

was no medical ethics committee, you're just a good doctor, and half the house of Hippocrates and that should cover 

everything. But nowadays, we have 20 pages to describe rules, but at that time, it was easier. So I get many new things 

and well after 35 years, you then you see if your article was sentimental, and at some fundamental RKSA are in the 

textbooks. So, that was what I did. my whole career working in hospitals, first 10 years of working at university and then 

I went to a peripheral hospital and then this problem, there was a problem all the time. The problem was an unmet need. 

I know I learned from this new school, you call that an unmet need. And this that was in 2005. Well, you know that you 

know my product, you know the problem. And I had of course those problems and complications and bleedings and all 

times but was not the nice, but well, there was no good tool. And that somewhere doing the procedure with a conventional 

wire came up to me that must be I want a better wire just an idea. And you want this history? It was Yes, yes. This is the 

history of what I did. Yes. And no. Well, then I had this idea and Oh, yes. I went to a friend and said, What is an idea? 

How can I get an idea to product, it was a businessman. And he advised me to go to a consultant that cost me 10,000 

euros. And then I had that nice booklet in the booklet was stating, well, sectors like How big can the Prop, the product? 

The markets, the market size, so I did some research. How often does it occur? How many patients are there? And how 

many in the United States and no, I did all that stuff. And so I had this little booklet and then we invited a that was from 

the cook company, cook medical, the Benelux Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg, at the time, came to this office of the 

consultant when he was very interested. And he said, Well, in two weeks, I go to Toronto, there is a conference from the 

Society of interventional radiology, this the same as the share of shame. And then for the United States. So the American 

Society of interventional radiology. And today I will meet Bill Cook, and I will propose your idea as he was enthusiastic, 

lets say that. That's it. And deconstructed. Oh, that's beautiful. They're going to buy this new idea for 1 million euros. And 

then I said, Well, if he is going to talk with Bill Cook, it's a Congress. I go there myself, why not? So I went to Toronto 

myself. I know there was a Bill Cook, but I didn't talk with Bill cook. I talked with a an r&d person, or a commercial 

person that just one person checked all. And did "Wow, it's not so easy to make it". You know, the first patent was not 

only the guidewire, but also a rotation presenter. If you if you read frm the first step well, 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  7:48   

please please, elaborate [name of inventor A]. 

 

Inventor A  7:50   

Yeah, it's it's, it's now incorporated in the product. So it was first to prod you needed two products to do it right. Now, the 

steer the steering method is in the in the buyer itself. So that was a very large improvement that much later. And he said, 

Well, to build this, this little steering piece that cost lots of money to make molding, etc. And well, in the end he said, that 

it's not so unique. Oh, yes. So since we look at this, this drawing so far, our archives, it looks like isn't it? So it's not you 

at all? He Damn. Idiot. They said, Do you have a patent? No, I didn't take the patent. And I've also this contract in and it 
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is a congress of a successful day. So I fit it all the other companies like Cordis, and Terumo of whatever the big the big 

five. And they all and I know when you talk if a nondisclosure agreement, of course. So unless you're shy, I didn't have 

this agreement. I had this agreement with Cook. So he could talk freely, but with the two others, I just described the idea. 

And they all had to question do you have the patent. So I started to get a patent. Because nobody wants to make the idea. 

They didn't see business or money, whatever. It was risky for them. Okay, so I started to get a patent. And that took me 

nine years. Because this well, then you see the patent business is very complicated. I learned a lot because I've now some 

five different patents in this I know, I can read now a patent very close. I can write it nearly But not of course, not as good 

as a professional, you need always to have a professional to send it in. But it saves me a lot of money when you go to see 

and of course, then I get better, but it's a lot of time to write. It's a special language, it's not that difficult, you should learn 

it. And so you have an examiner in a patent, and there is some, some person and they all say, say, it's not you, it's not 

anything, because this looks like it, you can do the same. And the point is, is an expert, when they have this, they can 

come to your ID, starting this, this existing product, when an expert's looks at the product, it comes to you and that's not 

new, you should have something that no any expert comes to the idea with existing products are the patents, most patents 

from the structure. And then you know that most patents are never approved. nearly always products, they don't exist, 

that someone has asked the patent for. So that's, that's, that's an interesting world. So there's a huge amount of patents. 

And I can see, I would never make this good. Well, they put in their effort and cost. I understand that they are all techni-

cians and no doctors, they think they would be nice for patients, they cannot judge it on your doctor to get it's my opinion. 

So that was going up or down. It took me eight years. But last time was 2006. The priority date is 2006. And I got the 

first patent in 2012. It was a European Patent on the product. 

 

Inventor A  12:26   

No, no, I bought an American patent on the method. That's very special. In the United States, you can patent the message, 

how working method, how to how to perform a procedure. That's not possible in Europe, and not in other countries. I 

don't know, in the United, you can do it. So that's nice to have it because then someone can make a kind of work in saying 

that when it's the same procedure idea. It's protected for it's an extra protection. And then it was us setting up the European 

Patent on the product. And in 2014, I got the American patent on the product. So that took me in totally eight years for 

three different patents or well to one method and two product patents into different country countries that was 2014, and 

it took too long, but then you can also you have the money for it because then the procedure sometimes it takes a year to 

get response. So that the years three years that customers only when you have to get a response and they have another is 

stupid, some said it is amazing. Yet it's completely a logic, the protests. It's it is even so that they don't they, they ignore 

mathematics, like a sharp angle and a shallow angle. They make it the same sort of as a person with a shallower angle 

and said, oh you have to say angle, but we have the sharp angle that you can it's an expression, how do you express the 

the amount of an angle? Do you do you call what's enclosed or what is outside. And that's the one plus the other and it's 

a 180 degrees. So if a sharp angle or 30 degrees and there's nothing better than 50 degrees, and they tell me that that is 

the same. So we've nearly stuck and then it costs too much or money that finally someone said, Well, we sent in a picture, 

the same picture with arrows. This is our angle, and it's the other angle and find it then it was exactly this amazing. it 

costs a lot of money is and now I understand the examiners when you when you are, you're an examiner, and you say this 

is nice and innovative, that's no good, then you are too easy. You're not sharp. So the younger people they start, they will 

always say it's rubbish. Always because then they get they say, oh, good, you found something that looked like and then. 
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So that's three worlds. The extreme other thing is my last patents. And that's the patent of the complete product. That's 

that's all the guidewire kits, a guidewire plus a straightnener, that patent was was okay In Europe after nine months, this 

is top top speed because we cannot get the patent itself because you need 18 months for so in the end of February I get 

this patent that is already allowed. And it could be hypothetically data or somewhere another product simply not known. 

And they should compare you understand this idea?  

 

So then I had those patents even if I had no time to do something else. Because my practice was busier and busier because 

radiologists are so efficient. There is no time for nothing anymore. Because when I started, you had the hardcopies. And 

then yeah, you would have a stack of old sort of piles of envelopes with photos, hardcopies. So you put a hard copy on 

the viewing box and all those things. And now it's click, yes, the next patient. So it's very much tiring because you work 

on the top all day. As far as not all cases are complicated but you never have something else then the case. Of course we 

do also interventional radiology, you do things with patients and ultrasound, but it's more it's very efficient. So you don't 

have time to do something else. Next to it. There were times that I could do a whole study next to my job, like philosophy 

but not in the later years. So when my contract with this hospital stopped in 2014. Also, it was in April 2014. I could work 

and hospital was not at the same position. And I didn't like to do that. Then because then you are a worker for your former 

colleagues. And until then you are just on the same level. So I did not have to do that. And then in December 2014 came 

this last patent. So then I thought oh yeah. Then I said, Well, I should do something. It's time now, I have the patents. So 

now what should I do? I have done really well, with all those years in between, but in 2016. Oh, yeah. Well, you start 

around what's what's the easy way to make a prototype? Make it yourself. Because it's a very easy product, I was very 

often ashamed of this idea. Because it's so simple. It's just a little over curve. What so it's, it's nothing that the the advantage 

is that it's only a change in the shape of an ordinary guidewire. So I started to I get all kinds of clarifiers I have, and I tried 

to make my guides wire from existing guides just to bend it. And that didn't work out because all those guidewires they 

are soft in the end and they are not stiff enough to make a curve. And then I went to the ICU. And they have other 

materials. they have materials to go in in the subclavian vein. I have special sets and those sets of guidelines too. And one 

of those right was in our set. They were quite stiff also in the end, it was a j tip and stiff. And then my wife, she, she made 

the first prototype. And I still call this the kitchen wife have made in the kitchen. So then I had the prototype. And then I 

had to find out if it works in a patient, you are never going, you'd never start with a patient of course, you should try in 

vitro. So then the idea was to understand how do I get it in an A vitro model of the groin. So that also my wife found out 

there was a little company in my living place, and they could make 3d models and there was this very clever guy, and he 

could translate the CT data into STL data. At that time, it was it was quite new 3d printing and all those things. But well, 

they could do it and they could print this as well. The problem was, how do you get the vessel out of the silicone model, 

there are not very nice solutions but well in the end, they put it in the box of silicone and then they they demo model, so 

that they could take out of this vessel and then get the lumen. 

 

So, then I have the so I had a model and a kitchen wire. And then I thought well, I should do this scientifically. So you 

can well I have one patient that I can try with various needle positions. So i was happy it was a quiet I choose an obese 

patients. So because then that's more difficult with you and I you did any wire will go straight to the goal, but in obese 

patients you have to be tilting of the needle. And then I thought well, I put this needle on three different spots. That's 

right, on top of the bifurcation, one centimeter higher up and two centimeters higher. Because when you do this, the best 
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way to succeed in this procedure is to to put your near as high up as possible. So there is some space between the needle 

tip and the bifurcation to manipulate and steer. So and then and then I took three different wires and Cook wire is a little 

j and a cordis wire with a larger  j and the Terumo guide wire and the kitchen wire  and compared their sections great. 

And I did it 10 times with each wire. And then my wire was 100%. Right. So it was nice for my wire the Cook and Cordis 

wires were  100 percent wrong. And a Terumo of wire was interesting,  the Terumo was sometimes it went right, partic-

ularly on the two centimeter best spot. You can imagine how this works, because then the Terumo wire that hits the 

posterior wall of the CFA, the common femoral artery, and then it goes straight. So and you understand and the otherwise 

they were not this because Terumo has this nitinol core  and the other wires are more sloppy or not stiff enough. So they 

even from the strength, the two centimeter high up, it went down to the posterior wall, but then it slipped down, it fell 

down in there. And I wrote this up and I sent in a poster presentation to the RSNA in Chicago. And it was accepted. And 

I'm very happy that my poster at the stage was accepted because it was 30 years before then I had other presentations. I 

have many, many presentations all over the world with from Sydney and Melbourne and Boston, Chicago, Athens, Lon-

don. So I always like to go to congresses to participate as a presenter. That's more nice than only Of course, it's not always 

possible. But nowadays it was after those many years that was that was the presenter again. So and that was in november 

2019 and there i met a whole world of colleagues and so Japanese professor and well from its you know the RNSA the 

whole world comes down civilize me also that Dutch guy from Utrecht university and this this is a poster where you are 

obliged to be there for one half hour in specific day and time slot so that people who see your poster they can meet the 

author or the authors to discuss his ideas versus half a year that's my discussion took one and a half year there were so 

many people interested and then i knew that also my colleagues who were seeing this - they liked it. This was and is very 

important as it was my first customer investigation. Because well going further on this side because now you're putting 

money in money money all the time so it's important that there are customers and then i had an idea of the whole world 

people find different doctors professors or beginners whatever so that was '19, 2000 to 2016 to do something and then 

then i had a patent and i said well i am going to try again if there is a big company but now i have the patents so it is 

another position with the big companies and I said well Cook i didn't like anymore because Cook let me down because 

Cook had met my first product in 1983 i had another idea and i gave it away and it's also perfectly sold in 25 years it was 

a big product for them and now they get it well for a few 1000 Euros 

 

and i started well now i know it's a new idea and i want to participate and then they gave me so i had a bad taste about 

Cook you understand so i tried to Terumo and Terumo they had a very nice idea to evaluate ideas of doctors they had a 

whole... type of form you have to fill in and the most important question was and i remember the question was why is this 

better than what you get before because of course this procedure is done a million times now all over the world so people 

they don't need your product they can do without so why is this product why should you why is this product so much 

better than what you did before i could describe that in a way and that was sufficient that Terumo was interested and well 

then there was so in the end i was invited to go to lecture in lecture theatre intervention course LINC you know the LINC 

of course it is a conference, it is very nice for that it's a very it's an hands on it's a it's a conference with a lot of live demos 

in other cities in Europe where a patient is treated difficult patients is difficult to treat and are then live-demonstrated for 

the audience and patients so i was invited to this congress then Terumo had hired a very nice conference room for a 

meeting and in this meeting there was the Benelux  person of Terumo there was a Belgian engineer from Terumo and she 

was fairly familiar what can we make is it makable all those technical and there was an Terumo person from North 
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America and it was the Terumo person for the whole North America of peripheral devices all the Terumo device for the 

peripheral patient procedures and there was a guy from japan from the main office so with those four people and i start to 

it is better to not be alone so I asked to my colleague from XXXX and asked him well let's go together it's more impressive 

so that that's important that you are not this first one to four that's not equal so you have this meeting and well it was it 

was it was a nice meeting so then i told what the product was and i said well why it's  i said well i like Terumo they they 

are the inventor of a meeting on nitinol wires and guidewire for is the very first wire in the world is unique you know 

core and it was a revolution in guidewires because at that time Terumo is now they make 30% of the united states guide-

wires and before zero this kind of start up mentality from Terumo they beat all those old fashioned old school American 

big companies there's a new wire that they have markets 30% amazing this is such a beautiful product now there are 

hospitals and hospitals there at that time my colleagues that some colleagues said well we only use the tumor wire for 

everything all these old the old you buyers of the old it comes in these they're all inferior well so that i told them so the 

engineers there well of course we can make it and then the American you know it's like well this is something for America 

because the American they are obese and they are so obese that nobody dares anymore to go antegrade they all they all 

go over the over the bifurcation because this is much it's a longer procedure of course take much more time and it's a 

more well you have another problem then go up and down that bifurcation is not always easy much more materials it's 

much more expensive for materials again my solution was very interesting and then can be a nice person and yeah 

 

it's all okay that we just bought two big companies and the whole R&D is now busy is fitting in all those new products at 

those companies and of those two which was one month and three months before this meeting i had elected in 2017 

January 2017 and he said well no we don't have the capacity for the R&D for new product so but i was happy that i 

thought i am not going for one half hour all the way to Leipzig so i started this congress and i found out that it was still 

possible to have a booth and you have the beginners booth there and this, it is a camping table it's it's good you get there 

was eight places for the beginner is very beginner the startup idea company medical or whatever for this congress booth 

sort of eight of us with a wooden table about what you what you bought because it was feasible to table a few 1000 euro 

and then you had two square meters you had a wooden table and a wall socket and that was all so i got this car there and 

I make a nice booth but i thought i i bought a coffee machine because i thought you should offer your customers coffee 

and yes i did because there were so many other companies with coffee that there was important i met again a lot of us 

colleagues also distributors like your company even from south America and say oh maybe put your product in in our 

portfolio so again there was that i heard where can i buy it it was nice to hear of course and then in the end I met described 

[name of businessman] and he asked me how many there were there was a person a French guy and he worked in ..ah you 

met very friendly people but because i was there and i could talk with everybody i always said are you a colleague of 

mine there works, guys or girls, and I said what kind of colleague said or whatever? I'm always your colleague you're 

welcome everybody, I got them to my my product very easily. I have demonstrated a lot of times. And that was fun and 

some person thought can I help you to make this to a product? What do you how do you think it? How do you? How do 

you? How do you? How do you go continue? What do you want? I said I want that my brain baby will be an adult product. 

That's what I want? and say how are you going to do it? I don't have no idea. No idea. I am just a doctor. I do nothing 

with money. Money, money is not my my business. My business was elsewhere. now my business is this one. And then 

in the end, there was one guy he said, Well, I can help you we have an incubation program for startups. And maybe come 

along, have you thought if if you like this programme, and that was I did and I started that in 2017. So in January 2017, 
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was in March, and in March 13. I started this, this Bootcamp, seven weeks everyday. And you have homework apart to 

master classes, it was higher level with  eight other products or seven other eight startups. And you have private lessons, 

because the master class where we're more in general, because, for example, the idea of 

 

how do you approach your customers. There's also, of course, a general story. That also, then you should apply this on 

your self? there were startups from blockchain. Completely different world, that the idea of customer, but then you have 

to apply this to your own company. That works very well. So I learned a lot in those seven years. And I think I learned 

all business there. That's the thing I learned in those seven years. That's enough. In fact, it's crazy to tell but I now know, 

you're born business people. Even without education, you can succeed in business, it's completely different than to per-

form a Dottor procedure, it just say 14 years, no less. First become a doctor six years, then to become a specialist, another 

six years, and then the top of the dotter procedure, another three years. There is no shortly. but with business - Now? It's 

ideas. And well, I'm a sponge, I'm an easy learner. So everything I hear is in my mind. And I apply it. And I saw there's 

younger guys with this setup. Well, they were fond of their product. They were not critical at all. This is I always saw, 

well, this is medical, this looks a little bit medical. And as you know, you will never sell it. And it was true because nearly 

all of those other seven startups in the end, they had another product. Another product the ending is another product. And 

another business I'm one of the only of the startups there that  start as a product with a plan and then perform the plan 

from beginning to the end. Well, of course, there was changes today with the idea of prototyping the company that it 

makes somewhere factory find a factory. Well, there's also this guy helped me to find a factory. So we went to the 

MedTech in Stuttgart. MedTech is a big show, company show. And there you have companies like [name of manufac-

turer]and other guidewire companies. So they're revisited some five companies. This was all in the beginning of 2017. 

We visit  some five companies. There was a Swedish company that is this big Swedish company and there was a very 

small English company. And there was a nice difference that the Swedish company, they asked me how many of your of 

your wires Will you...Shall shall I make for you per year? And they said it must be no less than 100,000. So, that was the 

big Swedish company. That Well, okay, we can talk when you want us to make 100,000. Okay. That was another concern, 

though, it must need not be more than 1000 wires. Because otherwise we could we can make very beautiful new wires. 

They were very nice, very nice R&Dd company, a completely r&d company. Well, [name of manufacturer]is a bit in 

between, they can make your products and they can make millions but you don't have to let them make none, they can all 

show 100 or so I started up with just 100 wires. Why not? It's more expensive, because what's your to do is more than 

100 wires, I don't have customers from more than 100 wires in the beginning. You have to start somewhere. So that was 

the business course. 2017. What did I do then? Yeah, okay, well, so we then I had very good, four very good advisors 

from this. Yeah, the most important was not what I learned with also, in this business first day, there was there was the 

first day there was a meeting and you have to do a pitch. What is my product? Just tell me about the product. And 

everybody has 10 minutes. Like our eight startups, we have thought of 10 minutes. There is an audience of some 200 

interested people, from all kinds of bankers, investors, 

 

medical people, all kinds of people who are just interested in new things. And there I had to talk and nobody understood 

my talk at all. It's very difficult as a doctor to talk to people who know nothing, they even don't know what a Dotter 

procedure is. So where do you start? There were enough people, some 40 people, they thought well, maybe this is some-

thing. They recognized that I stood behind my product, something like that, I don't know how they... that's your field to 
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guess from a stupid story if there's still some value after the idea - it's was pitch of nothing, I learned that off course. And 

then that was part of the program how to pitch to an audience of people who only have dollars in their eyes and the signals: 

How can you pitch to them or or other audience now that's something you have to learn. I then had several rounds of a 

lot of people who spoke and then there was a matching program with all those people who have can have closer talk and 

that I sat on a roundtable with 10 of them in several rounds and they asked questions for me and I questioned them because 

I asked them how can you help me? and then they said well, we have a big bank and you can get money. I said the money 

is not the most important I need something else I need something well, it's me, to make from kitchen wire a product and 

then I need more expertise than where the money comes from.  So I got four venture experts we call them. 

 

maybe [anonymous], you know them. Yeah, maybe. Yeah, this this [Anonymous] was part of the first meeting with 

[MMG] in the Netherlands. So that was important because he is a salesman. So I of course I know where are my limits  

then I need a salesman, and then I got a very good one. And I ask is this guy [anonymous]. Yes, he is a professor at 

[business school in Netherlands] like your school. And he knows a lot of theoretically of SMEs. That is his, his subject 

is, and he wants to sell my product in Africa, for example, most the way in Africa. So that's a nice contact, the is the most 

value, perhaps that I've got very nice contact, I was lucky with that. To have four beautiful contacts. For people who like 

to work together, and in these seven weeks, we had, we had a meeting two times a week, with the meeting folks about 

what did you learn this week? And what are the full consequences and so on. And this first year with more meetings. So 

we detected [name of manufacturer]again. Now, well, one of those said you should have two manufacturers. That was a 

bright idea. The simple is when you're five companies, I did take the best, but that is not a good idea. Because you don't 

know the best you think the best you do not know. And this person, this [anonymous] person, he said you should always 

take two because then you have two chances. And that was nice because it was [name of manufacturer] in Germany. It's 

a big company, they can make the wire and then I had the competition with these two. They were all behind in Stuttgart. 

In that area, you have a lot of locomotives factories and other R&Dsectors. I then went in a visit in one in three days. But 

I didn't tell them because, why should I, I visited both companies. And in the beginning, [anonymous manufacturing 

company] was further I think, because [name of manufacturer] tried to make the wires from stainless steel because it's a 

little bit more expensive than nitinol,  but [manufacturing company] manufacturing nitinol all at once, so the first wire 

from [manufacturing company] was better than the wires from [name of manufacturer]and then came the problem of the 

tight J and [manufacturing company] didn't succeed in making a tight J and [name of manufacturer] did succeed in making 

a tight J and I told I told EP flex well maybe you should use nitinol know, that's important to get all this information 

yourself, what I learned from it, you should do everything yourself in business. It costs a lot of money to get expertise 

about nitinol, who should I find? all those concerns they cost lots of money and nobody can combine all this nobody can. 

I have this model, they say they make prototype and I tested it in my silicon model and made it very difficult [to make 

the procedure] I can place the needle so that no wire will ever succeed, but I made  it as difficult as possible, and then I 

changed the specifications for [name of manufacturer]: it should be a little bit more stiff or less, etc. And the curve should 

be a little wider and smaller, etc. So in four or five rounds of prototypes, there came one prototype that... I then we are 

now in 2018. So that was the year of the prototype. There was one prototype and which worked. And then you have the 

frustrating event that I'm tiny, tiny, tiny and [name of manufacturer] is big. So you're in the end of the world to get another 
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prototype to costumers and time waiting, waiting, waiting. And then I had a prototype that was not, the end was nice, and 

then I came to idea, I learned that in Copenhagen. I went to another to the CIRSE in Copenhagen. And I learned there 

how to make wire with a steering mechanism. I detected that because some colleagues, did I ever tell you this story? I 

had this model I had fairly old fashion first product, I had this the guidewire and the rotation presenter, that idea I had in 

Copenhagen. And I said, Well, you need this motion to have the nice results. But now, we are not so easy. People in 

defense, they already say, Oh, sorry, I told myself with this wire, I'm gonna do it. And I do it to how I like to do it. And I 

was astonished that even without the rotation in the Phantom. The success rate was too high, I would say if you don't, you 

don't have to curve in front or back. It should be the kind of 50/50 because without the steer, yeah, you can steer in the 

wrong vessel as easy. You should steer. That even without steering the wire, find it way too often. And that was very 

good. I could not find out why but I'm looking to test it at home also. So without this, just put it in the wire, what happens? 

And also this myself, just putting in the wire was successful, too often. And it took some time to find that book. But why 

is the wire going by itself without steering. That's, that was, well, I'm a member of an inventors club, like with the Swiss 

cheese to get somewhere. You need all those holes in the wall. And I'm a member of the Dutch inventors club. That's a 

club of Willy Rothwells, you really want to know? well, this is just a world for, well, very vague inventors, the classical 

inventor he is not from this world. It is not practical at all. Many nice ideas but not practical. Within this club, I demon-

strated my product once and there  asked this question, why is wire going right too often?. And nobody and I went even 

to medical school, I went to the Technical University in Delft to find out why does it work when the wire does this? 

Nobody could solve this. And there was a guy from this audience of inventors. And he said, Well, your wire isn't straight, 

not straight? it is straight. And then he compared the wire to the edge of a door. When you have to door on the edge, 

there's a straight line and he hang my wire, and it was not completely straight. very little bit bended.  And then I knew  

it's the curve. It's a little curve. And of course then I thought well, I exaggerate it and make this curve more. Because then 

I i this effect is more when the curve is more. And that was the invention of the proceeds the second patent in the products 

just by chance. So you have to just play around. In fact, that's the message because my colleagues he played around with 

my product. They just wanted to play around and by playing around something is successful, which never expected that 

it does and then you have the idea that and that's the difference of 

 

of the ordinary people they see it but they don't like the consequence. They see it but they don't analyze why is this why 

is this? It looks well. It looks simple. But it is not simple. There is some story about it. You can force the size of whatever. 

So that's what I did and so that I had these straight wires with this nice curve at home. They were still they were they were 

not perfect wire they were too long. The length was not okay they had even a coating. I don't like the coating because you 

can strip it away with  the needle. So I had the green wire with Teflon coating. It was straight and  I had 20 prototypes of 

[name of manufacturer] or thirty or whatever, and then I said, I said to [name of manufacturer] now now I want to wire 

with a curve, curve? shaft? and I don't want this, this coating, and it took a lot of time. And I thought, Well, why don't I 

invent it myself, I just have 14 non-sterile wires they are coated and the tip is okay, I just made the curve myself. I made 

the curve myself. And then I just tested those wires of 14. Then I let them sterilize myself. I found out where can i sterilize 

the wire. So I found out the company, that could sterilize my wire, so I  14 sterile wires, my curves, I made different 

curves. I said, Well, I'm making an experiment again, large curve, little bit more or less curve. And then I went to this 

colleague of mine somehow that's recognized. And I said, Well, this is a more fussy wire. Now, we both can judge if this 

wire is harmful to any patient. It's a very good interventional radiologist, even if something would happen , we can solve 
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the problem. The wire is of course, a quality wire from [name of manufacturer], the stripping, you can present it not 

pulling it very heavy, backwards. So the needle problem is solvable. And so the first patient was then performed in 2018 

on 25th of April. That was the first patient used with my [name of manufacturer] part in my kitchen, the kitchen shaft it 

worked. And then well he used more some 8 wires in different patients. And I looked very close to what happens. So I 

had all this feedback from himself and from the patient, etc. And then I went to professor Rakers, because you need 

names, of course, Prof. Rakers, is ratified because he's my successor. In fact, when I left the university, he was my staffer. 

And he made well, I started from cradle to something in there and he made it a separate discipline. And he's very, every-

body knows Tim Rakers at CIRSE. He is now the editor of the online CIRSE journal. And he he was very, well, he also 

did a patient and was very enthusiastic. And then I went to now well, then the story goes on then, in 2000, it's all still 

2018 I have those prototypes, shelf sterilized. I gave two products to the professor in Maastricht. And then it's very 

important that it's it's much more important that it doesn't work in a patient that it works. Because when it doesn't work, 

you got new information. And this professor has a big 

 

ego. And he says this is a nice wire. Okay. I will try. I will try. I don't need you. So, he tried to itself and it didn't work. 

Because he didn't understand the line. he thought that this is a wire, and I did steer it. Okay. And I got feedback that the 

wire is too long. I won't be charging, and you can steer with it? Yeah, well, I can't steer. It's with an automatic steer. Don't 

let you steer. So, he told me I thought and I said well, maybe for the next patient. I have of course asked. When you do 

the first patient, let me know when he's on the program, and I'll come, because I'm curious how, how it works there in 

your patient. And it's nice to I like to be in the operation theater, it's always nice to be back in clinical practice. it's a nice 

experience as if I'm still working. So that then we can ask him, okay, yes, you have to second wire. So I bet you I will 

come, when you have another patient on your problem. And we can discuss it. why the wires are not okay according to 

your opinion. But he was still not insulated. He rang me up and Okay, yes, a part of this morning off of one hour. Well, 

he must rest is two hours. So the second patient was a disaster again. And so said, I don't want to use this one anymore. 

Never. it's a terrible wire. And first, you can say this is because of the guy. That that's not a good mindset. As soon as one 

sells a product, I think the product is not good. Because this is a dummy. And even a dummy should be dummy proof. 

And that's when I made this straight first statement. It's not very difficult to handle. wrongly, you should do it on purpose. 

Without a straightener, when you understand when you have a say, set patient at the end of the tip, the proximal part of 

the wire hits the belly, then the wire will turn. So the first instruction was also keep the wire hanging down. This the what 

if you never use the first type of word the first one with the first the instruction, let it hang down. So the S curve is free. 

But at the end, that the gravity pulls down the proximal part of the wire, so the S is in its like shape for inside patients. 

but with the curve straightener, the hanging is not that important. And because this curve, it will keep the curve. And 

that's the shirt that means that when a curve is in the curve, it's very strong, it gets a lot of friction. And then even if at the 

end of the wire is hitting a vowel belly, it will not turn easy. Because you have this counter force due to the curve state. 

So that since the end of all this, the lesson is the customer's always right. You'll never say it's a customer failure, the 

product is not good enough. Of course, you there is an end if you forcibly use something wrongly that 

 

it must be intuitive. Then you forget the product, of course, that it works by itself, that is also why I dare more to sell it 

to doctors which I never met. that you go to doctors in this different case than my eye doctors. But of course you can tell 

it perfectly but there is still an experience get. I have the experience of this procedure and you'd never have it but you can 
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tell. There is still a little bit of difference of course. So that's why in 2018 I show in the end of 2018, I was then at a resort 

nice to have this story. I had this. I was at the CIRSE in 2015 2016. And then I was invited by the RSNA to have a booth 

at RNSA. Well, I was I was flabbergasted with RSNA is quite neat to have a boot on the RNSA  the top The top Congress 

because they wanted to have a in interventional radiology area. So that was a very small part of the big. Now you know 

that a big, it's huge. If you've been RSNA, Yes, now there's two of those big halls. In in one corner of one of the big halls, 

there were some thin, interventional radiology products. So there was no. And when I was at the booth, there was the first 

order, from [name of hospital] from my own hospital for 10 wires. So that was the first selling nice was in November 

2018.. And then I had the whole of 2019, I went along all those other hospitals in the Netherlands and Denmark, it's 

feasible to grow along on your own hospitals, from here in Maastricht to Groningen. So I know most hospitals from inside 

needs, and I know a lot of hospitals how people work. And I learned a lot of all those other methods, all colleagues, 

because that's also what I learned, when you want, when you just have something is discriminative. Support the  select 

product, you should know a product is all always solving a problem, it should solve a problem. When you don't solve a 

problem you don't have no value property the only property of an idea is that it solves a problem that has not been solved 

before unmet needs. When assuming an unmet need how do you know that when an unmet need is identified? Unmet 

needs is when there  are many solutions. Because once you have many solutions, there's no good solution. You can have 

someone, and I know that in the Now many people, they all do this procedure, then the doctor is not a man many, many 

ways. And when that's fact when you know a procedure, a procedure, one procedure has many solutions, then there is no 

good solution. Because then it was a good solution, the other solution would never be used anymore. So that's important 

to know, for any new product, you should know it solves a problem. And this problem has many solutions. So there are 

no good solutions. They all equal bit or equal  mediocre. So that's where I'm in 2019. Yeah, that's what I learned in all 

those hospitals. So I could send him this poster to the CIRSE from last year 30 2020 I sent you this poster didn't i?. So I 

showed there are many solutions to solve the problem, that my  solution is the one, best solution. And that's 

 

that's better than all those other solutions when we see there are quite wierd  solution in this posters, many other colleagues, 

and that's also important that there are other solutions, even very the effect I know a patent is so complicated. And this 

patent description helped me because in this patent was very close to describe what should be the features of the of the 

product to solve this problem. And they have a very, very complicated, it's, you can laugh about it, nobody will ever make 

it or use it. That's my product has answered all the questions. They told him this patent, they say it should be this, this 

this. And my point is yes. For all our features. So you have to well, the advices play around, be interested in everything. 

it's not of course you can say this is this is stupid product, but I just read Why. Why do they tell it's a good product. Then 

I learned the arguments, the criteria for the product. So you learn different things. Then, of course they they write it down 

but every book you want This product now I read it in a different way. So in 2019, I went to all those hospitals. So the 

end I sold, those other than 90 wires into 10 wires into 2018. And then with my I have to I had to closure advisors and 

advisors were always each meeting we had they always said to me, but we have this plan. And when you say that you 

don't assume anything of a plan is all there is a plan for this moment. And then a plan is long time the same plan. The 

problem is no good. The plan should you should pace it all the time and pace it to so many times. And my idea was then 

in 2018 still in 2019 even  I thought well okay, I follow those hospitals now. What can I do now? I want this now my idea  

I want the most simple study. I started in 2018 and I said well, man, I've known several study that I've colleagues and 

publication and they are on stage and then everything will follow. And of course that's a good idea to take some time. 
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And I learned from one of my one of my big teachers, many chefs or an old friend, businessman, he said the real busi-

nessman wants always to beat his own goal. This venue wants to sell sell 1000 wires, he tries to sell those 1000 wires 

within  that's a real entrepreneur mentality. And otherwise you're just and I did my my advisors are the old school are 

they are not real entrepreneurs one insert for myself are very good when you tell me how to do it what to do I do it perfect. 

Okay, most most interventional doctors are perfect in doing what has been told only very very few can do something very 

different than you because that's that's not that's not thought they don't dare to do new things there is a different mindset 

so I changed - it took too much time to wait for this this this is this is sound idea of having a randomized trial it took so 

much time that I said well no I'm not wasting my time for waiting. What can I do? I met Anco already year before then I 

had only the kitchen wire for one reason or another I always was also I also had in my mind already I am not looking for 

the big companies to sell my product because they are too big 

 

they well that's its power plays for them and I lose it all the time. When they don't get enough agreement and they do it 

they don't do it. Well where do I get my rights? Right has to be given to fight for rights. Well that takes years costs money 

that's not the way you should in a way... people should feel like to do it it with you. That's not not easy to get this done 

but then I met with Anco and Annie once because I saw them on on our Dutch Congress's where I always look around. 

And of course I know the companies and I can ask this company do you like my wire but that  is no use. But then I see 

companies I don't know. I never heard of MMG because I never had a product of MMG in my hospital. I know the big 

names of course. And so I'm gonna say it MMG and if it is another  another company again not and then I go for a talk 

what kind of products Do you have? See, I am not what is nice product? I don't know them but other brands? And well, I 

think I'm I'm also unknown brands in a way. So that was I knew it and then yet I rent them that's interesting for you How 

do you get a distributor? Because that was then I thought? I'm not waiting for this trial. I mean, I traveled all the way, it 

is nice Of course, but in the end with 90 in a year, yeah, how do I get 100 to 1000? How should I do that? Yeah, I'm 

doctor My way is not going like your company is doing. I am on science. I want a new message, not the old story. But 

then, how do you sell this? then came the idea up to me distributor. And then I went to was just a friend of mine. He 

thought well, let's let's make a list of distributors, that's easier - one I know, was [name of distributor] . And they that's 

the only distributor I knew. Because they had some special products. They came to my hospitals in the time that those 

stents were very, very expensive. And this company is in [location], quite to the hospital. And then we needed to stent, 

the rang on the phone, we said we have tomorrow's we need to a stent this length and this diameter and they came. So 

this is very surface of a fairly small company. then i asked Can you distribute it? Well, they can distribute it in the 

Netherlands, . They they they know these hospitals And then there was another company. Well, then you talk with com-

panies, how interested are they in your product? And how many countries can they do? And then I can take my opinion 

of many countries, the right mentality because Anco and Annie they are professionals, they are technicians. So that was 

a very prayed for me. Because Annie and Anco, they immediately understand this helps a lot, because they have seen 

their doctor fiddling around in the same procedure with old school material. So that is perfect when people form because 

they started as a technician themselves. So that's why that was why I ended this. That's fine. And then so we ended up in 

but then in strength 2019 already had the idea. The product is not good enough. 

 

So I started using this straightener, and I only sold five. Did I sell the old product? 
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No, no, in 2020 I didn't want to sell an imperfect product. So then we are in 2020 January. So in this in this time period 

in 2019, I sold a product that I improved it at the same time to a much better product and that's now the new product. But 

now in this very moment. I need to know much more about the product and it tells me the expert because the of course 

when you have a j tip six millimeter j tip and you hide it from customers it doesn't fit in in the vessel that's smaller than 

subclavian so the next product will be with a floppy tip, straight floppy tip and shaft curve, a Lunderquist shaft. And then 

even the very best doctors will use it . Because the very best guys they can still work out this get most people that I know, 

from, you can read in this posting from the CIRSE. The Lunderquist  is Best wire I chose. when I I wouldn't have my 

wire I would use the lunderquist, and I shape it's like my wire and then I have a very nice shaft, and after shape. But then 

also the big experts will also there is no better wore than because then it's even better than the Lunderquiest, because I 

You don't have to shape it yourself. The shape is already better the deflection curve. . And that's always an advantage. 

Why not? The Lunderquiest is the same price? Or maybe we should? We should actually ask a better price I suppose. For 

me, I will call it a between us. That's why it's my new name. Tesla wire just because Tesla is the automatic car. And this 

is an automatic wire. It's more speeding this Tesla. It's well, you  walk around and now and then nothing new idea. And I 

Oh already have Tesla wire.eu as a website? Perfect. Yeah, you may have to look far away.  

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  1:21:18   

Yeah, I know.  

 

Inventor A  1:21:22   

That's that I now need first to sell some wires because it's it's [name of manufacturer] not a real R&D company. Okay, so 

it's difficult for them to make a new type of wire, that well they can. It takes much time that when corona is over I will go 

there and talk to to [name from manufacturer] to talk about this because they can see, it's even easier to me. Because the 

data is difficult, more difficult to make with the floppy end.  

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  1:22:04   

I have I have a question., you mentioned that a lot of the larger corporations, they're perceived your device with some 

some risk in the very beginning. But could you also elaborate Why? or How did you enhanced the perception of your 

products value in the eyes of like the larger corporations, but also in your setup with [MMG]? 

 

Inventor A  1:22:35   

What you mean? I just tell them my story. So what else should would you do? 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  1:22:46   

I am I'm really interested in the practice. So the practice you employed, there could be story teling, there could be pre-

senting market intelligence and all this. What did you use? Which kind of practices you have to sell in your idea to [MMG] 

and Terumo etc. ? 

 

Inventor A  1:23:06   

Yeah, yeah. How do we show? 
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Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  1:23:14   

Yeah, partners,  In this case, of course, it's [MMG] l but also what you have learned throughout your experience. Yeah. 

Selling to Terumo, selling to Cook? MMG? What have you found out was the? 

 

Inventor A  1:23:27   

Oh, yeah. Well, of course, you learn in this business course for example the case with  MMG. There should be money for 

MMG. it must be a win win. That's the most important to know, there must be something for you to win. So there must 

be numbers. You should be aware there have to be arguments for why this wire can be a large product. Otherwise you do 

not start. Then Then you sell each year 1000 wires so that you wouldn't do that. I know you want to sell more. And I 

should I should give you the arguments why it could be a problem. Well, one of my coaches from the very very beginning. 

He's told me denies royalty, you have a born global product. It's true. Because now I can sell it in China but they do 

medical is the medical world is the same. The PTA is everywhere in the world. So you have a big number of cases. And 

then the the idea is how do I get it in the How do my colleagues know now then I tell you, I'm busy now with this article 

and then we have this article. You don't you don't have anything to do, they will come to you instead of the opposite. 

Because in the article they tell this article is well we have a product this [name of product] and this product is i don't know 

what this will be in the article because this is a this research is a physician initiated research that's the best you can get i'm 

only an unrestricted sponsor i don't have anything to say about the research it is   completely done by the physicians in 

those eight hospitals so there's no disclaimer for there's no influence by me i've just sponsored that they do a research 

around my wire they compare my wire with the conventional wire now that's one of the stories i tell you to convince you 

that this will work for you that it's a struggle in the beginning even without corona it is  a struggle to get a product in the 

market. well you have those 14 congresses  then it would be not that struggle but even so i know you're i know the doctor 

side when on a congress there's a very nice booth and demonstration i like publications and then there is no publication 

yeah you can tell of course with nice references because all those people who said i don't like to wire, you don't tell, why 

should you? just it is a buyers information, commercial information always biased only when the commercial information 

is affected - this is a scientific article or scientific paper or whatever i'm in the position to create it because i have a lot of 

goodwill i guess, at those colleagues because they all know me because i'm one of the founders of interventional radiology 

because people have seen my first wire they tell the [name of physician]-method for [name of procedure-method], they 

all know i don't know them but they know me it's nice,  to just have this age and when you're done something threshold 

in the 80s all those well you had on a 15 interventional radiologist, each university had one we knew each other we knew 

what the others did and then then articles and then there's the product you know oh yeah and he's not he's not the crazy 

guy then we know it's record records and i didn't know that was worthwhile i never knew i found out when you're in the 

hospital that also the congress people we say "hi how are you?" and i don't know you know i don't remember i can't 

remember all those details so that's i know that what interesting for me is interesting for you too because i also want that 

you sell a lot 

 

and and i think myself how do we give this product more attention well of course going to the RNSA  whatever it's not 

all, i think my idea now is that we are now in the final stage well it took this two years to get all the contacts for starting 

to study but when we start to study it will be ready by this year but the end of this year and i proposed to to the principal 
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investigator from the hospital in the lead there we will sent in a paper for the SIR to start in february and that's in march 

or so of 2020 and then there will be this congress it will be in Toronto i know and i think then there will be rather normal 

congresses again and then we should we should have enough information to write abstract. You have the first patient have 

been done and then you can have an abstract already for 160  patients 80 patients with  Old School,   then the very special 

of this, of this research, is that we really compare the beginner and experienced at the ideas that a beginner is performing 

as well as an experience due to, due to the wire, don't need an experience.  

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  1:30:24   

That would be nice.  

 

Inventor A  1:30:25   

Our argument for a product is when you have a product that the inexperienced can do it. Exactly as good as it's very 

experienced. Now, then you have something in your hands. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  1:30:36   

Exactly. Exactly. I have. Also related to to how you sold in your idea to MMG and larger corporations. What were the 

biggest uncertainties or perceived risk that these medical device company had and how did you also counter this? In your 

arguments? You remember that? 

 

Inventor A  1:31:00   

You mean, the [name of manufacturer]? 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  1:31:04   

I mean, when you decided to choose a distribution partner that could be MMG 

 

Inventor A  1:31:12   

to decide about [name of manufacturer], of course, yeah. Yeah, that was also an decision. Yeah. Are they good enough? 

Well, it's just going and talking with people. It's just face to face. That's all. There's nothing else to do. Well, of course, I 

know. [name of manufacturer]. Of course, you look at the internet. When they then they make millions of wires now. 

That's okay. I have seen the factory from inside the cleanroom everything. So I can see how those people behave to each 

other. It's a sound company. Yeah, that's a nice environment. That's all important. I think it's important. You can talk with 

people about something else. So that's important. That's not only money, money , moeny can just be as type of connection. 

So that, and selection with MMG it's quite a shame. Anco and Annie of course, that that that was very nice talking. And 

then someone comes to the other and then you are the same, well, they are they're quite representative to your company. 

The people is working nicely. Well, very important that you give some time for each other. Take your time. Flexibility, 

well, those types of human features, flexible, not too stiff, be able to change when it's necessary. Now, all those thingsit 

must be not a bureaucratic system. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  1:33:21   
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Did you from your first talks with, of course Annie and Anco,, but also when you had to sign a distribution contract with 

with MMG during the sort to say negotiation or convincing MMG to sign this distribution agreement, Which, what do 

you say, which questions did they ask about the let's say the patents value or the value of your technology? How How did 

you, like ensure that MMG thought that this was a good idea to distribute your product? 

 

Inventor A  1:33:59   

Yeah. Or that that happened in Barcelona, at the CIRSE and i met the CEO of MMG. And also this now, the president of 

the company, [name of president of company]. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  1:34:16   

[name of president of company]? 

 

Inventor A  1:34:17   

Yeah, yeah. Yeah. Yeah. He knew a lot of patents. And he Well, I of course, I tell but then but is it's also important that 

that he was very interested in the patents because then I say, Oh, you know, what you're talking about! You really read 

those patents because from the patents, you can see that we can have another product for the subclavian vein for example, 

so because when you ask for a patent, you always you also see, are any other usage applications? Because my idea has 

more application to only this wire. So we can make also other kinds of wires for other parts of the body. That's important 

when you have a patent that you think about other applications. And then that's the value of the company. Not only the 

product itself, but what is more from starting from the patent, you can have more products. That's important. And well, 

that was interesting, the contract negotiations. Anco and Annie they were too optimistic. Because he said, Oh, come to 

Barcelona, then we will sign the contract. I understand it takes more time, the contract is going up and  down. And then 

you come to I have a very good lawyer. How do you get a very good lawyer? That's another adventure. I went to Amster-

dam to there's incubation. Well, there's my university, my hospital started. That's where I come from, University of Am-

sterdam, and they have an incubation factory there too. And then I asked for them: Do you know I do lawyer for for 

contracts for medical device contracts? Because you should be what was my first contract with [name of manufacturer] 

course. So you need a lawyer who understands what is a medical device? And how do you get a good contract with [name 

of manufacturer]? Because this big company, and well, they they have their contract, and now is good for me? Of course, 

it's good for them... but is it good for me, too? and then you need a real lawyer. And well, I can read contracts to myself. 

No, extra expertise is valuable, I had already this wire so it was easier, with MMG. So I knew the contract is [name of 

manufacturer], nice contract, it worked well and now a lot of things you have to think about, then, you know, what's 

important in the contract. Well, we are going to make a contract. And it took more time. I didn't expect it. But now I 

understand the contract is something for many years. Just to think about very special situations. And well, my document 

with my lawyer was that those contracts, you can really see that they are European companies, because the Americans 

will always make a contract that's good for them, for them, for them for them. To get to accept it, it's your fault. It's 

European cultures, more win win. So you're seeing the contract, the contract writer who thinks for the good of both parties, 

and that's a compliment for the starting point of contract. Because when you have a contract and you have to, to defend 

yourself, now, I don't like this company anymore. Because then yeah, you have to correct little things, there should be no, 

of course. Yes.  is always that. You, you are not the same company. Yeah, this makes a difference, that you should care 
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about each other, And you can read it from the contract. Unless the subjects trust that you will succeed. So even it takes 

a few months. We both want it to be successful. You will get contracts. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  1:39:37   

How do you create that trust between the two parties? 

 

Inventor A  1:39:41   

Yeah, like love. Yeah, it is there it is not. Isn't it so? Okay. Yeah, maybe you can do well, of course there are some 

components but in the end, you feel trust or you don't feel it? Yeah. i think that is psychology and of course, you  mustn't 

be naive. The hardwire should be okay, Oof course, the hardwire of the company the hardware of the details of the 

contract. but this is, yeah, this is more the soft values. and that's by chance. I thought it was a reasonably I thought when 

we go to the United States, maybe I like a an American company making my wire. Maybe they can do the FDA approval 

and making the wire - Why not? It's useful to have second company - Why not? Because maybe next I have to wait for 

the product and another factory can make it too that  can be nice. That the culture of these American is so different, 

unbelievable different. They were not interested in in the problem at all. They said: when you tell us what  wire we should 

make, we can do it. There was no, I spoke with five people of this company. And they thought that they could make this 

line. Then I gave them the description. In this thought I knew more of how to make wire than they did. It's just unbeliev-

able. They did this was a company and made it's just an example of one American company. They are good in making 

them I tell them precisely what to do. I like a company, that can produce, that can think of a little change or modification. 

So well, that's what I learned from this. from such a zoom meeting with five people from marketing, the CEO, but the 

CEO did not know what the wire was made for. You don't know what's right. Yeah, it's possible. You can make something 

good, but then you are like, like, like a monkey. And  just do what I tell, like a dog. But that's not what I like to work with 

them, then I you understand that? This is a huge difference. I don't know. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  1:43:18   

I have one last question. And that is if you have anything more to add or something that we may missed or could be 

valuable for this discussion. Some last comments. 

 

Inventor A  1:43:31   

Yeah. Oh, yeah. I think when I read it, it they'll be there. I don't know. Yes. I told a lot. Yeah, no, of course there are 

things to tell but then, I think you have a lot of stuff now. And I'm curious when you print it out what it is and of course, 

then I will, can add something. Always. when I read when I read an article, I always have new ideas. And of course, I can 

just make things 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  1:44:04   

understood. I'll just stop the recording now.  
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9.4.7 Interview: MNE CEO 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  0:06   

Two seconds, yes, you should see now. It's saying recording?  

 

MNE CEO  0:12   

 Yep.  

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  0:12   

Perfect. All right, let's start the interview. My first question is just a very general question is how, from your previous 

experience, and also your current role, How do you perceive the trade of patents in the medical device industry? 

 

MNE CEO  0:36   

How do I perceive it today? I would say, well, it is evolved considerably over the last 20 years. Um, I think the days of 

people spending, you know, millions of dollars upfront for ideas that aren't proven yet is gone. And that that is that which 

also aligns with the way that we approach it, when we're looking at at the ideas, but it's, it is still very valuable piece of 

the process to make sure that you have that protection. It's also become, I would say, more global, where we would think 

about it, you know, we make sure we protect ourselves in the US, we'd stay away from some of the Asian countries, 

because it was so hard to defend. But I think that that has improved in your ability to to know, defend a patent in China, 

for example, it wasn't something you could do even 10 years ago, was just impossible. There's, there's hope. It's not still 

not an ideal situation. But there's hope. And we've definitely expanded as we know, over the last 1520 years, as we 

expanded our business, we've expanded how, what our strategy is for filing our own IP internationally. And not just 

domestically. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  2:18   

Good, good. Good. So I'll move on to my next question, who are the inventors of new technology and patent owners from 

your experience? 

 

MNE CEO  2:33   

Um, you know, historically, it used to be the physicians, I think that you know, that they would have an idea, but when 

you look within our organization, probably 90% of our IP is coming from our engineers, they may work with a physician 

to understand what a problem is, or we've identified a problem, but they're, they're coming up with the solutions and the 

ideas of how to, to overcome that. So we even have, our maintenance person is on a couple of our patents, because he had 

some ideas on how to do some things better, and some of our guidance, technology and our pro cover technology. So, 

um, I think it can come from anywhere some of our business people are involved in. And then the idea is that it's really 

coming from everywhere, and from our standpoint, littles coming from the actual physician at this point. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  3:38   

So how do you work with? How do you and [name of MNE] work with these new ideas coming up? What is the process 

or the practice of working with these ideas? 
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MNE CEO  3:50   

We have a pretty robust process that we take our products, our new ideas through. So I think you've met [name of col-

league] right?  

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  4:04   

No, I don't think so. 

 

MNE CEO  4:06   

he's our Vice President of Business Development. And what we've done is kept his group he's has a separate group, it's 

just him and two other people, but that's kind of our r&d bucket and they're looking at adjacent technologies or, you know, 

physicians that may have ideas that that we could vote so we have a process we take those ideas through kind of grade 

them does it fit within our within our business model. And they have one thing I can share with you as a confidential, but 

I'll share it with you. I'll share it on the screen with you 

 

Got to get the right screen here.  

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  5:04   

Um, yes, I see the the four box you see. 

 

MNE CEO  5:15   

yeah. So this is kind of our first line of defense, if you will, when we're looking at ideas. So we want to make sure that 

they're within our belief system and within our boundaries. The other big thing is, we want to make sure that it doesn't 

take any of these metrics down here in the right, lower right corner, that those are our key metrics for our business. So we 

don't want to do anything that would take those backwards. So you can see, when we're looking at a models, it's a pretty 

tight space for our business. And we're pretty picky. So I look at it quite differently than Lars, for example, how we're 

looking at adding, adding things to our portfolio, and we definitely one we're not we've said, we're not going to compete 

with the equipment manufacturers like the GE Siemens of the world, we're also not going to compete with like the Titans. 

So a Boston Scientific cook, you know, some of those big players, if it's a product that is going to compete with them. So 

we're really looking for things in a niche space that we can have IP protection on to limit the competition, it, you know, 

it seems a little far fetched, but those opportunities are there, you just have to have the patience to, to know, go after them 

or the diligence to go after them or know where you're going. The other thing on the bottom here on the boundaries is no 

violation of our PDP. So that's our product development process. And we have gait reviews and milestones that we have 

the the projects have to meet along the way. So this mean, this four box system is kind of it comes from our parent 

company, Roper. But we define what we're putting in here as our belief systems, our boundaries, what our KPIs are, etc. 

And then on the lower left boxes, the uncertainties, so uncertainties are things that we want to go figure out. And so that 

that's opportunity for IP as well. Some of it may be just business decisions. But on the flip side, it's more. There may be 

technology that can emerge from us figuring some of these things out. Our uncertainties for this year are pretty heavy 
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around more business processes the sales channel, but we've got some product vitality in there. So for some new product 

development, what what are the things that we can do to differentiate our business from competition? 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  8:13   

Can you elaborate a bit on how you cope with this uncertainty? You may already touched upon it a bit, but that's something 

I find really interesting. 

 

MNE CEO  8:25   

Yeah. So we what we do is, we use a it's called SDP strategy deployment process. And it's it's a lean philosophy on how 

you approach your business strategy. And so you start with a matrix of basically, where do you want the business to be 

in five years? And you know, what are the key things that you want to achieve? So that's on the on the bottom of the 

matrix? If I can pull one up here for you. Again, I'm talking, I'm trusting you to keep stuff confidential here. So 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  9:05   

I promise you have my word on that. 

 

MNE CEO  9:09   

This is this is our secret sauce. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  9:11   

Yes. Yes, I know. I promise. 

 

MNE CEO  9:14   

So this is the um, are you seeing the X the  

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  9:19   

Yeah 

 

MNE CEO  9:20   

Okay. This is our x matrix. So on the bottom here, our sales and EBITDA and our product vitality metrics, where we want 

to be three to five years. So in saying that, what do we need to do next year to advance to that, and then what are the 

priorities that we need to execute on to get us there. So then we drill these down into two. So we take each one of these 

at the top, and we drill those down into another level. So that that's our SDP that we review for the year. And we have 

you can see we have owners we review this every month, religiously. And we have very detailed action plans for the 

projects that lay underneath these. For the team to execute on.  

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  10:08   

Yeah.  
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MNE CEO  10:14   

Oh, sorry, we're still looking. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  10:17   

Yes, 

 

MNE CEO  10:18   

There we go. So this, this was early on in our planning this particular one. So it's not exactly the final final, I pulled it up 

just to show you approach. And then like I said, these the ones over here, when we drill down So specifically, that that 

first one is the one closest to the x right here, drive, share capture through commercial excellence, that's your number one 

priority, whatever's closest to the X is your number one priority. So if there's a question on resources, this one wins. That's 

how you decide. So when you follow through, we've got two things that we're driving for our commercial excellence. 

One is the envision with the OEM expansion, and then doing some demand driving marketing, clinical programs within 

our, our team. So we've got, you know, a very detailed level action plan of how we're going to go after those, those two 

things for commercial excellence, for example, and then we give a value to that. So we have, they're called KPIs or key 

performance indicators that we track each month. So we have metrics that we're tracking, or TT eyes, which are the, the 

indicator specific to a specific action. So you can see, is this making a difference in that metric? If it isn't, either you have 

the wrong metric, or what you're doing? Is it right? And it's not not having an impact? So you, you change your? Nope, 

that's pretty simple. It was hard to to get to this, but we've been doing this for probably four years now. And really 

advanced even last year with the you know, everything happening with a pandemic, and and people working remote, we 

got a ton of work done. And it's because we have the discipline to you know, we had about a month, six weeks where 

we're just scrambling trying to deal with everything we had to deal with. But then we, you know, the team came right 

back to Okay, we're back to our, our priorities, and we really accomplished a lot, which I think, put us in a great position 

for for this year. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  12:48   

Definitely. Definitely. Alright, move on to my next question. Yes. So let's say that you have an idea or find the patent for 

a given idea. How do you measure the value of that patent? How do you attribute value to that patent? 

 

MNE CEO  13:20   

I'm on the, from a financial standpoint, on our financial reporting, it would be basically what we're spending to file 

develop. That's that what that's what goes on the financial statement, once you actually are generating revenue from it, 

then then that gene can change the valuation for everything that we everything that we look at, is going to look at what's 

the cash return? Not the return on investment, but what's the cash return on that investment? So that's, that is definitely a 

prescriptive model from our parent company. And again, part of their secret sauce. But this is from their deck this is this 

is something it's like we figure out why don't more people adopt this because this is this is why Roper performs well on 

the exchange is how they are managing the business, um, is basically managing the the cash versus investment. So what 

we would look at, these are fake numbers, by the way, because this was from a training. But so what we would look at is 

our EBITDA to investment so this is kind of a mock cash return on investment because we at our level, We don't handle 
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the taxes, Roper handles that. So taxes comes, come into play. But really what you want to do is minimize your investment. 

So you want, you don't want to shell out millions of dollars for somebody else's IP, right, you want to come up with a, 

you're better off to come up with a royalty arrangement, let them take the that investment or when you're looking at the 

equipment, you might need to make that product, you want to lease it versus buy it. So that you're not owning those assets. 

Because the assets really, you want to minimize your what your capital position is. So for our business, like a business, 

our side, let's say 100 million million dollars, we're going to keep our capital investment under 1.4% of our business , it 

is really low. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  15:59   

And you do so by leasing a lot of the capital equipment 

 

MNE CEO  16:03   

  we look at, Yeah, we and the opportunities that we look at are what how developed are they. So where this is where I 

different from from [CEO SME], he's investing in technology that's new, he's developing it, and he spent, you know, 

millions of dollars up front to go buy something, we wouldn't do that. So we're saying, we'll pay you a royalty for it. Now, 

maybe we'll make a milestone payment down the road, if we hit X amount, but we're de risking it from the get go. And 

say let's try to it's harder to do my way than his way. Because people want that people really want that upfront pay him. 

I'm not saying that we won't ever do it, because we're actually looking at one right now, to do it that way. But, um, it's 

that that in that way, it won't take our metrics backwards. Because we're, we're we've proven, you know, where we should 

be able to perform at, we want to make sure we're doing things that improve on those and don't, don't take us backwards. 

So if we, if I invest a million dollars in a capital project, I'm not going to do something else in our infrastructure, because 

I'm spending because I want to keep it under 1.4%. The other thing that I would take into consideration and in valuing is 

the leverage of it. So for every dollar of sale, how much can I put to the bottom line, and I want it to be 50%. So for every 

dollar, I want 50 cents go into the bottom line. So when we're assessing those opportunities, you know, we want to look 

at technology that would give us that type of margin. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  18:06   

Do you know for sure, when you - let's say invest in technology that allows for margin of this size? That it will be this 

margin? Or is there some risk or uncertainty associated? 

 

MNE CEO  18:21   

There's definitely some uncertainty that goes with it, you know, you but you want to make sure that you've done your 

homework and your due diligence. And when we look at the I, somebody else's IP, we have IP attorneys that will look at 

how what's the strength of the patent? in the in the marketplace, you know, who are the other players? And what are 

potential ways somebody might be able to find a way around any of the claims within that. And our engineers will look 

at it through that lens as well. To try to shoot alternate, we've got a project we're working with the University of Iowa, 

mine, that they brought it to us, it's there was there the doctors idea. But we enhanced it. And so now we both have IP 

related to that. So that's another good way of approaching it in that we added something that we we could to the technol-

ogy. So now even if it's not something that we distribute, we're going to get a piece of that revenue. 
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Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  19:35   

Can you go into detail with how you do the due diligence, so to say to lower the uncertainty? 

 

MNE CEO  19:46   

Yeah, I have. Again, when parent company is pretty prescriptive when it comes to acquiring technology or businesses 

and they have a See, do I have that here? They have a checklist for us to use that they've assembled over the years. And 

it's pretty involved. If I can find that. I know I have, because I just gave it to Brad not that long ago. So I'll find it and 

share it with you. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  20:59   

Awesome. And the reason why I'm asking is because my focus in this, this thesis, is like the practices. So yeah, the 

practice of assessing. So that's why I'm going into the details with these questions. 

 

MNE CEO  21:19   

 Yeah. Oh, man, mean, I'll just see if I can find out when we're done. And I can probably shoot that one to you. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  21:38   

That that could be brilliant. What I know that you are probably restricted in terms of what you can share. And I will also 

if you like, so [Name of MNE CEO] , sign a confidentiality agreement. But I'm also interested in looking into different 

kinds of documents, like the practice. And so if for me that you're just showing, like we did before the different slides on 

the PowerPoints is, yeah, 

 

MNE CEO  22:05   

yeah, I can genericize some things and send them to you.  

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  22:10   

Awesome.Yeah, that be that would be perfect. Can you show relating to the question, Can you go through how you would 

practically do it just without the PowerPoint for now? 

 

MNE CEO  22:27   

Um, now there is a massive spreadsheet. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  22:32   

Okay. Okay. 

 

MNE CEO  22:32   

Basically, it has a list of questions that you've gone, and you've checked this. And there's this section specific to IP, um, 

that we would go through and assess. So I don't have it memorized. It's a lot. 
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Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  22:48   

Yeah.I understand. 

 

MNE CEO  22:51   

Other than the high level, you know, what I showed you as we would do a quick assessment is of metrics. And is it going 

to take anything that we're doing backwards? Does it fit within our sales channel that the boundaries that I showed you? 

Is it fitting within those? And then, actually, Brad has put together kind of our own checklist, so I'll share Brad's list with 

you, too. I think that would help. Yeah. I will find that. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  23:22   

so you said that most of your projects comes from internal r&d? Is that correct? Understood most of your  

 

MNE CEO  23:33   

right now, when you look at what what's happening, I would say it's about 90%. But we have a team focused on some 

external things as well. So it I think it would be for us and our members at 20. Overall. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  23:54   

For the for the for the external part of the new innovations coming in and being assessed.  Which kind of practice Are 

you using today to attract these new potential investments coming out? 

 

MNE CEO  24:21   

Now it's been pretty much Brad. And we we get as I know, Laura, Sue, we get a lot of people come to us on a regular 

basis with the next best idea of something soa lot of that is coming that way. What Brad has put together is we put together 

a targeted of what's the the niches we want to go after to build it add to our portfolio. So for example, ultrasound is used 

in 10 areas in a hospital in the US, it looks different. Maybe then in some of the international markets, but you know, the 

different specialties that ultrasound is used on. So where where do we have the best opportunity to win. And then let's go 

after the opportunities in that specialty space. So we might be looking at things that are or some technology adjacencies 

in interventional radiology, or women's health, urology, those would be you know, anesthesiology, those would be some 

of the big or the targeted areas where we're saying, okay, Brad, and Josh, on his team, let's go assess what's in that space. 

And is there technology to acquire? Is there a business we could acquire? Or is there a problem that we could solve with 

our technology and attack it from that standpoint?  

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  26:15   

Good. Second, last question, this may be repetitive question, but when you assess the value of a patent, whether it be 

monetary or non monetary, if you had to explain which metrics would matter the most in your assessment, which, yeah, 

key metrics would these be both qualitatively and quantitative, could be whatever. 

 

MNE CEO  26:58   
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If I had to assess the value, this is what you're asking. I mean, in our mind, the only way to value something is if it has 

revenue against it. So which a lot of these ideas aren't going to win, they're coming to us new, that's why we, we, we won't 

value it, other than the cost of what somebody spent to file for it, because we're not, we're not assigning a value to future 

revenue. So it's, it's, as I said, it's probably harder than the way Lars is doing it, because we just want value. So something 

a million dollars that has no no revenue, it could be the cure to cancer, and they say the same thing. mean ropers philos-

ophy, which flows to our metrics would be, they would rather pay a billion dollars for something that's established, then 

a million dollars for something that we're not sure it's gonna work or not. Because it's the same, it's the same amount of 

work, to go through the diligence for both both things we have what we have to go through. So they want to make sure 

that the technology is proven. That's why when, you know, you look at some other technologies that we're looking at, 

we're looking at a distribution a great agreement first or a private label or you know, different options before we just go 

ahead and acquire it, because we want to make sure it's established and unproven, accepted in the market outside of our 

own own products, so you know, when to create the market for new technology is yours. In the medical space, it could 

take five to 10 years for technology to be become routine. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  29:10   

So last question from my side. This may be a little a little fluffy question, but how would you perceive the future of patent 

trading? You already touched upon how you've seen it evolve throughout the years? And also where ideas and new 

technology comes from? But how would you perceive it? Which direction do you think it would move into? 

 

MNE CEO  29:44   

I don't know. I mean, I'd like to think we'll go would say and give gives you protection, but it's it's becoming harder and 

harder to come up with those original ideas, right. There's so many patents out there that someone will maybe don't even 

apply. So I think that's becoming more challenging. I think I'd like to see a global standard and stuff. Know what we have 

to do to file everywhere as well. I don't ever see that happening.But yeah, I don't I don't know that I have a good answer 

for that one. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  30:29   

I know, it's, it's a tricky, fluffy question. So. 

 

MNE CEO  30:35   

it is a tricky Question. Yeah. I mean, I think, you know, to what I said about globally, I think that it's becoming not 

necessarily easier, but it's becoming more manageable to be able to have some global IP for the, you know, a smaller 

companies. We don't have, we don't have a team of lawyers, just like you guys don't have a team of lawyers working on 

this. But we can, we can file in some of the major markets to protect ourselves. Like, in Europe, I don't file everywhere. 

I just know, I'll do like Germany, France, UK, Spain, maybe Italy, if I can block a competitor from certain markets, or 

where my competitors are manufacturing. Or those are the types of things that will do so then they can even make it in 

that country, which is why I file in China. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  31:38   
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All right. I my last question would be Do you have any further comments something we missed, or? 

 

MNE CEO  31:47   

Yeah, 10 million things- it is a big topic. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  31:52   

I know. I know.  

 

9.4.8 Interview: Bank 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  0:00 

Den bliver i hvert fald gemt normalt når jeg gør det, så måske at den bliver gemt i din onedrive og så kan du ja dele med 

mig hvis muligt. Jamen så vil jeg begynde interviewet hvis følges hvis du kan starte med at fortælle hvad din rolle er i 

hjælpe virksomheder med handel af patenter og teknologi og så måske også med fokus på medical device industrien? 

 

Bank (Loan)  0:46 

De 2 i hvert fald kendt forretning som jo netop har lavet nogle investeringer i nogle patenter eller rettigheder generelt det 

behøver jo ikke at være betændt 

Men jeg synes også noget bare siger det her rettigheder som det er, som det også kan være fordi det behøver jo ikke kun 

at være inden for medicinalindustrien  

 

Det er et felt som vi i pengeinstitutter faktisk har svært ved at finde finansiering til vi ser det jo som den fremtidige skal 

vi sige grundstenen i virksomheden og med sådan et patent eller Sådan nogle rettigheder, de kan jo i bund og grund være 

noget meget luftigt noget som jo måske aldrig bliver til noget. Der er jo masser af – hvad skal vi sige - forskning og andet 

som bliver stoppet undervejs eller ikke bliver til det man troede det kunne blive til og derfor falder i processen til og frem 

for eller hvad skal vi sige for man køber det så det bliver til noget man kan man kan gøre til penge og derfor ser vi 

pengeinstitutter nu at det Sådan generelt ser det som noget virksomhederne selv skal kunne finansiere ud at enten via den 

drift de har i dag, som kan man sige, skal sørge for at man har produktudviklingen for fremtiden altså deres fremtidige 

indtægtsgrundlag. Det er sådan lidt det som det skaber ved at få de her patentrettigheder som på sigt skal give dem noget 

indtjening og det burde de selv kunne generere via den drift de har i dag. 

 

Selvfølgelig kan der komme nogle situationer hvor man har behov for ekstra finansiering, det kan være en stor udgift til 

at købe de her rettigheder til at udvikle tingene og det er så dér hvor vi pengeinstitutter, skal vi sige, er meget forsigtige. 

Et er selvfølgelig at vi har virksomheden, med en god drift for andre aktiviteter, så kan vi lægge det til grund for at låne 

dem nogle penge til det her. Ellers er der jo faktisk opfundet noget der hedder for eksempel Vækstfonden. Her ved jeg 

ikke hvor meget du har været inde over det men de er jo netop sat i verden til at hjælpe i den her gråzone kan man sige: 

Et er at skabe vækst altså det står næsten i navnet Vækstfonden, det som de yder. De kan de komme ind og området som 

vi pengeinstitutter har svært ved og Det er de er sat i verden; med offentlige midler i ryggen til at hjælpe med den del. 

Det er en lidt dyrere løsning med vækstfonden, end fx et banklån, fordi banklån er i bund og grund en meget billig 
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finansiering. Men med vækstfonden kan man netop gøre det med at man får lavet den her investering og det her potentialet 

på sigt.  

 

Ja du får det her potentiale på sigt for at vækst sin virksomhed og dem samarbejder vi i vid udstrækning med, og ellers er 

det jo så Sådan det. 

 

Der er kan du sige svært for os pengeinstitutter, er at man selvfølgelig lave nogle budgetter der viser om 15 år så tjener vi 

en masse penge på de her patenter - eller rettigheder eller har fået udviklet det her som vi nu skal - men der er jo lang vej 

der hen til. 

 

Det er jo noget som ingen af os reelt set vi ikke bliver til noget og derfor er det et vigtigt, at Der er noget der kan servicere 

- selvfølgelig den gæld der nu er i perioden – det kan så være den nuværende drift eller, alternativt, kan det være altså 

realitet ser video som om at virksomheden som sagt burde selv kunne skabe penge til at lave de her investeringer, til at 

lave den her produktudvikling, men skulle vi så ud og finansiere det som vi så gør i nogle situationer, så er der det her 

med ”hvad kan vi få fat i” det er her med patenter at man kan lave det der hedder et virksomhedspant. 

 

Det er noget der kom til Dk fra SE som man har haft i mange år. Det virker ved at man giver pant i aktiver, til for eksempel 

pengeinstituttet, og så på baggrund af Det har vi ligesom fat i de her værdien af de her rettigheder.  

 

Det er jo ikke noget det der, kan man sige, med om man kan betale sin gæld tilbage, men Det er en form for sikkerheds-

stillelse som man kan lave for netop at man kan så måske få et lån eller en finansiering til det her. 

 

Noget af det vi kigger på er hvis virksomheden ikke selv, som sagt, kan finansiere det 100% så i hvert fald at de er med i 

en eller anden form - og så skal vi også kigge på hvilket stadie er vi i? 

Det med patentet, er det færdigt udviklet og på plads? Så man skal måske i bund og grund blot i gang med at lave pro-

duktion? Så er det selvfølgelig ked at forholde sig til om det er noget man helt starter fra scratch, og så skal i gang med 

at have et godkendt og godkendt i USA og Europa og alle de der ting og hvor ufatteligt lang tid der kan gå med det (det 

har vi jo set lidt eksempler på)  

 

Men i bund og grund handler det jo selvfølgelig tiltro til de personer der ligger bagved; kan de finde ud det her de arbejder 

med; har de en erfaring indenfor den her branche; ved de hvad der skal til for at det her bliver en succes. Det er mindst 

lige så meget den del af det som der bliver lagt vægt på. Men det er jo mere en general betragtning når vi ser på modparten 

der kommer til os; når der kommer nogen og vil låne penge hos os, så er det jo om man har tiltro til dem, den modpart 

der sidder på den anden side af bordet. Tiltro til om de kan finde ud af det  

 

og ellers er det jo et som sagt et et område [patenter] som vi jo rundt helst ikke vil være med i før at… vi kan ikke basere 

det alene på rettighederne eller på de her skal vi sige immaterielle aktivers værdi fordi det netop er sådan noget… flapsy 

noget – altså ”bliver det til noget eller bliver det ikke til noget” ”har det overhovedet nogen værdi?”, det ved vi jo ikke.  
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En anden ting man selvfølgelig også at man skal sikre sig at der jo selvfølgelig er patenter og rettigheder; altså via advo-

kater og at de forskellige lande man har patenter i, er beskyttet. Vi har set eksempler på at man har udviklet et eller andet 

fantastisk og vupti så er der lige pludselig en i USA og alle andre steder i verden, hvor nogle andre har været inde og taget 

patentet eller rettigheden til det her, og så er det man har lavet måske ikke så meget værd som man troede da man jo glad 

og fro fik det udviklet. 

 

Jeg kan næsten ikke give dig et mere fyldestgørende svar fordi Det er jo meget afhængig af case til case. Det vi godt kan 

lide at høre er: hvem er bag? hvad har de ellers af aktiviteter? Har vi tiltro til dem og hvad de kommer  og siger? har de 

en god track-record? det betyder også rigtig meget som sagt og hele, hvad skal vi sige, planen, set-uppet. Lyder det 

realistisk? altså er der en en tidshorisont som ikke er 15 år ude i fremtiden, men måske 2 3 års udvikling af produktion og 

andet og så derefter begynder det at kunne afgive et afkast der til positiv til virksomheden. 

 

Vi pengeinstitutter er den tålmodige kapital, penge, og vi pengeinstitutter, for os er det primært drift og anlægs finansie-

ring, som vi stiller op med. Hvorimod det her der hedder ”udvikling, R&D” det ser vi som virksomhedens ansvar, altså 

den tålmodig kapital til det burde komme fra ejerkredsen selv, eller nogle af de hvad skal vi sige ”fonde - for eksempel 

vækstfonden der er sat i verden til og hjælpe med at bridge den del”.  

 

Er det sådan du gerne vil have det? Altså man kan jo sige at det er en meget overordnet betragtning, det er jo en meget 

case to case betragtning. Nogle kunder, ingen kunder er helt ens, i nogen sager siger vi ja, og andre nej, fordi vi har det 

her element af personerne bag. Og det er lige præcis derfor man ikke kan tage denne her erhvervsfinansiering og putte i 

en computer og så skal det være nemt. Det er jo ikke måske ikke lige så meget og og skal sige købe et hus hvor du har 

nogle private økonomier der ligger bag det her er jo meget mere kompleks når det erhvervsgrundet, 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  7:49 

Det var faktisk mit næste spørgsmål: Det er hvordan i laver de lidt mere praktiske finansieringsmodeller i bruger: og også 

hvordan arbejde med den her usikkerhed nu har du sagt at der er selvfølgelig noget kvalitativt assessment, men jeg tænker 

også at der er nogle udregninger i sidder og laver og hvad er det for nogle hvordan foregår? 

 

Bank (Loan)  9:16 

 Lad os for eksempel tage, at hvis man nu køber en virksomhed, Det er jo lidt det samme, man kan sige et eller andet ud 

fra en tidshorisont: her skal man have genereret pengene til at betale den gæld tilbage man har skabt ved at lave det her; 

der regner vi normalt med en kort tidshorisont på lad os bare sige 5 til 7 år maks. Her skal man have tilbagebetalt den 

gæld man har opbygget.  

 

Det er lidt det samme når du køber en virksomhed, så køber du en masse goodwill - alt andet lige har sælger fået noget 

goodwill og det betaler du for - når du køber det, for at få den her [patent] og kunne udvikle det [teknologi] her er det 

normalt, at du betaler lidt ekstra til sælger  

og det kommer du så ned i pengeinstituttet og låner og det skal du så betale tilbage… og som sagt så vil sige 5-7 år Så er 

vi oppe i den høje ende - faktisk allerede efter tre år er der også situationer hvor vi siger at det kommer lidt an på hvad 
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det er vi snakker om ..  det man og det er lidt det samme med det her med patenter og rettigheder fordi der er jo hele den 

dér assessment, som du rigtig nok er inde på: Hvad nu hvis der kommer en anden en? 

 

Der er jo altid den risiko, at noget som du har udviklet, der kan komme én med noget bedre i morgen. Så derfor er der jo 

ikke sådan en cash-cow i lad os bare sige 10-20 år ud i fremtiden. Det er jo ikke ligesom et hus det altså aktivet er ikke… 

du er ikke sikker på det består så længe hvis man kan sige det Sådan… så du kan sige Det er jo i bund og grund lidt en 

tilbagediskontering: du har et budget hvor du kommer til at tjene de her penge på det her projekt over de næste x antal år 

hvis vi nu kører det tilbage til en nutidsværdi… og Vi har så lånt x antal millioner kan det så tilbagebetale og forrente af 

den investering. og så forhåbentlig også med lidt fortjeneste. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  12:01 

og hvis vi ser det i relation til immaterielle rettigheder, hvilken værdi vil du så tillægge at lave de her diskonteringsana-

lyser? 

 

Bank (Loan)  12:46 

12.46 I bund og grund ingenting vel fordi som sagt Det er jo igen meget luft, luftigt fordi at, ét er at man skal gøre alt det 

her med at få det produceret, og hvis vi nu tager det vi kan jo tage det vi kender lidt [MMG] til eller har været igennem 

med USA og så videre, ikke.. altså vi kan bare se pandemien der kommer ind fra højre .. vi kan jo bare se alt det med alle 

de her ting som kan betyde noget for at at få afsat sine produkter, som man ellers troede man meget hurtigt kunne få gang 

i… så der kan være så mange ting der kommer på tværs, så derfor er det jo som sagt noget vi helst siger ”ah virksomheder 

det sørger jeg selv for det her” - men skal vi være med på ét på en eller andet måde som sagt, fint, så kigger vi på jeres 

andre aktiviteter, og om kan de tilbagebetale den gæld de opbygger ved at lave det her. 

 og Det er lidt, det altså lidt den filosofi vi faktisk også har nu når vi snakker, ja den virksomhed du er i, hvis man kan 

sige det sådan, at det skulle ske, at man ender op aldrig nogensinde at kunne betale tilbage den gæld der er – så kan den 

jo finansieres ved de andre aktiviteter, de daglige aktiviteter, altså den grundlæggende hardcore business som allerede er 

i virksomheden.  

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  15:07 

Nu berørte du også lidt dine tanker i forhold til hvordan at markedet for patenter i fremtiden ved vil udvikle sig, kan du 

give dine betragtninger? 

 

Bank (Loan)  15:25 

Det er jo altså udbud og efterspørgsel langt hen ad vejen. der er jo også store virksomheder som jo opkøber patenter og 

bare for at lægge dem i skuffen, for at sikre sig at de produkter de har i dag, får lov at fortsætte og har en levetid - og så 

der ikke kommer noget nyt på banen og tager det marked… 

 så så Det er jo utrolig svært inden for…. altså Der er jo så mange forskellige brancher… og Vi har måske bedst set det--

-- altså industrien skal jo også være klar til det inden for eksempel udvikling køretøjer væk fra diesel og benzindrevne 

biler – og om hvor lang tid de er omstillet sig til eldrevne køretøjer for eksempel bilfabrikker og så videre, ikke? Fordi de 

har jo noget der virker … så Det er svært at få dem til at kaste sig ind og på noget andet. Det er jo store investeringer det 
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koster - så men det er marked [markedet for patenter] altså jeg ser ikke at der er et eller anden, hvad skal vi sige mig 

bekendt, noget sted man ligesom har altså en børs eller noget andet hvor man kan sige ”Jeg har det her patent eller Jeg 

har den her ting” og ” er der nogen der kunne have interesse i det ?” altså Det er jo lidt løvens hule hvis man kan sige det 

Sådan at man skal være heldig at finde nogen der synes det her Det er interessant eller andet! ellers er det meget med 

kontakter inden for branchen, og så er det jo ellers meget de her mennesker som har forstand på lige præcis dette her, som 

man henvender sig til. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  17:14 

Nu ved jeg ikke om du har været involveret i sådanne transaktioner, men du har helt sikkert noget viden om feltet, men 

hvis du skulle se det udefra og ind - og du ligesom skulle broke en handel mellem patent-ejer og så patent-køber: hvilke 

faktorer (også med chance for at vi kommer til at gentage os selv i det interview men Det er helt okay) hvilke faktorer vil 

vægte mest i din værdisætning af patentet? 

 

Bank (Loan)  17:49 

Det er selvfølgelig et stadie, hvor er vi henne og vurdere, hvor unikt er det her patent, og så er der jo helt sikkert lavet 

nogle budgetter på baggrund af de rent økonomisk betragtning der bliver lagt for dagen her. 

Man laver budgettet der viser hvad kommer patentet til at generere af indtjening ved den her rettighed eller hvad man nu 

handler med og - når man har den så kan man jo diskontere det tilbage til nu ”hvor stor investering skal jeg lave og er der 

så plads til at hvis det nu ikke helt går som planen tilsiger, hvor stort et udfaldsrum har vi så? hvor meget kan det gå galt 

før at det her ikke er en god investering? og skal det ske, så kan sælger og vi godt lave model hvor Der er en form for 

sælger-finansiering – hvor altså sælger får først sine penge via en earn-out-model når patentet har genereret et vist indtje-

ningsniveau - så først dér er sælger også lidt i samme både med det her og at få teknologien til at virke.  

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  19:01 

kan du forklare lidt om sådan en earn-out model? 

 

Bank (Loan)  19:08 

Ja det er jo for eksempel at sælger får nogle up-front penge her og nu, fordi han kommer med rettighederne og patentet, 

eller hvad det nu er. Derefter så får han nogle penge når produktet er kommet i produktion, og når der bliver solgt x antal 

stykker af det her, så får han måske en betaling per styk af det der så fremadrettet bliver solgt - eller når man visse 

niveauer, så udløser det en vis sum penge. 

 Det kan det også godt være, men altså Det kan laves på forskellige måder. 

Der er lidt… Pandora for eksempel er jo godt eksempel på en sag hvor der er lidt tvist med tidligere ejere omkring det 

her med ”om de rigtige tal er kommet på bordet og så videre”.. i relation to en earn-out model og hvor han mener han har 

en masse penge til gode og det er der sådan noget juridisk .. 

Det er altså og det er jo egentlig meget simpelt… Der er jo ikke noget med rettigheder eller noget som helst her det er jo 

blot salg af nogen varer – og hvad der så bliver genereret af omsætning. Det er oftest den model som der bliver lagt til 

grund… og når man har den her med ”hvis ikke Det er at køber siger fint nok vi køber en forretning” baseret historisk 
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indtjening og hvor man går ind og kigger på nogle regnskabstal, 1,2,3 år tilbage, og laver noget snit og beregner med en 

multiple factor og så har man en handelsværdi for det her man nu køber 

Så det her, det er noget allerede noget man har – men det vi taler om, er jo også hvor der ikke altid er historisk data at 

holde op i mod. Det er nemmere hvis man har et patent som allerede har vist sin bæredygtighed ved at generere noget. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  21:07 

Så de her earn-out- modeller, de er også en form for kreative aftaler som kan i hjælpe med den usikkerhed der er for et 

givent patent ? 

 

Bank (Loan)  21:20 

Langt hen af vejen kunne man netop sige, at når det er et patent, så den dér betaling ”nu og her” er meget lav - altså up 

front betalingen - når patentet så bliver overdraget, så får du til gengæld når du når du når et vist niveau, en pæn betaling. 

Og det har begge parter interesse – så skal patentet jo have vist sin styrke eller at man har set at det fungerer… ja, at det 

kan blive til noget. 

 

Og så løber sådan nogle kontrakter jo , Jeg vil sige, alt evighed altså… Jeg tror, var der en dansker der opfandt den der 

plasticpose til isterninger. den solgte hen via earn-out model. Den vi propper i fryseren alle sammen… han får en eller 2 

eller 10 ører eller hvor meget det nu er per styk… der bliver solgt og det er han blev rigtig rigtig glad for… det er rigtig 

store summer. 

der kan være man kan sige, vi har jo set det lidt inden for filmbranchen for eksempel nu er det nok før din tid, men de 

første den allerførste star wars film for eksempel – her ved jeg at nogle af skuespillerne sagde ”fint nok, vi får ikke så 

meget i løn nu her, men vi skal bare have en procent af den fremtidige indtjening eller hvad det var” og det blev de jo 

multi millionærer på baggrund af det… så så Det kan være sådan nogle aftaler der bliver indgået, også, for at få enderne 

til at nå sammen. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  23:14 

Sidste spørgsmål, det er relateret til, hvordan det rent praktisk foregår og lave en finansieringsaftale med en, lad os nu 

bare sige en medical device virksomhed, sådan rent praktisk? 

 

Bank (Loan)  23:35 

 jamen rent praktisk nu kan vi jo fra virkelighedens verden tage et eksempel. Vi får min anmodning fra en kunde, om de 

kan låne nogle penge til at et og købe og udvikle det her patent. 

og der er så en periode, på lad os bare sige 3 år, jeg kan ikke engang huske hvad Det var oprindeligt var, men lad os sige 

det tog 3 år - til at få det her på plads og godkendt og sat i produktion. Det skal de bruge x antal særlig millioner kroner 

på, altså de penge i den her specielle situation. 

Der  som sagt går vi meget ind og kigger på: Ét, erfaring på ledelsen, og så videre ”kan de finde ud af det her? Er de 

indenfor den branche her? Ja det er de som oftest…for ellers er det jo sjældent man bevæger sig ud her.. har de før gjort 

noget tilsvarende? og kan vi få dem til at lægge vægten på altså kommer de selv med noget i den forbindelse ud af de her 
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investeringer der skal laves? Altså det er jo ikke 100 procents finansiering, men kommer virksomheden måske med 50% 

eller hvad de kommer med, så er det vigtigste nærmest vil jeg sige, kan de generere indtjening andetsteds i biksen? 

Kan de afvikle den her lånebyrde hvis det nu viser sig at det her ikke kommer til at gå? og så til sidst kan man sige så for 

os pengeinstitutter, eller så for låntagere måske sekundært, får vi sikkerhed for vores udlån hvis det går helt galt?  

Som nævnt tidligere, her er muligheden kommet med det der hedder virksomhedspant - vi kan etablere et sådant som 

omfatter virksomhedens aktiver herunder de her rettigheder og betingelser og hvad der ellers hører under og det er så en 

ganske almindelig låne udmålingen hvor man så ligger ind  en eller anden afviklingsplan hvis vi nu tager Jeg tror vi 

oprindelig sagde en 5 årig periode for det lån blev etableret, til det skulle være afviklet over… og der kan du så sige de 

første par år gik med meget lave renter… sådan så gælden ikke stiger. indtil man får udviklet indtil man får gang i pro-

duktionen og får du begyndt at få det solgt produktet, så man får indtjening fra tingene.. derefter så kommer de store 

afdrag når man så skal betale gæld tilbage… 

 

Der er det som sagt Jeg nævner med for eksempel vækstfonden, som lidt kan være det her bindeled imellem pengeinstitut 

som ikke helt kan få den finansiering, men hvor de så kan komme ind som eventuel medejer, eller komme ind noget 

ansvarlig lånekapital som gør at virksomheden får noget tålmodig kapital ind i virksomheden hvis ikke ejerkreds selv kan 

fremskaffe nok til det. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  27:18 

Kan du definere ansvarlig lånekapital / tålmodig kapital? 

 

Bank (Loan)  27:21 

Et er jo selvfølgelig man kan få en yderligere investor ind, som altså køber en andel af virksomheden og så kommer man 

med nogle penge og skyder ind i virksomheden. Ellers kunne man som sagt få et ansvarligt lån - Det er her at vækstfonden, 

som Jeg synes du skulle gå ind og læse på deres hjemmeside derinde – om hvad de kan. der står rigtig meget omkring 

hvad de kan finansiere også her i COVID19-perioden 

Det har virkelig været, skal vi sige, statens forlængede arm med alle mulige mærkelige ordninger som virksomhederne 

her har kunnet gøre brug af og stadigvæk gør brug af. 

Det var et lille sidespring …. men men som sagt, ansvarlige lån - Det er simpelthen at man giver en virksomhed lån, med 

en løbetid med mere end 3 års løbetid, hvor man muligvis får udbetalt renter årligt - alternativ at det bliver opskrevet med 

renter man siger Vi skal have et eller andet rente på det her lån og den er oftest en god sats fordi man jo ligesom løber en 

risiko, 

 man har så retten til at oftest at konvertere det her ansvarlige lån til kapital i virksomheden 

 efter en eller anden given periode - Sådan at forstå - at man så bliver medejer af virksomheden 

 Det kan også godt være at lånet er et lån som forrentes med x antal procent men forfalder til betaling om 5 år for eksem-

pel… eller skal afvikles fra 5 til år 10 eller noget.. den vej rundt virksomheden ansvarligt lån ind. 

 

Tålmodig kapital er som sagt, at man siger ja til at virksomheden generere indtjening før de skal betale lånet tilbage og 

Det er gode for os pengeinstitutter er altså et ansvarligt lån oftest tillægges egenkapitalen og dermed øger solidariteten i 
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virksomhed… det betyder så at virksomheden er mere økonomisk stærk - Det er noget vi kigger meget på - desto stærkere 

virksomheden til at kunne modstå modstand, hvis tingene ikke helt går som man prædiker og forventer… 

 

Det der sker er, at når du køber et patent, så bliver det jo et aktiveret i din balance som immaterielle anlægsaktiver som 

vi lige har snakket om  

nu her…Det er svært at få finansiering til det at du øger så din balancesum- din egenkapital har du ikke pillet ved da du 

gjorde det, hvis du har for eksempel har lånt det hos et pengeinstitut, så din soliditet altså det du har til at stå imod men 

den falder fordi du øger din balancen, men din egenkapital er uændret… der kunne ansvarlig lånekapital som sagt være 

med til at øge egenkapitalen og soliditetsgraden. Så det har lidt med tallene at gøre. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  31:05 

Laver i tit medfinansieringer med vækstfonden og andre fonde? 

 

Bank (Loan)  31:10 

De er tit med på sidelinjen ja. Altså vi gør det sammen med dem – vækstfonden vil meget have pengeinstitutter med så 

vi sammen løfter den her opgave  

det gør jo også at de ved at Vi er med på den her rejse sammen med kunden og så er der også stor sandsynlighed for at de 

får deres investering hjem igen – så vores interesser er jo sammenfaldende hele vejen rundt - vi vil jo alle sammen kun at 

virksomheden kommer godt igennem det  

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  31:48 

Sidste spørgsmål: Er der noget her på falderebet som vi skal drøfte? Noget vi mangler at berører? 

 

Bank (Loan)  31:56 

Jamen altså det Jeg vil sige det Sådan - at nu har jeg været i flere pengeinstitutter-  og og og og i alle sammen er det jo 

som sådan svært noget svært noget at få finansieret generelt fordi Det [patenter] er jo som sagt noget luftigt noget  

Men er det en sund og og god virksomhed som står bag så finder man også løsning på det så Det er vel lidt.. altså Det er 

lige præcis her hvor man kan sige det personlige, altså ikke personligt, men det her med at Der er en dialog med virksom-

heden, tæt dialog omkring hvad Det er som de arbejder med er vigtigt. Fordi Det er jo noget luftigt noget det her med 

rettigheder og patenter. og Sådan nogle ting og Det er derfor vi, og langt de fleste virksomheder, klarer som sagt denne 

her del af deres forretningsudvikling selv - og Det er den fremtidige indtjening på lang sigt… 

 

After the recording was stopped: 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen 

Jeg synes at det er interessant at I er så dybt nede i virksomhedernes strategi, teamet bagved, de her kvalitative assessments 

som også vejer en del. 

 

Bank (Loan)   

Exactly, vi er nødt til at tage dem vi har med at gøre I betragtning.  
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Præcis fordi at alle kan jo lave et regneark hvor det bare vokser ind i himlen… altså man bliver jo nødt til at sætte sig ned 

at forholde sig til tingene … og Det er lige præcis det der er det svære i vores verden kan du sige.. 

fordi et er man får de her tal og det viser Sådan her – men så, er der også hele organisationen kan de kan løfte den opgave? 

og og realisere de her ting? er det sandsynligt har de de underliggende aftaler? har de distributionsaftaler? har de produk-

tion til at kunne lave det her alt? Det dér er jo ja det vil jeg sige, nødvendigt, for at de kan komme igennem og nå deres 

budgetter. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen 

Det er meget spændende. Som du selv sagde så laver i løvens hule. I er virkelig bredt i jeres analyser. 

 

Bank (Loan)   

Det er vi nødt til at være. Der er jo nogle krav.  Vi skal kende Vores kunder,  også fra Finanstilsynet. De her NSG forhold 

er jo blevet det helt nye sorte, at man er helt nede i materien omkring påvirkning på miljøet og og Sådan nogle ting som 

ja Jeg vil jeg sige for få år siden var noget som ja ja vi hørte lidt om det og så var alle er glade  

 

Men der er store krav inden for det her område og derfor er vi nødt til at være det og det gør jo også at vi vil have det 

indblik at vi kan agere når nu virksomheder kommer og siger til os ”der kom sgu lige en Corona på tværs her”  

så i bund og grund så så tror jeg egentlig at Det er en fordel for alle, at man har det her tætte og nære forhold, og indblik,  

ja Jeg vil sige for bare sige 10-15 år siden der var man som virksomhed måske mere tilbageholdende med at give penge-

institutter indblik i sin forretning fordi at man var for nervøs for at oplyse for meget…  

At der kom noget ud og de snakkede sammen med et eller andet. Det er helt vendt rundt det her nu - altså nu er vi jo en 

medspiller på en helt anden måde! 

Ofte er vi helt med i strategi, vi holder tit møder med bestyrelsen og ikke kun med ledelsen i virksomheden også besty-

relsen, det ligesom at være helt inde hvor beslutningerne skabes ja og den vej rundt er det et samspil fordi vi hjælper jo  - 

så meget vi kan på hele finansieringssiden netop for tænk hvis nu at MMG skulle investere i et eller andet stort ny spæn-

dende patentrettigheder, hvordan kan vi gøre det  

 

9.4.9 Interview: Broker A 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  0:02   

is recording [name of Broker A]? 

 

Broker A  0:04   

I don't I don't even know where to look to. Oh, hold on now. Yes. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  0:11   

Great. Great. Awesome, then let's start. So first question for you. Could you describe the trading of patented knowledge 

in the medical device industry and your experience with this? 
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Broker A  0:29   

Well, I think I'll attribute the discussion and focus on [name of broker firm] medical as a whole, because I think [name of 

broker firm] medical, because our business is divided into two parts. One is our incubator projects, in which we will work 

with a physician inventor or an engineering inventor, to take projects from very early stage, where in most cases, there is 

not intellectual property that is even been filed. There just concepts, basically scribbled on the back of a napkin, if you 

will. And in those instances, we really have to start from the very beginning and evaluate whether or not First of all, is 

the concept even patentable? And if it is patentable, what type of obstacles are we going to be faced with throughout the 

patent process? And then, as we discussed earlier, how do you value that patent? The second tier is when we are the 

brokerage side of our business. And very often, there is already either a patent application that's been filed, or the patent 

has already been issued, whether it be in the United States or abroad. So we have to kind of look at those two entities a 

little bit separately, the incubator versus brokerage. Now on the incubator side, because the projects that we take on, it 

can be anywhere between a three to a seven year process, before from the time that we sign an agreement with the inventor 

to the time that that product makes it to market. So it is a significant period of time for us to basically take all of our sweat 

equity, because we by and large, don't make a penny at [name of broker firm] medical until this product hits market. So 

if you're going to invest, let's say seven years of your life into a project, you want to be very, very confident that your 

intellectual property is going to hold up. And you're going to have value in that intellectual property. I'll give you some 

examples of projects that we've worked on, you indicated that lots of times they're the it's the physician that comes up 

with the concept or the idea. In the case of en-snare, it was actually an engineer, that was the primary person on the 

intellectual property. And then throughout that process of development, [name of Broker B] actually is also named on the 

patent for the end snare because when you start out without having any intellectual property, you have to name on the 

patent, as you may know, anybody that's involved in contributing different important and market markedly important 

aspects of that patent. So as an example, it I My name is on numerous patents, even though I was not the initiator of the 

concept, I didn't come up with x product, but through the metamorphosis stage of developing a product, you might have 

a concept that looks like x, but by the time you finish development, it looks like y. And all of those people that contribute 

to that patent along the way, they must be by law named on the patent. Were you aware of that? Nope. It's pretty key 

because you could you could have, we could have a physician inventor come to us. And 

 

as an example, we have a it's a coronary guide wire, torque device, and it's used to steer the guide wire through the 

vasculature of the body. We were approached by a doctor, and it was literally a scribble on the napkin. So his name, first 

and foremost is the inventor. Well, he didn't know what to do beyond that. So what we needed to do is first of all, we 

went to our physician advisors, we we've had six physician advisors that own part of [name of broker firm] medical small 

equity share, and we discussed with them from a clinical standpoint, does this product have legs? Is it something that you 

would use first and foremost, and there's Is there a clinical advantage to this particular product. And we typically would 

like to get 100% thumbs up in order to invest the time and the effort. And in this particular case, we did get 100% thumbs 

up, then what we do is we go immediately to our intellectual property attorneys. Now we're very fortunate that we've we 

have two attorneys that we've been working with since day one of [name of broker firm] medical, they are both former 

examiner's that worked at the FDA. And they know they know this stuff inside and out. So we will then go to them. And 

they will evaluate the entire spectrum on a global basis. Is there anything out there that is similar in? If so, how similar? 

Are we able to get intellectual property that would hold up in the court of law, something that we would not be faced with 
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any types of lawsuits. And these guys are very straightforward. More often than not, we'll go to them and they'll say, you 

know what, it's too high risk. It's not worth it, because they'll send us a slew of patents. And we'll evaluate the patents 

along side with them. And they'll say, look, these guys are claiming this, this this, and it's too similar to your product. 

Yes, maybe you've got a few nuances that are different. But I don't think that even if you get a few claims that are 

patentable, it's not enough to give you differentiation in the marketplace. In other words, you won't be able to practice 

that product in the marketplace, because your claims are not different enough to what's out there. Does that make sense? 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  7:17   

Yes. 

 

Broker A  7:18   

Now, having said that, what if they come back to us and they say, we have a 75% shot at getting claims that are very 

different, and claims that you you'll be able to be successfully launching this product into the marketplace? Then we will 

say All right, thank you for that information. Now we want to go and do a valuation model. And valuation models, we 

took a template. From Bard, we're both [name of Broker B] and I worked at bar for about eight years in sales capacities, 

marketing capacities. And myself I was in business development capacities I, I was charged with looking for acquisitions, 

company acquisitions, I'm talking about $300 million acquisitions that the company would engage in. And you can't take 

that lightly, you have to do an analysis of the of the patents that you're about to acquire, you've got to do analysis of the 

valuation. You want to look dig in deep when you're going to get your company to invest $300 million into a product 

line, you don't want to make a mistake. So [name of broker B], and I took that business model that we learned in our time 

at Bard and we, we borrowed it, and we use the skeleton for doing our own financial models. And it starts off and I don't 

know how deep you want me to dig into this. But the financial model is paramount when you decide on whether or not 

to go forward with a patent on a product. Because if you're going to go forward and invest that 10s and 10s of 1000s of 

dollars for a patent Not to mention the three to five years to get a patent. You want to make sure you're going to make 

money on it. So, you want to make sure the market valuation is way more than say $10 million, you want to have a market 

I mean how to small we like to participate in 50 to $150 million market opportunities, something that we can make money 

on. So we plug in all our information from what is the market size globally, what type of market the advantages of our 

patent, what kind of market penetration can we get with this product? What kind of average selling price can we have 

with this product? What would be the cost to manufacture the product? Then we figure out what would be the net profit 

for us And then and then you, you kind of have to subtract all of the incidentals, you know marketing costs, sales costs 

and all that. And then you build out a model, if you're doing a patent patents around 18 years, the lifetime of a patent, we 

typically will not run the model for full 18 years, we'll run it for 10 years. Because once you past 10 years, who knows 

what kind of competitive product is going to come out and make you obsolete? So it's kind of a good middle ground to 

pick 10 years. So you do your valuation, you say, oh, okay, good and 10 years, we should be able to make and I'm just 

picking numbers $50 million in a 10 year period, which means if we licensed this product out to a company, the company 

should be able to make $50 million in a 10 year period. Because just to be clear, [name of broker firm] medical, we never 

ever, go take our product and sell it directly to the market, we always license or sell our product out to another entity, like 

MMG medical, as an example, somebody that has a direct marketing group, a direct sales force group. But nevertheless, 

when we're looking at a patent, we have to do the valuation be tending where a company like MMG, we put our, our 
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MMG hat on or our Bard hat on. And we say, Alright, if I'm MMG, , or I'm Bard, this is how much money I can make in 

10 years. And this is why it makes sense to move forward with licensing or acquiring this technology. So in the incubator 

project, if the patent is the most important part, it's more important than the engineering, because more often than not, let 

me step back. When we get an idea of a product. We do also need to talk to an engineer and say, Is this even possible? 

Are we or is the doctor trying to put a square peg in a round hole? You know, it has to be physically there needs to be the 

existing materials that can make up make this product come to fruition, because sometimes we get approached by a doctor 

with a really, really cool idea. And we say, you know what, this defies all the laws of physics, there's no possible way you 

can make this. It's a great idea. If I was a genie, and I could make it, then great. That doesn't happen very often. But it has 

happened. So even though you could maybe get a patent, doesn't matter if you can get a patent, and there's no way to 

make it. It's not worth it. So you have to look at can you get the patent? Can you make the product? If you can make it, 

can you sell it? And if you can sell it is the market big enough for the investment, those things all together, we'll make 

the decision on whether or not we go forward and patent a product. 

 

So that's our incubator side of our business. So the brokerage side of our business, we were approached three years ago 

by a British doctor, really smart guy. And he came up with this. It's called a fixation device. And we thought it was a 

really clever, cool idea. And he had a patent application. And we took that patent application. And we gave it to our IP 

attorneys, and they and we said, Look, we want to sign up with this guy, as a brokerage client, he'll be a brokerage client, 

but he doesn't have his IP issued yet. He only has an application in and we're looking at the claims that he has. And we're 

thinking to ourselves, wow, it would be really nice if he did get those claims. But our patent attorneys came back and 

said, Guys, I think it's a 5050 shot. And if we're gonna invest, usually when we do a brokerage deal, it's anywhere between 

one month to 12 year 24 months, that we have to try to find an acquiring or licensing partner. And if it's a 5050 shot, that 

means if we're showing this product to a bard, or to a Johnson and Johnson, more likely than not, they're going to say our 

attorneys think that you've only got a 5050 shot of getting IP coverage on So come back to us whenever you get your IP 

issued, because it's too early, we don't want to look at that. And early on and [name of broker firm] medicals days, we 

were signing on with brokerage clients that did not have the IP issued. And we ran against that brick wall 90% of the time 

where they're saying, great idea. But until you have IP, you've got nothing, you've got nothing of value to me. Because 

any Tom, Dick and Harry, if I go ahead, and I manufacture this, and I launch it, any competitor, I have can just copy it. 

Maybe you'll get coverage down the road, maybe you won't. But in the meantime, my competitor will copy it, and we'll 

be struggling to get market share. So big companies are saying ATS beautiful come back to us later when you've got 

issued IP. So early on, we then said, [name of broker firm] medical, no longer will we take a big, big risk and sign on a 

client without them getting IP. So we started talking going back to the story about this fixation device. We started speaking 

with this doctor three years ago. And just within the last few months, he got IP issued, we show the IP to our attorneys, 

the attorneys said, that's great. You've gotten some nice coverage, we signed the brokerage deal. And we just started trying 

to sell it. In fact, we're talking to MMG about it right now. So there's an instance again, where maybe IP didn't matter to 

[name of broker firm] too much for a brokerage client initially. But when we found out we could never be successful in 

finding a partner, then it became extremely important. So now IP is absolutely imperative for the incubator side of our 

business, and absolutely imperative for our brokerage side of our business. So IP is just the king for us. 

 

Broker A  17:16   
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I know I ran I ran my mouth a lot on that. But did it answer some of your broad questions? 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  17:22   

Definitely, definitely an as we discussed before I pressed record, whatever you decide to take the conversation it's per-

fectly fine. I will have some, obviously, some follow up questions based on the statements you just provided. So can you 

please describe how you assess the risk of a patent being valuated, like the practice of valuating the risk of a patent ? 

 

Broker A  17:59   

yeah. And that's because [name of Broker B] and I are not attorneys. We really rely on our two guys that are the x 

reviewers a ton. When they come to us sometimes and they say it's a 5050 shot, we have on occasion, [name of Broker 

B] and I gone back once again, evaluated the market, evaluated with our physician advisors, advisors for a second time, 

and we have taken the chance and said, You know what, we're gonna go ahead and do it anyhow, even though it was a 

5050 shot, and I'll give you an exact example. We had a spinal stabilization device that was done percutaneously through 

the back through tiny little holes, and it was placed through a catheter-based system. And our IP attorney said, you guys, 

I don't know, man, this is a tough one. And about two and a half years into it. We got a rejection from the US Patent 

Office. And we'd already been working on developing it for two and a half years. And once a when we got that rejection 

notice we were really ticked off and depressed and because we've invested so much time and effort into this. What almost 

everybody gets an initial rejection with a patent. I don't know if you know this. It's almost at least in the United States. 

It's almost like they look at it and they say, Alright, we're rejecting it because it seems close to this. So, they reject it. 

Then it's up to the patent attorneys and the inventors to come back because the inventors in the patent attorneys, they 

work hand in hand very, very closely and diligently writing the patent, and the patent attorneys, they're not the inventors, 

they don't know what to say. So they rely on me to provide my input. [name of Broker B], the engineer, and the inventor. 

So we have these big conference calls with the with the IP attorneys. And we say, all right, we got this rejection. Why did 

it get rejected? What is this other product that they're pointed to this other patent that they're pointing to? What do they 

have? That is conflicting with what we have. And more often than not, were able to explain to our patent attorney why 

ours is different. So then we go back, change the language in our application, send it back to the IP attorneys, wait another 

three to six months, then they'll come back and they'll have another rejection. And they'll say, Alright, this was the prob-

lem, you guys. Maybe you're fine on this one now. But I found this other new one in the archives. And you've got problems 

with this one. We go back again, we dig deep analyze the exactly like we did the first time. Tell our attorneys what the 

differences are, they write it up in a legal ease manner. And they send it off well, with our spinal stabilization device. We 

had around three rejections. And our final shot, we got it issued. So but it took, if memory serves, it took five years to get 

the patent. So that's quite long. It's a long time, man. Yeah. So when you talk about how do we go through the evaluation 

stage of it's a it's a long dig deep process, that it's not just a switch, you flip and say, yeah, this is good. You got to dig 

deep into all of the patents that are out there. There's something similar. 

 

And it's serious stuff, because you don't want to waste five years of everybody's time only to get rejected. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  22:31   

Exactly. Exactly. 
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Broker A  22:35   

We're working on a project right now. Did did [name of SME CEO] tell you about the snare project? 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  22:40   

Yes. 

 

Broker A  22:42   

Here's it. Here's a, this is an out of the box. Well, we've never done this before. We're approached by our friend Adrian 

that did [name of broker firm] medicals, original snare. And he and [name of inventor B], who you may have met? Yes, 

are the CO developers have this new and improved. It's really kick a snare technology. They're the developers. Now, 

they've already written a 6000 foot patent application, but they've not submitted it. Because they believe that throughout 

the feasibility of proving out the feasibility of this technology, while they're doing the engineering, that they're going to 

come up with about six or seven other different claims that they'll be able to add to this skeleton patent, and be able to 

improve on this patent and make it a lot more defendable within the marketplace. Well, [name of SME CEO] company 

MMG, recognize that this is a very different product, and they want to work with us. So there's going to be Adrian's name 

on the patent. [name of inventor B] name on the patent. And very likely, there's going to be somebody at MMG, their 

name might be on the patent because throughout this feasibility process, MMG might be adding saying, You know what, 

I like this. But if you could just make tweak X, Y or Z, then we'll have a better patent. And, and maybe I'll give the back. 

So this is going to be an evolving process of this patent application over the next coming three months. 

 

Now, is MMG taking risk on this? Yes, but it's a calculated risk, because there is a finite amount have money that MMG 

is willing to invest, to get to the stage where we feel like we've got a phenomenal patent application. 

 

By the way, I don't we wouldn't get a bard or Medtronic or any of these other multi billion dollar companies taking the 

risk, like MMG is on this because it's, it's not worth it to them. Whereas for MMG, it is worth it because it could be worth 

substantial dollars. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  25:51   

Can you go into detail why the larger corporations would not take this kind of risk? What are their rationales? 

 

Broker A  25:57   

It goes back to what I was saying earlier, when we were when we were taking on brokerage clients. And the IP was an 

issued, they're saying I love the product, it's great, but we're not looking at it until the IPS issued because we don't want 

our Johnson and Johnson competing with us. And when you're when you're a $5 billion company, you you can, you don't 

have to pick products that don't have IP, because let's just say let's just use round numbers, if we were selling a company 

for as a brokerage, and the valuation was $50 million, it means nothing to Boston Scientific to pay $50 million for them, 

but it's not worth it. They would they'll wait gladly wait until the IP is issued and spend $300 million for that same product, 

knowing that they now have the value of the patent. Because they want to put down marker chips just like anybody else. 
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And for them $50 million. It's not it's not worth the risk $300 million when they got out when they already have IP, gladly 

do it. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  27:23   

Perfect. Perfect. I will ask a question. Before you actually valuate ideas and patents? How do you attract these ideas and 

patents? And From whom? specifically? And I'm interested in the, in the practice, you and [name of Broker B] apply? 

 

Broker A  27:54   

Yeah, that that's really interesting. 99.999% of all of our business ideas come from word of mouth, if you can believe it 

or not word of mouth, their early on in 2000 to two, maybe, maybe for three years we did it, we would put this little 

quarter page advertisement in medical device journals. And it's possible over those three years that we got some traction, 

of getting people contacting us. But the lion's share is word of mouth as an example. We have friends, is what you got to 

understand what when we've been doing this for so long. The people that when we worked at Bard with or early on in 

2000 2001, when we would approach cook, boss and scientific all of the big Johnson and Johnson the people that we 

knew were product managers that were that we just became friendly with. Well, these product managers have gum up 

come up through the ranks, and now their presidents, their vice presidents of business development, their vice presidents 

of sales and marketing. And most people don't leave this small medical device area that MMG participates in and that 

[name of broker firm] participates in. We go to these we go to these trade shows like Thursday, or si ER and it's like going 

to high school Hey, bye. Hey, like see all green see how's your family and everything? We're friends with a lot of these 

guys and we built up friendships and it's so much fun. Because a boatload of people that we used to work with at Bard, 

they're now working at Boston or Johnson and Johnson When they get an idea from a doctor, they'll pick up the phone 

and call us and say, hey, I've got this doctor in New Jersey, he's got this great idea. I looked at it, we're not going to do it, 

because it doesn't make sense for us. But can you call them that is a big chunk of how we get our business, from companies 

giving us ideas. But then we get the Google search, doctors just going on medical device, brokerage or medical device 

incubator, and they'll come to us on our [name of broker firm] medical page. The problem with that is you can get every 

whack job doctor in the whole world. And when we get guys from China, India, Singapore, people that a lot of they don't 

speak English. It's not. I mean, you speak English phenomenally and we can't communicate. But we get a lot of ideas 

coming to us that way. But they're not usually well vetted, like the ones that we get from companies that they're in this 

space, and they know if something is garbage or not. And they'll say, look, I think this has legs. So you should look at 

this. And then, and then we've got a huge list of I don't know where we are now, maybe 1800, contacts, doctors and 

industry members that we have on Constant Contact we've got on LinkedIn. And did [name of Broker B] go through the 

whole LinkedIn stuff with you? Nope. Oh, well, we use LinkedIn ferociously. And as an example, we just got this bro-

kerage client for the fixation device. Well, we did a blast to several 1000 people on LinkedIn. And we also did it on 

Constant Contact, Constant Contact is a it's like taking your Rolodex, I don't even know what a Rolodex is, it's back in 

the day, and throwing it all into this big network. And you do you do blast emails that are the same email that goes to 

everybody on your list. And we've got somewhere between two and 3000 names on that list. So we, whenever we have a 

new idea, or we're looking for new ideas, we do a blast out on that. And we get really good ideas coming in through 

LinkedIn and constant contact. 
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In throughout the year through not only did we put names in throughout the [name of broker firm], medical years, when 

we worked at Bard, we've put in every name into a list that we could remember any doctor relationship we ever had. And 

that is now all digitally into our contact list. So these doctors, they'll say, Oh, yeah, I just got this notification from [name 

of broker firm] medical about this brokerage deal they have, I've got this idea. I'm going to contact them. That happens a 

lot when we do a LinkedIn blast. Next thing you know, we'll see a whole bunch of ideas coming within the next couple 

of weeks. Great. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  33:22   

Yes. So let's say that you have attracted the idea of the patent and you have evaluated it. And then you need to strike a 

commercial agreement. Can you elaborate on how [name of broker firm] medical, from a practice perspective strike 

commercial agreements with the same industry partners? 

 

Broker A  33:53   

Yeah. Hands down, it is almost 100% easier when we're trying to license or sell a technology that has existing revenue. 

So often, even the smaller companies now and when I say smaller companies, I'm saying like $150 million companies, 

maybe 150 to $300 million in revenue, they will more often than not come to us and they say, you know what, and this is 

just in the last 10 years. I we really like this concept, but our engineers are working internally on our own projects. We'd 

sooner you come back to us when you've got a product that is has $5 million dollars in sales are $10 million in sales, and 

then we'll pill will pay you four times multiple or a five times multiple. And we'll be happy because we can take automat-

ically take and put them into our sales organization that is the most preferred. And by far the easiest way that we can be 

successful in selling a product. Having said that, we're in the process right now of negotiating a brokerage deal with a 

client that has been selling product for about a year online. And they've got a few $100,000 in sales, not nothing great. 

But at least that little, those little bit of sales are proving that this product has the ability to do well in the right hands of 

the proper strategic partner. So when we have even just a little bit of sales, we can be successful. We had a product three 

years ago, that had a small amount of sales, just these two guys that were inventors, their engineer guys, we signed the 

brokerage agreement. And within two weeks, we had an offer, and within four weeks, we sold it. Those guys made a 

seven figure deal at signing. And they're still to this day making a royalty. Now, they didn't have a lot of sales, but they 

still showed that they had a little bit of sales. And then finally, they're the clients that have no sales, and I'm not gonna lie 

to you it takes you really need to know your valuation model really well, you have to be like we were talking about earlier, 

you need to have a handle on what is your market size? Who are the competitors, how much market share to the compet-

itors have? What are the features and benefits associated with this product line, that you'll be able to get penetration of X 

percent into the marketplace, and then we need to take that valuation model and, and discuss show it physically show it 

to acquiring or licensing companies and say, This is why we think you should invest in this. This is why you should 

license or acquire it. And we'll go back and forth with it. And they'll say, Well, I agree with you on this, but I don't agree 

with you on that. And then you pare down until you're fully agreement. And then they'll say either they'll either say, yeah, 

that financially makes sense, or No, it doesn't. But when we don't have existing sales, the people we work with. And as 

an incubator, we have to basically have the mindset that nobody is going to cut a check for $10 million, right off the bat, 

they're going to say, here's a little bit of milestone money, just to get a starting, and then you'll have a good back loaded, 

back loaded royalty. So something that is a higher royalty than normal on the back end. So the risk is very much minimized 
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for the licensing company or the acquiring company. And oftentimes, when we're brokering a product, companies don't 

like that. They're saying, No, I want all my money at the signing of the agreement. And then we'll say, you know what, 

we're not taking on your project, because you're being unreasonable. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  38:30   

If you had to look from the outside, what would you say would be the practice there would lower the risk for these 

companies the most? What is it that you can do to lower the risk or uncertainty for these medical device companies? 

 

Broker A  38:51   

We have our six physician advisors that are some of the six most well-known individuals in the entire world. [name of 

SME CEO] knows them. These guys are big, big leaders in the in the industry. And if they give him a testimonial that 

this is a really good project product and you should look at it, then that helps a lot. We also know a ton of other doctors 

that if it's in an area of we just licensed a tips product last year. And we went around and we accumulated a list of around 

20 some odd doctors that vouched for it and we would give those names we'd say here calls doctor so and so to call this 

guy this guy, this guy, this guy talked to him yourself, have your sales reps, go and talk to him. Tell me that while I'm 

wrong, that this is not the best product that's going to be out there. And we have the benefit of being in the industry is so 

freakin long that we've been able to build these relationships I have to tell you the lion's share of of small companies Inc. 

That we broker for. They don't. They're, they don't know anybody. They don't have any contacts that MMG or Boston 

Scientific or any company that we get we hear this all the time. We tried for around a year calling all these companies 

and nobody will take our call. Well, no shit, we know that no one's gonna take your call because they don't know you. 

They just hear this name. And they say I don't know them and they hang up or they don't call they don't answer your 

email. But when we've known these guys, for 1520 years, they'll say, All right, I'll take the call that minimizes the risk, 

when they know you, and they know that you've got a track record. 

 

Now, if, if we were known in the industry of having all crap products going out, then that would be problem. Luckily, it 

goes right back to I was saying before, be extremely careful to pick and choose properly, which products you you devote 

your time and effort to. We only we only take on maybe 2% of the projects we see maybe 1%. One and 100 maybe less. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  41:51   

It's probably also What is it? One 1% of all ideas that can be like really commercialized. So that's the 1% you choose? 

 

Broker A  41:59   

That's what we tried to Yeah. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  42:07   

I don't know if there is any more to put into the practice of valuation, it may be that you will just be repeating yourself, 

but I'll just give one last shot. If you could take me through the valuation process, again, of technology. And also, because 

what I hear now is also that there are qualitative assessments in the form of advisory boards, and the more quantitative 
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assessments: can you elaborate on which type of assessments are good to provide the potential of the technology? which 

assessments value the most for these? 

 

Broker A  43:10   

Okay, so there are three, three parts. And the first part is all clinical, from a medical standpoint, is this going to make it 

easier for the physician to do a procedure? Or is this going to reduce pain for a patient? Or is it going to reduce the instead 

of the patient being in the hospital for three weeks? Or in an outpatient procedure? You know, in and out within a day? 

All the clinical components? That's one part. The second part is, can you make it? So then that's all the engineering stuff? 

What material would be used? Are? Are those materials available? What kind of processes would it be? Can you make 

this in a cost-effective manner? Or is this thing gonna cost $1,000 to make and you can only sell it for $5? You know, all 

of that. That's so that's the engineering component. And then the third component is the financial model. Whereas again, 

what's the market size is the market size even big enough? We get approached by a ton of doctors that have pediatric 

products, ideas. The pediatric marketplace is so tiny, and this is where I'm embarrassed. This is the only embarrassing 

thing I feel when I'm in this industry. We could get the best pediatric product out there for whatever, let's say a neuro 

application because we were approached by one recently. We're not going to get companies to sign up to it. You know 

what they're not. Most companies. They care about their bottom line. They're not in the business to help kids. As much 

as I hate to say it, if they could help the kids 99% of the companies will say, yeah, that's very nice. I'm not going to do 

that. Because it's not going to help my shareholders, it's not going to help my bottom line. So maybe somebody else will 

take it on, but it's not going to be me. So come back to me with a product that that is participating in a $500 million 

opportunity, not a $5 million opportunity. That's nasty to say. But we come across that a lot. So I don't know how to put 

weight on one more than another. But I would, I would probably say, if you're dealing with companies that are a billion 

dollars or more, the clinical benefits don't matter nearly as much as the revenue benefits. So so I had the clinical over 

here, they'll look that down here. The revenue is here. The engineering as long as you can make it, it's fine. So yeah, I 

hope I answered that. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  46:26   

Definitely. Definitely. I think we are I think one time I got through all of my points. I'll just stop there. No, one last 

question. Is there anything you want to add? Like something we missed? Before I stop the recording? 

 

Broker A  46:41   

I don't think so. Man, I think we pretty much covered everything. Hopefully, I brought some different things than [name 

of Broker B] did. And hopefully [name of Broker B] brought different things that I didn't 

 

9.4.10 Interview: Broker B 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  0:02   

Do you see on a screen that is recording?  

 

Broker B  0:05   
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It says recording is about to start. Yeah, there we go. You're recording? Yep. Perfect. Perfect. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  0:11   

All right. So let's start from the very, very beginning, could you please describe, in your words, how the trading of patented 

knowledge is facilitated or is happening in the medical device industry? 

 

Broker B  0:33   

So I would, I would, I know use the term patents in patents are a really important piece of this, because that's where you 

can assess and define value. But it starts with an idea, right? All of these patents initially are usually a clinician, not always 

can be an engineer has an idea to solve a problem. Right? And so, so then the question is, what do you do? You know, 

and that's where the process is not very clear. For most people, they don't know, you know, what is patentable? What is 

not, you know, what, what is valuable? What, you know, what could be valuable, what is not? So it's, it's a, it's an educa-

tional process that I think a lot of people need to go through. And some people are more adept at figuring it out than 

others. I think that's. So I don't know if that answered your question. But just for clarification, right, because a patent only 

occurs when the governmental body that that oversees, granting, patents, trademarks, and so forth. deem that that is a 

novel idea is a novel concept. And at that point, that's where there is some there's some value because the not to get too 

granular with regard to patents, but they're each patent has what they refer to as claims. And it's those claims which define 

your luck you are protecting. So I use the example it's like putting a fence around your property to keep you know, 

intruders out potentially, or, you know, so. So that's the that's the important piece. But again, you know, it's that it's, it's a 

process to just get to that point, right? Is it patentable? There are different types of patents, there are utility patents, there 

are, there are method patents. And so, again, again, I'm not trying to get too specific, but we define we feel our patent 

counsel has advised us for years that utility patents have more value, or are or I would say more value, they're more 

enforceable, then then a method patent. So a method patent is the process for doing something. And you may own that 

process. But unless you can, how do you police that? Right? So in the medical device industry, if I had a method patent 

on performing a core tissue biopsy, right, how do I What am I am I going to sue the doctors that would perform that 

biopsy the way that we patented it, to ensure that they don't infringe it. So that's where, you know, the differences, you 

know, with regard to a utility patent, you know, is usually on some sort of a device of some sort. And so that's where the 

value is enforceable, because you can prevent other commercial entities from coming in and infringing on your patents 

and so forth. So anyway, Is that helpful? I'm not sure I answered. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  4:25   

Yes, yes, yes. Yes. And I'm writing notes as we speak. So I'll may have some follow up questions along the way. One of 

these may actually be you mentioned that there is some form of education in the beginning, which people are referring to 

when you say you have to educate them? 

 

Broker B  4:44   

So you know, we  [name of broker firm]  you know, our tagline is the physician inventors partner. Yes. Because we know 

that is often the physicians At least in the US, who are coming up with these ideas for new technologies, because they're 

in the middle of a procedure, and they are not, they don't have a satisfactory solution. And so often, they are coming up 
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with just an early The idea behind it, I'm going to mute my phone here, sorry, no. So they come up, they'll come up with 

the idea, but they may not know how to execute on the idea. But, but we also find that because physicians are fairly well 

compensated in the US, they also recognize the value of intellectual property and protecting it. So they, they are more 

likely to, and you know, they're also mortgage, more highly educated, so they're often more aware of what needs to be 

done, you know, they will hire a patent attorney, they have the financial means to, to, to, you know, file for an IND and 

submit a patent on some sort of, you know, whether it's a medical device or some other technology, because they might 

conceive of so. So that help. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  6:24   

Yes, yes, that's, that's perfect. So, so far, we have the physicians coming up with the ideas and patents, and then [name of 

broker firm] Medical gets a hold of those, what's the next step in the process of trading, trading patents, then? 

 

Broker B  6:43   

Well, so, you know, for us, we, we have to evaluate what they have, you know, there's this and so, for us, you know, we 

started out as a medical device incubator, and we still are, you know, we take, we can take literally the scribble on the 

back of a, you know, sticky note. And, and, and then, through our partners, which some of which are intellectual property 

attorneys, we will then take that early-stage concept, and then develop intellectual property around it, filed patent protec-

tion, and so forth. But we also, you know, a lot of times physicians, or it could be engineers or other health professionals, 

will come to us with ideas that they've already patented. It. So it's really kind of an under, it's a lot, it's because there are 

there, two, what I'd call two main parts to our business, the incubator side, which is where we bring in engineering 

resources, we bring in the patent attorneys and so forth, and take the risk and sell fund we will, we will try and do that 

essentially, on our own, then, the other part of our business is what we refer to as brokerage, we will take whatever client 

brings to us and go out and see if we can license it, sell it or distributed depending on how far they've taken it. So there's 

less risk in it for us on the brokerage side than there is an incubator side, because we're investing heavily on the incubator 

side. And then, consequently, is more risk, you know, we, we may not, we may not get intellectual property protection. 

That's, that's, you know, a major risk for us. And in obviously, without that, a small company like us cannot survive. In 

terms of in a competitive environment. You know, if cook, for example, had the same exact idea that we did, neither of 

us had, neither of us had patent protection, someone like cook, who's got resources and infrastructure and district distri-

bution globally, you know, is going to succeed, they're more likely to succeed than we would because, you know, we 

would have to develop all a lot of those things along the way, you know, so, so, that's the advantage for the little guy is 

intellectual property because it prevents the big guys from coming in. And because they've got access to customers and 

and manufacturing scale, you know, that can drive down costs we can do that couldn't compete with them, but because 

of intellectual property protection that, you know, prevents should prevent people from coming in and, and, you know, 

knocking us off and just beating us on price and distribution software. was that helpful?  

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  10:24   

Yes, yes, yes. So how do you attract these different kind of ideas for let's say, as you mentioned before, physicians, how 

do you get their  ideas and  patents or whatever? What's your practice? 
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Broker B  10:53   

Sure. I mean, how do you do it? Yeah, that's the trick, right. So what we've found is that there are certain there are certain 

physician specialties that tend to attract innovators, creative people. So interventional radiology is one of them. I know, 

you know, the business that MMG is involved in, focuses a lot on interventional radiology, and they tend to be very 

creative. physicians, who innovate new technologies, new procedures, and so forth. And so if that new procedure, then 

then makes people start thinking, Well, okay, if we can do this, we don't have the right tools, we need the right tools, what 

are those tools? What does that look like, and so, so So, so, if you can identify where the groups are coming from, then 

you can attempt to appeal to them. You know, I'm in it for us now, at this point in our, we [name of broker firm] has been 

around for 20 years. And so a lot of the, a lot of the people that show up on our door had been referred to us by, by other 

by other through other sources, it's word of mouth on, I mean, granted, we, you know, we have, you know, web presence, 

you know, we may use Google AdWords, you know, the certain key things that we do on social media, you know, that 

you can do. But like, for example, we get a lot of referrals from, from industry. So, you know, the doctor shows up on the 

doorstep of MMG, or cook, or Boston Scientific or whomever, and with an idea on the bat, you know, scribble on a post 

it note, and because they go to the people that they buy their products from, and those companies are not well suited to 

take early stage ideas. In advanced the, they're just, they're just not well suited to do that. And it's, I mean, they can, but 

that it's often just, it's, it's a high-risk proposition. In most of the big companies have become really distributors of tech-

nology, not necessarily innovators of technology. So, but they've been very successful at distributing, and so they're 

profitable. And so, what they will do is they will buy, you know, early stage technology, you know, the, and then invest 

in that technology to bring it to market. So then then you start looking at, if you then take a step back, and you say, well, 

who's doing these kinds of deals, who's, who's buying the products, the technologies, the early-stage ones, and I will tell 

you that I would want to lump them into different categories. Every year, you know, the problem is for these early-stage 

companies and these early stage technologies, they tend to go to the A players, the big the, what we would refer to as the 

big boys, right? So the cooks, the beedis, the boss and Scientifics of the world, right? The problem is that those big 

companies that they usually want to acquire technology that will move the needle, you know, that will end so it's got 

would be a substantial opportunity for them to get even consider it. And as you know, I've said this, I've said this at least 

a couple times a week. So you'll have it, you'll be the first one on Monday morning here. But they would rather pay $100 

million. Or in it, an FDA cleared or CE mark product that has clinical document documented effectiveness, sale sales, 

showing early commercial success, they would rather pay $100 million for that, than to pay $1 million dollars for what 

could be a very viable technology at a very early, you know, an early stage, you know, and so, so what happens, at least 

for  [name of broker firm] medical, most of our transactions that we do for ourselves on the incubator side, or on the 

brokerage side, when we're representing other technology is not with those a players, because both of the technologies 

are far enough along for them. And so it's usually the B's, the seas and the DS, who know they won't gain access to those 

new technologies, unless they take more risk. And they've got to me, they've got to help fund it, they've got to help. You 

know, they've got to sift through what's viable, what's not. It's a lot of work. So I like to think of what we do and  [name 

of broker firm] medicals, we kind of screen through the things that are less likely to be successful, the least the ones that 

show up on our doorstep, you know, obviously not everybody comes to us. But when we can, you know, we I think we 

serve a valuable role in this ecosystem. Because we can help assess early stage technology, they have IP, you know, what 

have they done from an engineering standpoint, they, there's a deck is it been bench tested is an animal study, whatever 

it's been, and then yeah, and then we know who the big players, the C players, the D players are. So we've been doing this 
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for 20 years. So we're now we know, the people at these companies were in contact with them. And that's where, you 

know, the, if you want to call it an accent, that's where the transactions will happen for most of our clients, and most of 

the things that we do, because the, again, the big boys, you know, we, you know, again, most of the opportunities that we 

take on our smaller ones, I guess, you know, there's not as much upside potential and some of those right is there it is, 

you know, like drug coated stent, or drug eluting balloons or whatever, take your picket these days, whatever the hot 

technology is, and, you know, do we stand a chance is hat at has  [name of broker firm] medical, to try and go? And can 

we move as quickly? And, you know, could we Marshal as many resources and investment, you know, dollars to go after 

it? And the answer would be, we would be unlikely to be successful. So what we try to do is identify opportunities on the 

incubator side where we can have some success. So I point to an early opportunity that we had some success with the was 

a foreign body retrieval device called n snare, you may have heard of it, I you know, so that was one of those where there's 

really only one product in the market at the time. That was that was really ahead, you know, I would say 90% of the 

market, there may have been a couple other little things being used for for body retrieval. And we thought well, gee, you 

know, this is a depending on who you were talking to, at the time, 25 $35 million global market. And we thought, gee, 

you know, it's dominated by one company, they're not really paying that close attention to it. We can sneak in here with, 

you know, a better opportunity, a better product or you know, can do some things that and that's basically what we did, 

right and so, you know, we saw a similar opportunity with CT tissue box See that that, you know, we obviously you know 

that we have a relationship with MMG on that end. And we're hoping that we'll have some success Fingers crossed there. 

We did that in, in the tips market, you know, transjugular, intrahepatic, portosystemic shunts, you know that liver access 

technology, we licensed to another company. And again, you know, there aren't many people in that split. Yeah, so we 

like to go after 510 cables, single use devices that we can. So there, and where there's not, since not a huge market, but 

there's not a lot of competitors. And we'd like to go into places where the competitors not really paying attention, that's 

the best ones for us. We're again, for us on the incubator side, but they've got it, we've got to be able to, we  [name of 

broker firm] medical have to be able to bring that technology to market without anyone else. Without support from anyone 

else, if we can't do that, we won't do it. And we weren't able to do that in the very beginning in the early days, because 

we financially weren't able to do that. But But getting you know, in us getting a 510 k you know, versus an ID PMA if 

you know the regulatory structure, you know, an ID PMA is going to require more extensive clinical, and, you know, 

really, I mean, there's no even there's no reimbursement for those. And so there's so many factors that need to be consid-

ered. When you take on an early stage opportunity, the opportunity may be enormous. And that's where people will go 

out and raise money through, you know, either angel investors or venture capital firms so forth. Because, you know, 

you're swinging for the fences, that's a US baseball analogy, you know, you're, you're trying to really have a big, successful 

opportunity. So you're willing to take more risk. But there's also more risk that's going to go down the toilet. So for us as 

a little company, we like to do 510 cable devices, and we know, without another without any other funding behind us, we 

can get it to market. And, and that, that that's important for a couple reasons for us. One is that if we don't have any, any 

support from a partner, we can do it on our own. That's one, but two, in the negotiating world, you know, if if you're a big 

company, and you know, we're a little company, and we're, we've got an interesting technology that would require sig-

nificant clinical studies, you know, that we can't do that. So, you know, it hurts your negotiations, when the person you're 

trying to negotiate with knows, you don't have the ability to do it. So, you know, but but, but again, you know, we could 

always go out and raise money and so forth, we shied away from doing that we still fund all of our projects. So through 

thrown our own resources, and then we have some creative partnerships, where our partners will share the risk with us. 
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In exchange for some form of consideration. It could be equity, in project, it could be all rights to manufacturer, the device 

if it's an OEM, for example, things of that nature. So that's how we gotten creative. And we're able to do more with less, 

especially in the early days. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  24:08   

Because you have been mentioning risk assessment and also the type of projects that you take in. One of my key interest 

is also how you assess value of a given patent and or technology, but also, how do you practically do it? Do you use 

different analytical models, discounted cash flow or more qualitatively analysis? 

 

Broker B  24:40   

yeah, so. So a couple things. I mean, so first of all, you know, our process involves, though you've met [name of broker 

A]and I know you're going to speak with [name of broker A], my business partner, he I suspect you'll get you'll get some 

of the same here. You know, he'll have a different perspective on something than I do, of course, and but you know, so 

[name of broker A]and I are the primary people that assess these early stage ideas when they come into [name of broker 

firm] medical. In addition to [name of broker A]and I, there are six physicians who comprise our scientific advisory board, 

and that they are a multi-specialty group that focus on the disease states that we are most interested in. And so often in 

their clinical practice, they'll treat the same patients, but because one is an interventional cardiologist, he may look at it 

differently than an interventional radiologist would, then a vascular surgeon would, um, if you're talking about peripheral 

vascular technologies, so, so they help us assess is this solving that is that is the idea helping us solve a real problem? 

Now, you know, if they're not helpful in their responses, well, then, you know, it hurts us. Right. So we, we took a lot of 

time, they fired the people we wanted to have on our advisory board. And, and so, and they've been with us a long time. 

Third Edition too. Me. Okay, I got another call to 11. So sorry. I forgot about that. So I have to speed this up. Right. So. 

So a rate we've got, we've got, you know, these physicians to look at it, they tell us, yes, this looks good. You know, it 

looks good. So then, you know, then we have intellectual property attorneys, pet attorneys, who then either will assess if 

it's a patent that comes along with it, what is how does this patent is defensible? Blah, blah, blah, can we practice it? Or 

is it for if it's an idea, you know, what is the patent landscape look like? Can we get meaningful IP? So let's just assume 

that those come back, yes, it's good, it checks out, it looks good, blah, blah, blah, then we're going to talk to some of our 

engineering friends and partners, you know, can we know OEM manufacturer, can we do this? You know, okay, what is 

the price point? What is that? Then, of course, we're looking, [name of broker A]and I will do that we do valuation 

modeling. Where we're essentially, we're modeling, you know, what the, what the potential market is what, there's a lot 

of I, I, we jokingly refer to it as a weedy board exercise. It's a lot of guesstimates, you know, gee, well, what if we get this 

penetration into the market, we get this sales price. If we can manufacture it for this number, then our profit is that you 

know, so there's a lot that goes in, and then we, we do use discounted cash flow model. So you know, the time value of 

money, you know, again, what's the, what's the practice about? This is a model that, that we, that, you know, we were 

using, we were at Bard, and and then we, you know, we we've modified it, as has been necessary, and it just depends on 

to like, what is the technology is there, capital equipment component, and a disposable components are strictly disposable, 

you know, what markets can we gain access to and which ones can we not, you know, what is what is more realistic? I'm 

going to grab my grab power, make sure that I have power on my iPad, yes. Cuz this could be, it would be a short call for 

you and I will end it properly. So give me two seconds here. No problem. 
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Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  29:12   

No problem. 

 

Broker B  29:19   

Okay, good. Now, I'm plugged in. Now, I don't have to worry. So at any rate, you know, and so then then what kind of 

all that looks good, all the checks out, gee, the market looks good. The IP looks good. We can manufacturer we feel high 

confidence that, you know, is it going to make a difference? You know, what's, what's the, you know, is it reimbursable 

you know, you got to look at, you know, what the insurance carriers. That's why again, if it's five thing cable, that means 

is a predicate device that works. There's another device that's in the market that we're using. It's comparable for regulatory 

path, but that also generally means it's being reimbursed. So reimbursement, if you don't have reimbursement, that's a 

whole other battle that we don't want to fight. Right. So that makes sense. But you know, a lot of our technologies, if 

they're better, we should be able to get a premium. Because we're solving a problem. Maybe it's not a huge premium, but 

it's, you know, premium and so. So that that has been, you know, that's kind of how we tend to look at these kinds of early 

stage opportunities. I don't know, I mean, hopefully, that's helpful. It is, you know, again, because of who we all are, we 

had to define our strategy, what could we do, what could we not, is a little company, and then, you know, we've made a 

conscious decision not to build infrastructure, we outsource everything. And that was a conscientious decision, we felt 

like in our business, you know, one day, we might see a product that was made out of nitinol. And the next day was a 

catheter extrusion, the next day could be injection molded plastic, you know. And so, if we hired an engineer, or engi-

neering team, that they may or may not have the expertise for that technology, and we felt that, you know, it was, you 

know, we could, it could cause us It could slow us down. So rather than hire an engineer who has had some medical on 

their business card, we thought, we're gonna go out and find the best resource that we can, based on the project, so over 

the years, we've, you know, we've we've developed relationships with injection, molders, and extruders. And, you know, 

engineering expertise and nitinol, and things of that nature, where we know that, you know, we can go out and get the 

best resource that we can. And, and, and we're not starting from scratch, from zero, because if you, if you hire an engi-

neering team, and nobody has experienced in that area, that that new technologies in that you want to pursue, what do 

you do, you know, fire everybody, and, you know, maybe go and hire the new resource, but you know, that we don't have 

that luxury. So that's why we do it on a project by project basis. It's, it's, you know, again, it depends on how you structure 

you know, as a company, like MMG, for example, you know, you you've got infrastructure, you've got, you know, people 

who've got expertise, if they don't have that expertise, then you got to go out and get it somehow, whether it's a consultant, 

or hiring somebody. and managing people is not something that we thought was a lot of fun. No, BD, thought, you know, 

let's figure out a way to do this where we don't have people that report into us. And, you know, and we tried to set this 

up. So it was the business that was fun for us to do. We so we kind of set it up, do the things we like to do and minimize 

the things that we didn't like, yeah, once you do, like, for example, once you once you develop a product and it's in the 

market, then you know, someone's got a forecast, you know, demand every month, then talk to the suppliers and figure 

out make sure you know, all the components are coming in. I didn't I did that when not fun. I didn't like that part of the 

job. So I was like, let's, let's shift it to someone else and make them worry about then we go on to another. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  34:13   
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That's the dream. That's the dream. 

 

Broker B  34:16   

Not the last lucky. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  34:18   

The last question, I think just to round it off, because now we covered the “how to attract patents and technologies “, we 

also covered “how to assess value to those”. But the last part I'm really curious about is also how you account for the risk 

associated with the projects when you're also striking a commercial agreement. So if you could just spend the last five 

minutes here on on describing how you cope with this, you know, uncertainty about the future and as you also said, The 

Wiji-boards when you make these computations? How do you account for those in the commercial agreements with the 

partners you engage with? 

 

Broker B  35:08   

Well, you know, like in anything, whoever's taking the greatest risk, should see the greatest upside potential in the rela-

tionship. So, you know, on the brokerage side, what, you know, we, we have a, we have less risk. And so we have a less 

of a financial upside. So, in other words, our percentage is lower. So, if we're on the incubator side, and we are bringing 

in partners, and investing in early stage technology, we have a bigger percentage. So it's really, it's, you know, it's, if you 

take greater risk, there should be commensurate upside, potential to go along with it. So that's what we do. So we know 

that we're not going to hit on every single project that we bring in. So the problem is, for us is a is revenue, you know, in 

our, you know, we'll have, you know, if we sell a technology, we'll have more money than we know what to do with it. 

And then we may have several years where we, where we have very limited revenue till another one hits. And that's part 

of what spawned the brokerage side of our business, because we thought, Well, you know, we still have all these relation-

ships, we have all these contacts, why not leverage them for clients? So the brokerage part of our business keeps the lights 

on for us, you know, and there's some revenue coming in and, and, you know, we'll occasionally we hit one with them, 

and then we'll see some nice revenue, it could go for a walk, you know, many years, it could. But you know, the bigger 

opportunities, or the or the incubator side, and there's more risk. So there's more likelihood of failure, you know, so that's, 

but that's, that's the business that we're in. The problem is, if we weren't successful in the early like, our what first tech-

nology that we, one of the very first ones was ensnare. If it was not successful, I wouldn't be talking to you right now, as  

[name of broker firm] medical, probably. Because, you know, you could only limp along for so long. I mean, we were 

highly compensated executives in the medical device industry. And, you know, so it's like, how long do you hang in 

there? Till you have one hit, and we were fortunate, we had an early one hit, and that allowed us to continue to do what 

we're doing. So because, you know, again, well, it's I said, well, we'll have by revenue, you know, companies like to have, 

like, you know, this revenue, that kind of the revenue line kind of goes up, and ours will go back up to, you know, and 

it's just, it's very, from it. And that's one of the reasons why to that, you know, we didn't want to have a lot of infrastructure, 

because, you know, we didn't want to bring people in and then lay them off, or, you know, and just, again, our business 

model didn't, doesn't lend itself well to that. So anyway, hope that helps. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  38:30   
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Yes. So which type of agreements do you usually involve with? Is it like license agreements?  

 

Broker B  38:41   

it depends on the deal. I mean, we do a lot of licensing, a lot of licensing for ourselves and for clients. There's a lot of risk 

in those because if our, if our partner doesn't execute, then we're sort of left twisting in the breeze, unfortunately. You 

know, obviously, if we can sell the technology that you know, then it's the straight asset purchase, or whatever it might 

be in those instances. So yeah, it's just but mostly licensing. Sometimes we'll, we'll help clients with distribution agree-

ments and things of that nature too. So 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  39:25   

perfect. Perfect. All right. [name of broker B], two minutes late. I think I will, I will let you off the hook now. 

 

Broker B  39:34   

Well, if you need more time, or you want to chat further, just let me know. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  39:39   

I will definitely take you up on on that. Maybe have like a follow up of 30 minutes or so. And then yeah, I just want to 

say thank you very much for your time. And also, when I talk with with [name of broker A],, I'll say thank you to him as 

well for both of you taking the time to help me with this. Last thing I want to reach out to an inventor and I talked with 

[CEO MMG] and he said that I may could reach out to [name of inventor]. So just want it. I should probably run it by 

yours and hear if it was okay that I reached out. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  40:17   

Yeah, goody, goody, 

 

Broker B  40:19   

nice. Nice. I'll do that right away then. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  40:22   

Okay, very good. Well, good luck. 

 

Thank you very much, sir. and have a good day. 

 

Broker B  40:27   

All right. Send me the transcript. I'd be curious to see how stupid I sound. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  40:33   

Oh, you were very clever. I will do that right away. 
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Broker B  40:37   

Very good. All right. Take care. Bye bye. 

 

9.4.11 Interview: SME CEO 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  0:00   

Yes – sitting here today with the CEO of MMG Mr. [name of SME CEO]. All right. I have some questions for you today. 

There will be different questions which we can pursue, but you take the interview in the direction you feel like. we just 

follow the flow. Either way, my first question is, who, or which types of people do you perceive as the main inventors of 

new medical devices? 

 

SME CEO  0:43   

Primary it is externally to the medtech organizations. That mean – it is not something that we have skill set to do internally. 

When we say new invention, some are it on a device for a specific procedure for specific treatment. So in our organization 

it is primarily externally parties that have the invention, and that you can divide into doctors, users of specific devices in 

the clinical environment. It could also be engineers, R&D the people that are working on their own, they could have 

experience and skill sets to what specific procedure treatments and then they are able to develop new technologies, and 

then again, present them to the industry that could take the technology toward the R&D phase and into the market. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  1:45   

How many years have you been in the med tech industry? 

 

SME CEO  1:49   

been in MedTech industry, Oh, that's a good question. 30 years or more? Yep. Primarily functioning within sales and 

marketing, and business development and management position. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  2:07   

The types of innovations or inventions you'll see in the medical device field is that more like radical new innovations 

always add more like what we call incremental innovations, where you just add a little new feature or  have you also seen 

a lot in your specific field. And in your previous experience, have you also been a part of seeing new innovations being 

produced that are very different from what you already seen in the field today? 

 

SME CEO  2:40   

I would say it's in the middle. Once a while, in, in those 25 years plus I have seen intervention that was a real jump. 

Primary when we start using drugs in the device industry, that was one of these jumps - it increased or expanded the 

procedure windows. I remember. I also remember when we long time ago, saw for instance, a new material that could as 

an example be nitinol that was used in various devices, that was also a big jump. But in average, I would say it's a it is it's 

more than just the add on on existing technology. But I can count it on one hand what i what i really have seen technology 

outside what I just mentioned before 
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Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  3:42   

you have you been part of larger organizations as well because today you are working for what you would typically 

describe as a small medium enterprise. Yes. Have you also worked for larger corporations? 

 

SME CEO  3:55   

Yeah, my last position before starting my own was in a large organization, in a in a in a in a US corporate environment, 

both in the large holding structure, public and privately held. So, last 12-13 years has been a you know, in a small business. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  4:24   

Alright, so you've seen MedTech innovations being brought to market from both sides of the spectrum, so to say the small 

enterprises bringing innovations to market and also the larger?  

 

SME CEO  4:36   

Yes, exactly.  

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  4:38   

That leads me also to the next question. How does MMG work with new innovations? But in this regard, since you have 

previous experience, you're also more than welcome to exemplify if there are some differences from your past working 

in the more corporate environment. 

 

SME CEO  5:12   

If you go back and talk more of the corporate environment, that was there we, as a organization was specific, going for 

product, technology for specific procedures, and then either developed that in internally or found the platform technology, 

externally. That's a little bit different than what we do today, because we primarily get our new innovations from external 

partners. And there we are, we are able to decide ourself, if this specific technology meets our, our strategy, and thereby 

make a decision. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  6:01  

So now that you also touched upon, from a small, medium sized enterprise perspective, that you get your innovation from 

external connections, partners, network, etc. How would you say that MMG is working today towards attracting new 

innovation, or getting new innovations in? 

 

SME CEO  6:32   

In this specific, we're talking about technology, ideas, innovations, where you do not have the finalized product, I'm not 

talking about technology, where you are able to, to acquire a finished product or a company. So I'm addressing my ques-

tion to the specific of that technology in order to take that and to develop into a product and then go to the market. I am 

forced to constantly build up a network. In this respect, in specific, when it comes to new technology, that is, for instance, 

you have a sales organization, they are your ambassadors, when they out speaking with end users, doctors, professors, 
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and sometimes they have, they have an idea and that is that which will then be brought to our attention - to my attention 

- then I'll take a ball from there.  

 

Some doctors who I grew up with, with business partners and other key players - grow their technology to the industry. 

So I'm also spending a reasonable amount of time and effort to to connect and, and keep up good relationships with those 

since they are often the ones that are bringing the technology to various companies. And then classic congresses is also 

where new connections are established. And then it's simply all about building up a direct network, with innovators, with 

doctors in the medical community and they sometimes contact us directly. So it's simply full focus on networking, creating 

contacts, so that when new ideas is brought to the table, that at some time these could end at your desk, so that you have 

a chance to get your hands on these technologies. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  9:04   

touched upon the definition of the types of innovations you take in  - they are as you said – ideas and finalized products. 

Could you maybe elaborate a little bit more on how unpolished some of these ideas are or what phase in the development 

of these ideas, that you take them in? 

 

SME CEO  9:46   

Yes, we are primarily seen as as entering in a partnership on the early stage of the development – where the early stage is 

where the ideas have not become a finished product yet. Sometimes it could be a rough prototype But it has not been 

through the phases of proper product development and regulatory approval. Of course, there is a risk when you're entering 

into those projects at an early stage that it does not turn out to be a product that can be successfully launched on the 

market. On the other hand, that's where I am now, if a product is finished on the market and all and ready to sell, then we 

are often too small to acquire the technologies. 

 

With other words, if the product had proven itself substantially in the market, then the price to acquire is too high. And 

we are not the right partner in that in that that moment. So in the early states, sometimes I have seen and taken on ideas 

what it was written on a piece of paper. And we actually, the inventor and I would just put our signature and then we 

would have a gentlemen's agreement or to the other, instead, where we were negotiating, analyzing and participating in a 

bid procedure with other devices manufacturers, and simply being able to, to build a business case where the owner of 

that technology, pick you. And then you do a commercial agreement.  

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  11:22   

Perfect. So now you also touched upon risk assessment, you are saying that going into the early stages of having ideas 

and bringing them to market is associated with high risk. And you're also talking about making agreements. So could you 

please elaborate on how you make your risk assessment today? And also, how you see the importance of striking a deal 

fast or making your footwork before striking?  

 

SME CEO  12:10   
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First of all, we we are only looking to watch technologies that can be used in the market space that we are active. That 

means, for instance, we're not going outside our core, our core competency area, were we primarily working within 

procedures and areas in IR and we are only looking toward technologies that can be used in the business area where we 

are. So that's a clear assessment that we  

 

when we talk about acquiring technology, we do not want to go outside our comfort zone, that's too risky for us. With 

other words, which we try to stay within the scope where we know a little bit about the procedure, the customers, the 

commercial picture and all that. So that's one criterion. 

 

Then we're also doing assessments that if technology and product idea is not yet patented - it should be if we're putting in 

big dollars - then it must be in a scope where we can have a strong patent on it. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  13:40   

and then also when striking a deal: Should it be fast? Do you have time to do that? what are the tradeoffs you make in 

your risk assessment? 

 

SME CEO  13:51   

My experience with these situations is that speed is a success criterion. Simply if you choose slow, then your competitor 

will close a deal before you're ready. So having capability of making a thorough but also fast assessment is is essentially 

- that's both in regard to bringing the technology toward the R&D, regulatory and commercial phases, but also to under-

stand the technology and the market - quickly - so that you can make a decision.  that's important. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  14:57   

Which type of companies would you characterize as your competitors in regard to - lets label it as - acquiring these 

technologies? is it major corporations or other small medium enterprises? 

 

SME CEO  15:16   

it is both medium size and large corporate size. I have been able to acquire technology where my competitors were listed 

on the stock exchange and simply not because my checkbook was big - but more because i was able to make a decision 

quicker than others. Of course, there's always a risk that if you speed up the process then there's room for errors - so of 

course it's a balance between speed and quality 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  16:06   

when striking the deals how do - or what have you done so far - or maybe you could start by elaborating which deals in 

terms of getting new innovations and bought in MMG. Can you tell in which areas they used but also give an indication 

of which type of contract agreement that you have accepted to actually get these technologies in 

 

SME CEO  16:36   
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yeah in a very few cases i have actually been involved buying upfront cash - a finished product - that was already on the 

market- and we have done that. And of course, not of course but in this situation, it was a unique device with a with a 

great feature-benefit and profit margin. So that was a huge transaction for me in those days. That was more in my corporate 

world. In my private world a more striking to make what we call a license agreement - and in license agreement it is that 

we pay a smaller or less amount of money upfront - but a kind of profit sharing for future sales. With that I can afford to 

take the technology on board. The inventor gets some of the R&D money and some money in his pocket and if the 

technology is as great as the inventor think and we are doing a job then down the road the inventor will receive more 

money in his pocket due to the royalty structure.  

 

So nine out of 10 deals i have made has been based around what i call the license agreement again with a sign-on fee 

when the contract is established and then some milestones payment through the various focus of bring the product through 

the various development phases like product development regulatory and and the commercial activities and then basically 

a percentage of sales. It is the model that i have been using in the last 10-15 years 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  18:48   

all right now I’m going to ask a slightly different question how does you and MMG deal with uncertainty also when 

you're talking about going into the early stages of getting a new innovation. You described before that you associate with 

higher risk than for instance taking in product that was already in a prototype stage already through some of the R&D 

stages. So how would you say that you deal with this uncertainty and also higher risk in MMG? 

 

SME CEO  19:30   

when it comes to a technology even though it's only based on a piece of paper or through prototyping we are  having our 

due diligence done both in our internally R&D department to see what know-how they have and what they can bring to 

the table. With other words to see if the idea is feasible to put into a product and to go to the market - so it's a technical 

due diligence. Then of course, there's the patent attorney that's going to do the patent due diligence. And then we also - 

based on which type of product it is - we have available a selective network of KOLs  and doctors that we use to have a 

meeting discussion with - to see how they see that technology from a clinical point of view. And then, the last part is 

using our skill sets in the sales and marketing activities to have them to make the due diligence. So, a fast-working group 

of people that can assess these technologies in order to, to to make a proper due diligence, the best way we can to eliminate 

risk. And if we are not sure that the product can be developed and go to market, it will also reflect the structure of our 

license agreement with other words, if it's a high-risk agreement, then there will not be a lot of money upfront or down 

payment, it is simply the inventor should wait until the product is on the market and generating some cash flow. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  21:28   

Would you say that Is it possible to always assess and estimate the risk associated with your decisions? 

 

SME CEO  21:45   

No, not always. Because when you talk innovations, and new ideas and concepts, there's of course, always a risk relating 

to not bringing the idea into a finished product. And, of course, sometimes you take a chance, and if everybody's aware, 
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and understand that it's a chance, then everybody also understand it could be the situation where you have to shut down 

the project and move on. If by License Agreement, we are able to have more projects on-board because we're able to 

finance it. If we knew 100%, that the technology will float and everything was fixed. Of course, the deal would have been 

better for us if we had the cash to buy everything upfront. But then we will only be able to run with one project at the 

time. Now, we can run with three to five projects at the same time. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  23:00   

And on that note, I think we should move on to to hear you out in regard to how you perceive the future of MMG. And 

also, again, if you perceive the future as something that you can assess through your different risk assessments, or it's 

more could be described as something uncertain that you have to navigate through. How is your perception of the future 

could be from one to five years or longer than that in regards to managing MMG? 

 

SME CEO  23:50   

I mean, the follow up philosophy we have is that we always have to grow. From day one, the mindset is always that we 

have to sell more, than what we did the day before. And of course, you have a a portfolio product your back and of course 

you have to go out and commercialize that in the best way. But in the environment, there's also changes: There are 

competitors, there are different procedures that's arising. So, you constantly have to work on - in my mind mindset to 

work on new products to bring new products into our portfolio. And in the device industry, basically the time from idea 

to market is between three to six years; then we constantly have to have projects in our back that will materialize into 

products being released in the years to come. So, it's a mindset of bringing new product, new technology, and of course, 

to sell more of what you have in your bag today. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  25:08   

So summing up, and now I'm paraphrasing, for MMG  to be able to counter some of this uncertainty, attributed to the 

future, you have a strategy, a mindset of always growing, and you have a mindset of being innovative. Is that correct?  

 

SME CEO  25:41   

That's correct. Understood. And that is simply because we cannot really predict what the future will bring in respect to a 

if you have certain technologies and products, you know, you could be challenged by competitors, there is bringing similar 

products to the market, or even better, and all that. So to compensate for these unknown activities, of new competitors 

and new ways of treating procedures and patients and things like that, we still have to have a technology product that can 

compensate for whatever that's popping up of the unknown for tomorrow. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  26:30   

And you also touched upon how you finance your different projects. Your model right now to get enough projects in is 

to, to use license agreements, which lowers the upfront payment and then small royalty gradually base. Have you also 

been a part of an acquisition in your MMG career where you have not done License Agreement, but other types of agree-

ments? To get new innovations in.  
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SME CEO  27:12   

Yeah, I mean, we have specifically one project where we were we partnered up with an external investor. The external 

investor approached us that they had some, some free cash and, and we have historically or myself in this company and 

the other companies that I've been working with been able to take and transform investment to good businesses and 

thereby that return investment for the investors was interesting.  

 

And I got access in the contract between the investor and ourselves that we had the amount of money where we can go 

out and buy finished product and finish technology. So, again, the same process, you know, with the due diligence, you 

have to go through and then acquire the technology if if, if you think that's right for you and your company 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  28:25   

 so, you have financed via an external debt. How do you attract investors? How do you convince them? or what are the 

most important points in your phase of convincing them to invest? And maybe in the same regard is also talk a little bit 

about how do you convince inventors of new medical devices to join forces with you. 

 

SME CEO  29:09   

So, so, so far, in my last position and activities in the MMG, we are a totally privately held organization, so that we have 

no external investors in the company. So we have been able over the last 12 years to finance the startup and the growth 

of company. First as a classic distribution company, but in the last four or five years also to begin to, to invest and develop 

our own technologies and products. So it is a combination of the profit of the day to day business where all of the money 

is reinvested into R&D projects. And then it is also using debt via your bank. So that's the way we have decided to, to 

finance our growth. Although that we have so many potentially interesting technologies that we could get our hands on. 

With that we're considering to bringing in external investors into the R&D driven projects. And that could be either that 

you sell a portion of a company to that or that you are attracting external Money that you tie up to the technology case by 

case. But so far, we have no externally money in our, you know, in the ownership. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  30:56   

So let's say that you have to go out and acquire some depth, because you want to finance a new project. Would you say 

that it's the people lending you money - whether it be an organization or private investors - would they be part of your 

close network? And when you're selling off the idea to them that they have to invest in this project is primarily based on 

a lot of calculations about predictions in the future? Or is it more based on your personal expectations, your beliefs, or is 

it based just on an Excel sheet? 

 

SME CEO  31:48   

So so where I get my money from: it has primarily been from the banks. I have, over the years established, very close 

cooperation with few individuals within the bank industry, and these gentlemen - wherever they work - are the one that 

are financing those need I have for money to borrow based on the size of the project that  I present. And they are still the 

same one. So, let's just confirm that I've been able to deliver what I promised over the years. And, and basically, since 
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I've been so many years in the industry working with the same product, they have a strong belief in those things that I 

present to them that they are as precise as as possible. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  32:51   

That's the people financing a new project. What about the people coming in with the new inventions, the physicians? How 

do you convince them that it's a good idea to join forces with MMG? 

 

SME CEO  33:03   

of course, I build up a business case for them - or together with them -  and their legal advisors. So that I, I present that 

business case where they can see the money stream, what they're getting up front and down the road. And then over the 

years, I try to be very precise in what I basically promised on an Excel sheets chart, it is also what I am delivering on the 

on the commercial part. With other words, the revenue that I estimate is always the revenue that I try to achieve. Thereby, 

they get at least the minimum part of my Excel sheet in what was guaranteed to them. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  34:04   

Is it predictable to estimate your sales in the future of a given idea? 

 

SME CEO  34:12   

No, the more uncertain and unproven the ideas, of course, the more risk they are. if you don't have a lot of those data's 

available, then it's - sometimes - you can even define it as a qualified estimate. But then again, it's important that you 

drive your license agreement, so that it eliminates uncertainty for the individual had the idea and us. So basically, we win 

together and we lose together. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  35:13   

All right. Moving into to my last question, so maybe a little bit of repetition of my previous questions. But I really want 

to dig into the basis of your decisions, what you base your decisions upon when, when assessing a new technology.  

 

there are like three sub sub questions to this question, one of them being, do you also base some of your decisions on 

emotions? And in this regard, I mean, that you see a technology, and you think this technology could be a game changer 

for your company, it creates some emotion for you, which allows you to act swiftly or in the first place, just act instead 

of not acting?  

 

And my second sub question would be that, if you're not acting, would you also see it as a missed opportunity, and thereby 

also change for other competitors to act on something you didn't do?  

 

And my last question would be when you're doing this investment, would your assessment also be based on how you 

predict a future state of the company. I'm gonna just start with the first one being your emotions, do you also use emotions, 

in your assessment of new technologies? 
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SME CEO 36:53   

I have to admit, Yes, for sure. Of course, we have the raw facts that should be a part of your diligence. But I would say 

the last acquisition we were part of where the externally investor and that technology, and that that is a lifesaving tech-

nology. So that that was important for me to, to get that technology, under our wings, simply because having the possi-

bilities to to make a difference and, and to put that technology on the world market, you can really see if they if they use 

that technology that you save life. So yes, a part of that.  

 

But the risk, and the trick is of course, to eliminate that you make a decision based on your emotions, or what you feel is 

is good in the stomach. But one thing is raw data and due diligence, there are also a portion of emotion and what do you 

feel is right or wrong. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  38:16   

And second question, when you are assessing new innovations, do you perceive sometimes that if this chance of making 

this investment is forgone that you will give your competitors a good product that will put you in a less favorable position? 

 

SME CEO  38:38   

Yeah. But then you have to have a deep pocket because there's a lot of technology out there, there's a lot of possibilities 

and opportunities out there. So you have to be clear not to make a drop, and you must be clear, and to accept that you 

cannot take on all those new great technology and products out there. You have to really to be picky and choose what's 

best for you and then accept that. Sometimes, or maybe quite often you see some great technologies that could be in your 

bag- but what you have to back off because that the company's cash was tied up to already existing projects. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  39:39   

And lastly, when you are assessing new technologies - to which degree does your expectation of the future state of MMG 

play in assessing a given technology? When you're assessing new technology to have like an expectation to in 1235 x 

number of years that you want MMG to be at that stage? Does that also influence how you assess a new technology? 

 

SME CEO  40:18   

 Yeah, we have a strategy in the company. And one of the targets that is more measurable targets, we have that the revenue 

stream where we need to be. 

 

And in order for me to be at that revenue stream in in 3-5-7 years from now, it's a growth of course of the the product you 

have and the potential growth of new technology, but I need to make sure that my my gap is there - when I say is there - 

I know what my gap is in revenue stream - So that decide also how aggressive I go toward of acquiring or getting new 

license agreement. So it depend about the potential in existence projects -  how things are going - that is what is driving 

by my risk assessment. And do I need to fill up my my, my bag sometimes, if I do not have the right project in front of 

me, then the trick is not to make stupid decision and acquire high risk projects. 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  41:42   
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Thank you very much. Do you have any final notes before we close off? 

 

SME CEO  41:48   

Oh, not for the time being and thank you for the for the interview. And if there should be further questions. I'm available 

for follow up 

 

Marcus Kildegaard Nielsen  41:57   

Perfect. Thank you very much. 

 

 

 

 

 


